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•£h® thesis falls into two main parts, the first being a study of

the development of social work since the 19th century, with particular

reference to the issue of cash and care, and the second a more de¬

tailed examination of the way social workers have actually used the

cash assistance powers of . oction 12 of the locial Work ('Scotland) ct

1968,

Chanter 1 begins by providing a general historical background to

the issue of cash and care and sketches in the development of social

work legislation and of the gradual profe sionaliaation of social

workers in both England and Scotland. Chapter 2 shows that, though

both octicn 1 of the Children and Young 1 arsons Act 1963 and Section

12 of the Social Work (Scotland) Act 19® are associated with cash

/Assistance, they are much more significant in representing the develop¬

ment of social work from at best preventive work to a sore determined

promotional stance. Chanter 3 then sets the cash assistance powers of

Cection 12 within this broader promotional context and tr cos the pro¬

cess by which the capacity to use them for promotional purposes was

increasingly jeopardised by the emphasis on their value in emergencies.

Chanter 4 gives the findings of two sets of questionnaires on how

Jeetion 12 has been used by the Scottish Social Cork departments,

Chapter 5 illustrates the administrative complexities involved for

Social Work Deportments in dealing with clients1 financial problems and

deals with the Issue of social controlj while Chapter 6 analyses the

extent to which the provision of cash assistance by social workers has

become entangled with the income maintenance functions of the Supple¬

ments^ benefits Commission, Chapters 7. 8 and 9 examine in turn the



influence on expenditure un.lor Section 12 of Social V'ork departments•

own policies and procedures in relation to cash assistance; other

organisations' policies and procedures; and the views of social

workers on tho place of cash assistance in social work, finally, the

conclusion discusses the need for gr.-ter agreement about the value

and purpose of cash assistance and avakes reoossnsndations about 'the

sort of Departmental procedures required for a fair and equitable dis¬

tribution of cash assistance*
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INTRODUCTION

Section 12 of the Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968 has excited

considerable attention among social workers since it first began to be

implemented in November 1969, for it not only represented an expansion

of the principle of prevention in social work practice to embrace a

more active promotional approach to social problems, but also sanctioned

a much broader and more generous application of cash assistance to all

kinds of individuals and for all types of difficulties.

There have been several studies of the use to which social workers

have put their powers to give cash assistance. The earliest major work

in Britain was Financial Help in Social Work by Heywood and Allen,"1' and

this has since been followed by two acade.aic theses on the same subject,

one by E. Beswick entitled The exercise of discretion by social workers

to grant assistance in cash under Section 1 of the Children and Young

2
Persons Act 1965 and another by S* Ross, A study in the use of cash

3
payments made under Section 1 of the Children and Young Persons 'ct 1963,

A further study has been made by Joel Handler, the findings of which were

published in his book, The Coercive Social Worker.^ All of these studies

were confined to legislation as it related to England and Wales, By

contrast, there has been very little systematic attention paid either to

the significance of the Scottish legislation or to the effects of the

powers that, though originating in the Children and Young Persons Act

1963, were intended to have a wider application and a different purpose

from their counterpart in England and Wales.

1. J. S, Heywood and B. K, Allen Financial Help in Social viprk
(i.anchester 1971).

2. E, Beswick The ■■.xercise of Discretion by Social Workers to
grant assistance in cash under Section 1 of the Children and
Young Persons Act 1963. University of Essex. September 1975.
M.Sc. thesis.

3. 3. Ross A 3tudy in the use of cash payments made under Section 1
of the Children and Young Persons Act 1963. A dissertation
presented for the Diploma in Social Administration.
University of York 1975.

4. J. Handler The Coercive Social Worker (London 1973).
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The primary purpose of this thesis is therefore to rectify the

imfo.-OLanc© by providing a moro systematic analysis of ection 12 and

in particular of the way a number of selected .Social Work Departments

in different parts of cotland have attempted to use their cash

assistance po era. This was always intended to be the central theme

and is presented as such. However, a study of the origins of

.iection 12 suggested that problems of interpretation might later have

arisen among social workers as a result of the changes that had taken

place in the wording of Clause 12 as it passed through tho drafting

and arliamentary stages* The first 'Ares chapters therefore serve

the dual purpose of tracing the origins of the cash assistance powers

and setting thoa into an historical perspective, and proffering the

suggestion that one of the reasons for social workers* reluctance to

interpret the powers in a more liberal way Is tho direct result of the

changes in emphasis that Clause 12 underwent in the process of

becoming law. Civil servants may feel that once a law is passed, there

is little reason to doive too closely into tho preliminary recommend¬

ations on which it is based. In this case, however, such an approach

is justified, in part to offset tho dauntingly restrictive a pearrmoe

of ection 12 and to re-emphasise that, despite the subsequent stress

on tho value of cash assistance in emergencies, social workers continue

to have in law the option to use cash for promotional purposes.

.> cial workers* options arc, of course, subject to a number of

practical constraints and the main body of tho thesis is concerned to

examine these. Chapter 4 draws on the material ravided by two sots of

questionnaires, issued In 1972 and 1974 respectively, and gives a

picture of expenditure under ection 12 throughout Scotland, in addition

to indicating the kinds of considerations that are a necessary accom¬

paniment of th© social worker's decision to give or withhold cash

assistance. Comparison of the practice of foi.tr different social work

teams has not, for reasons explained in the section on methodology and
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in tho toxt, ucon sufficiently rigorous to establish the degree to

which particular variables are responsible for influencing social

workers' decisions about cash assistance} but that those variables are

important in determining patterns of expenditure under Section 12 is,

as the evidence of tho later chapters shows, undeniable.

I was particularly fortunate in the material node available for

Chapters 1-3, though the fact that the oeial Work (Scotland) \ct is

such a recent piece of legislation has caused special difficulties that

would not arise for historians of earlier periods. Use made of source

material provided under the Official Secrets ?ct carries the risk of

subsequent censorship} and parts of Chapters 1 .and 2 and ranch of Chapter

3 reflect this. n the other hand, the close scrutiny of tho cottish

office has been a valuable corrective to some misapprehensions and

errors of judgment and the historical chapters would have been thin

indeed if this source of information bad not been available. I was

fortunate too in being given an unpublished set of questionnaires,

material from which was incorporated into Chapter 4 and which enabled

comparisons to be drawn find changes over a period of two years to be

assessed.

inally, 1 should like to say that prolonged acquaintance with

Jection 12 has not dimmed my enthusiasm nmd belief in the importance tc

social work in Scotland of this piece of legislation. Slendered cynical

by day-to-day pressures, social workers may fool more ambivalent about

its valuet if this thesis helps to shed some light and understanding,

the work that went into it will have been worthwhile.
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Mi'X It U.'tifc! A-' ,'xlQii OF U!) CAkB

xtie provision of cash assistance to needy individuals has been a

continuing source of perplexity to politicianst philosophers and welfare

wcr-cers alike gp-nce the Poor Law of 1834 attempted to draw together and

rationalise the immense variety of local solutions to the problem of

poor relief. Designed to authorise the building of workhouses to provide

institutional cars for those unable or unwilling to fend for themselves,

the Poor Law -,ct attempted to wipe cut the practice of giving outdoor

relief or assistance in cash which had become increasingly common over

the previous thirty years. purely institutional care was, however,

found over the following decades to be impractical for a variety of

reasons and few unions tod either the inclination or the capital to

build workhouses of the type recommended by the Poor Law Commission*

Scotland in particular continued to pursue the practice of outdoor relief

in -preference to institutional provision, while Eraser hoe estimated that

by 1854 no fewer than 84, of paupers In "nglsM and Wales wore on out¬

door rolief.i

1though the deterrent effect of the Poor Lew was gradually dimin¬

ishing as the incidence of outdoor relief increased and a nor® sympa¬

thetic understanding of the causes of unemployment developed, there

nevertheloas remained a marked- antipathy tc the *undeserving* poor, an

attitude which had been propagated by the belief that the public relief

of destitution. demoralised the recipient and made hi® thriftless and

dependent. She nineteenth centmy alternative to state provision for

1. D. Pracer Tho vciuti-n. of the British olfruro Ptate
(London 1973/ p. 48.
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the deserving poor was charity which, if applied with, discretion, was

thought to help strengthen the recipient's character and encourage

ultimate self-sufficiency. Important in the provision of such chari¬

table assistance was the necessity to distinguish between those who

would make constructive use of it and those undeserving who would

simply fritter it away for undesirable ends. It was to organise and

control the plethora of competing and indiscriminate charitable bodies

that the Charity Organisation Society, then called he Society for

Organising Charitable Relief and Repressing Mendicity, was bom in 1869*

The COS is a landmark in the history of cash and care, for although

it subscribed for many years to the traditional distinction between the

deserving and undeserving poor, it was instrumental in developing a

rigorous approach in dealing with those deemed worthy of its help; from

the COS's emphasis on the importance of the individual is derived the

practice of casework, one of the basic tenets and methods of social

work today. The COS's mistake, as Younghusband points out, was its

over-emphasis, at a time when the causes of unemployment were beginning

to be understood, on "thinking that financial or other aid was in its

nature calculated to undermine independence so that few should receive

it and those few be subject to individual diagnosis and personal
2

supervision."

The last two decades of the nineteenth century witnessed a number

of powerful assaults both on the administrative edifice of the Poor Law

and the philosophy of less eligibility on which it was based. A major

breach in prevailing social thinking and policy came in 1886 when, the

Government implicitly acknowledged that there were categories of people

in need for whom the Poor Law provisions were inappropriate and Joseph

Chamberlain, as President of the Local Government Board, authorised

municipal schemes of public works to relieve unemployment. Prom this

2. E. Younghusband Social Work and Social Change
(London 1964) p. 16.
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important first attack on the philosophy of personal responsibility

developed a mass of social legislation that explicitly acknowledged a

national responsibility for contingencies like old age, unemployment and

sickness which reliable evidence had indicated could no longer auto-

3
matically be attributed to personal incapacities or wilful failures.

Signs of the break-up of the all-embracing functions of the Poor

Latj into different types of service came with the Majority and minority

Reports of the Royal Commission on the Poor Law in 1909. The signa¬

tories of the Majority Report, still believing that the causation of

poverty involved moral factors, proposed that all social service functions

should come under the local authorities but with voluntary organisations

still playing a large part in dealing with applicants for assistance;

while the Minority Report envisaged the abolition of pauper status,

fjointing out that provision already existed for dealing with needs such

as education and that duplication of such services to a pauper section

was unnecessary, and recommending separate departments within the local

authority to deal xvith different types of problems and to provide a

service based on need rather than on moral criteria. The Minority Report

also put forward proposals for a Ministry of Labour to deal on a national

scale with unemployment, testifying to a growing awareness that unemploy¬

ment xjas not necessarily proof of a man's reluctance to work.

Concerned as they were with the totality of social and economic

problems, though starting from radically different attitudes to society,

none of the Royal Commission members foresaw the rapid acceptance of

insurance as an alternative to their own proposals. Insurance schemes,

3. The most famous studies included C. Booth Life and Labour
of the People of London 1 (London 1892);
3. 3. Rowntree Poverty. A Study of Town Life (London 1901);
and W. Beveridge Unemployment: a Problem cf Industry
(London 1909).
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which originated in the Friendly society movement, offered Lloyd George,

Chancellor of the Exchequer in the Liberal Government, a chance to cut

the ground from under the Fabian socialism of the Minority Report and

were at the same time free of the thorny and irrelevant questions of

the recipient's morality. The Friendly Societies' experience had

furthermore shown insurance to be financially practicable and socially

acceptable as an alternative source of assistance to the Poor Law.

The twin pillars of the insurance scheme of 1911 - health and

unemployment insurance - were necessarily a patchy and incomplete start

arid the history of the next twenty years is characterised by extensions

to the scheme to cover the more obvious anomalies within the scheme

itself and the difficulties revealed by the large-scale unemployment

after the First ..orId ar. As a solution to the chronic problem of un¬

employment, however, insurance was continually beset with difficulties:

as Fraser has shown, the inadequacy of the insurance scheme in the early

1920s encouraged the wides read use of doles on lines very reminiscent

of the outdoor relief provided under the oor Law and resulted in a

gradual undermining of faith in the capacity of any insurance scheme to

cope with the strains of large-scale unemployment.^
In 1929, the Poor Lax-r Guardians, who had continued to function side

by side with the developing insurance scheme, were abolished end their

responsibilities placed in the hands of the local authorities who were

obliged to create Public Assistance Committees for the relief of desti¬

tution and to care for the non-able-bodied, 'which included children, the

aged and the chronically sick. After a short-lived experiment in which

the Public Assistance Committees distributed means-tested assistance,

the responsibility for doles was removed from local authorities and

placed with the newly-created Unemployment ssistance Board in 1934 which

was ultimately able to establish national scales of assistance for those

who were for some reason ineligible for insurance benefit.

4. L. Fraser op. cit. Chapter 8.
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Almost all able-bodied males, by the end of the 1930s, had theo¬

retical access to some form of financial assistance in times of diffi¬

culty, whether it was from the Unemployment Assistance Board or from the

contributory insurance schemes, leaving in the care of the Poor Law, as

administered by the local authorities, a small minority of able-bodied

males and all those who were severely socially disabled and unable to

care for themselves. The separation of cash and care was thus becoming

increasingly well-defined as the process of providing financial

assistance to able-bodied males gradually became more centralised,

standardised and comprehensive, but it was not until the Beveridge Report

of 1942^ and the Curtis Reix>rt of 1946® that a clear social policy in

respect of both income maintenance and of the personal soeial services

was devised and recommended.

Despite the considerable advances in the acceptance of national

responsibility for social and economic casualties, actual provision in

1940 was still determined by technical qualifications rather than by need,

and administrative responsibility for different types of benefit was

7
irrationally scattered among a number of Government ministries. The

popularly acclaimed Beveridge Report proposed the replacement of this

haphazard and fragmented set of provisions by a rationally planned and

universal scheme of benefits. Taking advantage of the war-engendered

desire for a better and more equitable future, Beveridge proclaimed three

guiding principles in drawing up his recommendations: first, any pro¬

posals for the future, while drawing on past experience, were not to be

5. Beveridge Report Social Insurance and Allied Services
1942 Cmnd. 6405

6. Curtis Report Report of the Care of Children 1946 Cmnd, 6922.
7. For example, health insurance was the responsibility of the

Ministry of Health; workmen's compensation was dealt with by
the Home Office; unemployment insurance and assistance in the
Ministry of Labour; and pensioners by the Assistance Board.
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restricted by consideration of sectional interests; secondly, social

insurance was to be seen as one part only of a comprehensive policy of

social progress: while freeing people from /ant, there remained to be

tackled the other giants of Disease, Ignorance, Squalor and Idleness;

and finally, the state was not to deprive the individual of personal

initiative but should expect 'service and contribution' in return for

security.

Using as a basis evidence from social surveys in the 1930s that

revealed that from 'three-quarters to five-sixths' of the poor were in

want due to interruption or loss of earning power, Beveridge proposed

a comprehensive insurance scheme, including Family Allowances, to cover

all contingencies that might otherwise throw a breadwinner or his

dependants into poverty. Responsibility for its administration was to

rest with a single, centrally-organised i-inistry of Social Security.

In an important but casual comment on the effect of removing from

local authorities all responsibility for the provision of financial

assistance, Beveridge said:

" hile completing the transfer from local to national
government of assistance by cash payments, it retains
a vital place for Local Authorities in the provision
of institutions and in the organisation and maintenance
of services connected with social welfare. The scheme
proposed here is in some ways a revolution, but in more
important ways it is a natural development from the
past".8

The local authority organisations were canvassed for their views

on the reorganisation of ocial insurance and, while the English local

auii -rities accepted the need for a national administration, the

Jcottish local authorities were all agreed that public assistance should

be administered by themselves. Based on a more widespread tradition of

outdoor relief in preference to a deterrent workhouse, the view of the

Scottish local authorities was buttressed by the argument that local

administration of public assistance could be more sensitive and flexible

than a remote, centrally-organised body.

8. Beveridge Report op.cit. para. 31*



In rejecting the Scottish local authorities* recommendations,

Beveridge made the important assumption that his proposals for extended

state insurance to new classes and new needs, higher rates of benefit

and a prolonged period of benefit would considerably reduce demand for

public assistance and that therefore it was impossible to justify a

duplication of effort by both central and local government. He never¬

theless recognised the validity of the Scottish argument for sensitivity

in the application of public assistance and, as a solution to this

requirement, proposed to decentralise the administration of the Ministry

of Social Security so that "its local officers are in intimate touch
g

with the problems and circumstances in their localities".

As consolation for the deprived local authorities, Beveridge elab¬

orated Ms vision of the structure that services would take after the

implementation of his proposals:

"The abolition of the Pocr Law will still leave in the
hands of Local Authorities the important and growing
task of organising arid maintaining institutions of
various kinds, for treatment and welfare .... Local
Authorities also will have a vital part to play in the
other fields of social welfare, such as housing,
education and the recreative and cultural services ....
The proposal in this Report ... is that responsibility
for assistance should be transferred to the Ministry of
Social Security while provisions for institutions will
in general remain with the Local Authorities, who will
be empowered to give cash payments which are incidental
to institutional treatment. The precise dividing line
and the details of the transfer, including the conse~
quential financial adjustments, will have to be worked
out in consultation with the Local Authorities. But
one thing is clear: there will be need for continuous
and friendly collaboration between the proposed
Ministry of Social Security and the Local Authorities.
Both Central and Local Government have in their
different ways a contribution to make to the future
security and welfare of the people of this country".^

9. beveridge Report on. cit. para. 163

10. Beveridge Report op. clt. paras. 164-165



The English loeel authorities, having ""septed the logic of

centra}, control over financial welfare, were stimulated to produce

acne constrictive suggestions for local authorities in handling their

residual responsibilities under the Poor Law. In answer to the

Beverridge Commission's question. 'On what basis should the duty of

affording assistance to those in need he divided between the Central

Government and Local Authorities?', London County Council replied that

"personal services (e.g. hospital and mental hospital
treatment, school meals, etc.,) should he administered
by local authorities, but thit special petty cash pay¬
ments, 'where considered necessary as part of such ser¬
vices, shrill not be excluded. Tt is recognised that,
as regards institutional assistance, the authority
which undertakes the relief of people in need must
have a variety of resources at its disposal to enable
it to give complete and constructive assistance. \
monetary allowance is only one method: other methods
include various forms of training and treatment and
must often rely on maintenance in an appropriate
ins tituticn".^

imilarly, the association of Municipal Corporations proposed that

persons who

"require assistance in kind or treatment or training
or personal help and welfare service either in an institu¬
tional establishment or in their own homes, should be
dealt with by the local authority"

The Convention of Royal Burghs in Scotland, though clinging to the idea

of local authority administration of public assistance, had the imagi¬

nation to propose a Social service Committee which would take respon¬

sibility for all those welfare functions which were currently dispersed

among a number of committees within the local authority.

The passing of the Family Allowances Act in 1945, the Rational

Insurance Act and the Rational Insurance (industrial Injuries) Act in

1946 and the Rational Assistance Act in 1948 implemented the Beveridge

Report's recommendations, though with an important administrative

11. everidge Report op. cit. Appendix G pp. 216-217
12. Eeveridge Re ort op. cit. Appendix G p. 194



separation of contributory benefits and public assistance. Instead of

a unified Ministry of Social Security dealing with both the contributory

insurance and national assistance schemes and minimising, as Beveridge

hoped, the invidious distinction between those who had and those who had

not contributed, a special National Assistance Board was set up to deal

separately with all those -who fell, for one reason or another, outside

the newly-constructed contributory schemes. Responsibility for financial

welfare was thus firmly divorced from the local authorities who received

instead a duty under Part 3 of the National Assistance Act to provide a

wide range of welfare services for the elderly, the handicapped and the

disabled.

PART 2: DEVBLOPIOiT OF UNIFIED SOCIAL

samcK departments iu siskin).

Although the implementation of the Beveridge proposals was instru¬

mental in separating cash and care and in 'finally abolishing the Poor

Law*, there were other developments in social legislation that helped to

shape the administrative structure and philosophy of Beveridge's welfare

state. Part 2 will trace the development of unified statutory social

service departments in England and Wales, followed, in Part 3, by an

analysis of Scotland's independent path towards the same goal. Part 4

will then briefly examine the concurrent development of a unified social

work profession.

Although attention has been focused so far on the gradual accretion

by central government of responsibility for financial welfare, removing

from the local authorities duties inherited from the Boards of Guardians,

local authorities' residual welfare responsibilities, especially those

for children, were also becoming subject to closer scrutiny. The Children

and Young Persons Act 1933 had been a milestone in bringing together in

a 3ingle act legislation built up over many decades and was distinguished



by th; concern express®:? for the welfare -f the child, yet the para-

mcxifc interest continned to he with finding- adequate substitutes for

the xL3t-.ir.ol fx aily rather then with preventing the reception of

children Into cere by working with families in financial or emotional

difficulty,

levers! independent events during the war caused an increasingly

humanitarian approach to child cere practice to change its course end

to consider instead that substitute homos, however good, were a poor

alternative to the child*e own heme. The planned evacuation scheme

during the wax produced a wealth of evidence (suggested et first by

Burlingham and Freud * and confirmed by Bowlby ) that separation from

his own home can. cause e child severe emc ticnal damage. In the same

15
period, ques tions were raised in The Times by Lady Allen shout the

quality of residential care, the pertinence of which were proved beyond

doubt when the scandal of Dennis O'Neill, e child in core, was examined
16

by the Mcnckton Committee,

13. See, inter alia.. D. Burlingham and A. Freud Annual Report
of a residential ;»ar Lxara^ry (London 194B/ and J. Bowlby
Ohild Pare and the Growth of Love (London 1952)

14. J. 3cwiby Maternal Cars and Mental Health 1951. An
article prepared for the World Health Organisation.

15. Lady Allen of Hurtwood 1944.
16. Monckton Report - a Report by Sir Walter Monckton,

k.C. 13130 Omnd. 6536
i am indebted to Megan Browne for the following explanation
of the Hoackton Report. The scandal revealed that three
separate modes of dealing with children in substitute homes
then existed% "evacuation", "in care" of the local authority
and Poor Law provision, each of which involved separate
rates of remuneration to foster-homes and separate miles for
the frequency of visiting and of medical examination. The
case in question revealed that administrative error had led
to the "pauper", or less eligible, rates and rules being
applied to the 0*Weill family who had been removed from
thfeir parents because of their inadequacy. This led people
to question whether principles of less eligibility for
children of "paupers" could be defensible, and the pre¬
carious state of all children removed from home was under¬
lined.
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As a result of public knowledge and pressure, the Curtis Committee
17

and its Scottish equivalent, the Clyde Committee, were set up in 1945.

The Curtis Com ittee's terms of reference, perhaps surprisingly, deter¬

mined that it look only at the care of children in substitute homes, and

although it adhered strictly to its remit, its final recommendations

ensured an administrative framework within which the child care service

was able easily to expand. It also anticipated, in a small but vital

comment, that prevention should be the new focus of child care practice:

"
... we wish to emphasise once more the extreme

seriousness of talcing a child away from even an
indifferent home. Every effort should be made to
keep the child in its home, or with its mother if
it is illegitimate, provided that the home is or
can be made reasonably satisfactory".^

The administrative complexities of dealing with children, which

were condemned in the Monckton Report as responsible for Dennis O'Neill's

death, were stressed again by the Curtis Committee who, from their own

close observations of a variety of local authorities, noted that "not

only does the responsible department vary, but so does the closeness of
19

State direction and control". Their recommendations strove to isolate

children, whatever their circumstances, as a special category in need

and to this end they proposed that overall control and direction be vested

in a Central Department, with a new, single committee within the local

authority to exercise the duty of care of children deprived of a normal home

life. This committee, with a chief executive officer, was to have status

equal to that of the other local authority committees.

17. Clyde Committee Committee on Homeless Children 1946
Cmnd. 6911.

18. Curtis Report op. cit. para. 447.
19. Curtis Report op. cit.
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The Children Act, which followed the reports of the Curtis and

Clyde Committees in 1943, is of historic importance, not only for the

administrative rationalisations that it required but for its new con¬

ception of child care. Minimum standards were to be prescribed by the

Home Office and the Jcottish education Department, which became the

central Departments responsible for child care, and, for the first time,

voluntary homes wore to be subject to control and scrutiny. The new

Children's Officers were to be "of high standing and qualifications"

with status equal to that of the Director of Education and Medical Officer

of Health.

0 greater significance still was the spirit of the law. Enshrined

in Section l(3) is the new emphasis on prevention in the home:

"nothing in this section shall authorise a local
authority to keep a child in their care under this
section if any parent or guardian desires to take
over the care of the child, and the local authority,
in all cases where it appears to them consistent
with the welfare of the child so to do, endeavour
to secure that the care of the child is taken over

either a) by a parent or guardian of his, or b) by
a relative or friend of his r,

circular No. 6913, issued by the Scottish Home and Health Department

to explain the provisions of the Children Act, made it absolutely clear

what the spirit of the Act was intended to be:

"While the provisions of the Act relate only to
children who ixave had the misfortune to be deprived
of a normal home life, the importance must also be
kept in mind of doing all that is possible to save
children from suffering this misfortune. Where a
home can be so improved that it is unnecessary to
remove the child from his parents or that a child
who has been taken away for a time eo,n be properly
restored to his parents' care, the advantage of this
course is unquestionable .... To keep the family
together must be the first aim, and the separation
of a child from his parents can only be justified
when there is no possibility of securing adequate
care for a child in his own horae".,.,^

20. Children et 1948 Section 1(3)
21. Circular I o. 6913 cottish Home Department para. 5.
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This philosophy could be justified not only in terras of good

social work practice, which Bowlby's research on the relationship

between, maternal care and mental health fully vindicated, but also for

economic reasons. The unanticipated increase in numbers of children
22

coming into care after the Children Act stimulated the Government to

think of alternative and cheaper methods of treating the problem of the

deprived child and gave impetus to the developing practice of analysing

the causes of family break-up and providing appropriate help before the

need for reception into care became pressing.

The Joint Circular on Children Neglected or Ill-treated in their

23
own Homes, issued in 1950 to the local authorities, suggested one

solution by stressing that "if effective help is to be given at an early

stage (to prevent neglect in the home), it is essential that there
24

should be co-ordinated use of the statutory and voluntary services",
25

while the Sixth Report on the Work of the Children's Department,

which followed this circular, confirmed the need for good early pre¬

ventive work and recommended that, if reception into care had to take

place, boarding-out was both the cheapest form of care and that which

most nearly accorded with a normal family life.

22. Sixth Report on the Work of the Children's Department
1951 Home Office.

23. Joint Circular on Children Neglected or Ill-treated
in their own Homes 1950. Issued by the Home Office
(No. 157/50), the Ministry of Health (No. 78/50) and
the Ministry of Education (No. 225/50).

24. Joint Circular op. cit. para. 6.
25. Sixth Report on the Work of the Children's Department

op. cit.



As the emphasis shifted from children actually in care to prevention

of those conditions that led to the break-up families and the need to

receive children into care, so attention was focused on the nature and

quality of prevention and the best means of achieving it. Contrary to

the general optimistic belief that the national insurance and national

assistance schemes had obviated the need for further material assistance

from local authorities, child care workers frequently found that sub¬

sistence incomes imposed particular strains which, compounded with emo¬

tional stress, led to the destruction of families and their downfall

into a cycle of entangled emotional and financial difficulties. These

revelations quickly led some Children's Departments to set up family

casework 'units and to distribute material assistance to needy families; J

they led, too, to the pressure to have even greater flexibility through

the power to give cash assistance.

Hot only was a link thus pragmatically established between material

welfare and emotional satisfactions in the early 1950s, but criticisms

were also being levelled at the way the fragmented organisation of the

social services themselves prevented the most efficient treatment of

problems in a family. In a study "to consider the families in which

children are neglected or deprived of a normal home life and to say 'what

can be done by the existing social services to give those children a

27
better upbringing in their own homes", Donnison pointed out the sheer

inadequacy of separate organisations, though individually efficient and

caring, in dealing with the total needs of a 'problem family'. Mot

only was it clear from the study that "limited functions of different
28

services produced conflicting policies towards the families", but

workers whose function was to meet a specific need could only be involved

if that need was manifested and therefore rarely stayed with a case long

26. J. Harper in Case Conference Vol. 15, 1968-69
27. b. V. Donniaon The I eglected Child and the Social

Services (Manchester 1954} p. 7.

28. V. Donnison op. cit. p. 75.
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enough to provide lasting help. Rejecting the use of an existing

specialist! as the basis of a comprehensive family department, Dormison

argued instead for workers in each specialism to be designated • family

workers' who could capitalise on recent trends towards preventive work

and eliminate the currant inefficient overlapping of gaps between

services.

i'iaoical ideas for the re-organisation of the social services on

comprehensive lines tended, however, to fall on 3tony ground in the 1950s

and, until the Kilbr&ndon and Seebohm re-organisations in 1969 and 1971,

welfare services in Britain continued to be based on three central actsJ

the Children Act 1948; the Rational Assistance Act 1948# which made local

authorities responsible for the elderly, the handicapped and the homeless;

and the Rational Health Service Act 1946, which also placed on the local

authorities responsibility for maternity and child welfare, health

visiting and the mentally ill and subnormal.

Perhaps the most decisive reason for the prolonged lack of any com¬

prehensive assessment of the personal social services was that, while

developing ideas about the nature of social work and the increased cost

of welfare administration provoked an interest in the effectiveness of

welfare services, the remits of the various Government inquiries in re¬

lation to England and Wales reflected the division of responsibility at

central level and precluded any appraisal of the services as a whole.

(Scotland, whose system of administration facilitated the comprehensive

re-appraisal that took place in 1965-66, followed a separate course from

I960 onwards and will be examined in detail in Part 3).

The most influential Reports in relation to England and Wales during

the 1950s were the Report of the Working Party on Social Workers, known
29

as the Younghusband Report, which was published in]959: and the Report

29. Younghusband Report Renort of the Working Party on
Social Workers in the Local Authority Health and
kolfare Services HMSO 1959
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of the Committee on Children and Young Persons, published in I960 and
30

known e.B the Ingleby Report.

The remit of Yawnghusbiirid's Working Party was confined to an

examination of local authority health and welfare services but this

was nevertheless sufficiently vide for the Report to make some highly

influential recommendations in addition to comments on the general

state of social work. Two types of training were advocated in the

Report, one based on the current high professional standards of the

almoners and psychiatric social workers, and the other a general social

work training course to equip those qualified to deal with loss compli¬

cated cases. To ensure national mi. imua standards and help organise

training courses, a Rational Council for Social Work Training was pro¬

posed and three years later, the Health Visitors and Social Workers Act

1962 set up the recommended training council, initially to cover local

authority health and welfare employees on two year* generic courses, and

ultimately extended to encompass other fields of social work.

The Yourghusband Report is noted chiefly for recognising the ele¬

ments that different forms of social work had in common and recommending

training that, at least for 'lower-tier' social workers, was general in

its application. The Report also echoed the Curtis Committee's attitude

towards preventive social work, noting with approbation an "increasing

recognition of the value of social services for the mentally disordered,

and an emphasis on prevention and care in the community rather than re-

31
moval to hospital". Younghusband's recommendations for the local

authority health and welfare services were considerably influenced both

by the Royal Commission on the Law relating to Mental Illness and

Mental Deficiency^ which had just reported and by evidence from social

30. Ingleby Report Report of the Committee on Children and
Young rorsona I960 Cmnd. 1191

31. Younghusband Report op. eit. para. 443.
32. Report of the Royal Commission on the Law relating to

Mental Illness and Mental Deficiency 1957 Cmnd. 169.
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workers themselves, • 6. were able, with this added impetus, to anti¬

cipate the trend towards the accelerating accretion by local authority

social workers of statutory responsibilities, which later proved to be

a major stimulus in re-organising the administrative structure of

social work.

One year after the Younghusband Working Party was set up, the

Ingleby Committee was appointed. Concern over the increased incidence

of juvenile delinquency since the war had provided further fuel to the

debate about the purposes of social work and how best to prevent fami¬

lies disintegrating. The sixth Report on the Work of Children's

Departments acknowledged that broken homes were the prime pre-disposing

factor in juvenile delinquency and suggested that a solution to the

problem lay in work with the family:

"
.... persistent delinquency suggests a failure

or retardation of the process of civilisation ..,

(The child's) attitude to those outside his
family depends primarily on his development
within the family. Only if his family relation¬
ships are harmonious are the common educative
mechanisms of example, precept, praise or blame,
reward or punishment for good or bad behaviour,
likely to have their intended effect".^

The deliberations of the Ingleby Committee, reflecting both changing

convictions about the most effective way of practising social work and

the association between problems like juvenile delinquency and material

and emotional deprivation in the family, concentrated for the first time

on both children neglected in their own homes and those who manifested
34

their neglect through delinquency.

33. hixth Report on the Work of Children's Departments
op. cit. para. 175.

34. The actual terms of reference of the Ingleby Committee
were a) to examine the xiorking of the juvenile court
system in England and Wales and b) to see whether local
authorities responsible for child care under the Children
Act 1948 in England and Wales should, taking into account
action by voluntary organisations and the responsibilities
of existing statutory services, be given new powers and
duties to prevent or forestall suffering of children
through neglect in their own homes.



The Ingleby Ropori -«-&s important not only for its positive achieve¬

ments, giving Increased scope for preventive work to the Children* s

Departments sad advocating policies honed on cave and treatment rather

the::, punishment for jctxag offenders, but also for the debate that was

more fiercely rekindled when the Committee conservatively declined to

r.-con-snd the structural changes of organisation that would be needed to

create a preventive family service. Its limited remit was a major

reason why the Committee felt it could not recommend sweeping changes:

"Our terms of reference clearly do not require or
enable us to conduct an investigation into the
causes of family breakdown, or to consider in
detail the operation and organisation of the ex¬
isting community services".„c

JJ

Tot, despite the limitations of the second part of their resit, the

Committee were conscious of the need for sore positive methods of prevent¬

ion and were forced to loo!: back to earlier solutions:

"Only adequate and well-co-ordinated community
services with clear and appropriate powers and
duties can properly perform these functions of
the ascertainment, diagnosis and treatment of
the problems involved".x 3o

It was in clarifying these powers that the Ingleby Report recommended a

general duty to prevent or forestall suffering of children through

neglect in. their own. hemes, which finally gave statutory sanction to the

theories .and practice of the 1950s.

On® method recommended by the Ingleby Report to prevent or fore¬

stall suffering was the provision of assistance in cash or kind. It is

perhaps surprising that, within twenty 3'ears, local authorities should

have accepted obligations that, in England and Wales rt least, had been

willingly renounced in favour of Beveridge's scheme. Beawick has
*57

suggested that the Ingleby Committee, deliberating at a time when the

35. Ingleby Report op, cit. para. 15.
36. Ingleby Report op. cit. para. 14.
37. E. Beswick op. cit. Chapter 2.



climate of opinion strongly favoured preventive work with children,

made this recorauendation on the grounds that assistance in cash was

cheaper than residential care. This indeed was true5 but the influ¬

ence , too, of the pragmatic experience of child care and Family

Service Unit Workers, who had found that national assistance was by

no means as comprehensive or adequate as less knowledgeable people

believed, should also be taken into account. Cost-benefit consider¬

ations also helped to sway the Inglehy Committee in favour of giving

statutory sanction to assistance in cash or kind? child care workers

frequently found it quicker and more effective to provide material

assistance themselves than to spend time pursuing the National
38

Assistance Board or voluntary organisations.

The Children and Young Persons Act 1963 which implemented the

Ingleby Report's proposals was scarcely on the statute book before

dissatisfied witnesses to the Committee and social work practitioners

began to raise questions about its adequacy. The Association of Child
39

Care Officers, in their publication 'Child Care Mews'. complained

about the ineffectiveness of the new legislation which "is often marred

by inter-departmental difficulties and lack of co-ordination". Though

child care workers now enjoyed the freedom to develop preventive ser¬

vices and began to press for the necessary resources, ACCO clearly

thought that the examination of the social services by the Labour Party
40

Study Group chaired by Lord Longford had produced a more positive and

exciting' vision of future services than the restrictions of the Children

and Young Persons Act were capable of permitting.

38. Interview Beti Jones. 17th December 1974.

39. Child Care lews September 1964.
40. Longford Report Crime; a challenge tc us all

Report of a Labour Party Study Group June 1964
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ublished in June 1964, one month before Scotland's Jilbrandon

41
Report, the Longford Report carried a freight more subst tial than

earlier reports, partly because, as an Opposition rather than a

Government paper, it was freo to take a more comprehensive look at

juvenile crime and the organisation of the social services and partly

because it was politically acceptable at that time - several of the

Group's members in fact were given positions of influence in the
A O

Labour administration only a few months later.

The Report recommended that Family Courts should replace juvenile

courts but stressed too the vital need for preventive work: since the

co-ordination between the different voluntary and statutory organi¬

sations recommended by the Joint Circular in 1950 and by the Ingleby

Committee in I960 had failed to achieve a co-ordinated approach to work

with families, a new Family Service was recommended which would "incor¬

porate and develop some of the functions of existing central and local

government departments relating to children and families, including the

present Children's Department, and ports of the health, welfare and
43

education departments". The simultaneous Kilbrandon Report, which

will be discussed later, was less specific about the organisation of

the social services though it too posed fundamental questions about the

treatment of juvenile offenders.

Armed with the recommendations of the Longford and Kilbrandon

Reports, the incoming Labour administration of October 1964 began

seriously to consider the possibility of a family.service but, by

December 1964, it was clear that, among some prominent social workers,

ideas of a family service as such had become outmoded and were being re¬

placed by more ambitious thoughts of a fully comprehensive service.

41. . ilbrandon Report Children and Young Persons April 1964 Ciand. 2306
42. An excellent study of developments in this period has been made

by Phoebe Hall for a thesis entitled The Creation of the Social
services Departments University of Bristol 1974.

43. Longford Report o ;. cit. p. 16.
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Speaking at the conference of the Royal Society of Health at Eastbourne in

April 1965, Richard Titmuss expressed dissatisfaction with Far.ily Service

ideas because they were too family and child-centred and excluded the many

other types of need in the community; Titmuss himself preferred a Social

Services Department that would be equipped to meet any kind of need.

A forking Group of people with similar views produced a memorandum in

Jay 19-5, pointing out that social services had never benefited from a

comprehensive survey because of the limited remits of previous Committees

and calling for an independent enquiry into all aspects of local authority

social work. There were protagonists for and against a comprehensive

service in the Government but it was finally decided at Cabinet level to

appoint
"a si all, independent Committee to review the
organisation and responsibilities of local authority
personal social services and consider what changes
are desirable to ensure an effective family service".

44
45

Despite the relative width of the Seebohm Committee's remit, " it was

quickly discovered that there were crucial limitations that once again

narrowed the scope of the enquiry. Unlike the Scottish services, which

were all responsible to the Secretary of State for Scotland, responsibility

for the English social services was distributed among several Government

departments. Since 19-4, in recognition of the need to have 3or.e over-view

of social policy, there had also existed in the Government a co-ordinator of

social services whose function was to draw together in a coherent pattern

the marry pending reforms. It wa3 therefore not considered necessary or

desirable for the Seebohm Committee to make reco, mendations about restruc¬

turing central Government departments. Thus the probation service and the

1 inistry of Social Security were excluded from tie remit in order to avoid

the necessity for major re-structuring, leaving the Seebohn Co nittee only

the different fores of local authority social services to consider.

44. Phoebe Hall op. cit.
45. Seebohr Report Report of the committee on Local Authority and

Allied Personal Social Services July 1968 Cmnd. 3703
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.evortheless, the Committee were fully aware of the magnitude of

their tusk arid of the pressures that had led to their appointment:

"This was the immediate point of origin of the
comittee: a concern at the increase in officially
recorded delinquency, the need to concentrate re¬
sources and a belief that preventive work with
families was of cardinal importance in this contest.
In addition, there had been a growing conviction
among many of those concerned with a wide range of
personal social services that if changing social
needs were to be adequately tact a fresh and com¬
prehensive examination of these services was urgently
required. In particular, the problem of co¬
ordination between related but separately admin¬
istered services was repeatedly stressed as well as the
failure of services to reach all who wore in need of
them".,

46

In its recommendations for unified, generic social services depart¬

ments capable of responding net only to the needs of families but also

to those of the community as a whole, the 3sebohm Committee, strongly in¬

fluenced by the social work organisations• view of social needs, wove

together several complementary strands of thinking.

The Report represents a flowering of ideas about social work practice

that had been geminating since the tentative encouragement of prevention

in relation to children expressed by the Curtis Report. The notion of

prevention, which first received statutory sanction in the Children and

Young persons et 1963, was reiterated by the deebahm Committee but was

expanded to embrace a far wider context than just individual children and

thoir familiesj the new social service department, in co-operation with

other organisations, was expected to encourage the development of

community identity, assist mutual aid rind allow "the maximum participation

of individuals and groups in the community in the planning, organisation

and provision of social services",47
Convinced of the need for organisational change which would facilitate

the development of a service able to meet this mammoth task, the Seebohm

Committee recommended the fusing of the different kinds of statutory

46. oeebohm Report op. cit. para. 30.
47. eebohm Report op. cit. pare. 156.
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social worker's and their departments into one unified local authority

organisation. Such e department would require "less arbitrary
48

classification of problems" and could therefore look beyond the

immediate symptoms of social distress and be more sensitive to emer¬

gent needs.

While the -oebohm Committee's remit was limited and prevented

any central re-structuring, the Local Authority Social Services Act

1970, which incorporated the recotamendati>na, nevertheless involved

sweeping changes at local level that were an expression of the develop¬

ments in the previous twenty years' thinking about the social worker's

role and giving to local authority social work a status and power far

in excess of its earlier nana: fees. For the social work profession,

the changes wore momentous. The fragmentation of social work before

1970 made claims to professionalism less than plausible and both re¬

flected and reinforced specialist training, with a single department

to practise from, with wide duties and powers to deal with social need,

social work was freed to perceive itself and be perceived as a pro¬

fession in its own right, capable of defining itself positively in

relation to other professions. If the notion of caring had greatly

expanded, however, the power to give cash assistance was not corres¬

pondingly enlarged. While recognising the value of a power to give

material assistance, the Seebohm Committee did not consider it necessary

to increase its scope; this may have been, as Hall suggests, an im¬

portant determinant of the success of the Committee's recommendations

in the face of a Cabinet largely unenthusiastic about the proposed re¬

organisation.

43, Seebohm Report on. cit. para. 142.
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?A:~? 3: P3VUuof;; ,::?T OF HKIPOQIM,

w;m a^RTsraTS in scogLAio?

It has already boen mentioned that, in England and Wales, respon¬

sibility for the personal social services was dispersed among a number

of Central Government departments and that this helped to inhibit re-

ooauaendations for the type of changes needed for a fully comprehensive

social services department* In Scotland, by contrast, responsibility

for the personal social services was vested in only one man, the Secre-
#

tary of State for Scotland, Day to day responsibility for child care

was initially in th© hands of the Scottish education Department but, as

the possibility of major legislation grew stronger following the publi¬

cation of the JCilbrandon Report in 1964, a smaller and more cohesive

body, the Social Work Services Group, was created within the 8KB to

assist in forging the new legislation and to monitor social work prac¬

tice throughout Scotland.

While events moved slowly towards the legislative recognition of

the status of social work in England and Wales, Scottish social work was

undergoing similar changes, but with important differences that were the

result of the distinctive cultural and administrative traditions of

Scotland. The first important divergence in progress came with the

Xngleby Committee whose remit was to examine the juvenile justice system

and the Children Act 1948 as they related to England and ales. These

functions wore split when two separate Committees were requested to con¬

sider them in relation to Scotland*

#
.-Qte - It should be remembered how small the population of
Scotland is. As a result, people in the various fields of
social work tended, to know one another and to work with on©

another on the Statutory Councils, the views of which were
actively canvassed by Central Government,



The i.cuoyle Committee^ was aet up in January 1961 "to consider

whether local authorities should be given any new powers to prevent

the neglect of children in their own homes", unlike the lugieby

Committee, the McBoyle Committee were not shy of examining the causes

of neglect as an essential prerequisite to making recommendations on

its prevention, end one of the broad causes of neglect - perhaps more

obvious in Scotland than elsewhere - was shown to be financial diffi¬

culties which "can cause stress in a family and consequent neglect of
r"A

children".'''"' The Report accordingly recommended a duty for local

authorities to provide a comprehensive service for the prevention of

neglect of children and considered that this duty could best be carried

out by aeons of a special family advisory service with powers to dis¬

tribute assistance in cash or kind where necessary. The McBoyle

Committee clearly envisaged the sort of changes that would be required

for a family welfare service but the limitations of their remit per¬

mitted them only the luxury of stressing its desirability while working

out the practicalities of introducing as preventive a service as possible

into the current administrative organisations as with the Ingleby

Committee, the proposed solution was for better co-ordination between

different statutory and voluntary agoncies in their work with families.

The McBoyle Committee's recommendations were published in arch 1963,

just in time for the power to give assistance in cash or kind under

Section 1 of the Children and Young Persons Bill, which was then being

considered by Parliament, to be applied to Scotland. The explanatory

circular issued subsequently to Scottish local authorities pointed out

that ectlon 1 of the Children and Young Persons Act 1963 placed a duty

on the local authority to make available advice, guidance and assistance,

49. .'cBoyie Report Prevention of Ecglect of Children -
Resort of the Committee of the Scottish Advisory Council
on Child Care March 1963. Grand. 1966.

50. McBoyle Report or., cit. para. 20.



and that the Children' a Committee had the responsibility for ensuring,

through liaison ajrajagemepte with other local authority or voluntary
51

services, that the duty was properly carried, out,

i'hough apparently only keeping in step wit''!, the Ingleby Committee's

recemendations for England and Wales, the MeBoyle "Report me of semi¬

nal importance to later developments in Scotlands although the legi¬

slation actually following its ree-ojraoend* tioax provided for no major

Ganges in the administration of local authority social services, the

Report, in its deliberations on the nature and causes of neglect,

arrived at the inescapable conclusion that a family service must he- the

long-term objective; in the Committee's view, it was simply a matter of

time before such a service could be created,

fhe i;V' jor stimulant in the process of Urging such a service, that

achieved a dynamism well beyond the KoBeyie Committee's expectations,

wax the Kllbranion Committee. Appointed in 1961 to cover much the same

ground as the first part of the Ingleby Com It tee'a remit - the pro¬

vision available for children in trouble or in need of c&re and protection -

the .ailbrandon Report shows the same willingness to examine the causes

of delinquency as the lioBoyle Com dttss did with neglect end, in the-

light of that examination, to make the necessary recommendations.

Rejecting the four existing legal clas ,lficatlona concerning

children, the Kilhrandon Report emphasised the necessity in all esses

for treatment of a child's individual requirements:

"The bacd.c similarity of underlying situation far out¬
weighs the differences, and from the point of view of
treatment measures, the true distinguishing factor,
common to all the children concerned, is their need for
special measures of education and training ....

51, Child Uare Circular better bo. 10/1963 Scottish
Education department Coptember 1963#

52. "iiilbrandon Reqjort op. clt. para, 15



bach ce.se sh-uld theme?ore be romessed en it? merits and the "type of

training would have "no necessary onnnccti on with the leg~l clasei.fi-

ce.ti.oa of children as delinquents or -a children in need of care and
53

protection". The Committee concluded that the child's needs would

best be served by the process of "social education* through the

medium of family casework, a process that would strengthen end supple-
^4

aent the "natural beneficial influences of the home end family". In

this way, the ftlbrsndon Committee hoped to emphasise the importance of

the- parents' continuing responsibility for the chill and the reed for

them to be actively involved in the child's treatment.

The Xilfcrandon Committee then want on t*. anail's© the nature of

0riiidnal proceeding and in concluding Lh: t the two functions of the

court - the determ ixsmtion of guilt and- passing of sentence - should be

separated in the case of children, diverged from the Ingleby Committee

which recommended- the retention of both these functions in the Juvenile

courts. The desire to emphasise treatment based on a child's individual

needs led the Itilbranion Committee to think that the atmosphere of

criminality, inevitable in 0 court, should be sveidod. and, since almost

3% cf cases appearing before juvenilo courts*- admitted guilt, there

was no need to have cumbersome and ilao-consumiag machinery for estab¬

lishing guilt or innocence. Instead, the Tilhrcmdor Committee reco¬

mmended that a panel of laymen, experienced with children, should have

the responsibility for deciding the best treatment measures for a

child. Where the facta were in dispute, the Sheriff Court could

establish guilt before returning the child to the panel for disposal.

53. Xilbrandon Kaport q-« cit. para. 13.

54. K'iibrandon Repox't op. cit. para. 35.
* rote - There were or.ly four areas with juvenile courts at the
time the Kilbrandon Committee was dollberating. In all other
aroas, except Edinburgh* the Sheriff Courts sat as .iuvenile courts.
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ihe Kilbrandon Report thus produced two .main recommendations: the

replacement of tho existing systems for dealing with juveniles by panels

of laymen who were experienced in children' a problems and who would

determine the treatment measures appropriate to the individual child}

and a "matolling field organisation" that would bring together all the

services connected with the welfare of children under the auspices of

the Director of Education.

From the publication of the liilbrandon Report in ril 1964 until

the passing of the Social Work (Scotland) Act in July 1968, events

moved with unprecedented speed. Social workers in Scotland accepted

the proposals for children's panels and welcomed the recommendation for

a re-organisation of social services, but there was a general outcry

at the deliberate attempt to link the special measures with the ordinary

education system and the suggestion that social work should be sub¬

ordinated to the teaching profession. Perhaps as a reflection of the

minimal representation of social work on the Kilbrandon Committee, the

Report miscalculated the developing sense of independent professionalism

among the different kinds of social workers in Scotland. However, as

will be shown, it had the retrospectively valuable effect of forcing

social -workers much more rapidly down the road towards becoming a

self-conscious and united professional group.

In a scathing rejection of control by the Education Department, the

Institute of Medical Social Workers declared that "educationists have

not taken any lead in giving home and family circumstances the importance
55

due to them" and had not even attempted to give adequate facilities

within their own sphere, stimulated to offer an alternative to the

55. The Scottish Regional Committee, Institute of
Medical Social Workers.
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ilbrandon '©port's proposal, IH3W suggested that family services should

function from a Department of Social Work in which social work would be

the primary function, incorporating all the social work specialisms

into a family department.

Like IKSV, the Association of Child Care Officers, in an undated

memorandum rejecting the Xilbrandon Report's proposals about the field

organisation, was moved to make alternative sug icstions. Recognising

that the proposals wore in part an indication of the extremely low

status and poor quality of child car© work in Scotland, ACCO was con¬

cerned to improve the quality of social work as justification for having

the separate department envisaged by the I cBoyle Report, The current

widespread acceptance of the need to sustain the family as a social unit

led ACCO to c ondessm the fragmentation of services as a waste of resources

and "detrimental to a proper casework service" and to recommend instead

a new department based on casework principles and staffed by generically

trained social workers. *s evidence for the viability of these proposals,

ACCO pointed out how recent attempts at unification in the Standing

Conference of Organisations of Social Workers testified to the growing

emphasis put by social workers on their common skills rather than on

thoir specialist differences. The time was ripe to achieve on the one

hand the long-sought unity of social work and, on the other, to give ad¬

ministrative expression to the clearly-desirable and frequently-

reeosaended family department,

The views expressed by ACCO and IM5W proved to be typical of most

of the branches of social work, particularly of the Association of

Psychiatric Social Workers. Many of the professional and local autho¬

rity associations consulted about the Kilbrandon Report favoured a panel

ote - ,ecor.aaendations of a similar nature were made earlier
by the soociation of Psychiatric Social Yorkers.
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system and sob© fora of reorganisation of the social services but there

ware strong objections to their incorporation in the education Depart-

siont* On June 23rd, 1965, the Secretary of State for Scotland announced

that the Government had accepted the Kilbrandon recommendations for a

panel system but, because bo ouch interest had been shown in the

"matching field organisation", further study would be required to deter¬

mine the form it should t he.

A , oint forking Group of Local Authority Associations and a Study
56

Group if three independent advisers, known as the >ilbrandon Study Group,

were convened in the summer of 1965 and began to discuss the nature of

the field organisation in the autumn. The results of both bodies' de¬

liberations wore published a year later in the White Paper Social Work
57

and the O'omurdty/ the breadth of which is clear evidence that, for

the first time, the full potential of social work had been discussed as

a preliminary to the fundamental reorganisation of social services in

Scotland, and that idea© about the desirability of a family service ted

been replaced by the need for a fully comprehensive service equipped to

deal with all social need.

In a draft prepared, by the Scottish Office for the consideration
58

of the Joint Working Group, it had been pointed out that the ilbrandon

Cofflaittee's proposed social work organisation would cover only 50 of

the population and the Government thought that, rather than limiting

discussion to a child.- and family-centred department, the opportunity

ought to be taken to consider the entire scope of social work services,

56. The members of the 'ilbrandon Study Group wore
iichard Titanas, (London school of Economics),
Megan Browne (University of Edinburgh) and
Catherine C'armiehael (University of Glasgow).

57. social Lork and the Com~unity October 1966 Cmnd.
3065 (White Paper).

58. Joint Working Group Paper So. 2 r'ovember 1965.
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covering all social needs. Speculating on the scope of reorganised

social work, the Scottish Office thought it was essential for a Social

Work Department to have full responsibility for any function in which

social work had the major interest, in addition to a duty to provide

assistance to the courts and to other departments of the local autho¬

rity that might need it in discharging their own functions. To create

the credibility essential to carry influence, the chief social work

official would have to have status comparable to that of other chief

officers; the size of departments would have to be sufficient to have

good resources and working conditions; and salaries would have to be

able to attract well-qualified staff. By March 1966, the Joint Working

Group had concluded that a new comprehensive social work s rvice ought

to include child care, probation for adults as well as juveniles,

approved school aftercare, family service units, social training

establishments for adults and accommodation provided under Part 3 of
cjq

the National Assistance Act 1948."

The Cilbrandon Study Group had concurrently been deliberating on

the nature and scope of social 'work, both at their own meetings and at

combined meetings with the Joint Working Group. That the K3G had com¬

plete freedom to range over the entire spectrum of personal social

services for possible inclusion in the new comprehensive department is

clear from the discussions of Scottish Office officials several months

before the Group was actually convened. In February 1965, the

Scottish Office had been notified of the Labour Government's intention

"to make more effective the means of sustaining the family and of pre-
Co

venting and treating delinquency" and had been invited to comment on

proposals for a Committee to look at the feasibility of a general

family casework service for England, Wales and Scotland. In their study

59. Joint Working Group Paper No. 10 arch 1966.
60. Draft letter from the Home Office to the Scottish Education

Department February 1965.
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of the terms of the invitation, the Scottish Office officials had

realised that it was more a comprehensive than a family service that

was to be discussed and while they themselves were still considering

Kilbrandon's limited proposals, they were stimulated to examine more

closely this change of emphasis. A draft of the Scottish Office reply

to the Home Office tried to clarify this:

"I wonder whether a better description of what
J.ngleby, HcBoyle, ilbran&on, Longford, etc. were
getting at could net be 'comprehensive social work
service' - no doubt mainly concerned with social
work in a family setting but available if necessary
to carry out the work for which it is equipped even
where the object is not primarily the maintenance
of family life".^

By March 1965, the preference for a comprehensive service as opposed

to a more limited family service had been well established, and, by the

summer of the same year, the Scottish Office had made arrangements to

set up its own official working party - the Joint Working Group and the

Kllbrandon. Study Group - to discuss the problem of reorganisation. Thus,

well before the summer of 1965, having taken advantage of the oppor¬

tunity to re-organise presented by the Kilbrandon Report, the Scottish

Office were ready to start work on considering those aspects that

should be incorporated into a comprehensive social work department.

With the principle of a comprehensive department already accepted,

the Kilbrandon Study Group's main preoccupation was to determine the

exact scope of such a department and its manner of organisation.

During the Group's discussions, two vitally important inter-related con¬

cepts emerged which were later explicitly stated in the White Paper.

The first concerned the need to avoid stamping social work with a

flavour of social sickness and to provide instead services for "the
62

total range of citizen enquiry". The second emphasised the role of

61. Draft letter from the Scottish Education Department to
the Home Office February 1965.

62. C. M. Canaichael, member of the Kilbrandon study Group.



the department in more positively preventive activities and stressed

the need for much more co-operation between different professions -

architects, planners, doctors and social workers •- at both central and

local government levels. To escape from existing restrictions that

bound social work to its different settlings anu achieve these pwo aims,

it was considered essential to devise appropriate legislation and

forms of organisation that would give social work the freedom to grow

and facilitate the development of that inter-dependence "which, rather
63

than independence or abstract status, is the mark of maturity"•

The resulting White Paper, published in October 1966, is therefore

of major importance, not only for discussing the breadth of the pro¬

posed comprehensive social work department and its organisation, but

also for its analysis of the nature and purpose of social work. The

very title of the White Paper Social Work ?.rd the Community was testi¬

mony of the vision of the KAlbrandon Study Croup and Scottish Office;

no longer to be confined to administratively determined categories of

need, the different branches of social work were to have a chance to

combine their skills and experience both to tackle individual problems

and to practise prevention at a primary level within the community.

Section 12 of the Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968 is the embodi-

merit of these aspirations. In the generality of its opening wor-ds, '

it was both, an attempt to prevent social work practice being embalmed

by too restrictive legislation that might have had to be altered later

as fashions in social work changed, and an injunction to local autho¬

rities to spread their nets wider than the individual and develop pre¬

ventive work in whole communities. While the value of remedial work

was acknowledged, the shite Paper nevertheless laid the greatest weight

63. hilbrandon Study Group papers .November 1969.
64. ivieci/X-'U 12 s.M ti*.e orx .»s w oogms X*#

shall be the duty of every local authority to promote
social welfare oj takiiig available c.<u. *Th-vf |2| U. o*ilC0
assistance on such a scale as may be appropriate for
their area .... "
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on the need for the Social Work Department to forestall the necessity

for such work by alerting other organisations and bodies to the social

consequences of their actionss

"The social work, health and education departments
should be enabled to contribute to the planning of
community projects from the earliest stages, so that
changes in environment may be designed with greater
appreciation of the influence which those changes
are likely to have on the people and the communities
affected by them".^

After considerable controversy, caused mainly by the medical prof¬

ession in local authorities and the Sheriffs who resented, the diminution

of their powers, the Social I'ork (Scotland) Act was passed in July 1968,

It represented a number of remarkable achievements: the successful

establishment of a comprehensive social work department with a duty to

promote individual and community welfare - a far cry from the tentative

call for preventive work found in the Curtis Report; the principle of

community participation in deciding the disposal of children in need of

compulsory measures of care; and the affirmation of a unified social

work profession willing (and indeed anxious) to take on its new respon¬

sibilities.

65. Social Work and the Community op, cit. para, 14.
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It the simultaneous achievement by 1970 of an almost completely

unified social work, profession and of generic social work departments

in Britain appears to have a satisfying neatness, the former was never¬

theless as dogged with uncertainties as progress was towards the latter,

not least because sooial workers themselves disagreed over the maimer

of organisation and, even more fundamentally, over the need to be part

of a unified profession.

The chief problem in the 1950s Lay in the attempt to unify the

different types of specialism at the same time as raising standards,

not only of the relatively high status hospital-based social workers

(many of whoa were trained) but also those of the infant association of

Child Care Officers, the longer-standing but lowly national Association

of Probation Officers and the organisations representing various kinds

of local authority and voluntary social workers (many of whoa were un¬

trained). The Joint Circular of 1950 had made clear the need for

greater co-ordination between statutory and voluntary agencies but

part of the difficulty of achieving this lay in the fragmentation of

social work into different 'specialisms', which were special only by

virtue of their settings: medical and psychiatric social workers con¬

tinued to function independently of one another, while the different

types of local authority workers each received official sanction from

a different Act and were responsible to separate Committees. It was

the development of the welfare state in the aftermath of the war that

helped to establish the value of social work in the public conscious¬

ness but, ironically, as the functions of the welfare state were dis¬

tributed around local and central authorities, so social work was seen

to be more on administrative job than as a profession in its own right.
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An attempt at unification had boen made in 1934 xjhen the British

Federation of Social Workers was formed but, fe; the early 1950s, the

organisation had collapsed from a lack of common identity and an in¬

ability to make rapid decisions. More durable Units between the

different types of social work began to be forged in the 1940s when

the desirability of a common basic training and the need for a more

scientific approach to social work fostered an interest in the nature

of professionalism. The Younghusband Report on Social Work in Britain, u

which examined the complexity of the position in the late 1940s, pointed

out how the increased employment of social workers in local authorities

and hospitals had at once created anomalies in salaries and conditions

of work and demanded high standards of competence vis-a-vis their pro¬

fessional colleagues. It was these pressures to provide a good service

together with the anomalies that undermined social work status which

reinforced social workers' own concern to improve their practice and

define more closely the skills they had to offer.

The Cope Report was one of the earliest opportunities for social

workers to seise the initiative and protest against being classed simply
fn

as medical auxiliaries. It was recognised and firmly stated by those

almoners on the Cope Committee that almoners as a group drew their dis¬

tinctive knowledge and expertise from the social sciences and that

therefore, by definition, they belonged to a profession clearly separate

from medicine. Though almoners were willing to work under the general

guidance of a doctor as head of a specialist team, this gave the medical

profession no qualifications to plan and control the training and methods

of work of the hospital almoners. Without examining in detail the ex¬

pertise that social work was said to possess, the almoner members closely

66. ,o. Younghusband Social Work in uritain. A supplementary Report
on the uaploymant and Training of Social orkars MSG 1950.

67. Cope Report Reports of the Committees on Medical .Auxiliaries
April 1951 Grand• 8188.
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identified themselves with their psychiatric colleagues, pointing to

the common social science course undertaken by both groups before

specialisation and emphasising the need to develop those common

aspects of social work training. The Mackintosh Report on Social
63

Workers in the Mental Health oervices, published two months after

the Cope Report, echoed the desire to halt the over-specialisation in

social work training and also called for a general training of high

standards.

Two inter-related processes were clearly at work in the course of

these Committees* deliberations. The first is what Kay Carmichael has
69

called 'negative identity formation*: the social workers on the Cope

Committee could decide what they were by knowing what they were not.

Having defined social science-based knowledge as their source of exper¬

tise, they were free to identify with other types of social work,

thereby cutting across administrative distinctions and opening up possi¬

bilities of being accepted on their own terms as an independent profession.

Claims to professionalism, however, had to be substantiated by competent

practice and the years following the Cope Report continued to be charac¬

terised by the development and expansion of the specialist training

courses.

The second feature noticeable in both the Cope and Mackintosh Reports

was the increased acceptance both of social work evidence and the

presence of social workers themselves on the Committees. Hot only did

social workers feel pride in being thought worth examination but that

they were invited to exert their influence as members of Committees was

of great significance in establishing the value of their work in the

public consciousness.

68. Mackintosh Report Report of the Committee on Social Uorkers in
the Cental Health Services June 1951 Grand. 8260.

69. C. IT. Carmichael "Developments in Scottish Social Work. Changes
in the law and implications for the future" Applied Social
Studies Vol. 1 1969
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Aspiration to professionalism was also a preoccupation of those

branches of social work outside hospitals where less stringent stand¬

ards were demanded. The probation service had great difficulty in
70

establishing its claims to be a skilled profession? attempts to raise

salaries to match their self-image failed in 1956 and it was not until

the Morison Committee reported in 1962 that probation officers' claims

to be skilled professionals were accepted and appropriate salaries

recommended.

Similarly, the Association of Child Care Officers, born in 1948,

was continuously preoccupied with professionalism throughout its exis¬

tence:

"Some of the reasons for this preoccupation are clear
and perfectly logical: the first object of the Asso¬
ciation was always to encourage efficiency in child
care, and efficient practice means efficient practi¬
tioners. The best way to ensure they are efficient
is to get them trained ... The Association was always
seen by its members as a means of establishing them
as a profession. It was started, not merely by those
doing the job, but by the minority who had been
trained to do the job and it was the recently-trained
who took the initiative ... Recruitment, training and
status were recognised as closely bound up with one
another. Status had always been a concern of the
Association; recruitment soon became one ...

While the different specialisms were separately struggling for

acceptance as professionals, there were some encouraging signs in the

1950s of a growing affinity between them. The Association of Social

Workers replaced the defunct BFSW and, although it contained both pro¬

fessionally trained and untrained members, it provided same continuity

until the Standing Conference was convened in 1963, leading ultimately

to the merger of all types of social work except NAPO in the British

Association of Social Workers in 1970. Increased numbers of applied

social studies courses at universities in the 1950s meant that students

70. Documented in F* Jarvis "Advise, assist and befriend": A
History of the Probation and After-care Service (l.A.P. . 1972).

71. A. A. Jacka The AQCO Story (Birmingham 1973) PP» 40-41
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were sharing a common training with different options, and the resulting

sense of kinship was reinforced by the publication after 1954 of 'Case

Conference', a social work journal to disseminate the social work point

of view. Practical co-operation between social workers in different

settings was increasing, too. Almoners were involved in the training

of Disablement Resettlement Officers and came into contact with commu¬

nity and local authority social services in their combined work with

the blind, the handicapped and the medical problems of school children.

There was also cross-fertilisation of ideas with specialist courses

being taught by social workers trained in other specialisms.

Although there were a number of undercurrents in the 1950s pulling

the social work specialisms together, it proved no easy task to per¬

suade them at the 3me time to risk pooling their skills. Preoccupation

with professionalism tended to have the effect of making each specialism

inward-looking and unable at this stage to countenance cutting across

specialist boundaries. The psychiatric and medical social workers, for

example, were conscious of their own high standards of competence and

acquired their status, not only from sccial work, but from their asso¬

ciation with the medical profession: asuggestion from the Professor of

Medicine in Glasgow that almoners should more appropriately be employed

by local authorities was rejected for fear of their standards being

undermined.

The Younghusband Report of 1959 proved to be the turning point in

this deadlocks not only did it have a profound influence on the develop¬

ment of social work but its recommendations for a training that would

incorporate the common elements in different kinds of social work and

would still produce highly competent practitioners pointed out the road

to progress. Equally important was the Report's conception of broadly-

based work in a department that could offer a career structure and good

salaries. While the Younghusband Report's recommendations about
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generic training were gradually being implemented in the early 1960s,

the different kinds of social workers, in part captivated by the

Younghusband Committee's vision and in part motivated by the pressures

of increasing statutory responsibilities, began making determined

efforts to draw themselves together in a single organisation.

Initiated by the Association of Social Workers, the Standing Con¬

ference of Organisations of Social Workers was formed in February 1963,
72

representing all the major social work organisations of the time.

The aims of the Standing Conference were ambitious and testify both to

the determined idealism among social workers and to a growing 'trade

union* awareness of the need for a united lobby. The primary goal was

the establishment of a unified national association of tr ined social

workers and improved social work practice; in working towards this, the

Standing Conference sought greater co-ordination and interchange between

the constituent organisations, the development of common policies on

issues affecting social workers and a single voice to represent the

views of social workers or. social policy.

The increased statutory responsibilities under the Mental Health

Act 1959 and the duty to undertake preventive work emphasised, the

growing importance and status of local authority-based social work and

raised public expectations of the efficacy of the profession. At the

same time, in undertaking these statutory duties, social workers'

thinking about their job was developed and refined. The experience of

each organisation in the previous ten years in establishing high stand¬

ards of practice with corresponding financial rewards and an appro¬

priate level of training 'was a foundation on which the organisations

built in discussing the requirement for a unified profession. By May

72. These were: The Association of Psychiatric Social Workers;
the Institute of Almoners (in 1964, the nam® was changed to
the Institute of Medical Social Workers); the National
Association of Probation Officers; the Association of (Jhild
Care Officers; the Society of Mental Welfare Officers; the
Association of Moral Welfare Officers; the Association of
Family Caseworkers; and the Association of Social Workers.
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1964» an article ir. CMId Care News confidently asserted that "there
7^is a definite emergence of an. identification with 'social work*",

try a

while ?.n article by Kay McBougall showed that the commitment to sink

differences within the one profession was quite strong among all the

Standing Conference's members except NAJPO, which ultimately resisted

the general consensus to abandonall distinctions in the formation of

BASW in 1970.

The mid- and late 1960s was a period of immense vitality in social

work. The possibility of fundamental legislative change following the
75

Seebohm Report, the revelations of existing poverty and the prospect

of forging unity from difference were all extremely powerful stimuli.

The different experiences that the specialisms brought to the Standing

Conference helped to create a more balanced view of social work than

hithertot the value placed by APSW and IM3W on high standards of case¬

work practice was complemented by ACCO's experience of the effect on

functioning of material deprivation. Several years' work in a large-

scale organisation had also given ACCO and the Mental Welfare Officers'

Association an insight into the problems this posed for social work

practice and a political consciousness that the more rarefied medically-

based social workers lacked..

73. Child Care dews No. 27 May 1964.
74. K. McDougall "A Chairman's Eye-view" in Social Work Today

April 1970.
75. The first and most influential publication was that of

B. Abel-Smith end P. Townsend The i-oor and the Poorest
(London 1965). This was followed by A. B. Atkinson
Poverty in Great Britain and the Reform of Social
security (Cambridge 19697" and a number of pamphlets
issued by the Child Poverty Action Group.
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In contrast to their colleges in ingland, Scottish local autho¬

rity social workers were slow to take xhe initiative. Part of the

reason for this was the very poor state of local authority 3ocial

services in the 1950s and 1960s: the administrative units were far too

small to give an adeci.uato service, there were few trained workers and

some of the local authorities had even failed to provide a separate

Children1 s Department despite being required to do so by the Children

Act 1940. Host of the professionally trained workers were in the

hospitals and clinics and, apart fraa those who had played a prominent

part on dvisory Councils in ;cotload, had little interest in influen¬

cing social policy decisions.

The publication of the Kllbrandon Report, with its threat to their

sonso of professionally, was a violent shock that wakened cottish

social workers from their torpor, yet despite the stimulation to their

thinking that resulted, it still remained very largely the task of the

Scottish Office and members of the Ailbrandon Study Group to provide

the intellectual lead. 11vat social workers themselves could .and should

influence events was glimpsed and understood for the first time when

Judith Hart addressed a conference in Stirling in 1965, calling on

social workers to make use of their opportunities to shape social work

in the future. Tho Government, alio said, was actively looking for their

views and wanted to act positively and constructively on them.

The social trade organisations took advantage of this invitation

partly by the conventional method of providing their views on tho hito

hapcr and partly by organising themselves into a pressure group. In

?6. .van by fcarch 1968, there were nine counties and two large
burghs with only art-bine Children's .ffloors.
(jcotbish Office records;*

' '

ot.g - Judith Hart war. t'ndfjr-socsetery t f it- te at the Scottish
iffice at this time.



April 1967# at the instigation of ACCO, a Parliamentary lobbying group

was formed from the different social work organisations to provide a

unified voice on the content of the Social Work (Scotland) Bill. ne

77member of the group has since emphasised how radical a step this was.

In Scotland in the mid-1960s, social workers were not experienced in

working together and did not oven know what each specialism thought

about the proposed changes in legislation. It was while the group were

discussing the Bill section by section to sort out the views to be pre¬

sented to MPs that the members discovered the extent of their common

ground and managed together to evolve a mutually acceptable social work

philosophy.,iJ
The Scottish Regional Committee of IM3W was unequivocal in its en¬

thusiasm for this achievement. In its Newsletter of August 1967# it

declared that there had been a real coiamuniaation of ideas which is

"historically significant for the profession in general and .Scottish
79

social workers in particular". Most significantly, it showed how the

sense of unity and social workers* willingness to influence social

policy had together firmly established social work as a credible

profession.

The consensus reached among the members of the Parliamentary lobby¬

ing group was echoed by the simultaneous organisation and development

of a Scottish Regional Committee of the Standing Conference. First

convened in July 1967, it took over the functions of the Parliamentary

group after the Social Work (Scotland) Act was passed in July 1968 and

acted as spokesman for all the Scottish social work organisations until,

in 1970, it was incorporated into the unified body of the British

Association of Social Workers.

77. Interview Gillian Michael 27th November 1974.

78. Interview Nancy Young 27th January 1975.
79. Scottish Regional Committee institute of iieaxcai Social

Workers Newsletter August 1967.
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PART 5: GODGLUSIOil

This chapter has attempted to provide a background to the issue

of cash and care. Part 1 consisted of a brief examination of the way

in which the comprehensive functions of the Poor Law were broken up

and cash and care separated into national and local responsibilities.

Part 2 then looked at the way the social services developed in England

and Wales, leading to the reorganisation of the fragmented services

into a comprehensive, generic department under the Local Authority

Social Services Act 1970; while Part 3 traced events which, from the

same roots, led to similar, though in seme respects distinctively

different, changes in the organisation of the Scottish social services.

Part 4 dealt with the way specialist social workers in England and

Scotland recognised their common interests and prepared, as a united

group, to take on their new responsibilities.

The next two chapters develop the historical theme. Chapter 2

analyses in detail the meanings attached to Section 1 of the Children

and Young Persons Act 1963 and its expanded Scottish counterpart,

Section 12 of the Social Work (Scotland) Act 1968, for although both

are indelibly associated with the power to give cash assistance, both

are more important for symbolising and giving statutory enactment to

the wider concern of social work to practise prevention. In conveying

what is meant by the terms • prevention' and •promotion', the purpose of

the cash assistance powers, as one among many instruments in the prac¬

tice of prevention, is also explained.

Chapter 3 then focuses on the actual cash assistance powers con¬

tained in Section 12 of the Social Work (Scotland) Act. The object of

examining the genesis of the powers in such detail is to demonstrate

one of the contentions of this thesis: that the cash assistance powers

as they have been enacted in Section 12 do not entirely accord with the

aspirations of the White Paper; that the normal Governmental process of
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modifying proposed legislation has jeopardised social workers*

ability to make payments to individuals on bhe envisaged promotional

basis; and that, rather than producing a facility to help clients in

flexible ways, Parliament in fact passed a measure that has encouraged

social workers to use the powers almost exclusively in emergencies.
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CMm®. Zt H A?:D rghotioh

-pat it :uc , a; vb'^txt^ .rcv;:?;s of dkc?ic:; i

The first official broach in the rigid separation of cash and care

oam with Ceetloa 1 of the Children and tov&g Persons Act 1963 which

stated that

"It shall ho the duty of every local authority
to take available advice, guidance and assistance
as may promote the welfare of children by dimi¬
nishing the used to receive children into or keep
thou in care under the Children Act 1943 ,«•• or
to bring children before a juvenile court, and
any provisions made by a local authority under
this subsection may, if the local authority think
fit, include provision for giving assistance in
kind, or, in exceptional circumstances, in cash".

As a more detailed supplement to the general historical background

described in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 will examine what was meant by the

torn 'prevention* in the context of Section 1 of the Children and Young

Persona Act and will then trace the developments that influenced the

expansion of the concept of prevention in Scotland, which waa embodied

only five years later in Section 12 of the Social Work ( Gotland) Act

1968, In both cases, the power to provide assistance in cash or kind

was scan as an integral part of the statutory sanction to pr a ctiae

preventive and promotional work,

She terms of section 1 represented in statutory form the kind of

preventive work with families that had boen covertly practised by

Children's Departments since 1948t from the obligation to provide

children with adequate substitute homos had grown the practice of keep¬

ing families together. The provision of material aid had become an

increasingly useful tool for this purpose and, following the Ingleby

Committee's rocoamondations on the extension of local authorities' pre¬

ventive powers, the Children and Young Persons Act provided Children's

cporbmsnto with the power to provide assistance in cash or kind.
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As teywood and Allen* significantly point out, this official

departure from the principle of separation of cash and care took place

before the revelations in 1965 that extensive poverty still persisted

and. before the re-structuring of the national assistance achose in 1966

which laid emphasis on the right to means-tested assistance. Although

child care workers had earlier established a link between material

deprivation and emotional stress, the extent of existing poverty wis

generally concealed by a belief that the relative prosperity of the

1950s and the provisions of the national insurance and national assis-
2

tanee schemes had all but eliminated the worst effoct3 of deprivation

and it was not felt in the early 1960s that there was nuch danger of

local authorities supplementing Rational Assistance Board benefits.

ieswick^ lias also suggested that the revelations of persistent

poverty, which came after the Children and Young Persons Act, helped to

modify the original intentions of section 1 by encouraging the use of

the cash a distance powers to supplement national assistance rather

than for social work purposes. It is possible to infer from these

writers that, had the inadequate provisions of the national assistance

scheme '..can revealed earlier, benefits could have been increased and

the problems of defining the respective responsibilities of the NAB and

the personal social services would not have arisen. The later chapters

of tills thesis will confirm Bewick* a findings that there are confusions

over respective roles, but will show that these are inevitable whore

there are two bodies responsible for cash assistance and would arise

regardless of the actual amount of Supplementary Benefit. It should

also bo noted that confusion about responsibility was in fact antici¬

pated in 1963# Difficulties in practice seem to have arisen, not from

any assumption that problems would net occur, but rather through the

1. J. 3, iieywood and B. K. Allen op, cit. p. 8.
2. B. Abel-Smith and P. Townsond op. cit.

3. 3. Beswick op. cit.
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inadequate definition of the social work role in giving cash assistance:

while social workers lacked a strongly assertive stance about their

functions in giving material assistance, they were vulnerable to the

pressures both of the 15AB (and later the Supplementary Benefits

Commission) which, as a national and firmly regulated body, wielded

great power in deciding the limits of its own responsibilities and of

the public who, having tested the limits of the NAB, ventured increas¬

ingly to try thoir fortune with the Children's Departments,

In the guidance on the Children and Young Persons Act, issued by

the Home Office'1' and the Scottish Education Department to local autho¬

rities, the objectives of section 1 wore made clear. Its significance

lay in giving to local authorities a statutory sanction, including the

right to provide material assistance, to practise preventive work with

families where children were likely to need care. The Children's

Department now had the responsibility to provide advice, guidance and

assistance either directly or indirectly through voluntary organisations

and to develop liaison links with ether organisations as a way of cul¬

tivating an effective preventive service. f greater significance still

was the brief note in Paragraph 7 which, despite its caution over cash

assistance, gave explicit encouragement to local authorities to con¬

sider the possibility of imaginative activities that might develop their

preventive practice:

"Section 1 has been drawn in sufficiently wide terms
to give scop© for initiative and experiment fey local
authorities (but it will fee noted that assistance in
cash is to be given only in exceptional circumstances)".,-

In an attempt to define the role of the Children's Departments,

Paragraph 8 of the circular warned local authorities against an abuse

of thoir cash assistance powers, though this was largely from a fear that

local authorities would impose themselves on unwilling recipients:

4. Home Office Circular Do. 204/1963
5. Home Office Circular op. clt. para. 7.
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"The section does not give power to intervene in
family difficulties or domestic problems unless
there is sane reason to suppose that these may
create a risk of children having to be received
into or committed to the care of a local authority.
I,or does it give power in any circumstances to impose
guidance on parents who are not willing to receive
itn*6

Financial aid was therefore primarily conceived as part of a casework

plan in which parents voluntarily participated to prevent their children

being received into care or being committed to care by a court.

The same preoccupation with abuse is seen in Paragraph 10 whore

it was clearly thought that there might be a danger of the Children's

Department deliberately or unirittingly taking over the functions of

the Board)

"It is not intended that the power to give material
assistance under Section 1 of the Act should be used
to provide an alternative to rational Assistance or
a child care supplement to National Assistance pay¬
ments ..... It will therefore be necessary for the
authority to arrange for close liaison with the
rational Assistance Board to ensure that assistance,
whether in kind or cash, is not given in circum¬
stances where it could more appropriately be given
by the Board or where the result would be an unjusti¬
fiable duplication of expenditure from public funds,
ixcapt in cases of emergency, where the assistance,
if it is to serve any useful purpose, must bo given
at once, the Board should be consulted before any
assistance in cosh or kind is given".^

The circular went on to stress the importance of liaison arrangements

in helping to prevent any assumption by the local authority of the

National Assistance Board's responsibilities.

That this place for a specific social work role in providing cash

assistance was difficult to grasp was evident from the confusion in

Parliament, when the Children and Young Persons Bill was being discussed,

over the words "in exceptional circumstEincos"« In explanation, the Home

Secretary, Henry Brooke, said that he wanted the phrase to remain to

stress that continuing weekly payments were the responsibility of the

6. ;.one Office Circular op. cit. para. 6,
7. Home Office Circular on. cit. para. 10.
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rational assistance Board, though, he went on, "there may well be

cases where the local authority should top up, so to speak, the assis¬

tance in cash which is already available So a family from other sources"/'
Confusion was not limited to Members of Parliament, for the diffi¬

culties of defining responsibilities in respect of their cash assistance

powers have continued to dog social workers since 1963, partly because

of the ambiguity of the place of material assistance in a casework re¬

lationship, which social workers have been trying to resolve for many

years, and partly because the powers to give cash assistance have left

Children's Departments (and later Social Services and Social Work

Departments) exposed to the conscious or unconscious manipulations of

other agencies involved one way or the other in families' financial

affairs. In addition, the simultaneous acquisition of the cash assis¬

tance powers and the increased numbers of people requiring discretionary

gr ata to supplement their regular Incomes have led to accusations that

social workers deliberately use financial assistance as a powerful
9

instrument of social control. These allegations are certaily valid if

social workers do provide a supplement to the statutory income mainte¬

nance system and confuse their role with that of the Supplementary

Benefits Commission, but the cause is probably duo less to deliberate

intention than to genuine confusion about the appropriate circumstances

in which to invoke Section 1.

A principal Bource of confusion over the division of responsibilities

is the Home Office circular itself. Considerable pains were taken in

Paragraph 8 to emphasise that local authority money should be given

within the context of a social work task and, in Paragraph 10, that

8. reported in Child Care Pews July 1963.
9. J. .iandler on. ext. Bee Chapter 5 for a fuller discussion of

this issue. It is important to note, however, that the American
Public Assistance scheme, which is administered by social workers
and with which dandier was rather better acquainted, does not
compare easily with the British system uharo financial powers are
very limited.



duplication of expenditure from public funds should be avoided. In

the saae paragraph, however, in a sentence that has r®troapectively

proved to be the thin end of the wedge, the circular mentions that

local authorities can give emergency payments without consulting the

national Assistance Board first and no reference was made to the

possibility of reimbursement. Research has since suggested that con¬

siderable sums have been disbursed as emergency payments by Children's

departments in England, bales and Jcotland where clearly no social
10

work task was involved, "his inevitably led to on impression among

the general public that one of the Children's Department's functions

was to provide assistance in cash with no strings attached.

Hot only have difficulties arisen over emergency payments when the

HAB (and later the Supplementary Benefits Commission) have not been

willing or able to help, but also over the proper use of exceptional

Hoods Payments in .-reference to .lection 1. In a study of Section 1

made in 1974 by the BASW Poverty Group,11 Paragraph 10 of the Home Office

circular was quoted and the Group then wont on to argue that to use

section 1 intermittently, in the manner indicated, was to cover pre¬

cisely those circumstances in which Exceptional Heeds Payments or emer¬

gency payments could be made by the Supplementary Benefits Commission.

"If the SBC argues, as local officers often do, that
the purpose of Exceptional Seeds .Payments and Emergency
Payments is not to permanently increase (sic) the level
of benefit, the same can equally be .argued for Section 1
expenditure. If the claimant or his advocate argues
that the purpose of discretionary payments should be to
raise the overall level of income, because Supplementary
Benefit is so low, the answer can be that it is towards

10. 2he study cf section 1 payments undertaken by the B\3W . overty
ipaciel Interest Group in June 1974 suggested, that social workers
may be spending far too much time on "welfare .rights problems",
which include making payments for food, clothing and furnishings.
She 3,'BvJ Group contend that, though the actual payments for
these sorts of items may be small, they are tine-consuming and
inappropriate for social rorkers to deal with.

11. BA3W Poverty Group on. cit.
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the C that the claimant should direct hla
claims. That is so because for section 1 pay¬
ments there is no defined policy and no machinery
through which ho can appeal to assert his rights,
whereas under the S3 scheao such things, though
not ideal, do exist. It is this factor which under¬
lies the concept of welfare rights .and is the basic
for considerable current interest in a nore asser¬

tive approach to welfare rights from social work
staff.1*

..he BASW Poverty Group's research study was by no moans unusual in

furnishing evidence of the ill-effects on social work of overlapping

discretionary powers. In 1965/66, a survey was made of Children's

Departments' and voluntary societies* reactions to the national A.scis-
1?

tanee Board's policy in relation to preventive work with families.

Of the 37 replies received from these agencies, "71 had positive comment

to make about i.ational Assistance Board policy and ways in which policy

acted in a miner detrimental to functions of child care and family

casework," Bin areas of concern were noted! the wage stop; the use of

discretion in relation to families in receipt of a sporadic, variable

income; policy where the man is regarded as the inviolable head of the

household for the purposes of applying for and receiving assistance;

the degree of inflexibility in the action of the MAS; problems arising

from the fact that the BAB do not have a social work attitude towards

their clients; and use of discretion, A follow-up survey in 1370

allowed that for 60 of the respondents, there had been marked improve¬

ments in relations between Children's Departments and the Supplementary

Benefits Commission but difficulties remained over the persistence of

moral judgements by Supplementary Benefits officers, the inflexibility

of bureaucratic procedures which produced problems over emergency pay¬

ments and non-arrival of G-iros, and the lack of definition of the

Commission's discretionary powers.

12, The research was undertaken by the advisory Council on Child
Care. Alport on the Purvey of Children's Ccnartiaorits and
Colvu.y i-p societies' reaoticna to the Matioaal Assistance
noard's policy in relation to preventive work with families. 1966
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In essoining the difficulties caused by the overlap, the 3.15W

Group tried to work out a acre assertive role for social workers and

suggested a wolfare rights policy as a sterns of encouraging the

Commission to look after- its own. But, tied up with the need for a

more positive role a® far as cash assistance ie concerned, is the

corresponding need to define more closely what social workers should

be doing at all levels to develop thair practice of prevention. The

Home Office circular provided some clues by suggesting the different

levels at which prevention could be practised! preventive eooial work

might, within the terms of the law, be limited to small lump suss in

emergencies| or it could mean cash payments to prevent such crises as

Imminent eviction while work was done to prevent further mismanagement

of money; or it could more fundamentally involve the arrangement of

early warning liaison schemes to scotch at the outset the possibility

of evictions or disconnections.

The confusion over responsibilities for cash assistance and the

flexible interpretation of the word •prevention* beg an urgent analysis

of the meaning of the term for social workers. The next few pages

therefore examine soma theoretical frameworks in which prevention

under Section 1 might be practised and conclude with scene suggestions

of the sort of considerations social workers might tales into account

when assessing the need for cash assistance under Section 1.

Treated as a general concept, the term 'prevention' hem tended to

be broken up into different stages, with each stage requiring a diff¬

erent type of intervention. Peter Leonard sees the chain of develop¬

ment of a social problem as having four stagess l) the pre-conditions -

the general circumstances from which social problems develop; 2) the

causes - the specific factors directly related to the problem; 3) the

effects - the specific symptoms which act as clear signs of the

existence of the problem; and 4) the consequences - the longer term
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results of problems. Leonard then goes on to indicate where inter¬

vention could take place in this chain in an effort to break it. What

might be called 'primary intervention* could take place between the

pre-conditions and the causes in order to modify the pre-conditions

and prevent the specific conditions occurring? secondary intervention

could take place between the causes and effects? while tertiary inter-

ve tion can be made between the effects and the consequence in order to

ameliorate the consequences of problems.

Leonard aeoo the provision of residential care as an example of

tertiary intervention in social work while the typo of family casework

developed and refined in the decades after the war could be called

secondary intervention because it was designed to deal with causes of

problems in a family and prevent their expected effects on family mem¬

bers. But xaore important still for the further development of social

t.'ork, Leonard argues that

"Primary intervention, which concentrates on identi¬
fying the pre-con&itions of social problems and
acting to remedy then, is now soon as a potential
further field for social work not r.ly in the form
of community work and social policy and planning,
but as one to which social workers in general can
contribute even though they work main! at other
levels of intervention. It is important to recognise
that all three levels of intervention sire necessary
and that the problem is how to allocate resources
between them".

Goisraar similarly draws distinctions between different situations

requiring different typos of intervention, attributing this conceptua¬

lisation to medicine and the public health fisld.^ Primary inter¬

vention in public health occurs before the development of pathology or

malfunctioning? secondary intervention is treatment dispensed before

a disease has run its full course? and tertiary intervention ifi treat-

neat that is given to overcome or ameliorate the effects of the disease.

13. P. Leonard "The challenge of primary .revontion" in
social pork Today Juno 1971 Vol. 2 bo, 5.

14. L. Gelsaar ..-raventive Intervention in docial work
(Hew Jersey 1969).
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Seiamar points out that social pathology is less amenable to clear

analysis than the causes and symptoms of classified disease and con¬

cludes that, for this reason, social workers need to know what it is

that needs preventing, when it needs preventing, how it is to be

prevented and. who is to perform the preventive intervention.

The pertinence of these two similar frameworks is mde plain by

Townsend*© passionate appeal to social workers that they should be

more conscious of the level at which thov operated, Townsead's talk,

given in 1369 to the Annual Conference of the Association of Child Care

Officers, was symptomatic of the great changes that were sweeping

through social work in the I960®. The legislative change about to be

made with the implementation of the Seebehm Report involved not only ©

considerable extension of the scope and methods of social work but

also embraced an understanding of the structural inequalities in society

and the obligation on social workers to try and remedy those. Notions

of the different types and levels of preventive action could therefore

serve to sharpen social workers* awareness of the best level at which

to direct their efforts.

All these levels of preventive practice ware implicitly recommended

under the terns of Section 1 of the Children and Young Persons Act 1963.

The existence of a Children*s Department with specific preventive res¬

ponsibilities in relation to children and thoir families has, since

1963, carried, a weight within and outside the local authority which is

testimony to the growing acceptance of social work objectives and the

right of social workers to be heard at the primary preventive stage on

matters affecting the social welfare of the public. But the use of

cash as a tool in preventive casework at the secondary mid tertiary

stages of intervention, by contrast, has presented particularly deli¬
cate problems of definition. The nature of casework i® ouch that it
is impossible to draw up detailed guidelines that could cover all those
individual circumstances that a social worker lias to consider in
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deciding* the best methods to prevent family braaloftowns the variety of

social, psychological and ©canonic factors that affect family func¬

tioning differ in degree and intensity ore have to be on-iessed within

the contest of the individual fanily'e oiroumatanoow#

Very few articles have recently beer, written on the place of cash

assistance in social work despite the amount of time said to be taken

up in this activity and the frustration expressed by social workers

whose tine and skills axe being used inappropriately# Part of the

difficulty in defining exactly when social workers should give cash

assistance is the already mentioned problem of accurately describing

what is meant by the torn * casework*, the nature of which varies from

fondly to family; while the fact that nest people who eca® to tho

attention cf the personal social services ar© poor tends to blur the

distinction between the psychological and social effects of a low in-
15

cosae ' and those ©.notional stresses that how© their origin 3n problems

unconnected with poverty and are experienced by people who happen to

bo on low incomes# The task of the social worker in attempting to use

the cash assistance powers appropriately is to try and distinguish

between these ill-effects caused by a low income, which can be treated

as a problem of income maintenance, and the stresses present from other

causes that could bo treated by casework techniques, a task made the

core unenviably difficult since poverty is known to exacerbate the

effects of problems which stem from causes other than low incomes#

Having distinguished the scurce of stress, the social worker has

the option of requesting assistance where this is feasible from the

Supplementary Benefits Commission and appealing against refusals.

Although this appears to he an obvious course of action, it will be

shown in Chapter 6 that, for various reasons, social workers are usually

15# These are well-documented la L. Ruga's trom "The power of the
peer" in viessman (ei#) heatal Health of the loor
(London 1964).
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reluctant to do this# In addition, social workers, as a professional

group or as employees of a particular local authority, cm lay Gown

firmer guidelines fur tiseusalvee and assist only those clients who cooe

within their can criteria.

•Agreement on the cirouastaaces in which the use of the cash assis¬

tance powers ia appropriate is hard to roach, yet the need to do so lias

intensified as the problems of overlapping discretion initiated by

lection I have grown more acute, She .VSM loverly Group's report showed

how Children's departments' cash assistance powers precisely overlapped

with the Corimission's opportunities ix> provide exceptional heeds Pay-

stents, but titeir report failed to offer ptujitlve eingestions about the

sort of cire*.misi daeee in which Social workers could fool justified in

offering their clients their combination cf &mh and services.

George Soahiac has ably analysed the social work dilemmar

"Iho (tiiornpotttio) practitioner cay intrude irto
virtually any aspect of personal and family life
an he deals with the 'whole* parsan or family.
Child care workers axe a case in point. There is no
question that they need wide discretion in dealing*
with children and their families, "but how much con¬
trol should they hare over cash allowances and other
forms of maintenance? Workers providing personal
starvices will always need authority to provide save
kinds of material aid .... Apparently, the problesa
lies in being unable to distinguish between the
authority to provide material aid as part of the
welfare or professional function, which must depend
on the practitioner's judgement, and basic mainte¬
nance to which the individual should be entitled as

a matter of right irrespective of the need for
services'1 •

In delineating a more positive place for cash assistance in social

work, it is possible to split the problem into two complementary parts,

the first an analysis of the use of money as a casework tool end the

second a discussion of the practical application of these insights.

16, G. Hoshino "Money and Morality» Income Security and personal
social services'* o^ciul „ork pril 1971.
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17
Poldaan and kicteel, in a paper discussing- the significance of

the 'money payment principle*, noted the complexities of feeling

surrounding the word •money* j

"Its scarcity or bundance, its uses and significance,
hold deeply personal meanings for each individual)
thus, each individual's experiences with money and
Ms feelings about it qualify Mra as a self-appointed
authority on its use and as a judge of its user.
.Moreover, there is the long and firmly established
attitude in our culture that equates earned income
with independence, ith adequacy, with strength - an
attitude that adds weight to the ate#* otype that
economically do-^endent persons are weak, sMftless,
inadequate and need to be directed in all aspects of
their lives. An examination of the money payment
principle as social welfare policy inevitably, then,
must be conducted through a lens of money feelings,
meanings and attitudes".

Ralph Davidson agrees with these sentiments.1^ elieving that

social workers should insist on the Supplementary Benefits Commission

taking responsibility whore possible for their claimants, he nevertheless

thinks that money can be used as part of a constructive social work pro¬

cess so long .as social workers take into account the feelings described

by reldman and i ickol. In Ms view, cash assistance need not be given

only when accompanied by detailed work on interrelationships but should

rather be given (or withheld) only after as full an assessment of the

situation as possible and in full awareness of what its giving or with¬

holding means in relationaMp terras. The assessment process should

include an estimate of the strengths and weaknesses of the family or

individual; their resources, financial and otherwise; their need for and

ability to use social work help; the standards of the care given to the

children, both physical and emotional; and the wider social situation,

essential in the assessment process is time and Davidson stresses the

importance of social workers finding the time to devote to this task.

17. a. 'el>n and Mabel barney ■ .nyaant arinciples
a social work tool". American social work journal

IS. . avidson "The implications for social workers of giving
material aid" in . bowman (ed.) In cash or in kind - the
place of financial assistance in social work (Edinburgh 1974)
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necessary to take into account the personal and cultural assumptions

dad© by families and individuals about money and to recognise that,

for most people, money means more than the practical use to which it

can be put. The power to give or withhold money therefore affects the

relationship a social worker on have with his client and this should

be taken into consideration!

ill it help the client trust the worker and respond
to him, or will it confirm Ms feelings of inadequacy
and lead to a large degree of immature dependence on
the worker? Will it represent for the client the
successful exploitation of an authority figure, with
ensuing feelings of power but a.130 of guilt?"^

Furthermore, a social worker should remember that he himself has assimi¬

lated certain attitudes towards money and will have predetermined feel¬

ings about clients asking for financial help? an honest self-awareness

would need to be cultivated if the social worker is to respond sensi¬

tively to a client's need.

in attempting to apply these views on cash assistance as a tool in
20

preventive casework, an area social work team defined its general task

as an obligation to help people manage by aeons of perceiving and

building on their own strengths. The social work team analysed the

complexities of this process and, like Davidson, called for accurate

diagnoses of clients' personalities, in their view, financial problems

were frequently only presenting problems and a careful exploration of

the client's character and circumstances could reveal further problems

which Bight or might not be relevant either in assessing the need for

cash assistance or in deciding the manner of giving it. Cash assistance

could, for example, be constructively used when there had been a drastic

and unexpected change of circumstances like redundancy, which might

create strains on a previously well-balanced family and social work

19. R. Davidson ou. cit. p. 76.
20. baervod in June-July 1973.



sup ort and a loan, could be given during the time of adjustment.

Altornativoly, it sight be constructive in some circumstances to refuse

money so long as the client was clear about the reasons and was enabled

by this rocess to see his own capacity to manage his current and

future difficulties.

The social work team were aware of the problems involved in this

process of assessment and judgement - the risk of creating dependence

if cash assistance was given too readily, the social worker's fear of

a client's anger or distress at being refused, the possibility of

making other problems in attending to financial ones and the diffi¬

dence of social workers themselves in exercising this power - but it

was acknowledged that these problems needed to be resolved if the in¬

tegrity of the social work function, as opposed to supplementing low

income, was to be maintained.

Jumarv

In examining what xms meant by the concept of prevention embodied

in Section 1 and showing the kinds of problems created by having two

separate bodies responsible for providing assistance in cash, this

chapter has stressed the need of social workers to be more definite

about their role at all levels of prevention in order to avoid becoming

the passive recipients of victims of other organisations' inadequacies

or failures. Yet to lay emphasis on the need for social workers to use

cash only as part of a casework rocess (which was the primary purpose

of Section l) is to run the risk of being too puristic and ignoring the

great increase in emergency relief work that lias long since outrun the

modest intentions of section 1. '-bother social workers like it or not

(and on the whole they do not), they have a residual function to provide

emergency relief, but it is the contention of this thesis that the

quantity of such work could be regulated in part by a closer definition



of the circumstances in which they, as social workers, wish to give

cash and in part by a more firmly established habit of requesting

assistance first from the Supplementary Benefits Commission.

I'he sase kind of considerations apply in Scotland under Section 12

which, in its directive to local author!ties to promote social welfare,

demands that social workers be more assertive than previous legislation

had allowed them to be. i'he comprehansive cash assistance powers con¬

tained in the section were designed to be only one weapon in this more

positive stance. Despite the evolution of Section 12 against a back¬

ground of known poverty and a growing body of evidence about tho

difficulties caused by the Section 1 powers, the problem of cash assis¬

tance was only a very minor consideration in the enormous task of re¬

structuring the Scottish social services. The rest of this chapter

therefore develops the thane of prevention from which sprang the wider

duty actively to promote social welfare, and. the following chapter then

analyses the way the problems associated with the cash assistance powers

have not only been perpetuated in Scotland, but have actually become

oven more closely entangled with the income maintenance services.

■ ■X,f£ 2: h.i-J j-siOR. .11 OPAL OF S .C'flbR 12

iiueh of the initiative that had led to the statutory sanction of

preventive work in 1963 had cose from English social workers. By con¬

trast to the highly developed Children'a Departments in England, parti¬

cularly in the Home Counties, :;cotti3h local authority-based social

work was in a lamentable state in the post-war decades. Kay ;arraieha®l

attributes this relative lack of development to the emphasis put by

working-class soeiaM8^ politicians on the need for political reform
in the areas of education, housing and employment: against tho bleak

background of poverty in Scotland, the theories of social casework

seemed less than adequate.21

21. C. H. Carmichael on. cit.
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vhe majority of professionally trained social workers in cotl&nd

were employed in medically-bused institutions, while social work in

local authorities# with wis possible exception of probation, stagnated

for lack of money and resources, J* 0, Johnston has given a glimpse

of th© state of child care and welfare work before 1969s

"(hepartaenta of cliild care and welfare work) had to
exist by law. But many of them existed in little
more than nominal form, .and depended for their effect
on tiny numbers of people who rarely had any rele¬
vant training. They provided rudimentary services
for the eld and the handicapped and, in rather greater
measure, for deprived children .... The general state
of statutory services was grim .... Probation apart,
..sottish local authorities did not know about social
work services raid did not before 1969 give very much
evidence that they wanted to know"

In their comments on the white Paper 'docial dork and the Community*.

'the sottish Welfare Officers' Assooiaticn provided further evidence of

the state of local authority social work in :<eotland. That welfare work

did not often warrant its own department and was frequently regarded as

the sphere of medical officers of health testified to the low estsosa in
23

which this kind of social work was held in Scotland. In 1965, only

25 of the population enjoyed the services of a separate welfare

department under a designated welfare officer; 32 of the population

wore covered by a combined health and welfare department with a desig¬

nated welfare officer; while 39, of the population were served by com¬

bined health and welfare departments for which the medical officer of

health was solely responsible. The welfare needs of the remaining 4.

of the population were catered for by the Clerk of the Council*

22. J. Johnston "Five Years n" Focus etober 1974.
Johnston was a civil servant in the cattish ffice at
the time the Joctal ;ork (Scotland) Bill was being
iToparsd. Fa was subsequently appointed director of
d&oial , vk in Glasgow.

23. It may have been the long medical tradition in Scotland
that encouraged councillors to think of welfare as part
of the "kxlical Ssrvicee, especially since some social
work costs (e.g. medical social work) wore counted as
medical costs.



Children's Departments similarly lacked status and had too few

resources and staff to enable them to provide an adequate service to

families in need# The records of the child care inspectorate in the

Scottish Office show that a major problem was the desire of several

large burghs, in the interests of economy, to amalgamate the functions

of the Children's Officer and the Welfare Officer. At least two

large burghs refused to appoint a Children's Officer despite constant

Ministerial pressure and the legal obligation to do so under the

Children Act 1948# In March 1968, just four months before the Social

Work (Scotland) Act was passed, the staffing position in several local

authorities was reported by the Social Work Services Group to be very

unsatisfactory, with nine counties and too large burghs having only

part-time Children's Officers and others having onl^ a Children's Officer

with little sore than clerical support.

The Scottish Office was under no illusion in the mid-1960s that

local authority social work in Scotland needed a very thorough verhaul

and that the ICilbrandon Report had presented them with just the right

opportunity. Despite the possibility of progress under the Children

Act 1948, the Mental Health (Scotland) Act I960 and the Children and

Young Persons Act 1963» Scottish local authorities in general placed

little value on personal social services except probation and their

services were primitive compared with those in England. If this was a

source of intense frustration to some social workers and the Scottish

Office, it proved in the end to be a blessing in disguise, for the

urgent need for reform eobined with the fact of a single Government

Department keen to take advantage of its opportunity for legislative

change were the reasons why the White Paper was able to range so com¬

prehensively ever the personal social services and to thrust Scottish

local authorities ahead of those in England in torms of their powers

and duties to promote social welfare.
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Fundamentally, the ideas in the White Paper express the desire to

go beyond the preventive stance embodied in the Children and Young

Persons Act and to embrace instead a wider and more positive promotional

role. The hilbrandon Study Group had analysed the development of

social work over the previous four decades, showing how a growing pre¬

occupation with clients' material needs had culminated in the statutory

sanction in 1963 of preventive intervention on an individual and wider

level. Opportunities for preventive work with individuals and commu¬

nities, however, were inhibited by the separate organisation of

different kinds of social workers, resulting in the dissipation of

energy and resources. In trying to conceptualise a widened scope for

social work, the members of the E3G were consciously determined to free

social work from an exclusive involvement with tertiary and secondary

types of intervention and to substitute instead, as the first priority,

an active and assertive role at a primary preventive level. Inherent

in this objective was the necessity to build into the particularly

undernourished local authority social services aweight and status that

would enable social workers to be more assertive in promoting social

welfare, and the phrasing of Subsection 1 of Section 12, which gives

expression to these aspirations, was left deliberately vague in order

to give social workers the flexibility to respond to local needs.
24

In 'Social Work in Scotland', " an attempt was made to explain the

genesis end meaning of this part of the Social Work (Scotland) Act:

"This legal wording embodies a principle of profound
social importance. The development of industrial
society broke into pieces a complex pattern of mutual
help through clan, church, community and extended
family. This social breakdown led to series of in¬
tolerable social ills, and voluntary and statutory
action was taken to remedy them one by one. Hence
the development of an elaborate structure of
specialised social services, statutory and volun¬
tary, each aimed at a separate category of need.

24. Social Uorx in Sootlnnd Report of a Working Party on the
Social Work (ScotlandJ Act 1968 (University of
Edinburgh 1969) para. 5.
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The '-welfare state', thus constructed piecemeal,
was a creation not only of humanity, but of
necessity.' but practical experience and modern
social research have increasingly confirmed the
old tradition, that each of us exists as a com¬

plex individual person within an environment of
family, job and home, and that help given on the
basis of each of our needs taken separately may
fail, even though technically efficient. The
job of the new social work departments is to
give back reality to the very old idea of commu¬
nity self-help, in a world in which specialisation
and mobility have become the basis of
industrialisation".

Further, the traditional methods employed by social workers -

casework, groupwork and community work - were insufficient by themselves

in promoting conditions that would prevent the subsequent emergence of

intractable individual or community problems; nor were the current

levels of social work intervention, ameliorative and preventive, able

to exert the required weight of influence to demonstrate the social con¬

sequences of thoughtless planning and irresponsible industrial decisions.

In Craig Robertson's words, the intention of Subsection 1 of Section 12

is that social work should involve itself in "the organising of cor¬

porate and multi-disciplinary interventions into social problems in the
25

most effective ways end at the mo3t effective levels".

lie goes on to explain:

"A major aim is to try to get at the 'root causes'
of problems (which always have a social aetiology).
At present, problems tend to be solved or lessened
in one area of life - but then reappear in another
.guise in another area of life. Local authority
departments, for instance, often, lessen problems
in their own spheres but unwittingly cause problems
in other spheres of life. This same argument
applies to industry, commerce, neighbourhood
associations, professional bodies, trade unions,
religious bodies, etc. Everywhere, people work
at sixes and sevens. The left hand frequently does
not know what the right hand is doing. In tackling
such obstacles to efficiency, social work can play
an immensely important role by furthering real
communication - i.e., mutual understanding - among
many different bodies, in order that many different kinds
of factors are considered before decisions are taken".

25. Craig Robertson was a Community Development Officer
in Falkirk Social work Department.
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The I'/hite Paper did not minimise the part that traditional

methods of social work could continue to play in fostering •healthy*

individuals and communities but stressed the need to promote the full

personal development of individuals at a variety of levels, including

the primary preventive level:

"it is not necessary to devise nex* public functions
for the extension of this kind of work, but there
is scope for the public services ... to work to¬
gether in ways which so far have been too little
explored. Per example, general practitioners,
health visitors and social workers know the
families in which children's development is un¬
satisfactory or inadequate and whose children
would benefit from attendance at nursery schools,
playgroups and other facilities designed to pro¬
mote the development of young children, but this
knowledge can be really fruitful only if it is
brought purposefully tc bear on community planning".^

Social workers were thus to have a responsibility not only to deploy

their traditional casework skills in treating individual emotional and

social problems but ,lso tc use their knowledge to demonstrate and deal

with wider social issues that help to create personal difficulties.
27

Denis Rice, in an article entitled "Of microists and macroists",

has examined the feasibility of amalgamating the micro and macro

approaches in a single local authority department and phrased the

dichotomy as a choice between intervention at the level of individual

social work or with wider social structures, dice resolves the dilemma

by saying that "the adoption of the mleroist or macroist stance is

likely to be more fully understood if some weight is given to temp¬

erament or to individual valency". By analogy, it is conceivable that
♦

some levels in an organisation are better equipped to take an overview

of broad social issues, while other levels are suited to more immediate

points of intervention. let while this acknowledges that different

types of approach to social problems can comfortably be accommodated

26. Social Work and the Community op. cit. para. 16.
27. D. Rice "Of microists and aacroists" Social Work Today

15th November 1975 Vol. 6 No. 16.
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in a single department, the White Paper was concerned to stress that

social workers at all levels in a Social Work Department should be

promoting social welfare, whether of individuals or communities, by
28

pooling their special knowledge, interests and skills.

If it was essential to seise the chance to redefine the boundaries

of social work, it was of equal urgency to place responsibility for its

discharge in a department able to rise to increased expectations. The

duty to promote social welfare meant that not only should Social Work

Departments be able to respond to the needs, current and future# of all

types of people but that, as a means of achieving this, the physical

structure and geographical distribution should be so organised as to

provide both right of access and maximum ease of access to the general
29

public. One of the drawbacks of the organisation of Children's

Departments before 1969 had been their inability to attrect staff cr

resources because they were based on such small administrative units.

The White Paper stressed the severe limitations of the siao of

existing social work aroan and, in doing so, revealed the kind of

Social Wcrk Department thought to be desirable:

"Small units do not provide satisfactory career
opportunities for keen and progressive staff.
They can offer few opportunities for the pro¬
fessional consultation which is valued highly by
social workers. With, so few staff, they find it
very difficult to release staff for training and
to offer* supervised practical training to students.
In a small staff, the range of experience is usually
limited, and there can be little flexibility in
dealing with particular types of problem. Partly
for these reasons, very small departments do not
attract well qualified staff. This weakness and
their limited financial resources aggravate their
difficulties"

In acknowledging the possibility of large departments suffering from

over-bureaueratisation, the White : aper recommended that

28. Social dork and the Cogu-.ura.ty on, clt. pp. 4-5.

29. This subject was fully discussed by the Kilbrandon Study-
Group and is mentioned in the Kilbrandon Study Group papers.

30. Social .ork ond the Community op. cit. para. 49.
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"in large areas, the new department should work
through area offices easily accessible to the
community and staffed by trained workers able
and empowered to provide an effective social
service at local level".

J, Johnston*3 description of Section 12 and particularly
32

Subsection 1 as the "central and comprehensive provision of the Act"

confirms the fundamental significance of this part of the Social Work

(Scotland) A.et in the development from prevention to a more powerful

assertion of the value of primary prevention (or promotion) in social

work practice. It is not that primary prevention was not encompassed

by the provisions of "action 1, but rather that Section 12 went one

step further by its degree of emphasis on the importance of prevention

at the primary level. Social workers were obliged to be assertive in

preventing the need for remedial work and though it was recognised thai

work with fr-;allies and individuals would need to be done, stress was

laid on the

"important need for co-operation at policy-making
and management levels, in the improvement and promotion
of measures which would help .... to prevent the
occurrence of these problems" ...^

To understand the significance of the new emphasis on primary

prevention, it is important to see the proposals of the White Paper

within the contest of thinking about the nature and scope of local

government, for although the White Paper had already been drafted when
3A

the Wheatley Commission was appointed in June 1966, it is no coinci¬

dence that its call for greater co-operation between departments and

organisations was very similar to the recommendations of the other

Commissions on local government.

31. ...oeiax Jork -and the Community op. cit. pars. 50.

32. J. 0. Johnston Paper distributed at a conference
on Section 12 at the University of Edinburgh
Say 30th 1975.

33. Social 'fork and the Community op., cit. para. 13.
34. Uheatiey Report Royal Commission in Local Government

in Scotland 1966-69 Cmnd. 4150.
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Both the Redcliffe-iiaud.^ and the Wheatley Reports, concerned

with local government in England and Scotland respectively, confirmed

the need for the personal social services to be based on larger units

to achieve maximum efficiency in service delivery and retrospectively

sanctioned the objective of Section 12 - that of harnessing social

work expertise with that of other local authority services - in an

effort to deal with problems comprehensively.

But if the Redcliffe-Maud and Wheatley Reports touched only

briefly on ideas of corporate management in their recommendations for
•z/r

the physical re-strueturing of administrative units, the Maud and

Bains Reports, .and later, the Paterson Report, examined at length

the practical possibilities of this style of government. In condemning

the current structure, the Maud Committee wrote:

"There exists ... in local authorities in this
country an organisation which is based on separate
parts, in each of which there is gathered the in¬
dividual service, with its professional departmental
hierarchy led by a principal officer and, supervising
it, a committee of members. There may be unity in
the parts but there is disunity in the whole"

In stressing the need for greater co-ordination, the Committee went on;

"The establishment of a managing body can provide this
necessary co-ordination and focal point: it can provide
both a unifying element drawing together the disparate
parts of the whole and also the impetus for action"

35. Redcliffe-Maud Report Local Government Reform.
Short version of the Report of the Royal Commission
on Local Government in England 1969 Brand. 4039

36. aud Report Committee on the Management of Local Government 1966.
37. Bpins Report Hew Local Authorities; Management and Structure

HMSO 1972.

38. Paterson Report. The Bew Scottish Local Authorities.
organisation and Management Structures 1973

39» Maud Report op. cit. para. 97.
40. Maud Report op. cit. para. 98.
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The Balsa Report also called for a corporate approach: "The

traditional departmental attitude within nuch of local government

must ivo way to a wider ranging corporate outlook",^ while the

ateroon Report defined the objective of corporate management as being

"to achieve a situation where the needs of a

community are viewed comprehensively and the
activities of the local authority are j/lanned,
directed and controlled in a unified manner to
satisfy those needa to the maximum extent con¬
sistent with available resources".

In view of the sweeping changes incipient in local government,

Section 12 cannot be written off simply as calculated empire-building

at the expense of affected groups such as the medical and legal pro¬

fessions. iUbaoction 1 implicitly recognised the claims of social

work to be a distinctive profession with tangible skills to offer and

objectives to pursue, and the expansion of prevention into a more

assertive promotional stance required a flexible legislative framework

in which social workers, as professionals, could develop the new ap roach.

The concurrent search for more efficient yet democratic forms of local

government to tackle needs on a comprehensive scale complemented and

added substance to the aspirations encompassed by oction 12 and pro¬

vided the opportunities for the practice of corporate management.

Hot all bodies were convinced of the need for this kind of admin¬

istrative change, or oven indeed for the proposed re-organisation of

social work. Following the publication of the White Paper in October

1966, comments were required by the end of January 1967 so that pro¬

posals for a Bill could be -put to Parliament by the following Bovember.

The comments, which continued to trickle in until Karoh 1967, came

from four main sources - the local authority associations; the pro¬

fessional and voluntary bodies concerned with social work; the medical

profession and the medical auxiliaries; and the Sheriffs and Probation

Committees.

41. Bains Report op. cit. para. 2-11.
42. Pateraon Report op. eit. ar • 5-3
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43
The Local Authority Associations were generally agreed on the

necessity for the re-organisation of the social services but, with the

Wheatley Report on local government re-organisation in Scotland about

to be published, were of the strong opinion that it would be premature

to advocate changes until Wheatley's proposals sere known. Antici¬

pating that this advice would bo ignored and that the White Paper re¬

commendations would be implemented, the large burghs made it clear

that, in their view, it was essential for smaller units to retain

control of social work services in order to keep more intimately in

touch with local need. By contrast, the Association of County Councils

agreed with the hite Paper that larger units than the large burghs

would be necessary if the new Social Work Departments ware to receive

adequate resources.

ost of the professional and voluntary bodies concerned vdth social

work were in favour of the White Paper's proposals and urged their

implementation as soon as po3 ible. The voluntary organisations, in

registering their approval of the rocommondatione, wore at pains to

express the need for continued co-operation between statutory and vol¬

untary services and to ensure that the proposed rationalised department

would not altogether pre-empt voluntary effort. The official reaction

of the probation officers, however, was a strongly expressed antipathy

to integration into local authority social work departments, though it-

is clear from later comments made by individual probation officers and

by the .cottish Probation Advisory and Training Council that this was

by no means a fully representative opinions on the whole, the younger,

better trained probation officers tended to favour the proposals and

their older colleagues to be against them.

43. The Local Authority Associations comprised the Counties
of Cities Association, the Convention of Uoyal Burghs and
the Association of County Councils in Scotland.
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The two remaining groups, the medical and associated professions

and the Sheriffs and Probation Committees, strongly resisted the pro¬

posed changes in a way that indicated a considerable lack of appreciation

of the developments in social work thinking over the previous decade.

In their memorandum on the White Paper, for example, the Scottish branch

of the Society of Medical Officers of Health protested against the

extension of casework facilities to the whole population from a speci¬

fically casework agency and pointed out the "steady trend" towards the

unification of Health and Social Welfare Departments. Foreseeing

practical difficulties of co-operation between a Social Work Department

and a Health Department, the Medical Officers of Health argued strongly

in favour of developing existing arrangements under their supervision.

One County Council's recommendations, clearly based on consultations

with their Medical Officer of Health, were for the integration not only

of the Welfare but also of the Children's Department with the Health

Department, while another local authority specifically mentioned the

loss of status which the Medical Officer of Health would suffer with

the transfer of welfare functions to a Social Work Department.

The Sheriffs, too, tended not to see the White Paper's proposals

in the context of developments in social work. In emphasising the

unsatisfactory nature of the proposed panel system, the Sheriffs thought

that there were too few safeguards against recalcitrant parents and

children and that, because much serious crime was committed by 14 year

olds and over, the panel systera should be restricted to children under

tiiis age. The Sheriffs were very much against the incorporation of

probation officers into Social Work Departments and, in the event of

this taking place, recommended that probation officers should still be

attached to the courts to deal with adult offenders. The Sheriffs'

views were echoed by the local authority Probation Committees, mo3t of

whom, came out against the incorporation of probation into Social Work

Departments.
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In April 1967» soon after the comments on the fhite Paper had been

received, the process of obtaining authority to prepare a Bill began.

While this process w s under way, efforts were made to refute the ob¬

jections raised to the hits Paper's proposals by some of the principal

opponents. In answer to the Local Authority Associations' viows on the

desirability of waiting until the Wheatley Commission reported, the

view was taken within the Scottish Office that the ease for proceeding

with social work re-organisation before the changes in local government

was still valid: if social work re-organisation waited until local

government re-organisation, there would be an unjustifiably long delay

in implementing the Kilbarandon Report's proposals, first produced in

1964. In addition, it was emphasised, in reply to the pleas of the large

burghs, that their sis© of unit was too small to provide tho full range

of services, (Two months later, however, this decision was reversed

after the pressure of labour MPs whose support was needed to get the

Bill through).

The views of the Medical Officers of Health were discounted. While

recognising that social work and medicine were tied up in some ways, the

Scottish Gf-iee view was that it would not be appropriate to put social

work under the odical Officer of Healtil and that, if the social work

skills of the new Department were to be developed fully, the chief

officer should be chosen for his potential as an administrator of social

work services rather than because he happened to be a Medical Officer

of Health,

The Sheriffs and Sheriff-cubetitutes were thought by the Scottish

Office to be afraid of losing their influence over the development of

probation work and were wrong in thinking that probation officers wore

different from other social workers simply because they wore backed up

by the authority of the court - other social workers wore backed up by

and had to use authority equally with probation officers. In refuting
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the legal profession's opinions and in putting a ease to -win aver

reluctant probation officers, it was argued that the gain from integra¬

tion, better training and career prospects for social workers far out¬

weighed the value of the suggested alternatives.

The opposition to the recomondations of the White Paper was

formidable but nevertheless the need to reform the organisation of

social services in Scotland and to liberate social work to practise at

sore effective levels was more pressing than the need to bow to sectional

interests. The role of the Scottish Office in preserving the recommend¬

ations of the "hito Paper was crucial - the status of the medical and

legal professions in Scotland is such that their opposition is not

lightly dismissed - but political pressures did cause changes that the

Scottish Office did net welcome, particularly the inclusion of the large
44

burghs as administrative units, which reversed the Government's own

recommendations expressed in the VJhite Paper. Also important in

supporting the proposals of the White Paper was the social workers'

Parliamentary pressure group whose work was greatly appreciated by the

Gcottiah Office. Despite one or two reverses, however, the major pro¬

visions of the Bill survived. So longer confined by the limits of

different pieces of legislation and their own separate organisation,

social workers in Scotland now had a duty actively to promote individual

and community social welfare.

44. With a largo majority in 1968, Labour MPs could afford
to revolt ever a matter which a large group of them
(who sat for large burghs) had at heart.
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?l.it it vmowcmw

ill© devoting of a whole chapter to the cash assistance powers of

Section 12, instead of welding a discussion of them into the broader

analysis of promotional social work in Chapter 2, is deliberate$ it

is intended to establish and examine a hypothesis that slowly emerged

in the course of gathering material among Scottish Office records,

iho original purpose of looking at the records was to provide material

for a general background to the Social .fork (Scotland) Act in order to

set the cash assistance powers into an accurate historical framework,

A study of tho evolution of Section 1 had already shown that the cash

assistance powers wero designed to be a weapon in the practice of pre¬

ventive work with families. It was reasonable to suppose that the

extended cash assistance powers of lection 12 were the logical corollary

of the enlarged conception of prevention; and this was indeed confirmed

by statements in the records which showed that it was considered

necessary to give powers to the Social Work Departments that were con¬

sistent with their enlarged responsibilities.

In view of this, it was puzsling that the phrasing of the power to

give cash assistance seemed so restrictive, with no fewer than four

restrictions within section 12 to qualify tlx© expansive opening words,

and that the subsequent practice of many Social Work Departments in

Scotland was to give cash assistance in the sort of circumstances that

would just m easily fall within the old legislation. 4 hypothesis

emerged from the study of the Scottish Office records that cculd help

to explain the inconsistency: it suggested that, during the normal

process of formulating legislation, the power of social workers to sake

payments to individuals on a promotional basis was gradually eroded,

resulting in an unanticipated emphasis on tho value of the powers in
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emergencies. As a result* despite being supposed to have a poorer con¬

sistent with their enlarged responsibilities, it is doubtful whether

social workers who are prone to pay regard to all the legal restrictions

incumbent on them would feel able to giro cash assistance except in

emergencies.

The powers to give cash assistance are admittedly enlarged to

embrace categories of people other than families with children but it

is a matter of opinion whether thoy are enlarged in the sense that social

workers .now feel able to make unconventional payments to promote indi¬

vidual social welfare. By contrast, soeial workers* capacity to give

cash in emergencies has been increased to cover the entire population,

which explains tho suggestion in Chapter 2 that cash assistance in

Scotland lias become even more entangled with the income maintenance

services than was the case under Section 1. After showing the sequence

of events that provides evidence to support this hypothesis, Chapter 3

examines the explanatory circulars issued after the Act was passed and

further suggests that, oven if social workers felt legally able to make

promotional payments to individuals, the circulars put the stress most

strongly on the value of the powers in. emergencies rather than

suggesting anything mora imaginative that might be consistent with a

promotional stance.

It has been argued that there is little point in analysing what

is, after all, the normal process of formulating legislation and that

the points of view of individual ministries and departments, though

fascinating, are immaterial once an Act is on the Statute Book.

Political historians might well disagree with this, in part because

the process of government itself is intrinsically interesting and should

bo more widely known and in part because case-studies of this kind

illustrate how the form a piece of legislation finally takes does not

necessarily reflect the purposes for which it was originally meant to

cater.



The importance of providing case-studies to illustrate the

development of social policy within the political process is well-

argued la 'Change, Choice and Conflict in Social Policy*,1 which

shows both theoretically and in detailed case-studies how certain

issues in social policy become •ripe* for government action. The

authors contend that it is too simple to attribute the development of

social policy to consensus within a framework of diversified power and

that conflicting interests should be treated as an. equally important

variable in analysing the development of social policy. The purpose of

the case-study of the Section 12 cesh assistance powers is less ger¬

mane to this than to the more simple aim cf showing how the political

process helped to modify a proposed piece of legislation, resulting in

the interesting situation where seme social work practitioners still

believe Section 12 encapsulates the intention of giving wider powers

for enlarged responsibilities, others feci that the intention was there

but the wording of the Section does not quite correspond to the in¬

tention and yet others, taking an even more pessimistic view, believe

that there was no intention to match the cash assistance powers with
2

the enlarged duty to promote social welfare.

It might also be said that recommendations for legislative change

seldom achieve a smooth passage into legislation and it would be

foolish to expect otherwise. The justification for studying this par¬

ticular piece of legislation in this way, contrasting currently-held

views and practice with the original intentions, is because there is

such a variety of responses to Section 12 and that these reflect the

flexibility of the legislation, not only in permitting a generous

interpretation, which was the original intention, but also a very

1. P. Hall, M. Land, R. Parker and A. Webb, Change, Choice
Conflict in Social Policy (London 1975/•

2. This will be discussed further in Chapter 4, drawing on
replies to a questionnaire distributed in March 1974,



restricted one, which in the point of view encouraged by a super¬

ficial reading of the Section and by both central government .and

local authority guidance on its use. The analysis of the inception

and evolution of Section 12 was designed to show one of the reasons

for the variety of opinion without in any way denying that social

workers (as Chapter 2 amply shows) remain capable of interpreting

the legislation, as they wish* though Chapters 7 and 8 later demonstrate

the kinds of powerful influence that help to inhibit the application

of those ideas in practice.

PA?.? 2: 0X3 EVOrUTIOIT OF ?!'? CASH AjSCIlT&rCE P0W2RS

By the time all the comments on the White Paper had been made,

it was clear that the organisations most intimately affected by the

proposals - the social work bodies - were fully in favour of them and,

in April 1267, the Government decided to legislate on the lines of

the White Paper. In the course of considering the contents of the

Social Work Bill, the possibility of extending Section 1 of the Children

and Yroxng Persons let 190 had casually been mentioned in September

1967 as a natural part of the reorganised social work services and

had appeared to receive very little attention until a warning note

was sounded within the Social Work Services Group about the implemen¬

tation of an extended Section 1: experience with this section indicated

that further thought should be given to the proposal to enlarge the

duties of local authorities at a time when their resources were un¬

likely to enable thorn to meet demands. Seme departments also ex¬

pressed reservations about an enlarged Section 1, partly on the grounds

of the possible expense at a time of impending economic recession and

partly in the belief that local authorities would not be able tc cope

with the obligation to assist all persons in need. Concern had been

voiced too about the possibility of having to extend the increased

powers to England and Wales.



On receiving permission to go ahead, the -Social Work Gorviooe

Group began work on the contents of the social Work Bill# %

liovonber, it had boon decided that social work reorganisation should

bo undertaken by a Social Work Committee that would have status equal

with any other local authority committee, and with a Director of

Social Work as a chief officer. It was also decided, in view of the

decision the previous July to include largo burghs, that combinations

of authorities far social work purposes were desirable but should not

be compulsory. In reaching these decisions, the -eottlsh Office form¬

ally accepted the stress put by the White Paper on the necessity for

a thorough overhaul of existing social work services and to give re¬

organised social work the political muscle to establish its influence.

In the same month, the first draft of what later became Clause 12

of the Social Work (Scotland) Bill was produced. Its phrasing clearly

shows an intention to set the cash assistance powers within a promo¬

tional context and the draft, like faction 1, contained only the cm®

restriction about exceptional circumstancest

(1) It shall be the duty of every local
authority to make available such advice, guidance
and assistance as may promote the welfare of
persona in neodj and any provisions made by a local
authority under this subsection say include pro¬
vision for giving assistance in kind or, in except¬
ional circumstances, in cosh.

(2) a local authority shall, without prejudice
to the generality of the provisions of the fore¬
going subsection, perform their functions there¬
under with the aim of preventing the placing of
persons in residential establishments or foster-
hones and of otherwise preventing the disruption of
family life, unless there is no practicable alter¬
native to such placing or disruption as aforesaid.

(3) Without prejudice to the said generality, it
shall be the duty of a local authority to provide
suitable facilities and make suitable arrangements
for promoting and maintaining the welfare of persona
who —

a) ore in need of care and attention arising out
of infirmity, youth or age, or

b) suffer from illness or mental deficiency or are
substantially handicapped by any deformity or
disability, or,

a) have boon rendered homeless and are In urgent
seed of temporary accommodation.



Initial reactions to this draft foreshadowed the kinds of diffi¬

culties to cose. In spite of the stress on the generality of Sub¬

section 1, one criticism of the draft was that it failed to provide for

the uncategorised middle-aged: under the clause, local authorities would

have an express duty to help the categories of infirmity, illness,

handicap and homelessnass but anyone outside these categories, like the

middle-aged, could only qualify for advice, guidance and assistance.

The White Paper itself had criticised existing legislation because it

gave no express power to help adults who were not aged, handicapped, ill

or parents of young children and it was thought that Clause 12 should be

re-phrased in such a way as to encompass these groups.

Concern was also expressed about the effect the cash assistance

powers might have on local authorities' relationships with the Supple¬

mentary Benefits Commission. Because of possible encroachment by local

authorities and potential difficulties of liaison between the two bodies,

it was recommended that the Secretary of State should prescribe the cir-
g

cumstances in which assistance could be given in cash.

In answer to these comments and those from other Government Depart¬

ments, the Social Work Services Group pointed out that the principles of

the Bill, including, by implication, those embodied in the proposed

Clause 12, had already been cleared the previous October and that, while

the clause could be partially modified to appease the objectors, it was

essential to keep the generality of the clause to enable the local

authority to cover a number of marginal issues and emergency situations,

some of which could not at that time be identified. There was con¬

siderable reluctance to see the clause seriously amended.

3. The Supplementary Benefits Commission* s capacity to give money
to people in work is very restricted; the Ministry of Social
Security Act 1966 specifically provides that benefit may not
normally be awarded to a person in full-time work (other than
a self-employed disabled person whoso earnings capacity is
substantially less than that of other persons similarly occupied).
However, the Commission do have an overriding power to award
benefit in cases of urgency even if a person is not normally
eligible. Conversely, the Commission can take into account assis¬
tance from other sources when calculating the amount of benefit to
be awarded.
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During January 1968, however, efforts were made within the Social

Work Services (Jroup to clarify the drawbacks in the wording to avoid

possible confusion over its interpretation, particularly over the

relationship between the general duty to promote the welfare of persons

in need and the cash assistance powers that might be invoked to achieve

this end, and to prepare the way for its acceptance in. Parliament. It

was pointed out tint the power to give assistance in cash in excep¬

tional circumstances was first given in 1963 and, at that time, was

widely welcomed not only by child care workers but by Parliament itself.

Judging by the use of Section 1, there was no great danger of the power

being abused, while the value in social work terms of the immediate

(i.e., at the local authority's own hand) availability of small amounts

of cash on a non-recurring basis was in no doubt. In specific answer

to the possibility of difficulties caused by overlapping discretionary

powers, it was argued from the professional viewpoint that the purpose

of Clause 12 was to cover everyone, including those outside the juris¬

diction of the Ministry of Social Security; and that it was impossible

for objectors to the overlapping powers to say on the one hand that

social work was a profession and then deny that its practitioners

could exercise professional judgement and constraint.

The general line taken on the cash assistance powers was therefore

that social work should have powers consistent with its enlarged re¬

sponsibilities and that this was not really a very radical departure

from Section 1, especially since the proposed powers, like those of

Section 1, were confined to exceptional circumstances.

The comments, however, demanded seme practical response and the

clause was redrafted on February 1st, omitting on this occasion sub¬

section 2. Further co merits on this concerned the need to make a

general provision to recover charges. Disbelief was also expressed

that it would be possible to apply to all people in need a provision

that had successfully worked with a small number of children and the
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view was taken that the clause was in danger of becoming either mon¬

strously expensive or a dead letter.

Another draft cf the clause was made one week later to accommodate

these comments. It now contained two restrictions - the original one

about exceptional circumstances and a second about the right of the

local authority to recover charges:

1 (l) It shall be the duty of every local authority
to promote the welfare of persons in need by making
available such advice, guidance and assistance as may
be appropriate in each person's case, and in that
behalf, to provide suitable facilities and make
suitable arrangements (including the provision of, or
arranging for, the provision of residential and other
establishments).
(2) Assistance which may be made available by the

local authority under the foregoing subsection may
include assistance in kind or, in exceptional cir¬
cumstances, in cash, where such assistance appears
to the local authority likely to obviate the necessity
a) of admitting a person to a residential

establishment, or
b) where the person is a child -
i) of receiving him into care under this part

of the Act, or
ii) of his being referred to a Children's Hearing

under i-art 3 of this Act.
(3) For the purpose of this Act, persons shall be

deemed to bo in need if they are persons who -
a) are in need of care and attention arising out of infir¬

mity, youth or age, or
hj suffer from illness or mental disorder or are sub¬

stantially handicapped by any deformity or
disability, or

c) have been rendered homeless and are in need of
temporary accommodation, or

d) being persons who have asked for assistance are,
in the opinion of the local authority, persons to
whom the authority may properly make available the
services and facilities provided by them under
this Act.

(4) The local authority may, with the approval of the
.Secretary of State, recover charges.

More comments greeted the amended draft. The question was raised

whether Clause 12 required local authorities to keep registers of the

handicapped and received the answer that the wording of the clause

about persona in need was specific enough to cover duties in respect of

the aged and handicapped laid on local authorities by the Rational

Assistance Acts of 1948 and 1962. Another comment on the generality of
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subsection 1 made the- point that it was net clear whether assistance

in cash or kind could be given to persons other than those in need and

that, on the whole, the clause appeared to extend the right of assis¬

tance to anyone at all whom the local authority thought fit. It was

further suggested that it would be difficult for local authorities to

reach decisions cn a person's need on the proposed cost-benefit basis.

By mid-February, the Social Work Services Group had identified

three possible arguments for defending this part of the Bill and get¬

ting it through Parliament. It ma agreed first that it was essential

to insist that nothing of section 1 of the Children and Young Persons

Act should be lost since preventive social work was the whole point of

the Social Work (Scotland) Bill; secondly, the extension from children

to adults could be shown tc be not such a radical step since Section 1

had also helped the parents of the children, while the new categories

of the aged, infirm, handicapped, inadequate and homeless may themselves

already have received assistance tinder Fart 3 of the national Assistance

Act of 1948; finally, the Social Work Services Group would need to

stress the financial safeguards in Clause 12 to meet the objections

raised by some Departments, though the primary emphasis in Clause 12 on

preventive social work should still remain the overriding consideration.

The next draft, produced cm February 16th, showed determined

effort® to overcome the more serious criticisms of the wording of the

clause and reflected the anxiety of other Government Departments to

tighten up, not the definition of persona in need, but the circumstances

in which help could be given to such persons* Restrictions on the

application of the cash assistance powers now included the original

phrase about exceptional circumstances, the requirement to repay if

the local authority thought fit, a cost benefit clause and an obli¬

gation to take into account the duties of 'another statutory authority*

in respect of financial assistances
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Clause 12
(1} It shall be the duty of every local authority
to promote social welfare ia their area by Baking
available advice, guidance and assistance as say
be appropriate in their area, and in that behalf
to ranks arr ngemante and to provide or secure the
provision of facilities as they may consider
suitable and adequate, having regard to the pro¬
visions of section 5 of this Act,
(2) Subject to the following provisions of this
action, the assistance which nay be made under
the foregoing s boection to persons in need may
include assistance in kind or, in exceptional cir¬
cumstances, in cash, and such assistance my be
given unconditionally or subject to such conditions
as respects the repayment of the assistance, or of its
value, whether in whole or in part, as the local
authority may consider reasonable, having regard to
the means of the person receiving the assistance,
(3) Assistance in kind or in cash which say bo
made available ,., my be given to a person, or in
respect of a person where the giving of such assis¬
tance is likely to avoid the necessity for the local
authority to mate available assistance at greater
cost at a later date by reason of the aggravation of
the person's need.
(4) Assistance in kind or cash may be made available
to a person or in respect of a person who is a child
whore such assistance to the local authority is likely
to diminish the need
a} to receive him into or keep hia in care under this

part of the Act, or
b) of his being referred to a Children's Hearing under

Part 3 of this Act,
(5) lie thing in thin section shall authorise a local
authority to give to a person, or in respect of a
poison, such assistance as it is the duty of another
statutory authority to give, except
a) where that parson is a child, or
b) in any other case where the assistance is required

by reason of emergency,
and in imposing any condition as to repayment of assis¬
tance by virtue of head b) of this Subsection a local
authority, in addition to the requirement to have regard
to iiie means of the person under Subsection 2 of this
section, shall have regard to hia eligibility, if any,
for receiving assistance frcrn any other statutory body.

hollowing the circulation of this latest version of Clause 12,

further difficulties were raised by the Government Departments consulted

over the exact meaning of the clause, ne view was expressed that while

there were no objections to the intent of Clause 12, there were

objections to the actual wording. It was felt that while the phrasing

seamed to indicate that advice, guidance and assistance not amounting

to help in cash or kind should be offered as a service to the population
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at large (without the necessary availability of resources to enable it

to be carried, cut), there was not a general acceptance, nor was it

practicable, that assistance in cash or kind should be offered on a

cash benefit basis to what looked like the majority of the population.

To avoid this confusion., it was proposed instead that the powers re¬

lating to children should be re-enacted and that, to extend the range

of service to other categories of people or different kinds of assis¬

tance, there should only bo enabling provisions for Ministers, with

Treasury consent.

The final rounds of correspondence and high level committee dis¬

cussion that preceded the introduction of the Bill were marked by

further re-statenants of the principles of Clause 12. Fears of

excessive expenditure by Scottish local authorities and particularly

by English and Welsh authorities should they ultimately be granted the

same powers resulted in demands to restrict the definition cf persons

in need, and another draft, refining the wording and stressing the

restrictions, was produced. It was again emphasised that the whole

object cf the Bill was to reorganise and add to the duties of local

authorities in order to create a comprehensive welfare service in

accordance with the proposals of the White Paper and the Kalbrandcn

Committee. In creating such a service, the power to make cash payments

had correspondingly to be extended and, though it was recognised that

this might result in difficulties vis-a-vls the Supplementary Benefits

Commission, close co-operation between the two organisations would

help to resolve them.

In addition, in answering objections about the width of the cash

assistance powers, it was made clear that there was a fundamental dis¬

tinction between the duty and the powers of the local authority. The

duty placed by Clause 12(l) on local authorities war. to promote social

welfare by doing two things; l) to make available advice, guidance and

assistance - that is, to provide a social work service to investigate

social needs, both individual and community, and to give whatever



assistance was practicable to meet them; and 2) to provide a range of

residential and other facilities which would ho necessary to meet

certain needs, neither cf those functions was expected to involve

immediate heavy increase in local authority expenditure, partly because

of a current shortage of social work personnel and partly because of

the- usual controls exercised by central over local government.

Gash assistance, by contrast, was a power, not a duty, which

meant that money could not easily or lightly ba given by social workers

and it was, in addition, heavily circumscribed by all the restrictions

in the clause. It was acknowledged that there was s need to avoid

duplication of function with the Ministry cf Social Security - it was

not the intention to force local authorities to pay money where they

would not ordinarily do so, nor to do so as a means of evading the pro¬

vision of social casework. Clause 12 simply preserved the generality

of local authorities* existing powers to give assistance in kind or

cash in situations where children were at risk, and empowered them to

give assistance in kind cr cash in other situations subject to four

conditionst

1} that the circumstances were exceptional,

2} that there was a cost-benefit to be derived from giving

assistance,

3) that the situation was an emergency, tad

4) that the assistance was subject to repayment.

Despite the strong defences ar.d constant explanations about the

purpose cf Clause 12, doubts were beginning at this stags to be expressed

within the Scottish. Office itself about whether the spirit of the clause •

that 'assistance* should be interpreted as meaning any kind of help

appropriate to any individual - was not being eroded by all the re¬

strictions that were having tc be written into the clauses it was

possible that the wording of the latest version no longer corresponded
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very well to the original Intentions. Only one month later, this was

put to the tost by a letter to the Scottish Office from the Scottish

Council for the Unmarried Mother and Her Child, which expressed con¬

cern about the lack of specification of the unmarried mother as a

person in need and raised the issue whether anyone not specifically

prescribed could receive advice, guidance and assist noe on the same

terms as those who were prescribed. The Scottish Office, in their reply,

took the official view that, under the terms of Clause 12, they couldj

unmarried mothers might well fall under any of the prescribed cate¬

gories anyway, or under the section enabling assistance to be given to

diminish the need for reception into care, or, more significantly, if

none of these applied, they would certainly come within the ambit of the

general duty to promote social welfare in subsection 1,

In a final attempt, just before the Bill was introduced into

Parliament, to explain and defend the provisions of Clause 12, it was

made plain in exchanges with other Departments that the general duty to

make available advice, guidance and assistance had to remain for, with¬

out it, reorganisation of the social work services in Scotland would be

unnecessary: the entire fabric of the Bill had been fitted round it.

Its function was to draw together existing powers and add more -

•assistance', for example, was necessary to complete a description of

the -purpose of the service and could include assistance in kind or

cash covering existing powers for children and extending them to adults,

subject to detailed safeguards. The cash assistance powers would also

enable local authorities to give help in an emergency and consultation

with the Ministry of Social Security would take place over the issue of

guidelines,

y the time the frequently-amended Clause 12 stood on the threshold

of arliaraont, it was clear that it had undergone considerable changes

which wore due in part, to an incomprehension (and suspicion) of the
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generously open-ended duty to promote social welfare. To the pro¬

ponents of the Bill* this duty represented not only an acknowledgement

of the expanding nature of social xjork but also a sensible way of

accomodating future change without having to formulate new legislation;

to critics of the Bill, Clause 12 and particularly the cash assistance

powers appeared to encourage massive spending on a scale that was

neither desirable nor feasible. In amending the provisions of the

clause, the Scottish Office had unwillingly to incorporate three extra

safeguards against irresponsible expenditure on adults. It is the

quantity of these restrictions that raises the doubt whether it is

possible for social workers to use the cash assistance powers to pro¬

mote individual social welfare (though the ioottioh Office seams to havo

taken the view that it is still possible), while the wording of the

restrictions helps to create the impression that cash assistance should

be given in emergencies or crises as a quick expedient rather than as

part of a considered method of improving the quality of an individual*s

life.

The sane sort of emphasis on the value of the powers in emergencies

rather than for promotional purposes is apparent during the discussions

in Parliament, which offers support for the hypothesis that the powers

cane to be regarded mainly as a measure for emergencies than for any¬

thing more eons femetive.

n March 6th, an explanatory memorandum on the Bocial «fork Bill

was produced prior to its introduction into the House of Lords. Its

succinct explanation of Clause 12 betrayed no hint of the preceding

battles nor of the coming desperate attempts to preserve it from emascu¬

lation during its passage through Parliaments

"Clause 12 gives local authorities a duty to promote
social welfare in thoir area by making available
advice, guidance and assistance, and by proriding
facilities including residential and other establishments.
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It gives local authorities a power to ;dve to
persona in need assistance in kind or, in
exceptional circumstances, in cash and power to
obtain repayment of such assistance. Such
assistance in kind or in cash may be given where
it aeons likely to diminish the need for a child
to be received into care by a local authority or
to bo referred to a children's hearing or
otherwise only in emergency where at the tine it
might have the advantage of avoiding the need
for greater assistance later because of aggra¬
vated need".^

Loon after the issue of the memorandum, the Social Work (Scotland)

Bill was introduced into the House of Lords, to at the drafting stag®,

the progress of Clause 12 through the Lords excited, on the one hand,

concern to curb its apparent liberality and, on the other, anxiety act

to lose in any re-phrasing the magnitude of the social work t sk that

it represented*

Launching the Lccial Work Jill for the Government, Lord Hughes

explained that the jjurpose of Part 2 was to create a really comprohen-
g

sivo, readily accessible social work service. Clause 12, giving the

local authority a general duty to ;.>rom„ to social welfare, was the hub

around which the whole Bill turned. It embodied the concept of pre¬

vention of such problems as delinquency, neglect and deprivation, but

it also embraced the need to think positively and constructivoly of

whatever was good in each comaunity, a point he illustrated by quoting

Beatrice Webbs "It is not good enough to pull people out of swamps; wo

ought at the same time to set about draining the swamps". These

general duties could be carried out only by developing good working

relationships with schools, hospitals, GPs, public health services,

courts, police, housing and planning authorities, the BE3S and all

voluntary bodies.

4. explanatory Memorandum Social Work (Scotland) Mil (H.L.).
5. parliamentary Debs,tea House of Lords 2nd Reading*

21st March 1968.



The clause also /emitted local authorities to exercise their

general duty in certain circumstances by giving assistance in kind or

cash, to cover situations where a social breakdown of anyone could be

prevented. In the exercise of this duty, the local authority was net

expected to become the prime agency for financial assistance, nor to

disburse large suss of money. Lord Hughes' view of the cash -assistance

powers was that they could be invoked, in exceptional circumstances and

in emergency conditions, to help contain a situation until other

arrangements could be made. He made no mention of the possibility of

the powers being used more constructively.

Hi© Bill then passed to the Committee stage in the Lords on April

4th. to undergo detailed scrutiny of its provisions. Pew criticisms were

made on either side of the House* Lord Druaalbyn, for the Conservatives,

expressed satisfaction with the broad intent of the latest draft of

Subsection 3 of Clause 12," but questioned the stress on the cost-

benefit criterion which appeared to take little account of the indivi¬

dual's needs and wishes. In replying to Lord ;)rurtalbyn's suggested

re-phrasing, Lord Hughes referred to the problems already encountered

in retaining the extended cash assistance powers as a natural part of

the comprehensive social work service, and the consequent necessity to

avoid any amendments that might provoke renewed hostility to the powers*

Lord Hrum&lbyn's suggested amendment would complicate and make

unacceptably subjective the business of assessing a client's need

whereas, as the clause stood, it was at the same time an additional

criterion for giving assistance and was open to control by auditors.

Concluding, Lord Hughes made it absolutely clear that the phrasing of

subsection 3 did not actually involve a cold-flooded assessment of re¬

lative costs "because subsection 3 of the clause does not override the

6. "Assistance in kind or cash my bo given to, or in respect of,
a person where the withholding of assistance in that form would
cause 'the authority greater expense in the giving of assistance
in another form".
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7
other powers of this clause8'.

>n April 23rd, a new draft of the Social Work (Scotland) Bill was

issued, incorporating the amendments proposed and ac"-opted in the Lords,

slight days later, Just before the Bill was introduced into the Co i cno,

the social Work Services Group, reviewing progress, agreed that further

definition of the term 'social welfare* would be undesirable, a signifi¬

cant resolution since Clause 12 was soon to undergo heavy criticism

daring its passage through the Commons.

The decretory of State for cotland, introducing the Bill into the

Core ions for its second reading,G reiterated Lord Hughes* statement that

the general phrasing of Clause 12 - "the key clause of the hill" -

reflected the desire to respond sensitively to any person in need and

not to be fettered, in the manner of the previous legislation, by the

requirement to consider the category of the person to be assisted.

Justifying the extension of the cash assistance powers contained in

Clause 12, the Secretary of Stat© stressed the value of cash assistance

in situations where the BHS3 could not help or where social breakdown

could be prevented*

"The actual amounts of money which have boon used fesr
this purpose (wider Section l) are comparatively small,
but their benefits have been quite disproportionate to
the amount of money required. I have no doubt that the
oxtension of those powers will have a similar result is
a wider context".,.

The emphasis at this stage was therefore on tertiary types of inter¬

vention - filling gaps left by the BIOS or, as with Section 1, on the

value of preventing social breakdown - and the discussion of the cash

assistance powers una aimed less at justifying the noed to set then in

a promotional context than the need to extend them from children to the

entire population.

7. Parliamentary Debates House of Lords Vol. 290 Lo# 64 Col. 1372.
8. Parliamentary Debates House of Commons 2nd lending

6th Lay 1966.
9. arliaaontary Debates House of Commons Vol# 764 Ho, 111

Cols. 52-54
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On completion of the second reading, the Social Work Bill was

referred to the Scottish Standing Committee for discussion and was

subjected to its heaviest criticism to date. In examining Clause 12

word by word, it was evident that MPs found the phrasing confusing

and the proposed relationship between the DESS and the new Social

Work Departments unclear#10 23vs use of the phrase "on such a scale"

in subsection 1 was defended by the Under-Secretary, Xr. Millan,

because it imported the concept of adequacy into the clause and

therefore made it doubly clear that local authorities should search

out and provide for needs in their area. Similarly, attempts to

remove 'the apparently superfluous phrase about securing provision of

facilities would nullify the concept of local authorities making every

effort to co-operate with voluntary bodies who might wish to rovide

facilities.

After these amendments had been discussed and withdrawn, a brief

exchange took place that might now, with the wisdom of hindsight,
XX 4

provoke some wry smiles. Mr. 'ifylie (Conservative) began by saying

that

"
... if it is such an important clause and so

much thought has been put into it, it is not a
clause which strikes ae as a masterpiece of
Parliamentary drafting ... ",

to which . r. Small (Labour), in loyal defence, replied

"I think the phraseology of the clause is
excellent and seta a pattern for the future in
terms of what I hope the social work committees
will do",

while Mr. Milan, pleased to receive such warm support, concluded

10. 14th May - 2nd July 1968.
11. Parliamentary Debates House of Commons Scottish Standing

Committee. Social Work (3c.) Bill 4th Sitting
23rd May 1968 Cols. 182-184.



"I am delisted to know that someone is enthusiastic
about the wording. We have taken a great deal of
trouble with it, and if one tries to sake something
absolutely right, the result is sometimes a piece of
drafting which is not as good an example of English
as normally one would like to see".

iir. Hillan might since have had cause to reflect on the phrasing

of the clause which turned out to be neither an example of superb

English ncr, in its pedestrian complexity, so clear that its meaning

is entirely certain even now. To do justice to Mr. Millan, the general

duties of Clause 12 were not difficult to comprehend; it was rather

the effect of welding onto the general duty to promote social welfare

a power to give assistance in cash as one means of fulfilling the

duty that continued to raise a number of difficult issues.

One such issue, raised by Mr. Millan himself, concerned an .amend¬

ment of the wording in subsection 2 and was designed to clarify the

distinction between persons generally and persons in need. In proposing

to substitute the words "may, in the case of persons in need" for "to

persons in need may", lis. Millan explained that

"This provision is intended to secure that assis¬
tance in kind or in cash should be restricted to
persons in need - which has a certain technical
meaning under Clause 95. It is not intended to
limit in any way, for example, the advice and
assistance which local authorities might give
under subsection 1 to people not technically persona
in need under the definition used in the Bill".-^

Assuming "r. Milan to mean that assistance in cash could only be given

to persons technically defined in Clause 95 as being in need, this seems

to indicate that no-one else can quality for assistance in cash under

the general duty to promote social welfare, xfhich contradicts the

Scottish Office position that it was possible for anyone not specified

in Clause 95 to fall under the umbrella of subsection 1. As later

chapters will show, this confusion has still not been firmly resolved

12. Scottish dtanding Committee op. cit. Cols. 183-184.
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and doubt regains social workers about who actually does qualify

for assistance la cash under the torsss of Section 12#

iU- • HacArthur (Coaseiarative) took up this issue by questioning

the wisdom of having so many limitations placed on the use of the cash

assistance powers# especially since they ni^ht have the effect of limi¬

ting tlie scope of the social worker's help to hia client. He objected

Specifically to the phrase "in exceptional dreamstances" and con¬

sidered that subsection 3# covering cost-benefit considerations, was

superfluous, if act m extrar.e restriction on the social worker's

capacity fee- ©sot a client's need, Mr. MacArthur was supported by

Sr. Brown (Labour) who agreed with Me desire to maintain flexibility

in under that a social worker could freely draw on the power to oaks

initial contact with & client and gain his confidence. Mr, Brown recog¬

nised# however, that this laudable purpose might be misunderstood by

critics sad that cosfhsion might arise over the respective roles of the

Social berk Departments and. the BUSS. He therefore requested the Under-

Secretary to furnish some examples of legitimate use by social workers

of their emergency cash assistance powers,

Replying to this pressure to keep the powers as flexible as

possible# hr, Milan stated that

"the inclusion of -the worfa "in exceptional cir¬
cumstances" merely draws the distinction between
what ai^ht be done here and what ai^it be done
by the Ministry of Social Security".

He said that, as usual, people should look to the Ministry for regular

assistance on a weekly basis

"but it is important that we should have the ability
in social work departments to give assistance in
cash where for some reason or other on emergency
arises or it is not possible for (the) Ministry of
ocial Security in the ncriaal way to give the
assistance".
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Mr. illan stressed that the same provisions in Section 1 of the

Children a;;d Young Persona Act had, so far ae he r.a aware, caused no

difficulty and social workers had dealt very responsibly with the

provisions.1^
ive days later, at the nest meeting of the Co.ittee, despite

the Under-Secretary's detailed assurances about Clause 12, :?s returned

to the attack.1^ ir. Wylie re-emphasised the pointlessness of the last

part of subsection 2 and the whole of subsection 3:

"If th re is a vide discretion to give assistance
under this clause, why not leave it to the local
authority to exercise that discretion instead of
trying to spell it out in the latter part of sub¬
section 2 and in subsection 37"

r. illfm regained firms

"bo far as subsection 3 is concerned, I think
there is a good deal to be said for expressing in
this way one of the ways in 'which the local autho¬
rity can exercise its powers under the clause. I
think it is important to state this particular principle -
to state what is a fact in social work practice -
that a lit ;lo effort and a little money spent now
can lead to greater saving later on, I am not sure that
this is quite included in everything else that is in
the clause at the present time, and therefore I would
prefer it to be in".

by promising to take another detailed look at possible amendments of

drafting, the Under—Secretary managed to avoid further assaults on the

restrictions contained in Clause 12.

In the ensuing discussion, however, dr. Brewis (Conservative) made

the point that there would be a possibility of overlapping discretion

with the inictry of Social ..security who, particularly in their emer¬

gency payments aystea, might well duplicate the local authority's pro¬

posed functions. In replying to this, Mr, illan made a final attempt
15

to distinguish between the two sorts of functions

dcottioh standing Committee
jcottieh Standing Committee
Scottish Standing Co -aittee

op, cit. Cols. 187-188.

5th sitting 28th ay 1968.
op. cit. Col, 225-227.



"The Ministry of Social Security is exclusively
concerned with making cash payments* It is not
a social work agency of the sort established for
local authorities ••• There may well be circum¬
stances where it would not be possible under
existing Ministry of Social Security regulation®,
and csrtatiy the Ministry of Social Security staff
would not have the time or resources to make the
background enquiries required to establish whether
the request ma a genuine or reasonable one or net.
It would not be possible for the Ministry of Social
ecurity for either of those reasons to make assis¬
tance available, whereas the Social Work Department
operating in a rather different context is able
first to enquire into the circumstances in depth
and secondly, therefore, ought to have the power
within the limits that are being laid down under
the clause to make assistance available".

In making payment to an adult, the assistance was remired to be given

by reason of emergency; in the ca®e of a child, that restriction did not

apply.

With these comments, the clause was then permitted to pass on to

the Report stage. The social Tork Bill, as amended in the Scottish

.tending Committee, finally came back to the floor of the House of

Commons on July 17th. The terras of Clause 12 had been redrafted for

easier comprehension and, without too much difficulty, it was cleared

for inclusion in the ill. The Social dork (Scotland) Act became law

on July 26th. 1968; section 12 was now in its final forms

12(l) It shall be the duly of ©vary local authority
to promote social w Ifare by making available advice,
guidance and assistance on ouch a scale as ay be
appropriate for their area, and in that behalf to
nafee arrangements and to provide or secure the pro¬
vision of such facilities (including the provision
or arranging for the -revision of residential and
other establishments) as they my consider suitable
and adequate, and such assistance nay be given to, or
in respect of, the persons specified, in the next
following subsection in kind or in cash, subject to
subsections (3) and (4) of this section.
(2) the persons specified for the purposes of the
foregoing subsection are -
a) a person, being a child under the age of eighteen,
repairing assistance in kind, or in exceptional cir¬
cumstances in cash, where such assistance appears to
tii© local authority likely to diminish the need -
1) to receive him into, or keep him in, care under
this part of the Act, or
2) of his being referred to a children's hearing under
Part 3 of this Act;
b) a person in need requiring assistance in kind or,



in exceptional circumstances constituting mi m©r-
gency, in cash, whore the giving of assistance in
another form, or where probable aggravation of the
person's need would cause greater expense to the
local authority on a later occasion,
(3) Before giving assistance to, or in respect of,
a person in cash under subsection (l) of this section
a local authority shall have regard to his eligibility
for receiving assistance from any other statutory body
and, if he is so eligible, to the availability to him
of that assistance in Ms time of need,
(4) assistance given in kind or cash to, cr in respect
of, persons under this section may be given uncondi¬
tionally or subject to such conditions as to the re¬
payment of the assistance, or of its value, whether in
whole or in part, as the local authority may consider
reasonable having regard to the means of the person
receiving the assistance and to the eligibility of the
person for assistance from any other statutory body,
(5) Nothing in the provisions of this section shall
affect the performance by a local authority of their
functions under any other enactment,

■ Under .action 94(1), 'persons in need' means persons
who
a) are in need of care and attention arising out of
infirmity, youth or age; or
b) suffer from illness or mental disorder or are
substantially handicapped by any deformity or disa¬
bility j or
c) have been rendered, homeless and are in need of
temporary accommodation; or
d) being persons prescribed by the decretory of ;5tate
who have asked for assistance, are, in the opinion of
the local authority, persons to whom the authority may
appropriately ake available the services and facili¬
ties provided by them under this ct.

It is difficult to define precisely what Members of arllament

thought the value of the cash assistance powers was, for the exposition

of thoir purpose within the context of Clause 12 w 3 piecemeal and often

mad© in reply to specific points raised in criticism. The powers were

certainly regarded as a valuable casework tool, on the lines of the

powers in Section 1; and they wore undoubtedly thought to be an impor¬

tant supplement to the functions of the DH>S, usually as a way of

filling gaps in DH33 provisions, hut, apart from an unsuccessful

attempt to delete none of the more restrictive qualifications in Clause

12, there was a striding absence of any mention of the possibility of

using cash assistance as part of the overall duty to promote social

welfare and it is possible, therefore, to conclude at this stage that



ection 12 in its final form reflects the greater emphasis on emergencies.

In view of the variety of interpretation made by social workers

who, since November 1969, have been trying to implement Section 12,

the possibility of the cash assistance part of this section no longer

corresponding to the proposals of the White Paper and the intentions of

the Social Work Services Group is very strong. The white Paper ex¬

pressed its aspirations only in general way - the desirability of an

active and assertive role for social work at a primary preventive level

was oompteented by the need to respond flexibly raid imaginatively to

the individual needs that would still arise; the Social Work Services

Group by contrast were later sore specific about the part the cash

assistance powers would play within tho general duty to promote social

welfare. From the original draft of Clause 12 and the subsequent ex¬

planations of its content, it was clear that the comprehensive cash

assistance powers were intended to be seen as an integral part of a

comprehensive Social tfork Department and that, in keeping with the

essential spirit of the Act - the duty to promote both individual and

community welfare - it was possible, indeed desirable, for local autho¬

rities to apply their powers to this end.

The social dork -ervicee Group have, since the passing of the

Act, been concerned to discover individual cases which have been assisted

in imaginative ways by local authorities, with the implication that

this could be don® under the terms of section 12. The dearth of ex¬

amples helps to confirm the hypothesis that the duty to promote social

welfare has been circumscribed in relation to individuals by the nature

of the -wording. ay accepting the increased restrictions on the cash

assistance powers ;is the price of getting the Bill through, Government

officials and, to a lesser extent Parliament, may inadvertently have

choked the opportunity of imaginatively promoting the social welfare of



individuals <nd instead* reduced the circumstances in which indivi¬

duals could be assisted with cash predominantly to emergencies.

Certainly there remained doubt after the Act wa passed about the

legality of using cash for premotional purposes. A legal adviser to

the Scottish ffice wrote a few weeks later:

"•a a result of the amendments to Clause 12, payment
of cash can only be permitted in exceptional cir¬
cumstances constituting an emergency ...» or if a
person is in noed within the meaning of Section 94".

The over-emphasis on the emergency application of the cash assis¬

tance powers not only detracted from the promotional uses for which

they wore primarily designed but also endangered the use of the powers

for casework purposes. The social work advice within the Scottish Office

when the Bill was being drafted was that power to give assistance was

needed as a resource to be used as part of a social work treatment plan

rather than simply to permit payments to meet emergencies* and cash

assistance was seen as a rofesuional tool which would enable a social

worker to undertake s social work task with the client concerned. The

criterion for invoking the cash assistance powers was therefore whether

the giving of cash was allied to the need for social work assistance?

any other use of the powers, except perhaps dire emergencies, was on

indication of social workers either deliberately or inadvertently

assuming the responsibilities of the MISS.

The views of the Scottish Office were largely reflected by practi¬

sing social viorkers, Joan Hunter, a former member of the Scottish

Regional Group of the Standing Conference of Social Workers, recalled

that it had seemed important in the late 1960s for there to be statutory

provision for flexibility in giving cash assistance and that the giving

of cash should be part of a casework plan:

16. Letter to the ooottish office 2nd August 1968.



"Ir regard to criteria, fee worker's responsibility
to the individual (would cash assistance presets or
hinder personal growth?) and to the community wore,
I think, uppermost"

Th© Dorking Party of the Parliamentary Committee of SCG3W sent their

views in a detailed statoaent to MPs;

" e appreciate the extension of powers given under
this clause .... The ability of social workers to
provide such material help at an early stage acts
sa a tangible and concrete expression of the social
worker's concern at a time when, because of distress
or depression, any other form of help would not be
rocognised or understood by such a person as being
helpful. It can, and often does, lead to a more
realistic appraisal of the total probl m which can
then be tackled, on a basis of co-operation between
■fee social worker and the person in need*.

The statement concluded by saying feat

"The implementation of this clause will not in any
way infringe the powers at present exercised by the
Ministry of Social Security"

As a member of the Parliamentary lobbying group, Nancy Young re¬

called fee idealism that characterised the group - in discussing Clause

12, the members wanted cash assistance to be given in cases of need, by

which they meant not simply to prevent families breaking up but rather
19

for promotional purposes at the primary preventive level.

The idea of the cash assistance powers as integrally attached to

fee general duty to promote social welfare was very much the intention

of tJie Cilbrandon dtudy Group advisers. ne member, May Caroichael,

later recalled feat she saw the phrase about promoting social welfare

as embodying the idealism of a united social work profession, while the

cash assistance powers were a tool to this end to be used principally
20 21

within a casework relationship. A second member, Megan Mrowne,

17. Tetter to the writer, 3rd December 1974.

18. Statement of the Working Party of the Parliamentary Committee of
dCOS Provided by Joan Hunter, former member of MCOSW.

19. Interview fancy Young 27th January 1975.
20. Interview with writer 29th November 1973.

21. Interview with writer 15th November 1973.
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also describes Section 12 as representing a conscious decision to

encourage innovation# *hilo the cash assistance powers were part of

"a socialist policy to promote welfare as imaginatively as possible

rather than to meet immediate need".

If social workers at all levels had reached socie degree of con¬

sensus about the nature and purpose of the cash assistance powers,

other interested parties clearly held different views. For this

reason it is possible to argue that the current variety of interpre¬

tation on the uses to which the cash assistance powers can be put

illustrates the differences of emphasis and conflicting expectations

expressed in 1968/69 and inserted into section 12. Mo social worker

would have denied the value of the powers in an emergency but this was

perceived to be a peripheral use of the powers. She major uses, con¬

stantly referred to by social workers at the time, -wore to assist the

social worker in tackling a social work task or to promote individual

social welfare. By contrast, partly as a method of making the measure

acceptable to other Government Departments and to Parliament nd partly

as a genuine perception of tho value of the powers, heavy emphasis w>s

put on social workers helping either when PH3S facilities were inade¬

quate or when people did not qualify for help from the MS, a point

of view that, if imple rented to any great degree, carried the danger of

social workers infringing their client©' right to benefit and substi¬

tuting a practice that could result in poverty becoming associated with

inadequacy.

The final nail in the coffin of promotional cash assistance case

with the guidance on Section 12 which was subsequently issued by the
22

Social tferk Services Group in late 1969. Like the guidance after the

Children and Young Persons Act 1963, tho two circulars spelt out the

ambiguities of the social worker's position via-a-via that of the SEES

22. The first more general circular was b .11/1969 September 1969
Social Work Service© Group; and tho second more detailed circular
was 3Vr2fi/l969 November 1969 Social drk ervicos Group.
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inherent in the use of Section 12 for emergency purposes, but did not

deal very adequately with then. The reason for this say lie in the

compromises that were forged between the S'rfSO and M.33 in the pro¬

duction of the circulars and in the fact that it mis the DHSS who

drafted the second, sore detailed circular, 1W1B/1969, leaving the

SWS3 to suggest only minor amendments.

A first draft of the first more general circular was produced in

August 1968 aad was frequently amended during the following months.

By March 1969, the 3CGSW and the three Local Authority Associations

had boon invited to contribute comments and, as criiisisae of th©

successive drafts began to focus mar© specifically on the details of

th© respective responsibilities of the BBSS and Social Work Departments,

the problems inherent in the wording of Section 12 became increasingly

apparent.

The circular was finally published in September 1969 as SWll/1969*

It begins by describing the duty to set up a general advisory service,

offer advice on the social consequences of environmental changes, pro¬

vide facilities to suit the individual area's need and to assist with

cash or in kind where appropriate. The circular, adhering firmly in

'eragraph 14 to th© letter of the law, did not indicate that assistance

in cash could be given as a means of promoting social welfare, but

rather stressed the limitations written into Section 12 in subsections

3 and 4s

"the persons to whom assistance in kind or in cash
may ba given are specified in Section 12(2) as read
with Section 94(l) and the conditions on which such
assistance may be given are sot out in Section 12(3)
and (4)".23

The failure to connect the spirit of lection 12, as outlined in

the earlier paragraphs, with th® possibility of using cash assistance

23. HI1/1969 ora. 14
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actively to promote Individual sooinl welfare nay of course simply

reflect the single-minded purpose of the circular ir its discussion

of the powers - that of defining- the respective responsibilities of

the DT! -S and the Social Work Departments* The Appendix to SVll/1969

certainly took seriously the Treasury's stricturee about over¬

spending and concentrated, net on the spirit :f the Act *Mch would

clearly have meant sane fcicning a certain amount of spending, but

exclusively on the problem of overlapping responsibilities in emer¬

gencies. It was stated that the power of the local authority to give

assistance in kind or in cash did not make the local authority a

regular source of such assistance to particular individuals or families

but that the power was intended to enable the authority to provide such

assistance when it wae necessary but not available frcta other sources

at the time of need. An example cited was the possible inability to

get in touch with the supplementary Benefits Commission. Paragraph 3

of the Appendix concludes s

"A local authority which gives assistance in cash
to a person who is eligible for such assistance
from the SBC is not entitled to assume that the
Commission will reimburse the authority at a later
stage? the SBC retains complete discretion to re¬
imburse the authority or not"

a warning all the more ungracious when later, in Paragraph 9, the cir¬

cular encourages Social Work Departments, for the convenience of the

client, to provide assistance on behalf of the Commission whose own

resources might occasionally be inadequate.

A few months after the issue of the circular SWll/1969 in November

1969, a much more detailed circular 3W18/1969 was produced. Both the

content and its presentation sake it quite clear that the DIISS, as tho

major Department concerned with income maintenance, exerted considerable

influence over the formulation of the guidance.

24. Appendix to SWil/1969 Para. 3.
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The circular is .resented is a •JORoranskis ••;•? fetalled guidance

for "both Supplcirer tory benefits offlci'ila *md social voxffora, hut

the teil"'.. of the circular is concerned with describing the Oosralssion's

statutory position and Its ractice in dealing with a number of con¬

tingencies. The circular indicates that regular1 incorae maintenance

should remain the responsibility of the Commission and. that, where

there seemed to be an entitlement to Supplementary Benefit, the

claimant should apply to central government for assistance* Problems

of responsibility were expected tc arise, however, over discretionary

payments • The Commission wore plainly anxious to avoid too much in¬

volvement in cases of rent arrears, while on fuel debts it was suggested

that the Commission might make the initial payment, with families pre¬

senting continuing problems being thereafter the responsibility of the

Social Work Department. The Departments wore also encouraged, for

practical reasons, to iaake payments where necessary in emergencies, but

could only claim the sums back from the Commission if the Commission

would, under their own criteria, have been prepared to pay.

Despite the circular purporting to be guidance for bath social

workers and Supplementary Benefits officials and receiving the joint

blessing of both the 3WS6 and DflSS, there is at no point in its pro¬

visions any specific guidance to social workers on the kind of criteria

that they should use in assessing a client's need for cash assistance,

though clearly they were expected to us© guidelines of some sorts
"
... where the Social Work Department are dealing

with a case that is not within the ambit of the
Cofflffiieslen, it will be appropriate for the Depart¬
ment to consider •sdiether to provi.de assistance in
cash in accordance with their criteria"*™.

Bor, again, is any stress put on social workers being able to use cash

for promotional purposes.

25. 18/1969 ara. 7.



One explanation of the circular's very heavy emphasis on the

Commission point of view is that it was not after all its purpose to

define the circumstances in which assistance under Section 12 might

appropriately be given but was intended merely to draw the boundaries

between the Commission's functions and those of the local authorities*

If this was indeed the case, the purpose of 3¥18/l969 was sufficiently

misleading to leave a lasting impression among social workers that

they had been out-manoeuvred by the Commission in the formulation of

the guidance and were left responsible for any case that the Commission

chose to refuse* She role of the Social Work Departments in emergency

relief was in this way actively determined by the Commission and not

by social workers themselves.

The lack of a more positive exposition of the social work point

of view may also have been due to the failure to invite a representative

of 3C0SW to comment on the draft circular, despite promises to the con¬

trary, and to the consequent weak social work advice about the pro¬

visions of the circular. However, perhaps the most important con¬

sideration in allowing the circular to pass in that form as a Joint

memorandum of guidance was the local authorities' willingness, at a

time when r ajar changes in social work organisation xfere beginning to

get under way, to accept a document that did not appear to shift any

major responsibilities from central to local government.

lad ?• doqcluB^n

The purpose of this chapter was to state the hypothesis that the

cash assistance powers in Scotland woro originally aonnt to bo seen and

used within the context of preventive and promotional social work; that

this aspiration was gradually whittled away as various aovernmeni

Departments and Parliament emphasised the value of the powers in



emergencies and inserted provisions for those situations in section 12;

and that the explanatory circulars, heavily Influenced by the i>HJ3,

continued to stress this aspect of the powers rather than encour-iging

anything more constructive. The chapter provides ample evidence to

support the hypothesis.

It is fruitless to apportion 'blame' for these developments.

Parliament has of course the right to produce legislation in whatever

form it likes find Government Departments have valid reasons for pres¬

sing for particular amendments in proposed legislation. It is there¬

fore enough to describe the process by which these changes took place

in explanation of some of the more pusnling features of feet-ion 12,

Principally, the chapter makes clear how the duty to promote social

welfare and all that it st> od for in terms of the scope of Social "fork

Departments' interests was retained, while the corresponding use of

cash assistance on individuals as a way of fulfilling that duty failed

in the forn envisaged to survive the battle, with the result that the

broad concept was largely replaced by the much more narrowly-conceived

idea of a substitute emergency service.

The subsequent guidance was a different matter, for some social

workers, instead of finding it helpful, have found it positively sis-

leading. It was suggested earlier in this chapter that a few social

work practitioners believe it is possible to rovide caoh assistance to

individuals in a constructive way despite all the restrictions

(i.e., that the duty to promote social welfare is an umbrella which

can be used to shelter everyone); others believe that that was the

intention but the present wording of the powers permits payments only

in emergencies or as port of a casework plan within a very restricted

legal framework; while a third group think that cash can be given only

in dire emergencies.



Ko precedents hav© yet bean established in law and tho interpre¬

tation of action 12 is still wide open. The** is aonic evidence that

ths phrase "in exceptional circumstances constituting an emergency" is

racily only a device to distinguish irregular payments aa.de by a local
26

authority froa the regular weekly payments made by the DHiS. * If, on

the cm hand# the hrasc interpreted in this way, it is perfectly

posoibio for social workers to use the money irregularly for any pur¬

pose - emergency, imaginatively or in the course of an extended treat-

seat plan; alternatively, if the phrase ie interpreted literally,

money can be spent as fay as childless adults are concerned only in

ouch crises as imminent disconnection, eviction or destitution# If

the latter is the prevailing interpretation, it is difficult to see

the rationale for duplicating these responsibilities and oven harder

to appreciate how Social .ark Ztepartments, now nore localised and

accessible than DBSo offices# can resist as-.using responsibilities for

which the supplementary ;oacfits Co mission was originally designed#

26# So® or# 'Milan's statement to too hccttish tending Coaoittoo
(footnote 12)#
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The previous three chapters have examined the historical context

within which the cash assistance powers of both Section 1 and Section

12 evolved, and Chapter 3 provided a detailed analysis of the way the

final wording of Section 12 was considerably altered from its original

phrasing. It was concluded from this .aterial that though the

legislation and its subsequent explanatory circulars laid heavy stress

on the value of the cash assistance powers in emergencies, the wording

of Section 12 remained sufficiently ambiguous for social workers to

believe, in theory at least, that they still had three alternative ways

of using cash? to promote individual social welfare? as part of an

extended treatment plan? or in emergencies requiring small payments.

Chapter 4 is divided into three parts. Part 1 provides evidence

of expenditure under Section 12 to see whotiter social workers in Scotland

use cash assistance more as a quick expedient than for anything more

constructive? Part 2 shows that the wording of Section 12 is thought to

be very ambiguous and, though those social workers who incline towards

using cash in emergencies only or for casework purposes are certain of

sanction in the Act, those who would like to give cash assistance more

imaginatively express reservations about their ability in law to do so?

finally, Part 3 goes further and suggests that there are other influences

apart from social workers' own views and the apparent stress on emergencies

that help to determine the way section 12 is used.
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It PROMOTIONAL. FR-DPf iTITT OH SHEiiGEKCT?

Much of the information on which allegations about the amount of

money spent in emergencies are based is derived from social workers*

subjective experiences or from localised studies in individual

Departments. The official statistics, issued annually by the Scottish

Office, neither confirm nor deny the substance of the criticisms since

only annual expenditure and a crude breakdown into types of expenditure

are given. In 1972, the categories of expenditure were reduced,

revealing even less information about expenditure under Section 12 than

was available for Section 1 and making difficult any direct comparisons

between the two pieces of legislation. Only in 1973 was a distinction

made between what have turned out to bo the three major types of

expenditure - gas, electricity and rent - thereby making possible some

comparisons between the Scottish local authorities* use first of section

1 and then of ©ction 12. Furthermore, since the inception of Section 12,

the official statistics have given no information on the extent to which

local authorities have been making payments for immediate maintenance

and therefore provide little hard evidence about the possible over-use

of the cash assistance powers for this purpose.

Despite the dearth of much useful information, on Section 12

expenditure, the official statistics have provided, many valuable details.

The most marked feature of tins cash assistance records in both England

and ales is the persistent annual growth of expenditure. Tables 4.1

and 4.2 show the annual growth rate:

Only rough comparisons can be made of typos of expenditure and the

proportions that each of these takes of the total annual expenditure.

No breakdown exists for the first full year of expenditure under 'ection

12 and only very crude breakdowns are made for 1971 and 1972. The
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£ % 1965
expenditure

% 1969
expenditure

1965 12,079 100 19.1

1966 25,145 CO0CU
;1|

39.8

1967 35,552 294 56.2

1968 49,357 409 78.1

1969 63,224 523 100

*1970 212,000 1255 335.3

*1971 196,500 1627 310.8

*1972 233,700 1935 369.6

*1973 236,327 1957 373.8

* Excludes Section 24 (Social Work /Scotland/ Act)
which covers financial assistance towards expenses
of maintenance, education or training of persons
over school age.

Table 4.1 Expenditure by local authorities in
Scotland under Section 1 and Section" 12 1955-1973» ^

1. Scottish Education Department Child Care 1965 CMhd29l4.
Scottish Education Department Child Care 1966 Cmnd324l.
Social Work Services Group Child Care in Scotland 1967

Cmndj>682
Social Work Services Group Child Care in Scotland 1968

Cmnd4o69
Scottish Education Department Social Work in Scotland

1969 Cmnd4475
Scottish Education Department and Social V/ork Services

Group Scottish Social Work Statistics 1971, 1972
and 1973»
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£ % 1965/66
expenditure

Z 1969/70
expenditure

1965/66 88,000 100 21.8

1966/67 148,000 168 56.7

1967/68 198,000 225 49.1

1968/69 261,000 297 64.8

1969/70 405,000 458 100

1970/71 568,000 645 140.9

1971/72 702,000 798 174.2

Table 4.2 Expenditure by local. authorities in
Eng.!.and and Wales under Section 1 1965/66 -

1971/72. 0

2. Department of Health and Social Security and the
Welsh Office Children in Care in England and Wales
Statistics relating to 1965 - 1972.

•v



figures for 1973 and 1974 include payments for rent as a category,

which helps to give a more accurate picture of social workers *

expenditure, and also affords the heat basis for comparison with

expenditure under Section Is

1965 1966 1967 I960 1969 1973 1974

Bent 41.0 51.6 47.9 39.7 41.2 33.4 46.2

Fuel 28.1 24.9 19.7 36.5 34.7 3S.0 29.4

Other

Purposes
30.7 23.4 32.2 23.6 24.0 28.4 24.3

Table 4.3, Percentage breakdown of lection l/iection 12
expenditure frn pcotlaa^2S5=3^H»~ "

While It is not possible to deduce from these figures what sort

of items 'other purposes* cowrs, either to examine the incidence of

3. Official statistics oo.cit.



immediate raaintensn.ee payments or imaginative promotional uses, it

is clear that about W of both Section 1 and action 12 expenditure

has been for rent and fuel debts and no change has taken place since

1970 as far as these items are concerned. Yom these figures, the

implementation of Section 12 therefore appears to have had little

drastic effect on the kinds of situations in which social workers

think it appropriate to give assistance in cash.

A further notable feature in the uso of the cash assistance

powers is the considerable variation between local authorities in

Scotland. The powers are, of course, discretionaiy but the official

statistics indicate a greater variation than might have been expected

in respect of both the average payment and the number assisted per

thousand of the population!

1971 1972 1973 1974

Average payment £11.17 £11.86 £11.63 £14.73

Lowest L.A. average 0* 2.27 1.51 2.17

Highest L.A. average 40.48 44.62 71.63 54.65

Number assisted/
1000 population

3.4 3.8 3.9 5.0

Lowest L.A. ratio 0. 0.1 0.1 0.3

Highest L.A. ratio 11.4 42.8 14.7 16.9

Table ,4.4. "voyage payments under 'lection 12 find numbers assisted
per thousand of population.

^
•Three local authorities

4. Official statistics op.cit.
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The official statistics do not provide very much evidence either

to refute or to confirm the hypothesis that .action 12 is used less

for promotional purposes than for payments mads in exaer'goncies, They

show, however, that there is a perhaps unjustifiably great variation

between local authorities in their use of the powers and that, despite

the intention to broaden the scope for Scottish social workers to

give payments, Section 12 is being used substantially for the some

5
types of expenditure as Section 1. There is no explanation for

those variations and no clarification about the considerable

proportion of section 12 expenditure- that does not go on rent and fuel.

It is likely but not proven from the official statistics, that Section

12 is not being used for promotional purposes but is rather following

the pattern of expenditure under Section 1.

To supplement the relatively crude distinctions in the official

statistics arid provide mors useful data to test the hypothesis, two

questionnaires were issued in 1972 and 1974 respectively to the 52

social work authorities. The first questionnaire, covering the

financial year 1970-71* was issued as part of a 12-month research

project that was independent of the present three-year project. The

findings of the former have not been published and the completed

questionnaires were handed over % the researcher to be incorporated

Into the present project. Forty-five of the 52 Social Work Departments

returned the completed questionnaire for 1970-71. The second

5. See CP#.0 Report Cash .Assistance for Families (June, 1974) for
an account of how Snglioh local authorities use Section 1; and
for further evidence of the variation in local authorities* use
of Section 12, see P.M. Martin said Lynda Hamilton Social ork
Statistics - a Preliminary porav (University of Glasgow,
February, 1773).
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qua3tionnai.ro, covering the financial year 1972-73# to which 38

Departments replied, was designed partly to match come of the questions

of the first in order to ensure comparability and partly to elicit

more detailed, information about cash assistance than either the official

statistics or the first .questionnaire could provide. Both questionnaires

divide into four parts concerned with a) factual data about expenditure

in a selected financial year, b) the Social "ork Departments* views on

the cash assistance powers of Section 12, c) their policies and.

procedures in relation to tho cash assistance pctrara and d) their

relationships with other organisations, The factual information about

expenditure will bo used in Part 1 and the rest will be both used and

explained later in Parte 2 and 3,

0as purpose of using the two sets of questionnaires was to draw

direct comparisons between the details of expenditure, 'There war© 26

Departments which permitted direct comparability (representing 5Q$ of

the total number of Departments) and for the purposes of examining

information about extendi.tore, these 26 will vainly be used though, where

relevant, -all the Departments who gave full replies about their

expenditure will ha taken into account, The text makes it clear whore

this happens# It should be noted that there was one change in 1972,

when the Chronically Sick and Disabled Persons (Scotland) Act was

passed, that may have affected the pattern of expenditure under Section

12, Tho provisions of the Act had formerly fallen within the general

ambit of faction 12 and a considerable proportion of the expenditure

under * other purposes' in 1970-71 vas for rdds and adaptations for the

handicapped. since 1972, none Departments have budgeted separate2y for

these items end they have not so frequently fallen under Section 12

expenditure. Finally, both questionnaires cover a financial rather than

a calendar year and do not therefore tally exactly with the official

statistics.
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It has been said that the debate hbcut •eetiert 12 ham grown out

of all proportion to the amounts of money involved end that for social

workers to continue to argue $to rehasmtly about the- subject is to

exaggerate its importance. A3 a moans of setting the cosh assistance

pomrs in a financial perapootiVQ, the second questionnaire tried, to

determine*. how much each Department spent under Section 12 m a

percentage of its total social work budget.

The replies to the qusstiosmairo showed that a dlatiacticn was

urnae times mad© between total ojcpojiiituro under Section 12, which can

include expenditure on residential and ether facilities, and actual

expositors on cash assistance* Heat Departments indicated that what

was spent under their allocation for Section 12 was purely cash

assistance given, to iiiiiriduals, but nine Departments did divide their

expenditure under Section 12 into cash assistance sad expenditure on

other facilities, which aade a significant difference in results« Of the

;i? Departments which guvs information about their total expenditure

under Section 3,2 as a percentage of their social work budget, the average

worked out at 1.1,', but actual cash assistance as a percentage of the

social work budget was, on orwrogc, only 0.K , with a ro«ge from C.03,

to 3.®S.

"'he figure 0*74/' ia xioni important in appreciating the nature of

the corttrovoray over Section 12. Kay Cuxulchaol, ia a discussion of

the powers* called it ,fan absolutely iarisory amount of money to get
6

upset about." " Compared with the amount spent on Exceptional Heeds

Payments by ths DK3S in tho calendar year 1373# this indeed is very little.

6. Kay* Caraichnel in In Cash or in kind, or. cit.
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In Britain as a whole, £9,301,000 was spent on xceptional Heeds
7

Payments, while in Scotland alone, £1,400,>00 was spent, 'ho

problem, however, is less to do with amounts spent than with other

issues that are of greater import for social workers - the reason

for the payment, the social work time invested in the assessment of

need and payment of assistance, the problems associated with giving

and receiving cash and the impossibility of using money (since the

pressure to pay for conventional reasons is irresistible) for more

adventurous purposes. These issues are ox mined at greater length

later on.

The information about expenditure provided in both questionnaires

was more detailed than was available in the official statistics and

covered fivo categories - rent, electricity, gas, immediate

maintenance and other purposes:

Rent Electri¬ Gas Immediate Other
city faintenance Purposes

*1970-71 22.25? 40.2 4.3 13.5 19.8

+1972-73 19.0". 36.3 5.5 10.2 21.0

* Information provided by 41 'Departments

+ Information provided by 33 Departments

Tqble 4.5, '-xpozyUture under RectionJ^

/Ithough these figures roughly correspond with one another, the

figures from the 26 directly comparable Departments were analysed to

7. The statistics and Research branch of the DHT' kindly supplied this
figure. 3y 1974, the amount spent on Po in Scotland had risen to
£1,670,000.
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obtain a more exact basis for comparison and to show what changes,

if any, there had been in patterns of expenditure over the two-year

interval!

Rent Electri¬ Gas Immediate Other
city Maintenance Purposes

1970-71 24.6 40.4 4.5 10.1 20.4

1972-73 19.4 39.8 4.9 19.8 17.1

Xftfelfl 4«':» SSBUKkm SLSbm&a. i& JB&SSam at expenditure under
Section 12 between 1970-71 and 1972-73 in 26 directly comparable

Departments.

These figures should be treated with son® caution when compared

with the official statistics. The Glasgow ocial ork Department, whose

expenditure under Section 12 was the greatest in cotlaad, is not among

the 26 directly comparable Departments, which has significantly affected

the proportions spent, particularly on rent and fuel. However, despite

the discrepancy between the official statistics for 1973 and the figures

produced by the second questionnaire, the above proportions have the

advantage of showing changes within the sans Departments over the two-

year period and of indicating the proportion spent on immediate

maintenance. This helps to give some basis from which to examine social

workers' criticisms.

Payments for rent were reduced in these 26 Departments from nearly

a quarter of the total expenditure in 1970-71 to less than one-fifth in

1972-73. The reasons for this are examined later when discussing changes

in relationships between Social Work Departments and local housing

authorities, but the chief factor was probably the dramatic affects of



the transfer in the two-year interval of responsibility for homeless

families from the Social v/ork to the Housing; Department in one city,

the second largest spender tinder Section 12 in Scotland, This

transfer resulted in a substantial alteration of the proportion that

rent payments took of the total expenditure in that Department: in

1970-71, rent payments were 47,5 of tho total spent on cash assis¬

tance} in 1972-73, the percentage had dropped to 26.0/.

Fuel payments were slightly down in 1972-73 from the figures for

1970-71. Prices for both electricity and gas were still at that time

relatively low and the official guidelines for liaison and procedure

in relation to fuel debts were issued in June, 1973, too late to have

any impact on expenditure in the financial yoar 1972-73• Many
8

Departments made comments on the value of tho Fuel Debts Memorandum

but its provisions cannot be said to have affected expenditure in

1972-73.

Expenditure on immediate maintenance rose more noticeably than

other forms of expenditure but, even at its highest level, it

constituted less than a fifth of the total annual expenditure, fine©

social workers' complaints centre more frequently on this type of

expenditure than on others, it is worth examining tho implications of

this figure in detail.

First, the higher figure for 1972-73 should not necessarily be

taken as an illustration of the extent to which social workers are

Increasingly assuming responsibility for the functions of the

Supplementary Benefits Commission, One cf the original purposes of the

comprehensive powers of Section 12 was to provide an emergency service

8. Fuel Debts Joint Memorandum of guidance June, 1973
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for those clients who were ineligible for Supplementary Benefit but,

since the figures give no indication of the clients* incomes, it is

impossible to distinguish between what might have been legitimate

social work intervention and what should have been dealt with by the

Commission. Too frequently it is forgotten, in social workers'

vehement rejection of responsibility for this kind of work, that there

are cases where social workers were intended to help with emergencies,

even if the incidence of such cases might hove boon expected to be

rather lower than it has proved to be.

Secondly, if the total amount spent under Section 12 can

justifiably be said to be "too derisory to get upset about", then one-

fifth of that amount must certainly be open to the same charge.

However, it is less the amount of money (which rarely exceeds £5 in

each case) that is the cause for concern than the volume of work for

social worker- that it represents. To provide some evidence on this

aspect, the second questionnaire asked for a breakdown in the numbers

assisted for each category of expenditure. The result was that the

numbers assisted in connection with immediate maintenance were quite

disproportionate to the amount of money paid for this purpose.

Compared with 18.2? of the total expenditure by the 33 Departments on

immediate maintenance in 1972-73, 32.9, of the total numbers assisted

were cases given immediate maintenance; this tends to confirm social

workers' complaints that a disproportionately large amount of their

time is spent on this type of work and partly explains their pressing

anxiety to return to the Supplementary Benefit# Commission

responsibility for cases requiring assist-.ice in emergencies.

The content of the 'other purposes' category, despite repre¬

senting a considerable proportion of expenditure under Section 12,

has never been adequately explained or examined in the official



statistics, yet it is this category that sight reveal vi ather social

workers have made any imaginative use of cash assistance outside the

normal types of expenditure. How actually to use cash to promote

individual social welfare has been a source of perplexity for social

workers find, no less than the pressure® from other organisations and

the restrictions of thoir own Departments, has bean a cause of the

conservative use of the powers since 1969, hether it is laok of

imagination on the part of social workers or a dearth of opportunities

is not clear at this stage. Certainly, social workers often seem

puszlod by the general duty to promote social welfare and, when accused

of inactivity as far as individuals are concerned, point to other

pieces of legislation like the Education Act, the Chronically Sick and
9

Disabled Persons Act and the Local Government Act that could more

appropriately be invoked as a means of improving the quality of peopled

lives. The vital difference between these Acts and the Social Work

(Scotland) Act, however, is the provision under Section 12 for giving

cash assistance to individuals and it is possible to argue that, if a

cash payment can be seen to promote individual social welfare and the

payment does not become a regular part ef that individual's weekly

maintenance requirements, the payment falls within the law and can be

made for this purpose. ^
Both questionnaires tried to asaesa the extent to which Social

Work Departments felt able to use their were in this way. The first

questionnaire did not ask the Departments to specify what was covered

9. The ducation Act, 1944.

The Chronically Sick and Disabled Persons (Scotland) Act, 1972,
Section 2.
The Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1973, Sections 88 and 91,

10, See Chapter 3*
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by •other purposes' and. some of thea failed to take the initiative

to point out what sort of items they had included in this category.

The few that did so mentioned clothing, travelling expenses, wages for

housekeepers, maintenance in mothereraft centres and aids for the

handicapped. The latter item was most frequently mentioned - as was

pointed out earlier, Section 12 in 197Q-71 covered aids and

adaptations that are now more often accounted for by a separate

allocation under the Chronically Sick and Disabled Persons Act.

Post of the Departments responded well to a request in the

second questionnaire to specify what came under the category of 'other

purposes'. It confirmed the impression, gained from the earlier

questionnaire, that 'other purposes' was more a category for

miscellaneous, mainly minor, items that did not fit comfortably into

the other categories than for unusual forms of expenditure on

individuals. The main items of expenditure were travelling expenses,

clothing, furniture or furniture removals, hire purchase commitments

and rates arrears. Some Departments, though many fewer than previously,

included expenditure under Section 12 that other Departments now

budgeted for separately under the Chronically iclc and Disabled Persons

Act. On a number of occasions, items like aids and adaptations were

mentioned, including access roads and holidays for the handicapped.

Similarly, one Department mentioned its laundry and chiropody service

in this category. Other items mentioned by single Departments were the

wages of home-makers, fines, the upkeep of gardens, the purchase of a

holiday home and the cost of an advertisement for foster parents on

the local radio station.

The evidence suggests then that, though there are isolated cases

of what might be called 'promotional' payments, like the upkeep of

gardens, holidays and wages for housekeepers, they are a mere drop in
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the ocean relative to the other types of expenditure and In no sense

can it be sold that the implementation of Section 12, for this

purpose at least, matches up to the hopes and aspirations of the social

policy-makers•

The immense variations in practice demonstrated by the official

statistics for 1973 are confirmed by information provided in the

second questionnaire about average payments per recipient in each

Department. Twenty-eight Departments were able to supply information

about this and the average for these Departments was £16.70, which is

rather higher than the official average of £11.06 for the calendar

year of 1972. The range, too, was greater, varying from £3.30 in one

Department to "74.40 in another. If the official figures and those

from the questionnaire do not tally, they together provide overwhelming

confirmation of the considerable variation in the Departments* practice.

This is due in part to some Departments paying only small amounts for

emergencies as infrequently as possible while ethers, in accepting

responsibility for rent and fuel debts, find themselves making payments

of, in some cases, up to £200. The second questionnaire also reveals

that some Departments may have a very high average payment although in

fact they may have made only two or three large payments during the

entire year in question.

One serious deficiency in the official statistics is the lack of

information about the sort of person who receives cash assistance.

This is of vital importance as a test of the necessity, so cogently

argued when Clause 12 was being drafted, of having comprehensive cash

assistance powers to match a comprehensive ocial ork Department.

Apart from observations in individual Departments on the usual type of

recipient of cash assistance, there have been no published studies that
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indicate the extent to which the section 12 powers have been compre¬

hensively used.

The second questionnaire was designed to establish whether and in

what proportions the categories listed in action 94 were assisted, but

the current dearth of information about this aspect can clearly be

explained by the inability of the large majority of Departments to

provide any breakdown of the recipients of their assistance. Only ten

Departments were able to give information about the recipients:

Category I-'eroenta/te of orcent&go received
recipients of total expended

Families with young
children 71.1/ 71.9/

Old age pensioners 5.1/ 4.8?

Mentally/physically
ill/handicapped 2.2% 1.1 '

Homeless 6.2/ 7.6?'

Others 15.2? 14.4/

Table 4.7. iocioienta of cash assistance ax* percentage of total
expenditure received, by each category 1972/73.

Figures from individual Departments that have occasionally been

used by commentators on Section 12 have suggested a much higher

proportion of families - sometimes over 90, - receiving assistance at

the expense of the other categories. sample of ten Departments out

of a total of 52 cannot claim much greater authority than evidence

from single Departments, but the averages produced for those ten may

indicate a reduced concentration on families and a slightly increased

willingness to assist other categories, though, of course, the

categories are not necessarily mutually exclusive. The privileged

position of families in the competition for cash assistance is also

confirmed in Table 4.7. by the amounts of money they received as a

proportion of the total expended by the ten Departments.
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If there were too basic intentions underlying Section 12, they

were that cash assistance in social work should be used more construc¬

tively to further the kind of promotion,'. ! social work that could not

easily be practised under Section 1 and that cash assistance, as a

resource of a comprehensive Social .ork apartment, should be available

to a wider public than that catered for by action 1. On both counts,

the evidence shows that social workers have failed to most the objective,

Aa imginffitive expenditure was a tiny proportion of the total expend¬

iture under Section 12, so there is little reason to believe that the

categories listed under Section 94 have received anything like the

amount of assistance that could truly justify an assertion that the

comprehensive powers were being comprehensively used,

Kay Camichael, among others, has accused social workers in

Scotland of continuing to use Section 1 rather than Section 12 because

of the overweighting of families in relation to other categories,

It is reasonable to expect that a large part of the expenditure voider

Section 12 would go on this section of the population but, from the

evidence of this admittedly small number of departments, it is clear

that families as & group appear to be receiving a disproportionate share

of cash assistance, though not nearly so great a proportion as had been

suggested, and that social workers have not found it easy to adapt to

widening the scop© of the powers.

There may be good reasons for this, a far as the aged are

concerned, there are usually charitable bodies and local associations

whose purpose is to provide outings, Christmas parcels and clothing that

are not so liberally supplied to families with working parents. There

are similar bodies concerned with the welfare of the mentally mid

11, Interview Kay Canniohael 29.11.73.
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physically disabled, ranging from provision by hospitals and national
associations to local authorities themselves under the Chronically

Sick ana Disabled Persons Act. That little expenditure under Section

12 is made on the aged and the physically and mentally handicapped is

not necessarily e measure of the lack of the assistance that these

groups are actually getting but perhaps of the more vocal demands of

families who have access to fewer resources and the powerful pressure

exerted on social workers by the possibility of having to take young

children into care.

In conclusion, Part 1 beg,an with the supposition that social

workers use cash more as a quick expedient than for anything more

constructive. The official statistics helped little in providing

evidence for or against this proposition, though they did reveal that

expenditure under both Section 1 and Section 12 went, for* the most part,

towards rent and fuel debts, indicating that it was unlikely that

Section 12 was being used very adventurously. The two questionnaires

gave mors substantial evidence in support of the supposition, shewing

that, in 26 Departments over a period of two years, the proportion of

expenditure under Section 12 that went on immediate maintenance went up

by over 9 . It cannot be proved from the questionnaires whether any of

the amount spent on rent or fuei debts could have been paid by the

Supplementary Benefits Commission, nor, indeed, whether any of the

payments for immediate maintenance were appropriately the Social Work

Departments' responsibility. It is nevertheless apparent that whether

or not payments for immediate maintenance are a drain on. social workers'

resources of time and money, there are very few payments that can be

described as imaginative or tmconventional in promoting individual social

welfare; nor have social workers been greatly successful in widening the
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scope of the cash assistance powers to cover more than a handful of

clients who are not members of families with young children.

P/ffg ?? TEE 12

The analysis of the development of Clause 12, showing the growing

divergence between 'the social policy-makers* Intentions and the

politicians' results and the subsequent ambiguity of the final wording

cf Section 12, suggested that there might be a considerable variety of

interpretations of the cash assistance powers among social workers and,

rather than being seen as an opportunity to look forward and dbvelop

social work practice in hitherto untried ways, the Section was phrased

in such a way as to give ample scope to those so inclined to stand still

and use cash (assistance only as a last resort. There has been rtc

systematic study of Social V/ork Departments* interpretations of their

powers under Section 12 ana the questionnaires were designed in pari to

fill this gap. It should be mentioned, however, that the replies to the

questionnaires reflect a management view rather than the views of social

workers in the front-line of giving cash assistance.

The first questionnaire simply asked the :>oeial Work Departments to

give their views on the desirability, value and use of the cash assis¬

tance powers. The second questionnaire repeated this question to see

if any changes had taken place over the two-year period and added a

supplementary question to determine whether, in the Departments' opinion,

cash as@istmi.ee should necessarily be linked with a casework relationship.

The purpose of this was to test the extent to which social workers placed

emphasis on this view of cosh assistance* The answers to this question

fall into four distinct parts — whether the cash assistance powers were

desirable, the reasons for approval, criticisms and reservations, and
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whether cash assistance should normally be an integral part of a

casework relationship.

There were 43 respondents to this question in the first question^

naire. In answer to the first part about the desirability of the powers,

the Social Work departments expressed overwhelming support for them as

an essential supplement to a social worker*a resources: 41 of the 43

respondents said the powers were desirable ad only two disapproved of

them.

This questionnaire did not specifically ask the Departments about

the place of cash assistance in the casework process but nevertheless a

number of Departments spontaneously offered comments about this which has

helped to shed some light on the difficulties of interpretation of the

powers. Sixteen Departments thought that cash assistance should normally

be linked with a casework relationship; where, at the same time, these

Departments expressed support for the powers in emergencies, the

expectation was that the emergency, rather than simply being a lost Giro

or a payment for food, should require a cash payment for immediate relief,

followed by casework advice or guidance.

The reasons given in support of the cash assistance powers were a

faithful reflection of, on the one hand, the type of interpretation that

the social policy-makers had hoped for and, on the other, a commitment

to use thorn in emergencies only. There were differences in the degree of

commitment to one side or the other but the respondents broadly fell into

the two groups suggested above. The first group included four who viewed

Section 12 as a flexible provision which allowed scope for imaginative

and constructive promotional social work where appropriate, although on®

Department wryly commented that the spirit of the Act had been choked

by the letter of the law, and a further sixteen who thought that the
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powers were useful in buying time to practise remedial or rehab¬

ilitative casework and in preventing children being received into care.

The second group ofnine Departments believed the powers to be a useful

provision when no othor resources were available* indeed, in eight cases

where the powers were seen as useful only in emergencies, it is possible

to infer that the Departments concerned accepted that they were the last

resort for financial assistance, a role which had previously belonged

indisputably to the Supplementary Benefits Commission,

The criticism and reservations about ection 12 were both more

numerous and more forcefully expressed than was enthusiasm for its

positive merits, and the reasons for this clearly lie in the nature of

the criticisms. Most prominent of these concerned the ease with which

the powers could be abused both by clients and by other organisations,

ouch as the upplementary Benefits Commission, the Fuel Boards and local

Housing Departments, Fourteen comments indicated that Section 12 was

being misused because of these organisations' policies and procedures

and that the more astute clients, too, were beginning to manipulate

social workers into providing assistance inappropriately. However, not

all criticisms were of people or organisations outside the Department:

eight comments were about social workers* tendency to use cash

assistance as tan easy substitute for casework, which ran the risk of

encouraging client dependence and fostered confusion among other organ¬

isations, particularly the Commission, about correct social work practice

in relation to money. One Director, for example, wrote that there was a

"temptation for social workers to use cash as a substitute
for remedial vrork and self-help promotion",

while another, more forceful Director aaidi

"In my view, it is most importmi,t to guard against cash
assistance being given as a crisis-meeting resource in
lieu of effective social vrork intervention,,, I deprecate
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large-scale use of the powers invested in Section 12
in respect of cash relief."

Such consciousness of the ease of abuse led naturally to a

greaterdesire to prevent the misapplication of the powers and to cut

spending than on the possibility of using Hie powers more generously

and constructively# It almost seemed in seme cases that the level of

spending on cash assistance was seen to be synonymous with the degree

of abuse that the powers suffered. Fifteen of the .Departments mode

comments about the need to curtail the use of the powers in some way:

expenditure should be "strictly controlled", "cash assistance should

be given only in dire emergencies", it should be used only "very

sparingly" and that, as a safer alternative, more use should be made

of the resources of voluntary agencies#

So far from cash assistance being constructively used, such fear

of abuse had developed among some Departments that attempts were being

made to hark back to the halcyon days when social workers were free of

all entanglements with money. This is clearly evident from the two

Departments who disapproved of the cash assistance powers. On© couched

its reservations in extreme terms. When the Social Work (Scotland)

Act was first implemented in November, 1969, the large burgh in question

decided not to operate Section 12# In a letter to the researcher

explaining the reason for this decision, the Director of Social Work

said:

"I have had a great deal of experience in working with
local authorities who exercise! the right to give
financial assistance when it was contained in the
Children Act, 1963 (sic) and my experience has been
that this aspect of legislation was in many instances
a source of 'Additional .""oney* for many families who
knew of the local authorities' position regarding
giving cash and the paying of accounts, etc...# this
authority does not operate Section 12 of the Social
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Work (Scotland) Act and on no occasion had money
been given to clients or rant or debts paid. I can
say categorically that clients have not suffered.
The community is not conditioned to an • dditional
Cash Source*."

From the replies to the first questionnaire, it is evident that

there was a variety of opinion about the use to which the cash

assistance powers should be put and that these opinions covered the

entire spectrum, ranging from those who thought that social workers'

powers should be restricted to filling gaps in DHSS provisions to

those who saw Section 12 as being a mandate for more adventurous

practice.

Replies to the second questionnaire two years later showed that

there had been little change in this pattern. Of the 38 respondents,

34, with varying degrees of enthusiasm, thought the powers were

desirable while two did not approve of them. However, the optimism of

the early years was tending to evaporate: only three Departments now

made comments on the flexibility and potential of Hection 12 and the

reasons for approving the powers were on this occasion predominantly

concerned with their value in emergencies and in alleviating hardship.

That the cash assistance powers were now considered to be more useful in

emergencies than for any other purpose is confirmed to some extent by

the answers to the question about a possible link between casework and

cash assistance. Of the 28 Departments that replied, 14 thought that

in most cases cash assistance should be given only as part of a case¬

work plan, but a further 14 cormiented that cash assistance could

normally be given without a simultaneous casework service. It is evident

from the replies of the Departments that answered this question that there

is some ambiguity in Section 12 which combines emergency relief with a

general injunction to promote social welfare, Whether a Department opts
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for a 'casework stance' or an 'emergency stance' nd th© degree to

which a Department pays money in either of these circumstances appears

to depend in part on the ideological eomitrao t of its directorate.

Criticisms of the way Section 12 was being used in 1972-73 were

substantially the same as two years earlier, /gain, there were several

comments about the esse with which other organisations could put

pressure on Social "ork Departments to pay. The Supplementary Benefits

Coimsission cam© under particular fire from a number of Departments who

specifically mentioned that the nee of the cash assistance powers had

resulted in social workers becoming inappropriately involved with income

maintenance and one said that there was a danger that Section 12 payments

disguised tho inadequacy of -"supplementary Benefits. The same warnings

wore sounded about tho need to avoid creating dependency among clients

and the directorate frequently criticised its own social workers for

making easy cash payments as a substitute for more difficult casework.

Questionnaires of this nature which seek an 'official' Departmental

opinion are of course fraught with difficulties but, despite all the

qualifications that can and should be made, there are striking resem¬

blances between the two sets of findings that give a clear impression

that section 12 is not completely ua&ubiguous to those who must interpret

and implement it. Particularly striking in the answers to both question¬

naires is the immense variation in the interpretation of th© cash

assistance powers, ranging from a wish to promote individual social

welfare where necessary; a desire, if not to use the powers for any

unusual expenditure, then at least to drew boundaries round a social work

task and keep cash assistance confined as far as possible within a case¬

work plan; and a determination never to use cash except in emergencies.

There is a considerable overlap between the last two categories, with tho
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casework proponents accepting that emergencies do crop up and must

be dealt with, especially among those who are ineligible for assis¬

tance from the Commissi on, but there remains a proportionately large

contingent of Departments which, fro® conviction or from a fear of

abuse, are determined to provide cash assistance only as the last

resort.

Responsibility for emergencies cannot be eliminated altogether

from social work functions, partly because social workers, in dealing

with them, have found it genuinely useful to have cash available for

this purpose and partly because even small payments in those circum¬

stances may have some value in casework terms. The question of

emergency payments is really one of degree: the intent?,on of the social

policy-makers was that this form of cash assistance would only be a

small part of a social worker's task. Some Departments, judging from

their views on Section 12, clearly agreed with this, but 14 respond¬

ents did not and interpreted the power:? as being useful only for

emergencies, resulting in a disproportionate amount of both money and

social workers' time being spent on this work.

It may be useful at this stage to re-ex mine the complexity of

Section 12 which, as has been 3hewn, permits no easy drawing of bound¬

aries around the functions of social workers on the one hand and of

Supplementary Benefits officials on the other. This section has already

indicated that the views on Section 12 expressed by Social Work Departments

divide into a Mief either in a promotional or casework basis for cash

assistance or in the granting of cash assistance in emergencies. To

provide cash assistance within a casework context is usually taken to

mean that when cash is provided, whether at a time of crisis or not, a

social worker should be concurrently involved with the recipient of tho

assistance, or at least should have assessed the client's need, not only
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in terms of Wis financial position but also in terms of the value

that the assistance will have in enabling the client to develop a

capacity to manage more successfully his economic and ©motional life.

If such an assessment involves making- difficult judgments, it la

«C'tolly complicated determining the sort of emergencies where social

worker© might help and where they should definitely not do so. It

would be legitimate practice, for example, to provide cash to a client

receiving social work advice in emergencies like imminent discon¬

nections or evictions. Social workers can also legitimately provide

assistance in emergencies where people do not qualify for help from

the Commission, which often include circumstances that do not require

a casework assessment. More subtly, there is likely to be some

difference tstween a social worker's definition of need and a

Supplementary Benefits officer's more narrowly-based financial

assessment: when social workers complain about a upplementary Benefits

official's refusal to make an emergency payment when, in their

estimation, he should have done so, it nay be that the social workers

are nuking a more generous assessment of the need than the officer ia

permitted to make. Social workers are trained primarily to consider

the i-Ti/ividu&lj Supplementary Benefits officers are more explicitly
1?

constrained to take into account the need for equity among claimants.

It has already been seen that, even though aotao Departments believe

in the potential of Section 12, there ia in practice little use of the

cash assistance powers for creative purposes. Why should this be so,

particularly as the Scottish Office take the view that it is still

possible to apply the spirit of the Act despite all the restrictions?

One Department suggested that one reason may be that, despite the

12. oo© S. Wilding social -ork Today Oct. 1972 Vol. 3 Ho. 13.
This point is more fully developed in Chapter 6,



intentions of trie social policy-makers, the wording of Section 12

does not permit this kind of use, This indeed is the conclusion

suggested by the evidence cu slined in the earlier chapters and there

is certainly widespread confusion about how to justify imaginative

expenditure within the restrictions of Section 12. i'h&t so few

Departments wero able to interpret tho powers as a sanction for

promotional purposes testifies to the difficulty of conceptually

relating the duty to promote individual social welfare with the power

to provide cash assistance; that those few who did wish to use Section

12 in this way were uncertain of their legal power to do so, implies

the need either to redraft the Section to make its provisions

unequivocally clear or, less drastically, the desirability of more

encouraging guidance from the Scottish Office.

A second reason for the conservative use of the powers that is

frequently mentioned (and is of equal importance in determining the

reason for the rare incidence of promotional payments) is the professed

impossibility, almost immorality# of using scarce resources for in¬

essential purposes when there are more urgent cases of need. In areas

of multiple deprivation, like parte of Glasgow, Dundee and Edinburgh, it

is difficult to quarrel with this view, but the whole purpose of the

kind of promotional social work advocated in the late 1960s was to reduce

the emphasis on a crisis orientation and to provide the opportunities,

in relation to individuals, communities and organisations, for social

work to take a more constructive, active and promotional role. It is

not only a question of opportunities, however; it is also a question of

the attitudes that create auch opportunities or perceive them to be

available for exploitation. The questionnaires showed a high proportion

of Departments whose directorates were not inclined to view Section 12,
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as far as individuals uero concerned, in this way and their expen¬

diture for promotional purposes was therefore predictably negligible.

PART 3 a "If.! RODS OP OTIMl FACTORS IN riFLUEffCINC

TTH P.ftTTgtGT C? tBim SECTION 12

It was suggested earlier, in some of the Departments' comments

on the way social workers were using the cash, assistance powers, that

the policies and procedures of other organisations, such as the

Supplementary Benefits Commission, the Fuel Boards and local Housing

Departments, were Influential in determining the reasons for payment•

The percentage spent on rent end fuel, both in the official statistics

one. by the respondents to the questionnaires, tended t confirm this.

The questionnaires were therefore designed to elicit more information

by asking the Departments to comment on their rel t ionships with these

organisations. These comments, however, can provide no more than

general indications about relationships between the Social Work

Departments and those organisations; more substantial proof about the

actual affect of their policies and procedures on social work expenditure

will be given in later chapters.

1. Social Work Departments* views on tha fqpnIe.a^nto.rj Bonef1 ts Coatission

There were 32 Departments among tho respondents to the two

questionnaires that were diroctly comparable in their cements on these

organisations, In the first questionnaire, the views of these 32

Departments on the Caramissloa varied considerably, covering the entire

spectrum of opinion, ranging from very good to very unsatisfactory.

Eleven of the 32 Departments in 1971 stated that their relationships with

the local Supplementary Benefits Office were very good; six said they

were good; eleven only fair and four positively unsatisfactory. There is
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no obvious pattern among the differs®t types of local authority: one

city, five counties and one large burgh had good relations, while

two cities, six counties and seven large burghs experienced mild or

severe problems. Surprisingly, there is no very strong relationship

between the amount spent on immediate maintenance in a Department and

its views on the Comaission.

The reasons for smooth relationships tended to be more briefly

expressed than the criticisms and were mainly concerned with good

liaison arrangements between Social Work Department and Supplementary

Benefits office, enabling difficulties to be resolved before becoming

a source of perpetual discontent. Supplementary Benefits staff, too,

were credited with a good understanding of the social work role and with

a willingness to listen to social workers' recommendations. Social Work

Departments particularly appreciated co-operation over the payment of

rent direct by the Commission at a time when this procedure was not widely
13

practised.

If it is difficult to prove a correlation between good relationships

and low expenditure on immediate maintenance from such general comments,

the criticisms of the Commission leave no doubt that many Social Work

Departments believe that such a correlation exists. Criticisms of the

Commission varied from specific sources of difficulty to a very general

feeling among many Departments that the Commission were putting

responsibilities on the Social Work Departments and forcing them to become

the last resort for financial emergencies, a role that was clearly

unacceptable, "any of the specific sources of difficulty cited were the

consequences of current Commission policy or organisation and echo

Jordan's statement that, by pursuing these policies, the Commission are

rendering themselves increasingly inaccessible to the public and

13. The incidence of direct rent payments increased after June, 1974
when a circular was issued encouraging the practice in suitable
cases.
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14
abdicating their role as the last rest rt for financial assistance.

It is therefore less an active determination to force local authoiv

ities to use ratepayers' money, as is often angrily asserted, than a

question of passively allowing this to happen as a consequence of

policies aimed at the convenience of the vast majority at the expense

of those in emergency need.

The Giro system was very frequently criticised for being in¬

efficient, forcing the Social Work Department to pay when a Giro

failed to arrive, and there were also several complaints about the

necessity for social workers to make emergency payments, particularly

at weekends when it was difficult cr impossible to contact the

Supplementary Benefits officer on emergency duty, issociated with

this problem is the question of reimbursement, which is not auto¬

matically guaranteed by the Commission and two Departments complained

about not being reimbursed despite prior agreement to this by

Supplementary Benefit officials.

The question of Exceptional Needs Payments arose several times

and nine Social Work Departments commented on the extreme reluctance of

the Commission to make use of these. The Director of a Department in a

city wrote "Invariably, MOSS refuse to exercise their discretionary

powers but expect us to exercise ours", while a colleague from a large

burgh said "It would be helpful if DH33 made more use of their 'once and

for all' payments." Value judgments on the part of DHSS officers may

have been one reason for the reluctance to make Exceptional Needs

Payments, either for the meeting of immediate need or for larger items

like fuel bills: "Difficulties occur over immediate payments to persons

who are destitute, especially where MO J 3 personnel judge that the person

14. B. Jordan Poor Parents (London 1974).
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SHOULD BB III FUNDS." Similarly, an unwillingness to make direct

rent payments in appropriate cases was noted by two Departments,

though this practice did vary between areas. Further observations

included the slowness of the Commission to respond to people's

changes of circumstances and the inaccessibility of Supplementary

Benefits offices.

By 1973, there had been a swing away from what, on the whole,

had been reasonably good relations# Whereas 17 of the 32 directly

comparable Departments had expressed some degree of satisfaction

with the Commission, now only 13 did so. Nineteen said that their

relationships were only fair or were very unsatisfactory. Deteriora¬

tion in harmonious relationships was experienced by all types of local

authority.

There was no particular reason for this change of attitude; the

reasons given for both good and poor relationships were substantially

the same as two years earlier. Good liaison was clearly the pre¬

requisite for satisfactory co-operation at local level, while the

criticisms again indicated a consciousness that the Commission were

quietly placing on unwilling Social Work Departments responsibilities

that had earlier been indisputably their own. Like the reservations

and criticisms expressed in 197&-71, there was a distinction between

comments about the definition of respective roles of the Social Work

Department and the Commission in making payments and comments relating

to deficiencies in the structure, policies and procedures of the

Commission, including the variations of policy between offices, the

inaccessibility of officers in both rural and urban areas and, by con¬

trast, the relative ease of access to Social Work Departments.
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2. Kopiaj. Voxft PoBarta?ent?'„,vioyq oft Boards

In discussing the Social (fork Departments * views on the Fuel

Boards* policies and procedures, it should, be clearly understood that

their perception of the effect of these on ection 12 expenditure cannot

be taken as definite- proof of such a connection | and that there may have

been valid reasons for social wojfc intervention when a payment was made

under Section 12. The level of expenditure on fuel debts therefore

cannot be attributed simply to the effects of the policies and procedures

of the Boards.

Of all the relationships with other organisations discussed in the

questionnaires, perhaps the moat striking were the cccir.3er.ts about the
15

Electricity Boards. ' Particularly noticeable is the extent to which

improvements were made in co-operation between the Boards and the Social

Work Departments as a result of the guidance issued in June, 1973•

While the guidance was too late to exert any influence over levels of

expenditure in the financial year 1972-73# the Social Work Departments

had had 9 - 12 months1 experience of the Fuel Debts Memorandum by the

time they replied to the second questionnaire.

In 1971# the 32 Departments oven/heImingly criticised the electricity

Boards ami declared that their relationships with them were, on the whole,

very difficult. Only nine Departments stated that their relationships

15. There are two Electricity Boards in Scotland: the Worth of
Scotland tiydro-Blectrie Board and the South of Scotland
Electricity Board, which covers Edinburgh, Glasgow and the
Borders.

16. As Chapter 8 more fully explains, the Fuel Debts Memorandum was
issued after discussions between the the 3BC| the Association
of Directors of Social Work; the ritish as Corporation tend the
two Electricity Boards. It atter.pta first to delineate the roles
of the various agencies and then outlinos working arrangements for
liaison between them.
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were either good or very good. These included four large burghs, one

of which did not operate Section 12 and declared that not only did

the Electricity Board give the fullest co-opsration, but also that

clients in the area did not suffer. All four large burghs fell within

the ambit of the South of Scotland Electricity Board, while of the five

counties, one came under the SSEB and the remainder were in the far north.

V*: Departments thought their relationships with the Electricity Boards

were very unsatisfactory while a further 13 thought they were only fair:

all three cities and almost three-quarters of the counties and large

burghs found co-operation difficult.

The causes of the problems eeeined tlieroford less associated with

particular areas or particular Departments, since all typos of authority

experienced the same problems, than with generalised difficulties

throughout Scotland. The reasons for the dissatisfactions were, like

those relating to the Supplementary Benefits Commission, connected with

the sort of policies pursued by the Electricity Boards at precisely the

time that Section 12 was beginning to be implemented, with the result

that, as the Boards tightened up on their own policies and procedures,

Social Work Departments felt themselves becoming vulnerable to pressures

to assist those people who were unable to cope.

The new policy on deposits ond withdrawal of pre-paynent meters

since 1970 came under the greatest attack from Social Work Departments,

with 18 Departments specifically protesting in their replies to the

questionnaire about the hardship caused by demands for deposits and many

others commenting on the difficulties resulting from the refusal in most

areas to install pre—payment meters. typical comment came from one

city:

"Electricity Boards have tended to be generally inflexible
in their dealings with the Department on all matters
concerning clients' accounts, particularly in relation
to the installation of pre-payment meters."
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A large burgh talked of the rigidity of the 'loctricity Board

in their attitude towards deposits, while a county, confirming the

rigidity of the Electricity Board, commented that social workers had

had little success in getting deposits waived or reduced.

Other comments were more general and included criticisms of the

inflexibility of the Boards in accepting part-payments towards arrears,

refusal to let social workers have time to investigate problems before

disconnections took place, lack of advice on fuel consumption and lack

of special measures to help those people who were known to be in

perpetual difficulties. The Social ork eparinents alleged that the

Electricity Boards' over-eraphaais on commercial objectives had resulted

in social workers having to bail out people who would otherwise suffer

from the harshness of the Boards' policies.

Two years later, the Social Work Departments' position vis-a-vis

the Electricity Boards had changed dramatically. Only eight Departments -

five counties and three large burghs - thought relationships were either

only fair or very unsatisfactory. Their average expenditure on elec¬

tricity was only slightly higher than the 26 Departments' average, but

they attributed their dissatisfaction less to this reason than to the

Boards' apparent expectation that Social Work Departments would pay

without too much trouble, poor liaison and rigidity in enforcing policies.

Twenty-four Departments, including the three cities, now thought

that relationships had vastly improved end the reason for this was in

no doubts the Fuel Debts 'Memorandum had greatly improved liaison

arrangements and assisted co-operation between social workers and officials

of the Electricity Boards. There is evidence that some Social ork

Departments remained dissatisfied with the Boards* policies but most had

accepted the Memorandum as a fait accompli. Comments made by the Social
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Work Departments to explain the good relationships indicate a marked

willingness on the part of the lectricity Boards to consult with

social workers, to give advance warning of disconnections where young

children or old people were at risk, to give social workers time to

investigate and even to waive deposits where a social worker was

involved with a family.

Not only the Electricity Boards but the Gas Board too was covered

by the recommendations of the Fuel Debts emorandua, though problems

in relation to gas consumption were much rarer than with electricity.

This may be clue to the fact that there are not quite so many gas

consumers in Scotland (about 860,000 in 1974 for the whole of Scotland

compared with the SSEB's total number of 1,332,364 consumers in

1973-74), which reduces the opportunities for problems; and the SOB,

unlike the lectricity Boards in Scotland, is centralised which helps

to ensure moire uniform policies and procedures than appears to be the

case with the Electricity Boards.

By contrast to the Electricity Boards, the Gas Board enjoyed quite

high esteem in 1970-71. Twenty-three Dep;.rtrnenta of the twenty-seven

in whose area gas was consumed replied and only five considered their

relations to be less than satisfactory, citing as reasons rigidity and

a wilful disregard of the social conse luences of their commercially-

motivated actions. One city, one county and three large burghs were the

critics, the latter all being concentrated in the Greater Glasgow conurba¬

tion and perhaps experiencing the difficulties in proportion to their

distance from the centralised offices of the >Q3 in Edinburgh.

Two years later, the position was largely unaltered, with twenty-

five Departments replying and six commenting that relations were not

good. Their reasons for the criticisms were mainly that the SOBfailed

to follow the provisions of the Fuel Debts Femorandum and had responded
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erratically to social workers' requests. On© Department rather

cynically commented that the only reason for satisfactory relations

was that fewer customers meant less room for disagreements. The Fuel

Debts Memorandum, however, had had some influence over relationships

between the Gas Board and Social Work Departments: where reasons were

given for the good co-operation, they ro usually connected with the

successful working of the Memorandum which had helped to clarify liaison

arrangements and gave social workers time to investigate cases,

3, noctal Work Departments' views on ID-ruin. : .-epartraemts

Unlike their counterparts in the Fuel Boiirda, who enjoyed the

benefit of the guidelines established in the Fuel Debts Memorandum,

officials of the Housing Departments of local authorities, in their

relations with colleagues in the Docin! Work Departments, had no such

help either in 1970-71 or 1972-75? yet, of all the bodies expected to

co-operate successfully with the Social Work Department, Housing

Departments, within the same local authority structure, war© technically

in the best position to do so. Section 12 states that it is the duty

of the local authority to promote social welfare, a duty that is there¬

fore enjoined on both. Social Work and Housing Departments, and an exam¬

ination of relationships between the two Departments is perhaps a good

test of the degree to which 'corporate management' has entered into the

thinking and practice of local authorities.

In 1970-71, the balance of opinion among the thirty-two Social

Work Departments who gave their views was very favourable, with twenty-

one Departments declaring their relationships to be either good or

very good. Sight thought that co-operation could be better while the

remaining three said that relations were veiy unsatisfactory. More than

with fuel or immediate maintenance payments, the reason for dissatisfaction
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appears to lie predominantly in the proportions of expenditure that

the dissatisfied Departments paid on rent; nine of the eleven

Departments were able to provide breakdowns of expenditure and they

show that the average spent by these nine on rent was 39.7/ » well

above the twenty-six comparable Departments* average of 24.

Tto Department, however, specifically mentioned having to pay an

excessive amount of thstlr Section 12 budget on arrears and the comments

took the form of criticisms of the policies and procedures, which

clearly varied considerably between housing authorities. These fell

into two broad cU»eaa. The first was concerned with the rigid application

of rules r.hat appeared to the Social Work Department to be inhumane and

unreasonably. Included in this category were criticisms of refusals to

give a tenancy to a deserted wife until the arrears accumulated in the

husband's name were paid off and a strong reluctance to rehouse after

an eviction. Typical comments from Departments included "Factor will

not give tenancy to wife (whose husband has absconded) until arrears

are paid off", and "Rehousing after eviction is extremely difficult".

The second area of criticism was of the deficiencies in housing

management that allowed rent arrears to build up, resulting in social

workers having to pay off arrears to avoid eviction, in their not being

notified quickly enough to prevent an impending eviction and in being

forced to collect rents on behalf of an inefficiently organised Housing

Department. One Department wrote; "Tire Durgh Housing Authorities tend

to notify the Social Work Department only on the point of eviction",

while another complained that "Early warning is not given in many cases

and arrears are allowed to build up to such proportions that social work

help becomes extremely difficult". A third claimed that social work

resources had become a mainstay of the Housing Department: "This
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Department had been responsible for staying eviction in almost 100}>

of cases which come to our notice... in effect, we keep the arrears

situation of the City Factor partly in check".

Good co-operation on the other hand was often the result of pain¬

staking efforts to come to an understanding at local level. Apart from

general consents on the excellence of liaison links, several Departments

had devised their own special arrangements. The ocial Work Departments

of two large burghs, with very good relations with the Housing-

Departments, had regular monthly consultation over problem families in

addition to being given advance warning of impending evictions. In

another, the Social 'fork Department was represented on the Housing Sub¬

committee in which rent arrears and evictions were discussed and mutual

agreements reached about certain tenants who became immune from eviction

while receiving social work support. In a fourth large burgh, eviction

was rare and, where it did take place, it was part of a planned process

jointly agreed by the Housing and Social Fork Departments, with alter¬

native accommodation provided.

In 1973, the overall picture of Social 'fork Departments* relations

with Housing Departments remained substantially unchanged: twenty-one

Departments thought relationships were either good or very good, while

the remaining eleven expressed mild or severe criticisms. Despite the

similarity between 1970-71 and 1972-73, there had been some changes among

individual Departments.

One of the most dramatic changes was in one of the cities. In

1971, the Social Work Department had described its authority's housing

policies a» rigid and unenlightened but two years later, after a Housing

Department had been formed, taking over administration that had been

scattered around a number of other Departments and responsibility for
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rehousing and homeless families, the cons eat changed from the extreme

of very unsatisfactory to the other of very good. A ocif.il Work

Department in a county, too, reported considerable easing in relations,

with the Housing Department more willing to listen to social workers'

views.

Hot all Social ork Departments reported such improvements, however,

end the criticisms were substantially concerned with the same sorts of

problems. ocial workers were particularly appreciative of early

warning systems about evictions and complained about Housing Departments

which gave warnings either too late or not at all while a continuing

source of worry was the reluctance of Housing Authorities to rehouse,

even when arrears had been paid off. There were also some unfortunate

signs of deterioration where an apparently valuable liaison link had

been established - the large burgh which had gained great influence in

the Housing Sub-Committee found that, over time, co-operation grew less

easy and the Housing officials more suspicious of social workers.

4. 4ocial '/ork Departments' policies ,-,nC rocedures

In addition to the three previous sections, which shot-red a convic¬

tion among son© Directors of Social Task that the policies and procedures

of the Supplementary Benefits Commission, the hel Boards and local

Housing authorities had some influence on expenditure under Section 12,

it was thought that a fourth section might also show that the Social

Work Departments' own policies and procedures in respect of cash assistance

might have a similar affect on the level and type of expenditure. Hone

of tile directors mentioned the possibility, but since the procedures

adopted by '■ocial Work Departments to implement the cash assistance powers

were almost as numerous as the Department© themselves, it was likely that

some national patterns might emerge. 'hree areas were identified as
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possible influences5 whether or not guidelines were issued, the level

at which cash assistance was approved, and policy on the recovery of

loans.

In view of the novelty of the kind of social work embodied in the

Social ork (Scotland) Act, it seems surprising that more Departments

did not take advantage of the opportunity to clarify their thinking on

Section 12 in guidelines or instructions to social workers. Very few

Departments thought this necessary; most simply circulated sparse internal

memoranda outlining the levels of approval without explaining the criteria

that social workers might use in their application of the powers. The

half-dosen that did provide guidance in both 1970-71, and 1972-73 tended

to paraphrase circular SW18/1969# stressing the restrictions in Section

12 and particularly the need to consult the Commission before giving

assistance. Rarely was the possibility of using Section 12 for any

unusTial items mentioned, though this may have been raised in those

Departments where policy was discussed at staff meetings, "hren in one

lengthy memorandum, the product of a orking Party on Section 12,

elaborate instructions for dealing with conventional requests were

emphasised and only a small mention was made of more unusual kinds of

expenditure.

It has been argued by Michael Adler that

"the disparities between local authorities are so great
that there would appear to be quite a strong case for
the construction of guidelines and the enforcement of
minimum standards by central government." 17

The variations in policies and levels of expenditure are indeed

disturbing, though it can equally be argued that the greater control

exercised over social workers' decision-: . king, the greater the threat

to their professional autonomy. There io . considerable body of writing

17. Michael dler in In cash or In kind on. eit. p. 38.
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on the nature of professionalism and of the kinds of problems

encountered by professionals employed in organisations not in total

sympathy with their objectives. Social workers in local authorities

are a particularly apt example, since they can be described as a body

of people aelf-consciously striving towards professionalism but subject

to lay control in an organisation which has many varied objectives.

One of the disadvantages for social workers in local authorities is that

cash assistance is an emotive subject, both personally and politically.

Such guidelines as existed in 1971 and 1973 wers more concerned to

stress the limitations on tho cash available and th® controls to be

exercised in giving assistance in this form than on advising social

workers on how to assess need and the social work criteria to be considered,

Councillors must certainly remain responsible for tho work of their

employcea and it would be unrealistic, if not positively dangerous, to

suggest otherwise, but social workers at all levels can argue that it ±3

equally unrealistic for Councillors to fix on cash assistance and subject

that to strict control (entailing, in some cases, the permission of the

Social Work Committee before even small amounts can be given) when .social

workers frequently make decisions of far greater responsibility and

involving much greater expense (for example, the reception into care of

a child).

Guidelines of some sort are undoubtedly needed by social workers,

but not simply as a way of limiting expenditure or oven for the purpose

of ensuring equity among clients. Later chapters will show how vulnerable

social workers have become under the expansive provisions of Section 32;

IS. See in particular r« Blau The Dynamica of Bureaucracy (Chicago 1955)
and W.R. Scott "Professional Employees in a Bureaucratic Structure:
Social <ark" in A. Btzioni (ed.) The ; 'emi-Profesalons and their
Organisation (New York 1969),
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for this reason, it is important that, within budgetary limits, they

themselves, at all levels within a teparteeat, should decide on the

criteria for assessing need and giving saia twice. Such guidelines aa

existed in 1971 and 197*3 did not prevent expenditure increasing, despite

their strictures on limiting assistance, and by failing to stress social

work criteria, they continued to leave social worker's exposed to the

more positively expressed policies of other organisations#

It is probable, therefore, that better quality guidelines would

help social workers to make a more positive definition of their purpose

in providing cash assistance, partly as a way of protecting themselves

against others1 definitions of their task and partly to set a client's

need more clearly within a social work context. It is arguable that this

would not only foster a professionalism of attitude towards cash assistance

that is currently lacking but would achieve the additional pur-pose of

limiting expenditure on items that should not be and were never meant to

be social workers' responsibilities#

That a considerable degree of control was exorcised over the day-to¬

day work of social workers in giving cash assistance was evident from the

answers to the question *At what level in rhe department is cash

assistance approved?'# Among the respondents to the first questionnaire,

one Department, as already mentioned, efused to implement .Section 12,

while another, because of the abuses which it felt wore being perpetrated,

was pursuing a temporal policy of avoiding cash assistance. Of the forty-

three remaining Departments, the lowest level at which cash assistance

could be approved, was, in four cases, sitter the Social Work Committee

itself or the Convenor, and in one of these, the TWVn ChamberIaid was

responsible for deciding about loans# There is no obvious pattern
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connecting these four Departmental two were large burghs, one in the

east of Scotland and one in thewaot, while the other two were counties,

both in the west.

While direct lay control of this nature was relatively rare and

did not affect a very large percentage of the population, firm control

over decisionmaking war, frequently exercised frca within the Department

itself, leaving to social workers at the basic-grade level only the

opportunity to sake recoiaaandationa• In nineteen Departments, the lowest

level of decision-making lay with the directorate, which was variously

the Director himself, the Deputy Director, an Assistant Director or a

combination of any of those. None of the cities chose to make decisions

so far up the hierarchy, while 12 of the 23 counties and seven of the

twenty large burghs chose to place docision-making at this level. A

further tan entrusted the decision to Area Officers and thrso to the

senior social workers. Of these thirteen Departments, three wore cities

and the remaining ten were evoni;/ divided between large burghs (all of

which were in the west of Scotland) and counties (which bore no relation

to one another in location, physical sice or population).

Only seven of the forty-five Departments - three large burgha and

four counties - which again showed no discernible pattern in location or

else, permitted basic-grade social workers to make a. decision regarding

cash assistance without consultation with senior staff, The seven

Departments were, however, consistent in permitting the social workers to

disburse only very small sums, rangin free: 75 pence to £5#

Compared with the amounts paid by upplssentary Benefits officers

(circumscribed admittedly by minute rules end regulations) end the small

amount that -C5 represents even in tfeo fairly inflation-free yeso* of 1970,

it would be mere than generous to conclude that social workers at the



basic-grade level were free to exercise their professional discretion.

Such a tight rein over their activities and the time-consuming process

of vetting and approval for larger amounts by a senior member of the

Department combine to exclude any ease but those that are sure to win

approval and, at the same time, beg the question whether or not the

giving of only very small sums exaggerates the role that the Social

Work Bep&rtaent can or should play in emergency relief.

In asking the same question of the ooial iotk Departments in 1973,

the second questionnaire tried to establish the degree to which Departments

had felt able to delegate sotse of their decisionmaking. Social workers

had had three years in which to grow accustomed to the demands of a

comprehensive Department and Section 12 was no longer auoh a novelty.

To assess these changes accurately, only the information provided by

the thirty-two directly comparable Departments was used.

Sixteen of the thirty-two Departments made no changes in the lowest

level at which cash assistance could be approved, though two of these

sixteen had increased the mount that could be approved at this level,

one by 2D pence, to rase from 75 ponce to 4,1, and the other by ?75,

raising the level of discretion from £25 to £100. Two Departments appear

to have moved tho lowest level of discretion further up the hierarchy,

one from Area Officer level to the Social Work Sommittee, and the other

from the social worker level to the Deputy Director, but since these two

Departments go entirely ©gainst the overwhelm!*, trend and the level has

been raised ao far, it may- be that these are incomplete answers to the

question.

'the remaining fourteen Departments lowered tin ir level of decision¬

making to aome extent, partly by placing the initial decision lower down

the hierarchy and partly by increasing;: he amount that the new level could
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authorise. One half of these Departments placed the lowest level

with the Area Officer and in the remaining seven, the decision was

lowered to the social worker or senior social worker level, including

one Department where trainees were permitted to give up to €2 without

consultation and another where the decision was made by the social work

team. The amounts that could be handled by this level varied from £1

to £5.

To what extent is the fear of excessive expenditure justified?

Is it possible to conclude that the lower the level at which a decision

to give cash assistance is made, the greater the expenditure? Detailed
19

observation of four area teams has suggested that it is a common fear

and related not only to a fantasy about social workers' lavish generosity

but also to a desire to protect them fron the public's demands: in two

of the four teams at least it seemed on the whole to be a justified fear.

Immediate maintenance payments are the type of payment that observation

suggests are most frequently made by social workers and an examination

was made of the incidence of those payments in the Departments whose

social workers had the authority to give cash without consultation.

The results confirm that in both 1970-71 and 1972-73, the average

spent on immediate maintenance in these Departments was much higher than

the national average: in 1970-71, the average for the forty-one Departments

who gave figures was 13.5 , while the average in those Departments giving

social workers freedom to disburse money -without consultation stood at

23.6 ; similarly, in 1972-73, the average for the total number of 33
20

respondents was 18.2; , bid;the Departments' average rose to 33.5/ .

19. These four area teams wore chosen for detailed study of the way they
implemented Tection 12. Nxpl&nati ,n of selection procedures is given
in the section on Methodology.

20. ee Tables 4.5 and 4.6.
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It has already been pointed out that the amount of money that these

percentages represent is not very large and therefore charges of excess¬

ive expenditure cannot really be substantiated in absolute terms. Much

more pertinent is the question of social workers* vulnerability to

public demands and to the possible effect of the Supplementary Benefit

Commission's policies and procedures. social workers at the basic-grade

level, especially those on duty faced with queues of clients, find that

cash assistance is a useful expedient in dealing quickly with cases;

similarly, the ability to provide small sums to tide over a person whose

Giro has not arrived is a much quicker alternative than pressing

Supplementary Benefits officers to provide a sum and a more personally

gratifying solution than simply refusing a client's request for assistance.

Pressures of this kind make social, workers very susceptible and they

cannot protect themselves by the need to consult a senior before assistance

can be given.

It is worth noting that in the Department where a team of social

workers made decisions about cash assistance, the percentage spent on

immediate maintenance was only 10^, which may indicate the value of

consultation without necessarily removing responsibility for actual

decisions away from basic-grade workers; whereas in the Department where

trainees could give up to £2 without any form of consultation, the

percentage stood at 74.4$. The balance between encouraging professional

responsibility on the one hand and conserving resources on the other is

a fine one, but the results of these figures show that there are dangers

in allowing basic-grade workers, some of whom may be untrained or inex¬

perienced, to give cash assistance without some fore of consultation.

The amount paid by a Department for any purpose under Section 12 is

of course no measure of the actual amount expended in a given financial

year: under Section 12, Social Work Departments have a right to request
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repayment and thirty-six Departments were able to provide information
about their loan repayment rate for 1370-71. The average for these

Departments was 54.S/, ranging from only 10.5 in one Department to

100; recovery in three Departments. Two years later, some nodal Work

Departments excelled themselves in recovering the loans they had made j

although the average loan repayment rate for the thirty-one respondents

was slightly down on the previous rate at 55 > five Departments managed

to secure more in repaid loans than they actually issued in the same

financial year.

While this indicates the fluidity of allocations for cash assistance

across the boundaries of financial years, it also testifies generally

to the efficiency; of some Departments in using their rights to recover

loans, begging the question whether or not the loan repayment rate is

connected with particular types of recovery procedures. Only the

information provided by the thirty-two comparable Departments was used for

this purpose to assess the possible impact of changed procedures.

The three comparable cities unfortunately provided too little

information to be of muck valuej all throe Departments in both 1970-71

and 1972-73 placed responsibility for recovering loans onto their social

workers, but only one Department was able to provide a figure in both

years for repaid loans as a percentage of the amount given as loans.

In this particular Department, the percentage rose from 29.3/' (well

below the national average for 1*7/0-71) to 63, •

Mine of the sixteen comparable counties provided information about

their loan recovery rates for 1970-71 and 1972-73. In the first year,

the average recovery rate was 45 ', slightly lower than the national

average for all thirty-six Departments, and this rose slightly to 52.9 ,

still keeping marginally below the average for all thirty-one respondents
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in 1972-73. Twelve of the thirteen comparable large burghs replied

in both 1970-71 and 1972-73# Tht. Vr loan recovery rates were bettor

than those of the counties; in 1970-71, the average for those Departments

was 55.1$» rising to 61.5; two years later.

As expected, there was considerable variation in recovery rates,

ranging in ths counties from 20.4, to a sua in excess of the amount

loaned ?n the same financial year, and, in the large burghs, from

18.5/ to a similar profit, These rates were clearly related to the

procedures adopted by the Departments for securing recovery of loans.

The large burghs were much lees lenient than the counties in en¬

forcing repayment of loans; in only one case in 1970-73 was there no

procedure for recovering loans and this was the Department that secured

only 18.5 of its loans. he most popular method was to place respon¬

sibility for loan recovery on the social worker but, on the whole, this

method resulted in a lower recovery rate than the more stringent methods

adopted by five large burghs which took clients* Family Allowance books

in 1970-71 and 1972-73 and a further two Departments which made use of

legal agreements. Where these procedures were in operation, the loan

repayment rate was at least 5Q and- rose Jua two coses above 100, . Two

Departments had social work assistants, pert of whose job was to recover

loans and, in both oases, the rate was in excess of 70; . Three of the

large burghs appear to have tightened up on their procedures 'n the two-

year interval, changing either from no procedures at all to placing

responsibility on the social worker or adding legal agreements and the

holding of Family Allowance books til the existing, more easy-going procedures.

In all three Departments, the recovery rate rose.

Of the nine counties, three in 1970-71 said they had no recovery

procedures while the others placed responsibility for loan recovery on
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their social workers, "Two Departments in addition held Family Allowance

books and drew up legal agreements, Two years later, much firmer steps

were being taken, All Departments now declared some form of procedure,

Tserh&ps as a response to rising expenditure and the low recovery rate

of previous years. Again, the social worker was the chief means of

recovering loans but they were now sore frequently backed up by the

expedients of the Family Allowance books and legal agreements. Four

Departments tightened up on their recovery procedures in the two-year

period and in all cases succee led in raising their rate of recovery.

The pros and cons of these methods and the efficacy of involving

social workers in loan recovery work wil; be discussed later in relation

to the four area teams selected for detailed study. Suffice it to say

here that the sterner the measures, the more successful the recovery

rates but, on the whole, it cannot be said that when octal Work

Departments make loans they appear to ba very keen to recover them, nor

are they well-equipped administratively for this -type of work.

ccucLPsioa

In providing soma general information about ection 12, including

expenditure, the views of Departments on how to interpret their powers,

their perceptions of other organisations' influence and the effect of

the Social ork Departments' own policies and procedures on the type and

level of expenditure, this chapter has performed a kind of bridging

function between the historical background outlined in Chapters 1-5

and the more detailed studies of four area teams, the results of which

will form the bulk of the next few chapters,

The questionnaires were very valuable in painting the broad outlines

of a picture; unfortunately, the replic to the questionnaires were often
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so incomplete or monosyllabic that finer detail was impossible to

portray. Nor was it feasfcle to draw eo ; letely firm conclusions

about such things as changing patterns of expenditure or tie effect®

of other organisations on social workers' expenditure because there

were so many unquaatifiable variables that might have been important

but could not bo taken into account: no >ocial fork Department for

example is exactly like another in its policies and procedures, in the

type of area or population it serves or in the degree of co-operation

it envoys with other organisations, all of which combine to exert some

influence on the use to which the cash assistance powers are put.

"evertheless, in providing sufficient information from which to draw

general conclusions, the questionnaires supported the case made out in

Chapter® 1-3 that Section 12 is very far fron being seen as a way of

promoting individual social welfare in the way that was so optimistically

envisaged in the mid-1960s; and that Social Work Departments have

(partly in consequence) overwhelmingly opted for a conservative use of

these powers.

The replies to the questionnaire® also servad to provide indications

of the sort of areas that needed more detailed study. The first is the

obvious need to determine how far social xrkern are involved in finan¬

cial work, including not only the actual handing over o.f cash to a

client but also the time that the Department as a whole has to devote to

the efficient administration demanded by the use of these powers, A

second area is the need for an examination of the relations between the

Supplementary Benefit® Commission and Social Work Departments and the

sort® of issue® involved, thirdly, as the replies to the questionnaires

suggest, there is a possibility that the Fuel Boards and the local Housing

Departments nay be pursuing policies that influence the pattern of
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expenditure under Section 12, Finally, it is also conceivable that

the Social Work Departments' own policies and procedures have a similar

effect on the type snd level of expenditure, with the important iapli-

c tion that it is still partly within the power of social workers to

determine the way Section 12 is used and that they are net entirely

the passive recipients of victims of other organisations' more force¬

fully expressed policies. The following chapters will be devoted to

examining these themes.
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CHAPTER 58 BTOtnaARY U& AND .SOCIAL cam«g.

In the belief that Section 12 can and should be invoked more freely

for promotional purposes, critics have usually stressed that social

workers are over-emphasising their role in emergency relief at the

expense of the promotional or preventive use of cash assistance. It

would be valuable, however, before considering how Section 12 is actually

used, to examine some of the issues surrounding the administration of the

Social Work Departments' cash- assistance powers. One of the issues that

has dogged the issue of cash assistance in social work since its inception

in 1963 has been the question of how to draw boundaries around legitimate

social work purposes in providing such assistance and avoid the pressures

resulting from deficiencies in other organisations' provisions. Closely

associated with this is the question of whether and to what extent social

workers should encourage clients to use the professional administrative

and clerical facilities of the Social Work Department either to save, to

pay off debts to other organisations or to be taught sound budgeting habits.

Is it, for example, only 'realistic* to offer such facilities so long as

other organisations' own arrangements are not sufficiently sensitive to

accommodate the cultural habits of particular areas? or has it become a snare

that social workers have created for themselves by becoming too protective of

soma of their chronically mismanaging clients, which not only fosters

dependence but also enables social workers to exert powerful controls over

their clients.

It is only too easy for a social worker to justify in social work terras

any position between the two extremes of complete lack of interest in clients'

financial affairs - a stance formerly most strongly associated with

psychiatric social work1 - and a political ideology that assumes an unfair

1. See M.Sheppard 'The Social worker's Use of Material and Practical Aid' in
The British Journal of Psychiatric Social lark Vol. 0 No. 3 1966



distribution of income and wealth and uses any means to correct the

balance on behalf of poor clients who are in financial difficulties.

Few individual social workers or Departments embrace either extreme but

there is an immense variety of practice along the continuum, both in

relation to the provision of cash assistance and to the budgetary

facilities made available for clients* use. It testifies both to the

flexibility of hectical 12 as an enabling piece of legislation and to the

wealth of activities that can be employed by a Social Work Department to

help their clients financially, short of actually giving money.

This chapter examines the implications of budgetary work first by

discussing the extent to which Social Work Departments are assisting

Housing Departments and Fuel Boards when they handle clients* financial

affairs and then by using this evidence to examine the issue of social

control.

Part 1 of Chapter 5 begins by exploring the amount of •financial*

work undertaken by each of four area teams®. This is done partly by

noting, where possible, the number of financial cases relative to ftfihor

types of cases dealt witfc by IXity Officers (i.e., those social workers

who deal with new clients or those who have not boon assigned to a

particular social worker who contact the area office either by telephone

or in person) and partly by the number of cases that are designated

•financial* and are seen on a regular basis by a social worker. Part 2

of the chapter then looks at each teara*s budgetary activities, including

savings facilities, the handling of clients* debts to other organisations

an 1 the repayment of loans to the social 'work team itself. The chapter

concludes by examining the implications for social workers and clients of

this kind of work.

•Note. The selection of these four area teams is explained in the
Section on Methodology.
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It should be noted here* in explanation of the apparently unsystematic

collection of data, that there were good reasons for not attempting to

collect the data over a comparable time-span, or over exactly the same

period fox* each team. As is explained in the section on methodology, the

four Departments were selected precisely because their policies and

procedures were different from each other and this prevented standardised

information from being obtained. In Department A, for example, records

about caseloads were easily available and six months was considered a

suitably long period of time to provide a picture of average monthly

figures for social workers* caseloads? in team B, the number of financial

cases was very low and figures for the entire year of 197^ are therefore

given to provide a better picture. The figures for team C cover only a

relatively short period of three months between February and April 1975

because new procedures were introduced only at the beginning of 1975 and,

at the time the research was carried out, only these records were available.

Finally, the rather limited scope of team D*s records was determined in

port by the need to concentrate on post-reorganisation practice, since

the procedures in relation to cash assistance changed slightly after

liay, 1975, and in part by the availability of only the most recent month's

record of the content of social workers* caseloads. The different

procedures, the effect of re-organisation and various methods of

classifying and recording information all therefore combine to make

difficult any direct coumarxsnns between the teams in terms of period

analysed and the length of time covered by the records.

Part It Social Work Pertinents .and financial problems.

It has already been shown in Chapter kt from the information provided

by the questionnaires, that Department allocations for cash assistance

under Section 12 were very smallJ in 1972-73, the average allocation for

cash assistance as a percentage of the social work budget was 0.7^. Of

the four Departments chosen for detailed study, the two smallest,
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Departments A and B, allocated only £750 and £3,220 for cash assistance, or

0.31% and 0„29>i of their social work budgets, a percentage well below the

average. By contrast, the two city Departments, G and D, allocated 0,o7&

and 0.?2& respectively, representing sums of £65,000 and £35,000.

All four teams that were studied in detail kept records of some kind

that illustrated the extent of social workers' involvement in financial

work, the two methods being a constantly revised analysis of each social

worker's caseload showing different categories of cases and records of

the types of problems received and dealt with by the social worker on duty.

Records of this nature are clearly open to the charge of inaccurate and

arbitrary classification, and informal observation of the classification

process certainly confirms the highly subjective and hasty manner in which

it is often done. Where social workers were required to classify their

cases, it was frequently difficult to get them to do so promptly or

efficiently and it seemed that little effort was made to classify on a

standard basis. Smith and Harris suggest that this may reflect the fact

that the organisational structure of a Social Work Department (including

its filing and recording systems) derives in part from the ideologies about
2

social need held by social workers • While this argument may well be

valid, the records as they exist nevertheless serve the purpose of

providing a rough indication of the proportion of financial to other

types of problems in the various teams.'"

2. G.Smith & R.Harris 'ideologies of need and the organisation, of
Social Work Departments* in Brit is?1. Journal of Social .'ark Vol. 2 1972.

* Note - see section an Methodology for a more detailed description
of what constitutes a 'financial* case.
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Department A kept extremely clear records of social workers* caseloads

for submission once a month to members of the Social work Committees

197^

June July Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

TOTAL NUMBER
OF CASES * 735 763 700 727 997 777

TOTAL NUMBER OF
FINANCIAL CASES 120 129 121 136 9^ 132

FINANCIAL CASES
AS PERCENTAGE
OF TOTAL GASES 16.3 16.9 17.2 18.7 9.** 16.9

* omitting the physically liandicapped who were the responsibility of
occupational therapists.

* no figures collected for August.

Table 5.1 department At Social orkers* financial
cases as a percenta/re of their total caseload.

Recorded cases in Department A are those cases that social workers

were actually carrying at the time and therefore indicate the proportion

of financial cases relative to other types of case that the Department as

a whole was working with. As can be seen from the table, apart from an

exceptionally low percentage in November, 197^, those eases classified as

financial constituted an average of about 17^ of the total caseload of the

Department. This muensnta that .such eases* took ut> a considerable amount

of time, though the figures do not show exactly how much time (relative to

other kinds of case) social workers devoted to them.

Unfortunately, this Department did not attempt to classify the types

of problems dealt with by the Duty Officers so it is impossible to estimate

the proportion of financial to other types of cases from this angle. Records

of expenditure under Section 12 and observation both indicate, however, that

requests for financial assistance were one of the most common problems

encountered by the Duty Officers.



Like Department A, team B had a category for financial cases in its

statistical returns but, unlike Department A, recorded a very low

proportion of Section 12* cases in its workload. As has been shown

already, these two Deportments have very similar proportions of their

budget allocated for cash assistance (the budget for team B*s Department

was marginally lower than Department A's) and the records of expenditure

will show later that team B was not shy of spending money. The extreme

differences may be explained by different methods of classifying financial

problems? it is probable that many of team B*s cases that Department A

might have classified as financial came under more general headings like

•family casework*, with only once-off requests for assistance being

categorised as financial cases (see Table 5*2).

Team B also kept detailed records of all enquiries that were dealt with

by the social worker on duty. Because of the team's physical inaccessibility

the great majority were telephone enquiries and included both first applications

for assistance and some already allocated cases whose social workers were absent

when the client approached the office. In the month of December 197^, 131

queries were dealt with by the Duty Officer and other staff* 20 of those

queries concerned financial matters, a percentage of 15»3^> of the total number

of queries.

At first glance, these figures suggest that jteara B was much sore

insulated than Department A from constant pressure to become involved in

clients* financial affairs. The extreme isolation of team B*s office and

its situation in a small town in rural surroundings was in stark contrast

to Department A whose two offices were centrally placed and which served, if

not a poor area, then at least a number of smaller areas that did quite poorly

in socio-economic terms. If direct comparisons cannot be made with

Department A to test the effect of team B*s physical isolation, it is possible

to compare team B*s performance in providing cash assistance with that of the

other three area offices in team B*s Department, none of which were as isolated
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Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

April

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

TOTALNUMBER0?CASES*
353

383

443

375

346

336

403

323

385

522

289

323

TOTALNUMBERCP FE^AtvCIALCAOX/3

i

7

8

8

6

8

8

4

7

9

1

6

FINANCIALCASESAS PERCENTAGE0?TOTAL CASES

0.3

1.8

H

•

CO

2.1

1.7

2.3

2.0

1.2

1.3

ro

OD

0.3

1*9

*omittingthephysicallyhandicappedwhoweretheresponsibilityofoccupationaltherapists. Table-5.2Team3:Socialworkers1financialcasesasapercentage oftheirtotalcaseload.
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sis team 3# This internal comparison showed that tea® B was only very

slightly behind the top tv/o teaufewithin that local authority in making

requests to the Department's directorate ce behalf of clients in 197^.

This indicates that its physical isolation is not a very significant

factor. Apart from different methods of classifying cases, the only-

other explanation for the differences in time spent on financial work

lies in the totally different procedures adopted by Department A and

team B in dealing with requests for financial assistance. These are

examined in a later chapter.

It was expected, in view of the greater proportion of the social work

budget made available for cash assistance, that the two city teams would

have a correspondingly higher proportion of financial cases to other sorts

of case allocated to social workers and a larger percentage of enquiries

about financial problems than the first two teams. It was possible in

team G only to examine the latter proposition since the Department had no

figures to Indicate the types of case that social workers were carrying.

Team C's records show an astonishingly high percentage of enquiries about

financial problems, which is all the more amazing since the vast majority

were made in person and the area covered by team C was a half-hour's bus

ride from the team's offices?

Feb, March April

TOTAL NUMBER OF CALLERS 213 219 358

NUMBER OF FINANCIAL VARIES 70 106 193

FINANCIAL PROBLEMS AS PERCENTAGE
OF TOrAL PROBLEMS 32.8 kS.k 53.9

Table 5.3 Team G: Financial Problems as a

percentage of total problems.
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The reason, for thig high percentage of financial to other types of

problem again lies partly in the procedures adopted by this team, which

are discussed later in Chapter 7• Suffice it to say her® that the vast

majority of these cases were not dealt with by social workers themselves

but by specially trained clerical assistants who relieved, if not the

Department, then at least the social workers, from the immense task, of

coping with thorn*

Team D was well organised both in recording the reasons for clients

seeing the social worker on duty and in classifying the sorts of cases

that social workers were carrying. In the month of June 1975• a total of

1?1 clients saw the Duty Officer, of whom 65 were classified as financial J

one half, therefore, of the intake work of this team over a period of a

month was concerned with financial problems.

An analysis of social workers* caseloads in the same month shows results

similar to those of Department A, with 17*9w of the fcota^. caseload of the
team in this month being classified as financial:

June 1975

TOTAL mmBE8 Of CASES * 778

TOTAL NUMBER OF FINANCIAL CASKS 139

FINANCIAL CASES AS A FBS2ENTAQB
OF TOTAL CASES 17.9

•omitting the physically handicapped.

Table 5.k Team D: Social workers* financial eases as a

percentage of their total caseload.

Although no Department made any attempt to analyse the exact amount

of social workers' time that was taken up in dealing with clients*

financial problems, it is clear that this varied between the four teams

and appears to be dependent on variables like the degree of poverty of

the area served by the team, the arbitrary effect of different methods of
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classifying cases as 'financial problems', and the procedures for dealing

with such problems.

While the second questionnaire gave no clues about the man-hours

spent on the routine tasks associated v/ith giving cash assistance, it

did show that it is the small payments for immediate maintenance that

take up a great deal of times compared with 18.3? of the total

expenditure on immediate maintenance in 1972/73» 32.9$ of the total

numbers assisted were cases given immediate maintenance, indicating that

a disproportionately large amount of time was spent on this type of work.

Only team B appeared to enjoy a protected position in this respect, but

this was dependent Joss on the isolation of team B's office than on

Departmental procedures in relation to cash assistance that discouraged

the making of frequent small emergency payments: only 2.6$ of the total

numbers assisted by team B's Department received assistance for immediate

maintenance in 1972/73 (and observation suggests that the particular team

studied had an even smaller percentage). Relative to the other three

teams studied, therefore, social workers in team B spent very little of

their time on this kind of problem.

Social workers from teams A, C and D, by contrast, spent a considerable

amount of time involved directly with clients* financial affairs, either

while on duty or seeing their allocated clients on a regular basis.

Department A normally carried an average caseload of clients with financial

problems of 15$ of their total work, while team D, in an analysis of records

for one month,showed a figure of 17-9$. The most work, however, seemed to

be thrown on the Duty Officers: in Seams C and D, about 50$ of their cases

were concerned with financial problems:
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A B C D*

AVERAGE MONTHLY DSPAimtSiTAL CASELOAD 783 361 NA 778

FINANCIAL PROBLEMS AS AN AVERAGE
MONTHLY PERCENTAGE OF CASELOAD 15.6 6t1 NA 17.9

FINANCIAL CASES AS AN AVERAGE
PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL CLIENTS
DEALT WITH BY DUTY OFFICER NA 15.0 46.7 50.0

* Only one month's figures.

Table ^oapayatxvt?, SSSM& monthly ffrflgos of
financial! cases for all teams.

It is clear from those figures that the four social work teams studied

frequently faced a barrage of enquiries and requests concerning financial

problems and that such work constituted a large (if not exactly quantifiable)

port of the social workers* daily work. It was tentatively suggested that

the degree to which social workers are concerned with such problems is not

related to the accessibility of the area office since, for example, team B*s

social workers spent as much as their less isolated colleagues and the percent-

age of callers with financial problems at team C's offices was almost as great

on average as at team D*s much more accessible accommodation. Later chapters

offer reasons to explain this weight of work but at this 3tage, the question

can again be raised about the role of Social Work Departments in giving cash

assistance, the public's perception of social workers' function and, not

least, the role of the Supplementary Benefits Commission as the last resort

for cash assistance.

PART 2i THE ACTCDflESTBATION O? CASH ASSISTANCE.

Having shown that social workers spend a considerable proportion of

their time handling enquiries and requests about financial assistance, this

part will now demonstrate that the administrative and clerical personnel in



the Social dark Departments also devote much of their energy in providing

both clients and social workers with the necessary supporting service.

This kind of service has been divided into three types of activity? the

repayment of debts via the Social Work Department to carious creditors;

the provision of savings facilities fear" clients at the Social dark.

Department; and the repayment of loans given under Section 12.

Department A.

Of all the areas studied, Department A was the most elaborately

organised in its arrangements for helping clients in financial difficulties

without actually going to the extreme of providing cash assistance. In

February 1972, a joint meeting of the burgh1s Social Work and Finance and

General Purposes Committees had agreed to roeemend adoption of proposals

for setting up a 'Family Casework Payments' scheme, the purpose of which was

to cater for clients who wore in debt either to the Social Work Department

itself, through receiving a loan under Section 12, or to other organisations

like the Fuel Boards, mail order firms and even the local authority's own

Heat Department. Bighteen months later, in September 1973, the procedures

were slightly revised, separating the repayment of loans under Section 12

from the Family Casework Payments scheme and creating, on the one hand,

procedures concerned with recovering local authority loans and, on the

other, a systems of debt collecting on behalf of other organisations. At

no time was it intended that clients should use the Family Casework

Payments scheme to build up savings tat it was rather seen as a mechanism

for encouraging regular payments towards debts as a means of instilling

sound budgeting habits for the future.

There was no formal method of qualifying for this kind of assistance.

If a client approached the Social Work Department with financial problems,

or an already allocated client was found to be experiencing difficulties,

the social worker would make a judgment about the client's capacity to

make reasonably regular payments and would invite him to participate in



the scheme. A bargain, would then be struck* in return for regular weekly

payments of an agreed amount, the Social Work Department would persuade

the creditors to delay legal proceedings and accept part payments towards

the debt. Once the informal contract between the social worker and

client had been settled, most of the day-to-day administrative and

clerical work was then handled by non-social work staff. Social -workers

occasionally received payments from clients and instructed the elerkess

in charge of the system about priority of payment in the case of multiple

debts? otherwise, the clerical staff were responsible for book-keeping

and making monthly payments to the creditors.

like the entire question of cash assistance itself, the Family

Casework Payments system has proved to be of ambiguous value. Certainly,

the clients in the scheme reaped great immediate benefits. There were 37

clients at the time the research was carried out, raost of when paid some

money at reasonably regular intervals, thereby keeping under the protection

of the Social Work Department and insuring themselves against precipitate

action by their creditors, but it was impossible to assess whether the

scheme was at all efficacious in teaching the clients to budget for

themselves. Few paid money on a regular weekly basis? nor did it matter

whether they did or not, since the Social Work Department only paid out

monthly and rarely wore clients pursued by either the Social Work

Department or the creditors if the regular payments were not maintained.

For five of the 37 clients, the scheme had been a particular success

in helping than not only to clear their debt© but also to build a balance

towards the next bills, which went beyond the original purpose of the

scheme. Little consideration had been given to the position of these

successful participants, for there was no agreed point at which a client

was to be encouraged to look after his own affairs, nor were the
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consequences considered for both clients and Department once the debt-

brokerage system had turned into a free savings bank.

'flie line between an overt desire to develop sound budgeting

techniques and possibly encouraging an unnecessary abdication of

personal responsibilities is particularly hard to draw. The analogy

of a middle-class person using a bank to save and to manage monthly

standing orders might be a useful one if it were not for the fact that

banks are concerned exclusively with a customer's financial affairs,

whereas a Social Work Department's professed function is to deal with

personal difficulties. All the participants in the Family Casework

Payments scheme were allocated to a social worker: to encourage an

extension of the Social Work Department's activities as a savings bank

is undoubtedly to run the risk of reinforcing the association of

inadequacy of income with inadequacy of personality.

Few social workers who commented on the scheme were favourably

disposed towards it and hoot werd particularly resentful at having to

oollect rents on behalf of another department of the local authority.

Three social workers thought it a legitimate, indeed quintessential,

part of a social worker'3 job to develop liaison links between clients

and organisations where direct contact was difficult and discouraging,

but thought that it was not legitimate to set up alternative arrangements

within the Department itself that fostered, on the one hand, an undesirable

degree of dependence on social work assistance and encouraged, on the other,

a willingness on the part of organisations like the Fuel Boards, Housing

Departments and mail order firms to hand over responsibility for collecting

consumers' debts.

This view was surprisingly supported by the chief official in the Kent

Department who strongly disapproved of social workers being agents for the

Town Chamberlain and wanted to see them relieved of all involvement with



the collection of rent arrears. his view, the Rent Department was

itself capable of being sympathetic and would make arrangements where

necessary for clients in genuine difficulties; moreover, social workers

tended to be younger and less well-acquainted with the area than the

long-serving Rent Department officials and were frequently played off

against the Sent Department by cunning and manipulative clients.

The vehemence of this official^ view about social workers, which

interviews with other officials suggests is not uncommon, is one reason

why social workers are not altogether keen to practise what they often

preach about the necessity of drawing boundaries around their functions

and other Departments* work. Such boundaries are difficult to draw

because it is not easy to reconcile a business management approach, which

must be paramount in any commercial organisation, with a social work

approach, which necessarily takes into account problems and hardships

associated with debt, especially where children are involved. In

Department A, though the social worker critics disliked the Family

Casework Payments system because it did little to help effective

budgeting and ran the risk of creating an unnecessary dependence,

reluctance to dismantle it rested on a fear that the current participants

would receive very short shrift from officials in the Rent Department,

v/hich might exacerabte the clients* inter-personal problems of 'which the

Rent Department knew little and cared less.

The recovery of loans made under Section 12 by Department A, seems to

show a marked improvement over the figures for this burgh in 1973/7**, when

the loan recovery rate stood at 32.**%. The current list of recipients of

loans in February 1975 showed that of the 93 people who had received loans

between July 197** and February 1975, 20 had cleared their debts completely

and helped to contribute a more encouraging loan recovery rate of 5&° for

that eight month period.

3. Interview March 1975.



It is impossible to attribute this success to any specific cause.

In September 1973# the procedures for recovering loans given under

Section 12 were separated from the other kinds of budgetary work subsumed

under the Family Casework .Payments system taut this was purely a matter of

administrative convenience and was not designed to improve the quality of

the loan recovery procedures. Social workers continued as before and

collected such payments towards loans as the clients wore willing or able

to give. It was noticeable from interviews, however, that social workers

wore generally reluctant to accept this kind of work except as incidental

to their main function of dealing with more personal difficulties. Kane

expressed any interest in the necessity of teaching budgeting techniques

to chronic aismanagers and indeed resented suggestions that it was part of

their function to be in any way involved with problems associated with low

income.

It lias already been shown in Chapter 4 that 'where social workers are

held responsible for recovering loans, the loan repayment rate is lower

than where more positive steps are taken to encourage clients to honour their

commitments. Department A was small and informal and relied less on formal

procedures, which are perhaps an administrative necessity in larger

Departaenta, than on the personal persuasiveness of its social work staff.

Ho official reminder letters were sent to clients and there were no members

of staff whose specific function was to collect the payments: as in the

Family Casework Payments system, loan repayments depended on the vigour

partly of the social worker and partly of the client, both notoriously

unreliable in their different ways, where debts are concerned. 'J9te

relative success of loan repayments in the period under study may have been

due to a more careful selection of clients who were able tod anxious to pay

back their loan or alternatively, a more realistic assessment of a clielit,s

need of an outright grant.
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Team B

Tears B's methods of assisting clients to manage their financial

affairs wore quite different from those of Department A, Partly on the

basis of the principle that a personal approach was likelyto be successful

and partly because inviting clients to use the team's inaccessible

administration facilities was out of the question, team 3 employed two

Family Aides whose function was to visit families regularly to ensure

that savings were put aside for future bills. The work done by Family Aides

with clients was intensive, with a maximum caseload of 15 (all of whoa were

concurrently attached to a social worker) and visits of at least once a week.

Usually arrears were collected, particularly for rent and electricity and

occasionally for television licences, but where passible the Family Aides

also tried to encourage clients to save, Procedures differed slightly

between the Family Aides but the emphasis in the work was on collecting

arrears of fuel or rent; very rarely did the Family Aides collect money

towards loans given under Section 12.

It is not easy to assess how effective and long-lasting was the Family

Aides' influence in teaching good budgeting habits, though certainly while

they continued to see selected families, there war. great success in

straightening out the often severe financial complications, to the extent

that a local KLectricity Board official declared that the Family Aides
k

were better social workers than the social workers. Such a system of

friendly personal contact at times when clients were known to have just

received their weekly pay packets was undoubtedly of immense value and more

successful tlian Department A's administrative system which passively

processed what the clients chose to give and when. Nevertheless, the

problem still remained of judging the moment to return to the client

complete responsibility for handling his own resources. If the Family Aides

in this team were able to catch the clients' money at an early stage, they

4. Interview 25th April 1975-
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tended then to take the responsibility for conveying it to the creditors!

clearly both these activities must be undertaken by the client at some

point if future self-sufficiency is to be achieved.

Team B was similar to Department A in the manner in which it

recovered loans given under Section 12 and this is reflected in an even less

successful recovery rate of 22% for the whole Department in 1973/7^. In

the first two years of the Department's existence, the local authority's

Treasurer used to send threatening letters to clients with outstanding

loans but had been persuaded by social workers that this was inconsistent

with good social work practice. Social workers then took complete

responsibility for recovering loans, a position which has state. been

acknowledged by a senior member of the Department to be an unnecessary

and time-consuming burden.

Records of Team B's loan recovery rate for the period under study

were impossible to unravel from the other teams' in this Department and

therefore no figures can be given. It is likely that, in view of the

Family Aides' concentration on recovering debts to other organisations

and social workers' general reluctance to involve themselves in this kind

of work, that the loan recovery rate for Team B was very low. The social

workers themselves admitted that this was probably the case and gave as

the main reason for not pursuing loans the fact that repaid money had to

go straight into the county's coffers and was not re-cycled for further use

as loans for other clients. The team did not even have Department A's

advantage of being centrally placed for clients who wished to make payments,

however irregularly, towards their debts.

Team C

Team C, as has been shown, was subject to considerable pressure from

clients with financial problems. The special procedures for coping with

such numbers are discussed later but, in addition to those procedures,

team C also enjoyed the services of four Family Aides. One was appointed
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only a week after the research began and was still learning the job through

observationj the others carried a caseload of up to 10 clients, each, of

whom was selected because of constant financial difficulties and was

cancurreutly seeing a social worker.

The functions of team 0*& Family Aides were very similar to those of

team B and wore mainly concerned with the cuparvision and sanagesant of

clients* financas, teaching good budgeting habits and advising about

entitlement to benefits. Visits to clients acre mad© at least once a

week and more often if there were particularly ©eve-re difficulties. '-shore

a client persistently refused to co-operate, the Family Aide*.© services

would be withdrawn on the grounds that this Department's resources wore

too slight to squander.

If clients were willing, their Family Allowance bocks were held by the

Family Aides m pert of the budgeting process i the books could be signed up

to three weeks In advance and the- Family Aides would then cash then. It

was stressed that the Family Aides in this teas took Family Allowance,

books only fcr the top priorities of rent and fuel ar_d never as a means of

paying back a loan under Section 12.

Like team 3*s Family Aides, those of team C spent much of their time

collecting weekly payment#, mirly fcr arrears but sometimes for future

bills, and are therefore open to the same charge that, unless the right

moment, is chosen to make a client accept fall rasporwibility for hi# o©

financial affairs, they are running the risk of, at mm point,

invalidating their efforts to p«cmwto self-sufflcisofly in the client.

There was a special, prohloa, however, in tho large housing estate where

roost of teas? C*s clients liV'd, which fcha Family Aides felt contributed to the

high ' rate of electricity arrears in the area and therefore made it mro

iraperative that thor offered this service to their clients. Clients had no

particular difficulty of access to either the lent Dejwrteaent or the (km

Board, both of which had offices within the main slipping precinct, but there



was considerable difficulty in sustaining motivation to pay the Electricity

Board regularly since there were no budgeting facilities on the housing

estate that suited the culture of the area. There was, for example, no

Royal Bank of Scotland whore stamps could regularly be bought towards bills,

and the nearest electricity showroom where payments could be made was on the

edge of the estate, some distance on foot for a large proportion of the

inhabitants and not easily accessible by bus.

At the time the research was carried out, 22 clients used the Social

Work Department as a savings bank, either coming in person to deposit sums

of money despite problems of distance or giving their social worker Jrh©

payments during a home visit. Thus the amount of this kind of budgetary

work transacted by the team was not very great and, according to the cashier,

was gradually being phased out altogether.

More substantial was the loan recovery work. About 90 clients were on

the books as owing sums to the Social Work Department. Team C had officially-

prescribed procedures for recovering loans but observation suggested that these,

like the more informal ones of the other teams, were not very successful. In

this team, when a loan was given to a client, the onus was on the social worker

to ask the cashier about the client's success in repaying. If the client had

not started immediately to repay the loan, he was customarily given a further

two weeks and then received a firmly-worded letter, sent by recorded delivery,

asking him to start repayments. If this proved unsuccessful, the only other

recourse was for the social worker to press a client for regular payments.

A Departmental memorandum, dated February 11th 1975, stated that if,

after a period of six weeks, the client had still not repaid any of tfce loan,

the balance would be written off and no further action taken unless the

social worker indicated otherwise. That the Department had been concerned

for some time over loan recovery procedures is clear from another memorandum

of April 1971 which showed a much harder line being taken on clients who



refused to repay loans. At that time, such clients were, with the agreement

of their social worker, referred to a commercial organisation specialising in

debt-recoveay. There was no official indication whether the subsequent

•softer* line was due to a belief that social workers should not subject

clients to further hardship in this way or whether the cost of the commercial

services was uneconomic for the Social Work Department. Despite the

current ease with which certain clients could escape their commitments, most

social workers supported the soft-line policy on the grounds that to do

otherwise was to risk throwing the client into an unbreakable cycle of debt.

The 1973/7** questionnaire showed that, at the time the •hard-line*

procedures were operating, the Department as a whole had a reasonably good

loan recovery rate of 46$, only 8$ below the national average. It was

pointed out in an earlier chapter that Social Work Departments are not

generally well-equipped to deal with the recovery of loans. Team C*s

changes of policy since 1969 illustrate that it i3 not a simple question of

determining the most efficient adniniotrative procedures; it is rather a

dilemma posed by having to make a choice between social work considerations

on the one hand and administrative considerations on the other. The low

national loan recovery rate of 54/ suggests that most Departments have

opted foi the former.

Team D

Team D, like Department A, had no staff whose specific function was

to help clients intensively with financial problems and where a client

did become embroiled in financial difficulties, the case was referred to

a social worker. In the absence of staff concentrating specifically on

budgeting, much of this work had become the responsibility of the team's

cashier and ledger clerkess, who between them had worked out a system of

dealing with part payments towards arrears, savings towards future bills

and repayments of loans under Section 12. Advice on budgeting, however,

was not formally given by the office staffs like Department A, the
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opportunity of actively instructing clients in money management. It

was, like Department A's Family Casework Payments system, geared t4 a

passive acceptance of the client's decision about when to bring in money

and how much to bring in. Occasionally, informal warnings about the

inadequacy or irregularity of payments would bo givon by the office staff

but only with the purpose of preventing the client from slipping too far

behind in his payments.

On the whole, the ledger clerkess was responsible for receiving payments

towards accumulated arrears and for disbursing them to the creditors* Chief

among these were the Fuel Boards, commercial debt collectors and mail order

firms, but the team also took part payments towards fines, clubs and

television payments. Karely did rent arrears have to be accepted because

the city Housing JJepartraent was currently pursuing a policy of non-eviction

and team D consequently enjoyed an enormous advantage in this respect over

the other social work teams studied. The number of clients using the

facilities was small, with only six debtors in August 1975 managing

regularly to pay a small sum, though there were several others who paid

irregularly and remained chronically in arrears to their creditors.

Clients were more willing to use the team's resources as a savings

bank and there were 15 people on the books who made regular contributions

towards future bills, particularly for fuel or rent. A few more made only

intermittent attempts at saving. The team's justification for helping

clients save for fuel bills in this way was because the local electricity

showroom followed the policy of not accepting part-payments towards

current bills. Locally, the Social Work Department was the only place

that would do this and the clerical staff of the team sent the clients'

payments once a week to the Electricity iioard's Headquarters which was

prepared to accept them.
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This system, which undoubtedly helped a number of clients, is never¬

theless an example of activity on the part of the Social work Department that

might have been avoided had the Electricity Board encouraged the practice

among all its local showrooms of accepting part-payments towards current

bills. While there were clients who needed and benefited from regular contact

with the social work office, there were others who, in the social worker's

estimation, used the team's administrative facilities simply because they

were more accommodating than those of the Electricity Board in the area* The

decentralisation of social work area offices therefore appears to have

exaggerated the role that social workers can play in this field and the question

must be asked whether or not they have unwittingly uncovered a need for better

sorts of budgeting facilities provided by such organisations as the Electricity

Board but, as yet, have failed to pass the burden an to those organisations best

fitted to deal with it*

There were similarly persuasive reasons for the team to undertales rent-

collecting on behalf of the local authority's Housing Department. Kent was

collected by the Housing Department once a fortnight, a policy which perhaps

housing officials could justify on economic grounds but which did not suit many

people who were either paid weekly or received weekly instalments of

Supplementary Benefit. For those who were unable to save two weeks' rent,

the social work team had a special procedure for accepting weekly payments

and then delivering them to the Housing Department offices in the city centre.

Again it would seem that the time and energy of the administrative staff of

the team were being used for want of more appropriate procedures on the part

of the Housing Department.

Apart from the normal method of accepting cash over the counter and then

distributing it among the creditors, the clerisil staff of team D, with the

consent and approval of both client and social worker, held Family Allowance

books. Thirteen were held in this way in August 1975. Ten were used to

accumulate savings for future accounts or for making part-payments towards

fuel or rent arrearsj the remaining three were partly for repayments to the



social work teams for loans received under Section 12. Clients whose

Family Allowance books1; were held in this way were expected to come in

once a weak to sign one week's amount in arrears, but moat of the clients

simply waited until a large sum had accumulated and then canto in. Five

of the books, including that of one client repaying a loan under Section 12,

were signed in advance, mostly for one week, but two for up to ten weeks.

Part 3

Budgetary Work and Social Control

Budgetary work involving savings and paying debts to other organisations,

does not appear to be as great a task as might have been expected. In all

of the teams, the number who used the Social Work Department as a way of

paying off debts to commercial creditors or for saving towards future bills

was low relative to the total caseloads of the teams and, on the basis of the

figures for these teams, it cannot justifiably be said that Social Work

Departments are in danger of assuming other organisations' debt-collecting

responsibilities on any large scale. At the time the research was carried

out, there were, in Department A, 37 people participating in the Family

Casework Payments Scheme; in team B, there was probably a maximum of 30

clients who received the constant attention of two Family Aides in saving

and paying arrears; team C had 22 people cm its books who contributed

regular savings, with a further 30 or so under the supervision of Family

Aides; and team D had 21 regular contributors towards arrears and savings



with as unspecified number #10 irregulaxly produced sums of money, as

has been shown, social workers carried a number of 'financial' cases but

it is unlikely if a social worker was involved with such a case, that

the client was not either receiving the concurrent attention of e Family

Aide or participating in one or other of the administrative schemes;

even if this were not the case, the number of such clients would still

not be large compared with the total number dealt with by the teams.

However, that Social ork Departments feel constrained to set up

administrative arrangements, including the employment of such officials

an Family Aides, must raise some uestions about the need, to do so and,

more important, the effect of doing no. The evidence cited in the first

part of the chapter also indicates the pressing need to re-examine ocial

Vork Departments' position in relet on to their cash assistance functions,

for if up to half of the cases requiring a Duty Officer's attention are

concerned with financial problems, it can justifiably be asked whether the

function of a ocial 'ork Department as a social casework agency is in

danger of being totally submerged. Jordan has used official evidence about

expenditure under Section 1 in Fngland and Wales to show the steady increase

in families actually advised or assisted, and concludes from this teat

Social Services Departments have gradually taken on the functions of the

Supplementary Benefits Commission in providing emergency relief. Hot only

is this, in his view, inimical to casework, but "Limitations on the funds

available mean that benefits are dispensed according to 'welfare criteria',

which are totally beyond the ken of those who claim them. There are no

rights to appeal. Social workers trained in the assessments of their

clients' personalities as a tool in the process of helping them with complex

emotional problems, are being required to us© these assessments as .justifi¬

cation for the refusal of benefits." 5 Furthermore, he asserts that "the

5. B. Jordan, Poor oronla (London 1974), p. 94.



power to give poor relief becomes quite evidently the most important weapon

of authority in the social worker's armoury, and the shortage of reeouroes

for the purpose of relief becomes his most important motivation for exerting

this control." ^ Other writers have similarly raised the issue of the

control exerted consciously or unconsciously by social workers in using

their powers to give or withhold cash assistance. Handler has suggested,

from a survey of a number of Children's Departments, that the power to give

cosh assistance was often used as a means of encouraging recipients to change

their patterns of behaviour. Robert pruger, too, has implied that Use power

to give cash assistance carries for the social worker, as donor, a great

danger of exerting social control over a client:

"Donor;- are r rone to select from the pool of potential recipients

those moat likely to reciprocate in some form rather than those whose needs

are greatest," ^
It was se n eerltor in tois chapter that one of the most important

determinants of the amount of financial work undertaken by social workers

was the perceived need to plug- the gaps created by other organisations'

insensitive budgetary facilities: in all of the teams studied, social

workers felt constrained, through fear of later having to give payments

under 'ection 12, to provide more flexible arrangements to suit the weekly

ineores and budgeting habits of the people of the area. This problem was

most vehemently expressed in relation to payments for electricity by teams

C and : , where it was either very difficult for consumers to make part

payments towards current bills or accumulated debts, or part payments were

not accepted on the grounds of administrative complications.

6. P. Jordan, on. ext. p. 104.

7. K. Pruger "Social Policy - unilateral transfer or reciprocal exchange"?11
in Journal of ' ocinl Policy, vol. 2 1972.



Thr policies of Housing/Bent Departments and local district Electricity

Boards varied fro* area to ama, and it war; clear that the greater the

adaptability of these bodies to differ nt kinds of individual need, the

less vocal were social workers' criticisms of them. It was noticeable, for

example, that teem B's criticis--a of these organisations were more anted

than those of the other teams, as a result of the local electricity show¬

room's willingness to accept part payments and of the policy of the Housing

Deportment to pay close personal attention to persistent defaulters.

The chief danger of Social fork Departments assuming these functions,

slight as they are relative to the total, workload of the public utilities

and Housing Departments, is that the variable quality of other organisations'

budgeting facilities will be forgotten and that those who participate in

social work budgeting schemes will become defined as socially inade uate

people who require the assistance of social workers to achieve a better

standard of management.

Despite acknowledging that there were deficiencies in the arrangements

of the Fuel Boards and the Housing Departments, social workers in all four

teems thought that the people using the Social Work Departments' facilities

should be under the nominal or actual superv'. sion of a social worker. Rot

only is this a way of exercising subtle and unwarranted social control as

Jordan, among others, has indicated, but it also ignores the -oclal ork

Department-=• responsibility, outlined in the White Paper and implied in

'action 12, to moke known the social consequences of other bodies' plans

and procedures. The budgeting facilities of the ihiel Boards and Housing

Departments are a case in point: since all the teams had defined these

inadequacies as a problem, it would have been appropriate, within the

promotional stance of social work, for them to have persuaded these organisa¬

tions to provide better facilities instead of defining individuals' problems

in casework terns and providing social work assistance as a condition of

using the Social ork Departments more flexible bu-igeting facilities.



It 1b easy, of course, to generalise; each case smst be Judged on

its merits. Selection procedures are all-important if social workers are

to avoid the risk of creating their own clients through a reluctance to

look beyond the individual's robloms. If social work involves "an ability

to look at a family or individual problem in trie round as an interaction

of social, psychological and material need", R social workers cannot afford

not to consider the processes by which people become clients and, in

particular, the part which Social Work Departments themselves play in these

processes, Tho argument returns to Hofihino's statement of the problem:

selection procedures need to determine much more purposefully which people

are suffering from low income tied the associated difficulties of how beat to

manage it, and which are prospective clients with severe personal problems

that arc either caused or exacerbated by low income and that are susceptible

to social work help. ^
Haking such conceptual distinctions is necessarily central to social

work for, to fail to do so, particularly tothin the context of ""ection 12,

is to leave a vacuum that can be filled, deliberately or unwittingly, by

organisations whose commercial objectives can be achieved at the expense of

social work resources. As the evidence from the four tease shows, local Fuel

Board offices can afford to avoid tee administrative inconvenience of accept¬

ing part payments so long as toe Social vork Department will do it for tora?

Housing Departments, too, will not baulk at receiving payments under Section

32 in lieu of rent if this makes their accounts balance better without the

expense ar.d trouble of more stringent rent-collecting procedures,

Irs discussing the subject of "ocial "ervices Departments as controllers,

Olive rtevenson has distinguished three ways in which the power of social

control can bo exercised: l) in the giving and withholding of resources;

2) in attempts to influence the behaviour of clients; and 3) in tho removal

, 0. Stevenson, Clal-ant or client5' (London 1973), p. 55,
9. 9. Uoshino, nee Chapter 2, p. 59



of persons from their homes against their will or feat of their parents,*®
Hie exorcise of control is, in. her view, inevitable, in part because post-

Seebohm ft©partner, ts are responsible for a wide variety of resources and

have the power to order their distribution, and in part because social

control is intrinsic to the social work tank. While fully accepting that

son© element -f control is unavoidable, she argues elsewhere that "it aeons

bettor that the si?' should be to exercise control openly..," **
Clearly, the first two forms of exercising control are relevant in the

context of providing cash assistance. Social workers can give or withhold

grants or loans, both of which raise fee issue of social justice in the

distribution of resources. They also have fee power to influence changes

In behaviour through attaching conditions to the provision of cash assistance,

whether in the form of a grant or a loan. It has already been seen that the

four area teams employed a variety of method;- to deal with people's financial

difficulties. In discussing these, the kind of control that social workers

exert and the effects induced by the exorcise of that control will also be

examined.

Ther* were six method e. that the fears collectively used to deal wife

people's financial problems: the employ-meat of specialist staff*

administrative facilities for handling and distributing payments towards

debts; the use of fee social work team as a savings bank; the provision

of grants; the issue n-s! recovery of loans; and fee holding of Family

.Allowance books. It may be useful, in discussing the kind of control

involved, to employ Stevenson's distinction between 'persuasive' and

'coercive' forms of control for, as she argues, "the moral justification

for the degree of coerc on or persuasion runt be related to the nature of

the proble with which the social worker is grappling" ,*2

10. 0. Stevenson, Unpublished paper given at fee Crepwcod Conference,
December 1975, p. 9.

11. 0, Stevenson, Claimant or client? on. cit. p. 55.
12. 0. Stevonoon, Cronwood Conference paper on. oit. p. 3.



One of the soot pressing lasv.es, common to all teams, is the question

of loans an loan recovery. !ron the evidence of the teams mentioned earlier

(supported largely by the infer ation from the questionnaires), it is clear

that Social Fork Deportments or generally unentkusiastic about loans and

particularly about ensuring that the;/ ere repaid. It can reasonably bo asked

then why loans are given at all. The power to request repayment of a loan

was specifically written into "action 12 as a scans of keeping actual

expenditure down, but ic there any valid purpose in social work terms for

furnishing a loan rather than an outright grant? Jackson and Valencia have

pointed out that social workers roust often take into account Departmental

policy which say be to exclude grants altogether as a way of keeping money

circulating or to avoid being sees, as a source of handouts. U In all of

the four teams studied, however, social workers wore free either to give

loans directly or to recommend the® to senior staff.

'hen asked about the criteria they used in deciding between a loan and

a grant, the social workers from th- four teams produced a variety of

responses. One of the mot frequently mentioned considerat ono in the

decision to give a loan was whether the client could realistically be expected

to pay it back. Twenty-throe of t e total number of 50 respondents gave this

answer, but their assessments of the client's capacity to repay varied

between those who automatically assumed that anyone on Supplementary Benefit

could ?x>t pay anything to those who expected even those to contribute a moll

sura regularly. 7be lowest level at which clients really could not pay anything

bock was never defined but seemed to b arbitrarily laid down by each social
worker and was determined by considerations liko the client's level of debt

and regular commitments and the social worker's subjective opinions.

The next group of responses, as largo- as the first, covered various

aspects of that roi^ht bo called a 'casework' assessment, or an estimate of

13, K. P. Jackson and B. M. Valencia "Financial Aid through Loans" in
Socio! lork Today. Vol. 7, Wo. 3.



the effect a loan al:ht have on a client independent of his actual ineose.

Four social workers gave loans wher" there was evidence of mismanagement on

the client's part, while the process of repayment was aeon as a constructive

way of teaching the client to budget more ably, "leven social workers

thought that loans were useful in helping to develop a sense of responsibility

and five thought that the expectation of repayment enhanced the client's

sense of value and pride. Four other social workers phrased their answer 1>

lass specific terms and talked of the value of loans in helping the client

to function better.

Final! , there were three respondents who might be classed as 'social

worker as ratepayer'*, who preferred giving loans to grants on the grounds

thnt it was a more responsible way of handling public money and could be a

rationing device enabling the re-cycling of repaid loans,

The criteria for choosing loons rather than grants appear, therefore,

to fall into two main groups; a pragmatic and rather subjective assessment

of the client's capacity to repay and a variety of sub-criteria grouped into

a category concerned with a casework assessment of a client's need. The

different points of view were evenly spread throughout the teams except team

B, which shotted a heavy preponderance of opinion favouring the pragmatic

approach to giving loans, A social worker recently appointed to team B

proffered the explanation that there was an office • ethos' surrounding lite

use of "action 12 which had resulted in social workers in team B, in passing

on verbally their perception of office procedures to newcomers, developing a

common outlook that unconsciously affected their thinking and practice.

Having examined this possibility in two area teams in ngland, Beswick

arrived at the conclusion that there were some indications of such an office

ethos which had developed from social workers learning about procedures from

one nnothor. *4

14. E. Beswick, on. cit. Ch. 5,



It is clear from both the 'hard1 evidence about loan recovery rates

and the 'soft* evidence of social Heritors' opinions on loans that the

procedures for recovering loans can be classified more as a 'persuasive'

than a 'coercive' form of control. In all four teams, procedures were either

non-existent or de ended heavily on social workers following up clients for

repayment, "Urfeerraoro, in two teams, B and C, the rigorous recovery

procedures that had previously been employed had been replaced by lees harsh

measures which do ended for their effectiveness on the vigour of the social

worker.

If the procedures governing loan recovery were not unduly coercive in

the four teams studied, it is evident that the degree of coercion can vary

between individual social workers. One example of fee kind of control exerted

can be seen among the group who gave loans in the belief that clients could

realistically be expected to pay them back. Only in team G was there an

indication about the level at which it would be nnrealistic to give a loan:

a later chapter will show feat, in this team, oven Supplementary Benefit

recipients were expected to pay back loans at a maximum of £2 per week. The

chapter will also Show that, in the other teams, whore Supplementary Benefit

recipients were expected to pay back loans to the Social Work Department, it

was never at a rate of less than 50p per week, which is the maximum? sum

requested of their claimants by the Supplementary Benefits Commission to pay

off arrears. To request ouch sums ia punitive indeed; that clients escaped

the worst effects of this was due primarily to the lax procedures for

enforcing recovery.

A further example of control lies in fee linking of cash assistance, in

the for of either a loan or a grant, with the deliberate intention of

changing the recipient's behaviour. It is alleged to bo common practice

among social workers for grants to bo given to a client as part of a bargains



a recently publicised example of this is Geoffrey Parkinson's admission that

he gave money to clients to discourage thorn from committing crimes.^ Tie

was later censured for this, though he declared it to he a common occurrence

among his colleagues. It is indeed debatable whether the ensuing outcry was

more to do with tie practice itself or with Parkinson*® 'betrayal' in reveal¬

ing the practice. A less contentious example of fee practice might be a

social worker giving a persistant truant grants for faros, clofeing or equipment

to encourage him to return to school.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to draw conclusions from this research

on fee control exerted through the use of grants since there was no systematic

study of social workers' motivations in giving assistance in this form. Nor

is there any firm evidence of subsequent changes in clients' behaviour. How¬

ever since Jordan's argument lies in the direct:on of warning social workers

against using casework as a method of rationing scarce resources, it is worth

examining in more detail fee way social workers in the four teams exerted

control through the provision and recovery of loans.

One particularly compelling example of coercive control where loans were

concerned was fee holding of the Family Allowance book, which guaranteed fee

weekly repayment of a loan to fee value of the Family Allowance. Not only was

there no necessarv relationship between tho size of fee loan and the client's

capacity actually to afford a drop in weekly income of what rai/dit have been

several pounds, but there might also have been factors 0f which the

social worker was unaware. Two cases from team D, where this practice was

most common, illustrate the dangerous ease with which feat is ostensibly a

budgeting devic can become positively harmful for the client, and the care

that needs to be taken in deciding first on a loan and then on fee best way

of recovering it.

15. G. arkinson "Probation by utenlfe" in "■ow Society. 33at March, 1977
Vol. 39. No. 756. "—



In both these cases, the Fatally Allowance book was being used to repay

the Social For: Department a loan given during the previous few months under

Section 12, and in neither case was the Supplementary Benefits Commission

aware that the book was being used for this purpose. In the first case, tho

social worker from team D had made a loan to the client in July 1975* without

consulting the Supple entary Benefits Commission about the possibility of on

'Exceptional Meeds Payment, and had set the repayment rate for the client at

£3 per week. The client had agreed to deposit hor Family Allowance book with

the Social ' ork Department as credit for the loan. Infornation provided, by

Supplementary Benefits officials in a later discussion of the case-*-'' showed

that the client had averaged £1.50 per week in xceptional Needs Payment for

the first six months of the year, for this reason, she had been put on rent

direct and was contributing £1 per week towards clothing in voluntary deductions

from source. The client had clearly been managing only with exceptional

difficulty on her income which, until July 1975, had included a Family

Allowance of £3. It is, therefore, not unreasonable to assume that a sudden

reduction of a further £3 per week by the Social Work Department at a time

when the client was already experiencing difficulties would throw Hint client

into an even deeper cycle of debt and totally invalidate whatever therapeutic

value tho loan was supposed to have,

The second case is rather similar. The client was another person who

had experienced some difficulty in managing on her income from the

Supplementary Benefits Commission. late in 1974, the Commission had given

an Exceptional Heeds Payment for a fuel bill that the client had been unable

to pay. The Commission had immediately started to sake a 50p deduction at

source for future bills and, at the sane tin®, put her on rent direct, which

16. See Section on Methodology for a fuller explanation of the involvement
of Supplementary Benefits officials.



included a 25p deduction for arrears, ' hem the next fuel bill cane in

April 1975, the client applied to the Supplementary Benefits Commission for

her accumulated money and as duly given it. At the oarae tine, she requested

assistance with the bill from teen D who, without consulting the Commission,

gave the loan and took the Family Allowance book, worth £4,50 per week, as a

guarantee of repayment.

Apparent from then cases is a complete lack of liaison between the

Supplementary Benefits Commierion and the social worker concerned and the

consequent forcing of clients into nn even deeper cycle of mismanagement

than before, "lot only did tee lac!- of communication enable one client to

play off tee Social ' ork Department against the Supplementary Benefits

Commission but tee social workers were ouite unaware of tee deductions that

were already being made toward;- bills by the Commission and were making

grossly unrealistic estimates of tee clients' capacities to repay loans at

the required amount.

Considerably less harsh a measure was tee use of specialist staff in

helping selected clients with chronic financial problems. Hie function of

the Family Aides in teams B and C was quite oimply to assist the client to

budget most? ably; and in both teams tee method was invariably to offer

practical advice and help. Thus tee work was largely 'persuasive* in

character, but in such a way that the advantages of, for example, weekly

payments towards rent or fuel bills were immediately apparent to the client.
• o coercive measures suet's as the retention of the ?a- ily Allowance books

were employed; tee Aides simply used tec raciical device of visiting

clients as soon as the pay packet arrived in the ho oe.

It was not easy to judge tee long term effect of the specialist staff,

for it was not clear when a client was estimated to have benefited

sufficiently from tee Family Aide's services to be ready to take over herself.



As was pointed out earlier in relation to teams B end C, the teaching of

budgeting depends to some degree on imparting household management techniques

to a client, but must also include encouraging a client to assume at some

point responsibility for her own affairs. Tims the control exerted over

clients can only really be justified if there are demonstrably successful

long-term as well as short-term changes in the clients pattern of managing

money,

Similar considerations apply to the remaining means of exerting control

over clients in financial difficulties - the provision of administrative

facilities to handle debts and to enable clients to save for future bills,

The advantages of these facilities for agencies like the Fuel Boards and

Housing Bepartae- ts have already been mentioned; but their value to the

Social Fork Department and to the client is rather mate ambiguous.

Undoubtedly, clients benefit to the extent that the threat of immediate

eviction or disconnection is removed, for they con shelter behind Hie Social

Work Department's protection whether or not they pay regular weekly sums,

Nevertheless, the issue of control remains an important one for, as the

evidence shows, each client participating in these schemes was under the

nominal or actual supervision of a social worker.

It seems an inescapable conclusion that, by virtue of their statutory

responsibilities, their control over rosourccs and their greater facility of

access to other officials, social workers stand in a position of power vis a

vis their clients, impotent though they themselves may frequently feel. In

H is study, there is evidence to suggest that in Hie provision and recovery

of loans, and in budgetary work in general, social workers have immense

potential influence over their clients* behaviour. In budgetary work, it

has been seen, for example, that such power can be used coercively, as in

Hie retention ofthe Family Allowance Book, or in a milder, more persuasive,



form, ns in acting as clients' intermediary with creditors. In retrospect,

however, a closer study of the control exerted through the giving of grants

would have been valuable, for it would have provided a rafter mors balanced

analysis of the control exercised in financial work as a whole.

The question that remains to be answered, is how to minimise the degree

of control exercised by social workers, fit©venison has suggested that the

solution nay lie in social workers being more open with their clients about

the nature of the contract between them. Thus, in suggesting, for example,

that a client join the Family Casework Payments scheme or receive fte

cervices of n r"sally Aide, a social worker would outline in an initial inter¬

view what would be expected of both parties to the contract, leaving the

client fte freedom of choice to opt in or decline fte service. The

significance and importance in these circumstances of casework, fte use of

which Jordan has rightly called into question, therefore lias less in the

control exerted by social workers' demands for changes in return for services

rendered than in the social worker clarifying at the outset (and frequently

afterwards if necessary) the kind of assistance that can be given, the limits

of fte assistance and that the assistance is designed to achieve. Not only

should this enable fte client to make an infomed decision to accept or reject

the service offered, but it should also facilitate the development of a

client's growth towards self-sufficiency. Family Aides, for example, might

more explicitly outline with a client the expected course of events, beginning

with detailed pract cal help in making payments and ending with fte client

taking responsibility for this task. The pace et which such a contract is

worked out can be varied according to the needs of the individual client.

Similarly, loans can be offered to clients in fte full knowledge on both

s;des of what the social worker's terms of reference are. vJhether thoy

involve a casework assessment of a client's needs or si ply entail the



provision of an interest-free loan with no strings attached, the client

remains at liberty to reject the service if he is aware of the expectations

involved. Clients on low incomes experiencing financial problems may appear

to have little choice but to accept a social worker's help since the

alternative is likely to be both immediate and dramatic; but no one has to

accept such assistance, and the freedom to accept or reject is enhanced in

proportion to the information provided at all stages of the contract about

what such help will entail. It remains to be -aid, however, that, in the

writer's opinion, it is indefensible to request a recipient of Supplementary

Benefit to repay a loan at whatever sua per week.

In conclusion, while it is arguable whether social workers "lack the

special kind of commitment, enthusiasm and energy needed for group or

community projects", one can at least agree with Jordan that social workers

can defend the rights of individual clients to a fair deal from other

agencies and their own... They can take care not to usurp others' powers

unhelpfully or infringe basic liberties". ^ The information provided by

the four area teems suggests that social workers cm start by re-appraising

the purpose and effects of their own budgetary facilities.

17. Jordan, "The Courage to put People First" in Community Care,
keptombor 14, 1977.
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One of the thorniest of ell problems in the social volfare field

is the relationship between the Supplementary Benefits Commission and

the Social Services Departments. It has already been suggested in

Chapter* 2 that difficulties were built into the issue of cash assistance

by the guidance on the Children and Young Persons Act: by placing

certain obligations on Children's Departments to take responsibility

for emergency payments, this circular opened the floodgates for social

workers to accept any applicant for assistance who fell outside the

National Assistance Board's clearly defined criteria. These gradually

acquired responsibilities were more clearly endorsed by the guidance

on i-ecti on 1?. Circular SV18/1969# which social workers have taken to

be the definitive word on the cash assistance powers, is, in reality, a

statement of the boundaries of the Supplementary Benefits Commission's

responsibilities, with no corresponding guidelines for social workers

to help them determine what sort of cases they should deal with, A

vacuum was thus created in which social workers, for whom the cash

assistance powers (certainly of such breadth) were a novelty, were at

a clear die advanta c compared with officials of the OoraisGion.

If problems of overlapping responsibilities have been present in

all parts of the United Kingdom since social workers first received

powers to give cash assistance, they have recently been subject to

renewed and more vigorous scrutiny, particularly in the correspondence

between members of the Child Poverty Action Group and. David Donnison,



Chairman of the Supplementary Benefits Commission. In his first written

reply, Boimioon acknowledge! that difficulties had arisen between a

variety of authorities and the Supplementary Benefits Commission and

proffered the choice between either enlarging "the supplementary benefit

scheme into a catch-all service for relieving poverty of every kind ...."

or concentrating Ton providing adequate scale-rates or basic incomes for

our claimants". 1 He wont on to conclude that, in his view, the

Commission "should guarantee people's incomes, and only go beyond that

when money is literally no use without something olse which is not, for
2

the moment available from other sources". Tims, in an effort to reduce

the risk of creating a. group of second-class citizens who must rely on

the Commission for both a basic income and the occasional discretionary

extra, onnicon has argued strongly for the Commission to reject those

functions which have gradually been assumed from other organisations,

press for higher basic scale-rates and drastically reduce the number of

discretionary grants.

Boxmison'e initiative, which, since January 1976, has been gaining

considerable momentum, has neatly turned the tables on the vocal critics

of the Commission. Shore is now the very real possibility that not only

will the Commission continue to resist cases whore discretionary grants

appear to fall within their powers but they will actively work to reduce

the numbers of claimants whom then/ are prepared to help with discretionary

extras. Far- from acting as claimants* advocates, social workers may find

themselves in the unpleasant position, currently occupied by Supplementary

Benefit officials, of having to explain and justify thoir decisions to

refuse money to apparently needy clients.

1. Social - ork Today. Vol. 6, Fo. 20 Vl/76.

2. Seth enorial Lecture, 23rd February, 1976, dinburgh University.



There is little doubt that "frontier problems" do at present exist

between the Supplementary Benefits Corasi33io and the Social Services;

and that what seems, to the Commission, to be a rational way of solving

these say have serious implications for the practice of social work.

Jordan has been one of the most vocal exponents of the kinds of difficul¬

ties that can arise, while the more rigorous studies of Koss and of

Heywcod and Allen have indicated the extent to which selected Social

Services Departments have assisted Supplementary Benefits claimants.

The following pages provide evidence about the expenditure of the four

area terms with the purpose of examining some of the problems caused

by the overlap of functions and will th n discuss some of the issues

raised, by the need to chare responsibilities* For the first part,

information from two sources will be used. The first source is the four

teams' re?cords of expenditure under action 12 over a period of at

least three months; the second is the information provided by clients

who requested financial assistance during a given week in each of the
3

four teams. In examining the four teams' records of expenditure, it

was found that different recording systems and referral, forms produced

differences in the amount and Quality of information about the client,

but, there possible attempts hr-ve been made to standardise the informa¬

tion for purposes of comparison,^"

3. ceo the section on Methodology for a fuller explanation of this
one-week study.

4. It should, in addition, be emphasised that t o information concerning
clients on Cupplementary Benefit was taken from Social Vork Department
records, as Michael Hill's research on Section 1 shows, social workers
were by no means always certain of Hie source of their clients' income.
Ceo Michael Hill and oter .sing iicport on the - tody of the use made
of faction 1 of fee 1003 Children and Young i-eraons Act. 1976. This
report is now published in Health and, ocial Qorvico Journal.
January 6th, 1978, Vol. 88, Bo. 4973.
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Rxoenditure under Section 12

nenartaont A

Department A employed three main methods of making payments.

There were large payments, constituting anything over £5, which were

normally paid by cheoue to the Fuel Boards, the Rent Department or debt-

collectors ; small payments, which were anything up to £5 in cash and

were paid directly to the clientj and assistance in kind, ihich was

given in the form of a voucher for food, clothing or household necessities

up to the value of about £5.

Table 6,1 shows Department A*s small payment expenditure:

Table 6.2 shows Department A*s records of assistance in kind over

the period January - December, 1974:

The email payment and assistance in kind records are in some

respects incomplete. Among the mall payments, there were a number of

cases where the reason for payment was not recorded. These payments

have, therefore, been recorded under the miscellaneous category, though

it is likely that a large proportion of the were for food. Some of

thee were accounted for by the Community Development Officer, the

occupational therapist, and small items for the office. There was no

indication of fee sort of payments that were classified by social

workers as 'miscellaneous*: conversations with social workers in all

teems suggest feat such a category was used partly to cover anything

feat did not fit into fee other categories and partly to disguise a

payment like a fine or telephone- bill that might not otherwise be



TOTALNO. OP PAYMENTS

LOANS

GRANTS

197^

NO

AMOUNT r%

»cb

NO.

AMOUNT £

Oct.

90

20

44.15

10

15-50

NOV.

-j

■V.

11

91.70

10

15.85

DEC.

29

22

97.00'

7

16.00

MONTHLY AVERAGE

26.6

17

AVERAGE LOAN £9.26

9

AVERAGE GRANT £1.75

Tableg.1.Dept.A
Oct-Dec

1974

REASON

FORPAYMENT
ACCOMO¬ DATION

MISCEL¬ LANEOUS

POOD

TRAVEL

FUEL

OCT.

4

14

9

2

1

NOV.

2

5

10

2

r~\

c.

DEC.

4

19

9

1

2

AVERAGE MONTHLY PERCEN-

12.5

47.5

27.5

5.9

6.5

XJL14tO. TAGE



1Q7i,TOTALAMOUNT£REASONytNO.0?LOANSGRANTSN/K—— VOUCHERSLOANSGRANTSN/KFOODCLOTHINGHOUSEHOLD
GOODS

JAN.

6

4

-

o

CL

6.50

-

4.00

6

-

-•

FEB.

4

2

-

2

1.50

-

9

J.

3

-

MAR.

6

ii

1

1

8.00

2.00

2.00

6

-

-

APRIL

6

4

1

1

6.50

?

2.00

5

-

1

MAY

Q

6

1

2

-X-

33-85

1.00

0.50

7

1

1

JUNE

5

3

1

1

4.00

5-00

1.50

4

-

1

JULY

10

4

3

3

5-50

8.30

6.00

8

-

r\

AUG.

6

2

3

1

5-00

30.00*

2.00

5

1

-

Sept.

ry

(

4

-

3

9•50

-

5-50

7

•-

OCT.

4

-

_L

3

_

2.00

5-50

4

-

-

NOV.

3

-

-

0

-

-

VJI

•

o

o

3

-

-

DEC.

6

3

2

i

8.00

2.00

2.00

5

1

-

V ,AVERAGEAVERAGEAVERAGE
AVERAGE6312LOANGRANT

i

2.45£2.10£1"568h'Yf°8'3fo
*Thesearetwo^usuallylargepayments;theloanwaslaterreimbursedbyDHSS. TableDept.A.AssistanceInKind.Jan.--Dec.1974.

i\j
o

VJI



acceptable to senior staff. The records given in Table 6.2 are also

partially incomplete, with only 65 of Hie 72 vouchers showing the amount

given and only 49 stating whether the assistance was a loan or a grant.

Cn some occasions, neither the amount nor the form in which it was given

were recorded.

The large payments, consisting mainly of sums over £5, were

primarily for fuel and rent: (See Table 6,3)

Team B

Team B, like Department A, also had three methods of giving

assistance under Section 12 but, by contrast to Department A'a usual

practice of making email payments in cash or kind, tea B placed by far

the mo t em has's on making large payments, 'barge payments1 in team

B's case was a term that covered any payment of any sise that was not

paid out of the tern's petty cash box. In team B's Department, any

payment under ection 12 had to bo authorised by m ssoiatant-'irector

at Headquarters so, technically, anything from Ip upwards could be

classified as a large payment. In practice, however, large payments

were usually over 25 and the very small payments were made fror. petty

cosh. Team B's third method was to provide assistance in kind, which

consisted of food parcels assembled by designated local Children's

Homes and given in emergencies to destitute families at weekends.

In the three month period from January to March 1975. there were

only three payments made under Section 12 from petty cash: two in

February and one in March, amounting to£3.17p. The reason for these

payments was not recorded. Assistance in kind in the for;, of food

parcels was given only infrequently and since the cost was small and



i

J LOANS GRANTS CATEGORY OF CLIENT ASSISTED

TOTAL

1Q7i* NO. OFJ! PAYMENTS
NO. AMOUNT NO. AMOUNT

P * -0tXj

MENT./
FAMILIES OAPs PHYs! HOME-

ILL/ LESS
HANDIC.

OTKEF

Jan. 1 1 10.00 1 -

Mar» 3 2 33.37 1 21.65 3 -

May 2 1 38.91 1 10.00
A

-

June 1 1 2.33 1 -

July 1 1 12.71 1 -

Aug. 1 1 22.20 1 ; t-

Sept. 1 1 11.00 -

Nov. 1 1 19.02 1 -

Monthly
Average 0.91

j Average Average
] 0.75 Loan 0.16 Grant

£16.68 £15.82
1

1

* No payments were made in the months omitted.

Table $.3 Dept. A: Large payment expenditure 197^.

i I ]■ •?
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„ — h-

f ps( m. i client's source of income reason for payment
loan repay.
arranc-ements

i other
rent

elsc -
gas

imm. p. a,
sb state earnings other tri- maint^ other book weekly TYUC

benefits city enance

- 1 - 1 i -

2 - 1 - 2 1 ~ - 2 -

! 2 - - 2 ~ ~ - — 1 "

1 : 1 - - _ 1 " - 1

! i - - 1 -- - _ 1 -

■ "" ■

? i
{ ;

- - 1 _ _
1

-

**• 1 _ ■j „ - x -

i - _ 1 - - - -

«
->

1 -

,*

■

■

i
!



chargeable to the Department as a whole. it will not be included in

the study of tear !1's expenditure.

Table 6.4 shows team B'a large payment expenditure under Section 12s

Team 0

In tear; C, the re were two methods of providing assistance tinder

Section 12 but, like tea B's procedures, one method predominated.

Team 0 *c procedures changed in February 1975 fro the social work teas

being exclusively responsible for all typos of payment to a special

group, known as the Resource staff , taking?- over responsibility for all

rent and fuel debts and leaving only the rare small payments and large

payments for debt3 other than rent or fuel with the social work teas.

Since; the vast majority of payments in team C wore for rent and fuel,

these procedural changes have been ignored in tabling the team's

expenditure} the details of all the small payments and the three large

payments for debts other than rent or fuel are given in Table 6,5,

while all the payments for rent and fuel are shown in more detail in

Table 6.6.

Team D

Team !) had three methods of providing assistance under Section 12.

The first consisted of the large payments, normally of £10 or more and

usually for rent or fuel debts. The second method was known aa the

Part 4's, or miscellaneous grants which, since May I6t2i, 1975, could

amount to a maximum of £10. Thirdly, there wore food vouchers that

could bo exchanged for oods at a local supermarket.

* Note. The Resource staff were clerical staff specially trained to
deal with financial problems, foe Chapter 7 for a fuller
explanation of their functions.
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LOANS GRANTS CATEGORY OF CLIENT ASSISTED
V

[
i

m
'74

TOTAL
NO. OF
PAYMENTS

£
AMOUNT

NO. £
AMOUNT

FAMILIES
KENT/

OAPs FHYS.
ILL/
HANDIC.

HOME¬
LESS

•

OTHER j
I

l

5 5 284.31 0 - 4 - 1

5 1 33.00 4 38,01 1 _ 1

...

•

11 6 153.00 5 145.58 7 y 1 -

<* 5 0 - 37.18 2-1

5 1 14.35 4 66.62 2 2 - -

e 8 3 84.79 5 67.46 7 - 1 ~

TT

J 3 0 - 3 76,10 1 2 - -

5 2 48.39 —r

3 85.31 2
.

™ 5 - -

X » 3 2 61.96 1 28.20 3

4 1 161.89 3 99 • 00 4 ~ - j :<:
. • !

•l
I

o
1

- 1 45.00
1

*
i
l

6 4 81.79 2 51.16 5 1 _ ;j
hly
age 4.9 2.1

Average
Loan
£37-13

2.8
Average
Grant
£21.75

j
I

'

i

Table ^ .4 Team B. Large payment expenditure 1974.
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r* t t
-li- 'ejit's source of income REASON FOR PAYMENT

LOAN REPAY.
ARRANGEMENTS

OTHER
earnings other

ELEC -
gas

IMM. F.A.
dhss3b state

benefits
rent tri~

city
maint¬
enance

other book weekly

4 - 1 .. 2 2 -
*7
x -

"" " ' " "' " 'J """ '

1 4 -

3 i - 1 CL - - 1 2 i -

2 3 4 2 - 5 1 j. 5 wio ^ 1

- 2 1 - 1 1 _ 2 r» Km

2 1 - 2 i 2 1 - 3 1 -

"t 1 3 J 1 2 - 3 2
_

j)

2 - 1 — cL - - ~ 1 " " "

3 2 - _ i - 1 „ "5 2 -

1 1
.

—

~

- 2 -

- 1

■ ■

2l
' 1 — - 1 -

-
1
-l - .. 1 - - -

•«p 1 2 1 2 2 l 1 3 -
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TOTAL NO.OF PAY¬ MENTS

LOANS

GRANTS

1C,"7ll

REASONFORPAYMENT

NO

AMOUNT

NO.

AMOUNT

±y("t—
IMM. NEEDS

P™«,ELEC-REMOVAL r..ruaotricityEXPENSES
MAIL ORDER

OTHER

JAN.

4

2

5.00

2

3.00

JAN.

o

L~

11.-
-

-

PEE.

3

0

mm

3

17.00

FEB.

2

-

-

*

1

.g

W

*

3

0

-

5

3.93

MAR.

3

———
-

-

APRIL

4

0

mm

4

2.70

APRIL

4

-

-

<r»

MAY

6

0

-

6

73.82

MAY

4

«i

1

-

MONTHLY AVERAGE

4

0.

AVERAGE
4LOAN

£2.50

3.6

AVERAGE GRANT £5.85

AVERAGE MONTHLY75$ PERCENT

5$5$5$
5$

no'5^

*plumber's
account.

Table6.5.
Team

CSmallcayrnentsand
large

paymentsforitemsother
than

rentorfuel
Jan-Ma

c

ro i—1
o



LOANS GRANTS CATEGORY OF CLIENT ASSISTED

1975
TOTAL
NO. OF
PAYMENTS

NO. £
AMOUNT

NO. £
AMOUNT

FAMILIES
MENT./

OAPs PHYS. HOME-
ILL/ LESS
HANDIC.

OTHER

Jan. 13 9 444.48 4 95.07 13 -

Feb. 9 4 99-98 5 159.24 6 1 2 -

Mar. 6 2 48.61 4 75-90 5 1 -

April 27 5 232.50 22 612.29 24 2 1

May- 35 9 374.44 26 770.46 33 1 1

Monthly
Average

18 5-8
Average
Loan
£41.37

12.2
Average
Grant
£28.08

Table $.6 Team C Large payments (rent & fuel) Jan. - May 1975*

\
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LOAN REPAY.
CLIENT'S SOURCE OF INCOME REASON FOR PAYMENT ARRANGEMENTS

OTHER ELEC¬
SB
I |»ft

STATE
BENEFITS

EARNINGS OTHER RENT TRI¬
CITY

GAS FA
BOOK

WEEKLY DHSS

10 2 1 - 5 6 2 1 7 -

6 3 - 4 4 1 - 4 -

p 1 3 - 3 1 2
J

- 2 -

16 - 9 2 13 11 3 - 5 -

17 5 9 4 6 28 1 - 9 -

.*
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In the period studied (raid-May to mid- ugust), 43 food vouchers,

mostly of very small aiaounts, were issued, amounting to £113. The

records did not show whether they were loans or grants, though it is

very likely that they were grants.

In the some period, there were many acre miscellaneous grants, as

Table 6.7 shows. The reasons for payment in those records require some

explanation. In several cases, two reasons are recorded for one payment -

for example, food and fares. Just as Department Ate social workers had

the useful coverall category 'miscellaneous', so those of teem B

occasionally used the categories of food and fares to disguise some

other form of payment. However, since there was no way of discovering

the true reason for the payment, the etcted reason had to ho accepted.

II teems

Tables 6.9 and 6.10 illustrate the comparative expenditures under

Section 12 of all fcur teams, while Table 6.11 shows the comparative

characteristics of the recipients of cash assistance and the reasons for

the large payments.

A* E C B

MONTHLY AM-; AC ! AY" STS 32.6 - 4 42

-oimu AmAG™ 1 CUE OP LOAHS 20 - 0.4 17.3

AT RACE SMALL 10AH £2.85 - £2.50 £2.79

MOUTHLY ATI:AO'- io UH OP CHANTS 11 - 3.6 14.3

AVERAGE SMALL GRAFT £1.92 «*• £5.85 £3.00

s includes small payments and assistance in kind.

Table 6.9. Comparative expenditure - small payments



a n
JkJ C b

mccc'sly ATTACH fatst3!t3 0.91 4.5 is 10.6

moraily 4752 f-QZ 13 X 0? lcaw3 0.75 2,1 5.8 7.3

la2ge loa0 216.68 37.13 641.57 222.99

mmivt <r it ir of oeants 0.15 2.0 12'.2 3.3

avvh/.ok la3c2 grant 013.02 021.75 328.03 £20.45

able 6,10. foenarstive espen&iture-larae payments

A commonly-held assumption among social worker© is that they have

been so overwhelmed. by the financial problems of Rupplementexy benefit
5

claimants that they cannot adequately carry out their proper functions.

Hie four teams' figures of expenditure do not indictto how many

applicants for cash assistance were concurrently on Supplementary

benefit and, therefore, cannot fully test this «cramption, However,

they do show how many recipients were on Supplementary Benefit at the

time they received cash assistance from the social Work Departments as

Table 6,11 indicates, in no team was the percental© of such applicants

loss than 40 V This, of course, neither confirms nor denies 8/,r>W*s

allegations about the amount of work which social workers undertake to

assist fuppleoentary Benefit claimants. That 72 of tho total number

5. or example, the BASW Scottish r.ogional Cossaittee, in a press
release, dated 30th October, 1974, declared that "social workers
in local authorities are being prevented from carrying out their
functions with regard to the care of the elderly, disabled and
children by demands made upon their cervices by claimants of th©
SBC ..."

6, Haywood and "-Hen op, cit. found that 63 of all families receiving
nasi- feme© under oction 1 received either : upplonentary Benefit
or National Insurance benefits, 3, ; o- s op, cit. discovered that
45 of his sample tare receiving :'uppl«oentnxy Benefit.



1975

TOTAL MO.OF PAYMENTS

LOANS

GRANTS

1975

REASONFORPAYMENT

MO.

£

AMOUNT

NO.

£

AMOUNT

FOOD

FARES

OTHER

MAY

23

10

19.46

13

42.90

MAY

18

8

2

JUNE

23

11

36.50

12

27.20

JUNE

18

8

1

JULY

57

33

90.78

24

73.70

JULY

45

20

3

AUG.

23

15

46.30

8

27.50

AUG.

16

10

OsC.

MONTHLY AVERAGE

42

23

AVERAGE LOAN £2.79

19

AVERAGE GRANT £3-00

AVERAGE MONTHLY PERCENT

64.2$

30.5^

5.3^

*5fullmonths
•

-

Table

^.7TeamD:
Miscellaneous
grantsMay16th

-Aug.1
5th1975.

(\)
M

-P*



LOANS GRANTS CATEGORY OF CLIENT ASSISTED
■

1975
TOTAL
NO. OF
PAYMENTS

NO. £
AMOUNT

NO. £
AMOUNT

FAMILIES OAPS
MENT.
PHYS/
ILL
HANDIC.

HOME¬
LESS

OTHER <
k

May 1 1 14.00 0 - 1 - - - -

June 10 7 123.92 3 81.18 8 -

.
2 - -

July 12 9 199.78 3 61.83 10 2 - - -

Aug. 9 5 168.14 4 61.49 8 - - - 1

Monthly
Average 10.6 7-3

Average
Loan
£22.99 3-3

Average
Grant

£20.45

•

2®
* 3 full months.

Table.$.8. Team D: Large payments May l6th - Aug. 15th 1975
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CLIENT'S SOURCE OF INCOME REASON FOR PAYMENT
LOAN REPAY.
ARRANGEMENTS "

>B
OTHER
STATE

BENEFITS
EARNINGS OTHER RENT

ELEC¬
TRIC
CITY

GAS
IMM.
MAINT¬
ENANCE

OTHER FA
BOOK

WEEKLY DHSS

- - 1 - - 1 - - - - 1 -

7 2 1 - 1 4 5 - - - 7 -

4 1 6 1 - 9 3 - - 1 8 -

3 2 3 i - 7 1 - 1 - 5 -
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I
f

. I

A B c D

CATEGORY No. % No. fo No. No. %

FAMILIES 9 81.3 41 69.5 81 90.0 27 84.4

OAPs 1 9.1 2 3.4 2 2.2 2 6.3

MENTALLY/PHYSI¬
CALLY ILL/
HANDICAPPED 1 9.1 11 l8» 6 5 5.5 2 6.3

HOMELESS mm mm 3 5.1 cm mm - mm

OTHER mm «m 2 3.4 2 2.2 1 3.1

INCOME

SB 8 72.7 24 40.7 51 56.7 14 43.8

OTHER STATE
BENEFITS 2 18.2 13 22,0 11 12.2 5 15.6

EARNINGS I 9.1 14 23.7 22 24.4 11 34.4

OTHER - mm 8 13.6 6 6.7 2 6.5

REASON*

RENT 1 9.1 16 24.6 31 34.4 1 3.1

ELECTRICITY 8 72.7 19 29.2 50 55.6 21 65.6

GAS 1 9.1 5 7.7 Q
** 10,0 9 28.1

IMMEDIATE MAIN¬
TENANCE cm 7 10.8 mm «s» •

OTHER l 9.1 18 27.7 - - 1 3.1

Wo
* where there has been payment for 4.* items at the same

time, both items have been included* I

Table j?,11 Comparative characteristics of recipients
ancPreasons"""fcr tne* larp;e"*payri}enta..



of recipients in department A were on Supplementary Benefit seems,

for example, to be exceptionally high but, as Table 6.3 shows, only

11 large payments were made in the entire year. On the other hand,

the two city teams, C and D, had both a high average monthly issue

of large payments at 18 and 10.6 respectively, which, combined with

figures of 56.7 and 43.of the total number of recipients on

Supplementary Benefit, does suggest a. much greater preoccupation in

the cities with the financial problems of Supplementary Benefit

claimants. The implication of these hi$i figures, particularly for

the cities, is that Social Work Departments have tended to become a

safety-net beneath that of the Commission.

As a way of testing the above hypothesis, Ross attempted to see

whether Supplementary Benefits claimants were given a higher average

payment by social workers than non-claimants. His study showed that

sore money overall and on average such larger payments were made to

clients who were not in receipt of Supplementary Benefit and ho con¬

cludes that Jordan*a hypothesis that Section 1 money is extensively

being used to plug the holes in the Supplementary Benefit scheme i3

Hat boot dubious"."^

Using the same test, it can be seen from Table 6.12 that in

Department A and team C, Supplementary Benefit claimants were given

more money overall than non-claimants but that the reverse was true

(though with considerably smaller margins) in teams B and P. In all

teams, the average payment made to clients who wore on Supplementary

Benefit was greater ihan the average payment to non-claimants. This

was particularly striking in teams B and C where the Supplementary

Benefit claimant received an average of £10~£13 more than the non-

claimant.

7. S, Ross on. clt. p. 33.



A

B

C

D

TOTAL

AVERAGELARGEPAYMENT(GRANTS&LOANS)RECEIVED BYS.B.CLAIMANTS

16.32

34.45

23.32

23.15

AVERAGELARGEPAYMENTRECEIVEDBYNGN-S.B.CLAIMANTS
16.16

24.87

14.86

22.74

AVERAGELARGEPAYMENTRECEIVEDBYALLCLIENTS
16.32

28.18

22.48

22.19

TOTALMONEYRECEIVEDBYS.B.CLAIMANTS
135.42792.52
1444.35

301.01

2673.30

TOTALMONEYRECEIVEDBYNON-S.S.CLAIMANTS
48.50870.58
579.66

409.33

1908.07

Tablê.12.Comparativeexpenditures
onS.B.aj
idnon3

,B.claimants.

ro i—1 CO



Though Ross rightly concludes that Jordan*s thesis eould not ho

substantiated by his own study, the figures produced by these four

teams tend to show that social woafters hod been assisting Supplementary

Benefit claimants on a quite substantial scale. Perhaps this reflects

in part the rate of inflation over at least a year between the collection

of the two oots of data) poi-haps it is part of the phenomenon of

Scottish claimants receiving both larger and mere frequent Exceptional

Weeds Payments than their counterparts in ngland and vales.^
Whatever the reason, social workers in these four teams at least do

appear to have cause for concern about the scale on which they were

dealing with the financial difficulties of Supplementary Benefits

claimants.

Implications for Vocinl ■ orkerc of the Overlapping usetlonn

Traditionally, some of the problems arising from the existence of

overlapping discretionary powers have been escribed to various changes

that have taken place within the Supplementary Benefits Commission over

the last few years. Thus Jordan, the most powerful and lucid advocate

of this point of view, has written that

"the centralised social security set-up needs a safety-net
and it is providing itself with one by persuading social
services deportments to do its emergency duty for it......
It seems totally inappropriate that social workers should
allow themselves to become the underpinning of a centralised
DHSr system. This must inevitably result in people vhose
sickness benefit and pensions have been mislaid by the BBSS
bureaucracy becoming, for this sole reason, clients of the
social services. It is a distortion of Section 1 of the
1963 Act for it to be used to make payments under these
circumstances, as it frequently is, or for it to be used
to pay claimants* bus faros to the nearest DR3S office
because the local ono is closed, 9

8. In 1973, recipients of Supplementary Benefit in England and bales
received a total of 000,000 Exceptional Weeds Payments at an
average amount of £11.51! in Scotland, 107,000 Exceptional Weeds
Payments were made, at an average amount of £13.08. In 1974, in
ingland and Wales, 030,000 Exceptional Woods payments were given,
at an averse? mount of '""13.85; in , Gotland, 105,000 Exceptional
Needs Payments were given, at an average amount of £15.90.
oc11 . ocur11;■■■ l>:s1ics 1974. K' •' 0 1975. Information about the

ipo^tis^,, f;Igureo was provided by the statistics ard Research Branch
9. Jordan morgoncy payments: a social sec rity responsibility"

y'QCip.l ' ork Today, arch 1973.



Nevertheless, despite the increasing centralisation of the DRSS

and the contrasting, deliberately contrived, decentralisation of tho

social services, tho evidence from the four terns does not suggest

that inaccessibility of Supplementary Benefit offices was a major

proble for social workers in these teams except perhaps for teas 0

(cf. pp. 225 "o-one in nepartoeut A or in team 0, for example,

complained that they were forced to holp a claimant sinply because

the appropriate Supplementary Benefit office could not be reached in

time though two claimants among the detailed study of cases in teams

B and B had to be helped financially in these circumstances. In these

cases, the social workers concerned felt it was just not worth the

effort to send the claimants to the Supplementary Benefit offices tho

cost of paying the fare to the office for one adult (and sometimes a

number of children) was not much less than making a small emergency

payment under Section 12 and was as easy administratively to do.

Jordan has also suggested that certain administrative procedures,

which are ill-suited to dealing with urgent need, have resulted in

additional responsibilities for social workers and he cites in

particular the increase in postal reviews and. the uso of Giros. A

third such rocodure commonly alleged by social workers to cause

difficulties is the appointments system. Of tho three procedures, only

the issue of Giros caused any real problems among the cases arising in

the one-week studies.* Tho appointments system did not appear to create

undue hardship; and with the postal review system, there was only one

case in which the circumstances of an old ago pensioner had changed

without the Coiamissio" being aware of his subsequent entitlement to a

* tote. These studies were of all the applicat'.ons for financial
assistance in each tear over the period of a week. For a
fuller explanation, see section on ethodology.



larger benefit. ' or© doubtful is the officienc -wife -which Giros arc

issued. In teas B, two cases arose over a two-w®<ak period. On® eon-

earned a delayed Giro where Supplementary Benefit officials declined

to make an interim paymentj while in the second, the Giro failed to

arrive and the social worker justified a payment under Section 12 on

casework -rounds. Team ~ dealt with four eases in the period of a

week, all of which concerted delayed Giroa. In three of these four

cases, the social workers made an emergency payment under Section 12

and, in the remaining case, the- social worker paid the client's fare

to the Supplementary Bosofit office.

If, from the evidence of this study, the policies and procedures

of the Commission itself provide no major cause for concern, there is

mors reason to believe that social workers should examine the effects

that the overlapping discretionary powers have on their own practice;

and it is to this aspect of the difficulties, rather than to criticism

of the Commission, that social workers might well direct their

attention.

It is already clear that social workers believe they have

considerable difficulty in confining the provision of cash assistance

under Section 12 to n casework context. In their press release, for

example, BJlfW alleged that social workers were dealing with the

''purely financial problems" of •-upplementary Benefit recipients and

that cction 12 was intended to apply only in cases where the skills

of a social worker were concurrent\y re-uiredj while dordan has gone

further and argued that social workers have actually endangered their

casework skills by their involvement with problems of low income.

Table 6.13 shows tho extent to which social workers in the four

teams thought they made payments within a social work context to

recipients of Supplementary Benefit:



A B C B

Total ruraber of Applicants
to Social Work Departments 9 11 50 28

"lumber of Applicants on
Supplementary Benefit 5 5 17 19

Number of Payments made 3 2 5 13

Payment justified on social X&? 3 0 ?i/a 3
work grounds Wo *> 3 N/A 16

Table 6.13 -roportlon of SttSaiM ¥^ch
on Social Work grounds (One-week study)

The social workers in Department A had no qualms about making

payments to Supplementary Benefit claimants where it was thought

necessary on social work grounds and, in the three eases -where a

payment under Section 12 could e so justified, a payment was duly

given. In none of the cases of Supplementary Benefit claimants in

•tea® B did th social worker think a payment could be made on social

work grounds though, in fact, two payments were given. One was a

loan to tide the client over while her case was taken to appeal and

the second was m immediate maintenance payment to cover a day or two

before a delayed Giro arrived. In the case of team C, there is no way

of knowing whether payments were made on social work groundsj the

great majority of payments were deliberately given on purely

administrative criteria, thou# it is probable that many of these

cases might have qualified from a social work point of view. Team D

shows the biggest discrepancy between the social work need to make a

payment and the number of payments made: in only three of the 19

cases did the social worker think a payment should b© made on social
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work grounds, yet 16 payments were made alto ctoer, most of them being

very small payments for immediate maintenance and bus fares, with one

large loan to enable the client to await a dilatory see tronal Needs

Payment, '.Thus there is some evidence, particularly in team D, to

suggest that social workers were asking payments that had no justifica¬
tion in social work terras.

If social workers appear to bo unable to confine their finane xa.

assistance to what, in their view, are appropriate circumstances, one

of the primary reasons lies in their reluctance to consult the
10

Commission about what may be borderline cases. Chapters 2 and 3

have examined toe ratidance on both 'action 1 and rection 12 and it is

clear from both this and from the variable way that toe tease have

treated similar problems that there s no standardised interpretation
of the cash assistance powers. One method that might go some way to

help in this situation is consultation with the Commission (which is

technically a requirement under Section 12(3) in cases where there is

doubt about the most appropriate agency to help,), bat toe on©—week

studios efcov toot only in team D did social workers regularly consult

the Commission before making n payment.

_ _ A-

Total umber of Applicants for Financial
Assistance 9

Jg

11 50

p—

28

Total '-'umber Receiving Supplementary
Benefit 5 5 17 19

Prior Consultation with the FKC 1 2 0 12

Table 6T14 Frequency of Consultation with the SBC

10, Ibis finding is home out by Kill's recent study of Section 1,
'ichacl Kill and Peter being on, oit. p.35. In only 45 of the
cases where an approach might havo been made to the Commission
did social workers try to see if an Exceptional heeds Payment
would bo given. However, there was some variation between the
teams that were studied: in one team, approaches were made in
69 of the cases.



Department A had five clients wit? financial problems or

difficulties who were on Supplementary Benefit, but consulted with the

Commission in only one case to advise officials of the client's

problem and to enquire about an Exceptional feeds figment. There were

rood reasons in social work terns in three of the cases for providing

assistance under Section 12 and this was duly done, butin only one of

these was the Commission first positively eliminated as a possible

alternative source of help.

In team B, five of tho 11 cases over the two-week period were

on Supplementary Benefit and, in two of these five cases, there was

prior consultation with the Commission, Two of tho cases where there

was no consultation with the Commission illustrate the special problems

inherent in team B's decision-making procedures. A decision by the

social worker that ca3h assistance was necessary was not always upheld

by senior staff in team B's Department and in assuming that it would be

and, therefore, not contacting the Commission as an alternative source

of help, the two social workers in those cases allowed their clients

to fall between two stools. There is no record of whether attempts

were later made to get an Exceptional Weeds Payment but by the time

this Department's procedures had run their full course, several days

had elapsed, entailing additional costs in reconnection fees and great

anxiety for the client.

In team C, 17 of the total, of 50 clients were on Supplementary

Benefit, It has already been briefly explained that teen C, because

of the exceptional weight of financial problems, instituted special

procedureo to co e with them. All but one of the cases on Supplementary

Benefit were seen by the members of the Resource staff those role was



purely administrative, involving no decisions of a case-work nature.

There was no estimate of the effect on the client of giving or with¬

holding money: the decision to give or refuse cash assistance was

simply mad© on the basis of a client's income and his capacity to

contribute towards his debts within well-defined procedures agreed

with the local Housing Department, lectrieity Board, and the

Commission. Contact with these organisations was made only when tho

technicalities of a particular ease required it. These procedures,

while not positively excluding the possibility of an exceptional Heeds

Payment for rent or fuel bills, militated against it in such a way

that on no occasion in the period studied was an Exceptional Heeds

Payment applied for by the Kesource staff.

In team. D, there were 23 applicants for financial assistance

altogether, of whom 19 were on Supplementary Benefit. Eleven of the

19 cases on Supplementary Benefit were unallocated and illustrate the

extent and type of work, that social workers find themselves having to

do when tho Supplementary Benefit office is not easily accessible to

the claimants it serves. ine of the 11 were variously concerned with

destitution, the non-arrival of a Giro and an urgent need to see a

Supplementary Benefits official. In eight of the cases, the social

worker made tho decision to give cash assistance for bus fares and

immediate maintenance aid, in all nine cases, contacted the Supplementary

Benefits office by telephone to alert the officials to the clients'

difficulties, to try to reclaim the sura given by the ocial Vork

Department or to mnko an appointment on behalf of the client.

Compared with the other teams there was a consistently high degree

of consciousness of the mod to make firm distinctions between the

functions of the Commission and the Social ork Department in

relation to small amounts.



In the remaining two unallocated cases, where the sums required

were much hi-her, the social workers concerned again made efforts to

encourage the Commission to assume responsibility for the debts. In

one case, there was a successful outcome, with the Commission paying

partly from the client's accumulated voluntary deductions and partly

by means of an Exceptional feeds Payment, In the second case, the

social worker made a request for an Exceptional Needs Payment by

telephone and by letter but, pending a rather slow decision, had to

make a temporary loan under Section 12. There was a similar willingness

to consider putting in requests for Exceptional Heeds Payne ts for

social workers1 own cases but,, at the same time, social workers were

making more considered judgments, based partly on mo::e intimate

knowledge of the client, about the probable outcome of such a request.

In conclusion, with the exception of teas D, there was by no means

a determined effort on the fart of social workers to encourage the

Corarais ion to accept responsibility for making payments. It seems

clear that, even if there appear to be good social work reasons for

providing cash assistance, attempts should nevertheless be made to

ascertain a client's chances of an Exceptional Hoods Payment. Hot only

does this accord with what social workers are supposed to do under

Section 12(3), but it would help to ensure Wist claimants are at least

considered for a grant by the appropriate authority.

in illustration of the pitfalls involved in failing to co-operate

closely with the Commission is the gradual accretion of responsibility

by social workers for small payments. Though it was not possible to

discover the source of income of the recipients of small payments, the

incidence of cud: payments particularly it Department A and team !),

was sufficiently frequent to suggest that social workers may actually



have been encouraging clients to come teen in need of financial

as istanco to the Social Work Department rather than to the Commission.

It is obvious from the categories of paynr-nt that the small amounts

were designed pri-az'ily to cover emergencies like destitution, but it

raises the question why both Department A and team D felt they should

so frequently provi.de under Section 12 in these cireusatances when the

powers of the Commission ere sufficiently comprehensive to cover any

emergency. Can all these incidents of payment be justified under the

Social ■ ork ■Departments' residual responsibilities for emergencies or

should they instead be the responsibility of the Commission?

The answer to "the question will later be shown to lie in part in

the procedures of both teems which permitted tee very easy end un¬

supervised distribution of cash assistance by social workers. The

result, however, of both teams* institutionalised habit of making

fre.-uent small payments was to encourage frequent application by clients

for such assistance, creating a vicious circle in which social workers

believed that the Commission was not doing its job and they had

necessarily to do it for them. It my be that tec- social workers, by

an indiscriminate use of their cash assistance powers, were actually

creating a group of dependent clients and were rationalising it either

as -cod social work practice or in tee belief that tee Commission was

failing in its responsibilities.

The records cf Department A*s small payment expenditure over a

period of only three months shot? that, of tee total of 80 payments made,

42 were received by only 15 people. The records of assistance in kind

over a 12 month period showed a similar pattern, despite tee fact that

some clients' names were mis ing from tee records. Of tec total of 72

vouchers issued (of which 62 were named), 23 were received by 10 client:;.
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There was also soma overlap between the records of small payments in

cash and vouchers but, on the whole, people tended to be given either

one or fee other form of assistance.

In team D, there is also some evidence that clients tended to come

on a regular basis to the ocial Work Department for assistance. Of the

43 food vouchers, 15 were given to seven people, while of the 126

miscellaneous grants, 60 were given to only 26 people. There was some

overlap between recipients of food vouchers and miscellaneous grants

and of the total of 169 small payments, 81 were accounted for by only

37 people, some of whom received three or four payments of one kind or

the other over tie three month period. Ejus team t>, like Department A,

had, in all good faith, created a group of clients who were dependent

on the Social Work Department for fee occasional supplement to their income.

That the social workers in Department A and tean D were themselves

responsible for perpetuating this situation is evident from an examination

of the frequency with which they requested reimbursement from the

Commission. As explained in Circular 3¥18/1969, this device was initiated

to enable clients to seek assistance from whichever agency was the most

convenient to visit. In the event, it has been construed by social

workers as a way of permitting the Commission to opt out of its responsi¬

bility for making emergency payments.

Since the subject of reimbursement has become such e target for

criticism, attempts wore made, in the two area teams where considerable

numbers of people were assisted with immediate maintenance and where fee

process of reimbursement was likely to be most commonly in use, to elicit

more information about this. In Department A, 61 of the 93 small payments

over e three month period had names and addresses on record. These were

submitted to fee local Supplementary Benefit office who traced 37 as being



either currently or ulto recently on Supplementary Benefit. In only

one case, where the Supplementary Benefit office did reimburse the Social

Vork Department, is there any record of ih© social forksr requesting

reimbursement. It is acknowledged by the Supplementary Benefit office

concerned that a social worker's telephone call might not have been

recorded on the claimant's casepapers but even v;ith this proviso the

weight of eases whero contact has not taken place is overwhelming.

In team D, 169 small payments were made in a three month period.

In seven of these cases, social workers ted noted on the record of payment

that they expected the upplementary Benefits office to reimburse but in

only four cases vac a covering letter sent to request reimbursement. One

letter failed to reach its destination; a second arrived but the

Commission, through an oversight, for ot to reimburse; and the remaining

two were successful. Formal procedures for reimbursement did not appear

to exist in tea™ T> and practice was consequently varied. According to the

local Supplementary Benefit Jaision Officer, the Commission "do not expect

to reimburse if the Supplementary Benefit office is open at the time the

social worker metes the payment unless prior permission is given". •'-i
Telephone calls by themselves were not always acceptable and it was often

(thoufh not always) expected that they would be confirmed by letter. If

Supplementary Benefits officials themselves were uncertain about what

exactly they wanted, social workers too did not know what was re uired of

them and were, in addition, resentful at having to write receipts and

letters for the small sums that ted to be paid because of delayed Siros

and tardy emergency appointments, Supplementary Benefits officials can

reaoonabl point out, how ver, that where social workers do not request

reimbursement, as is overwhelmingly ihe case from tie evidence of

11. Interview with Supplementary Benefits official 9th January, 1976.



Department A and team !>, they en not be condemned for not giving it?

nor do they feel able to sacrifice their riyht to evaluate a claimant's

circumstances on their own criteria, particularly as they not unjustly

assume, in these teams at least, that social workers' standards of

investigation in financial cases are generally poor.

Conclusion

It has been argued so far that, instead of defining their problems

over cash assistance in terms of the Supplementary Benefits Commission's

failures and deficiencies, it would bo sore profitable for social workers

to study more carefully their own contribution to their problems. From

the evidence provided by the four area teems, it seems that, on balance,

the Commission cannot entirely be blamed for socio1 workers' increasing

assumption of financial responsibilities; on th contrary, it would seem

that there are at least two elementary devices that social workers could

employ to ensure that money is. paid by thorn only in what they would

consider appropriate circumstances.

'Tie first is to consult more frequently and freely with official a

of the Commission before making payments under their own powers. It was

found, for example, In Michael Bill's research, that social workers were

markedly reluctant to approach the Commission on behalf of their clients,

a finding that was substantially borne out by three of the four teams in

this study, '"uch a practice undoubtedly takes tire and effort, but the

rewards, over a period, would be a greater depth of knowledge and under-

standi* g about the Commission and its policies and, consequently, a better

service for their clients.

The second course of action - considerably more difficult but long

overdue - would involve much clearer definitions by social worker©

themselves of the circumstances in which the provision of money would assist



their social work tank. The Commission, under the leadership of Donnison,

has plainly gone on the. offensive and suggested that it would be better

for the Commission to provide an adequate basic income arid reduce the

number of discretionary extras. If social workers are to avoid taking

over the role of providing these extras, tho moment must surely have com©

to re-consider that constitutes an appropriate payment as far aa social

workers;; are concerned. Such a need has been evident ever since the

inception of the powers? it has become the more pressing if the Commission

is to review its practice of giving discretionary grants. It may be, of

course, that if basic scale rates are raised, there will be less need for

discretionary grants, but it is sore likely that people's expectations of

a higher standard of living will be raised and, after a brief lull, the

pattern of accelerating demands for extras will he resumed.

If there is any consensus in social work, it is that the worth of

man is fundamentally important; that the uality of life is the primary

concern; that the individual matters. How then can these basic promises

be related to such a specific aspect of social work as the provision of

cash assistance? The issue has largely been confused - it is not clear

whether through cause or effect - by the way social workers have been

caught up in providing cash to meet material need where, in their estimation,

there is no social work task involved. This chapter has suggested reasons

for this development in relation to tho Supplementary Benefits Commission;

later chapters discuss other reasons th'.t have helped to perpetuate tho

situation, nevertheless, as earlier chapters have mode clear, the original

purpose of providing social workers with powers to give cash assistance

was to facilitate their casework -- that is, to ftonish them with an extra

weapon to practise prevention amon families. Five years later, this over

was dellb ratoly enlarged in cotland to encourage active promotion of

social welfare among all -roups of the population.



Foney provided by social workers was, therefore, expected to be

allocated on an individual basis with the purpose either of preventing

a family breaking up or, in -Gotland, of promoting an individual or

family1a personal welfare. There have always been difficulties in making

appropriate decisions, but it is only since social workers have imperceptibly

slipped into giving money to clients whose problem is basically cheer lack

of income that their judgments have been questioned and that they have been

called upon publicly to justify their actions. As Kiehael Hill and others

have pointed out, the amount of money provided is negligible compared with

the rest of social services* expenditure or- with the Commission's own outlay

on exceptional needs, but the fact remains that social workers' rolo in

meeting purely material need has substantially increased and may well

expand to the point of obscuring completely the limits originally envisaged.

It nay be useful, in trying to clarify the purpose of cash assistance,

to use Sofia Butrym*s differentiation between social work on the one hand

and, on the other, the various kinds of social services, In local authority

bepartments, each of which differs in the quantity and quality of resources

it has to offer, it is not always easy to distinguish between the sorts of

assistance a social worker should provide and those that can be described

as a social service not requiring any professional expertise to administer,

The difficulty in drawing such, distinctions is exacerbated by the frequent

habit of defining social work in tense of function rather than objectives*

confusion arises, therefore, when social workers are called on to perform

particular functions (fc-r example, the provision of bath aids, in the absence

of e more suitably qualified occupational therapist) where there is manifestly

no social work task. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the provision of

cash assistance for the purpose of relieving material needs,

Buirym herself cites the relief of poverty as the task, not of the

social worker, nor p.ven exclusively of the BBSS, but rather of society as a



whole, various groups within which have the relevant knowledge and

resources to equip them for the job. "X very much ebare Butler*0 vie*,

that there ore no grounds for social work to claim a sense of special over¬

all responsibility for such massive national social problems as those of

hopelessness, poverty and unemployment I an thus arguing against

social workers assuming their own omnipotence by seeing themselves as

12
being sore responsible for these problems than others"." Few social

workers in the four teams saw themselves as either willing or able to

relieve poverty and the question must, therefore, be asked on what basis

should social workers give money to clients and hov does (or should) this

differ from th© principles on which the income maintenance services attempt

the more formidable tank of providing a basic income?

Proportional justice, as it relates to the giving of cash, has been

defined as the distribution of resources in such a way as to guarantee

fairnes to all those in need. Creative justice, by contrast, is a flexible

response to individual need.. In the context of the income maintenance

services, the exercise of justice in largely proportional in character -

offering standard henef ts for standard circumstances ~ but diluted to a

considerable degree by th© use (in recent thinking, over-use) of discretion¬

ary payments. Despite this, oup-lementcry Benefits officials are still

constrained to consider their acts of creative justice within the predominant

framework of proportional justice:

"The discretionary power is .... wide, but the Commission has to be
correspondingly careful about the use it makes of it.,.; ... x-iiere the
claimant has plainly neglected to budget... the local office must weigh
his need against the demands of equity-fairness to the .great majority of
claimants who have paid their .... bills out of their regular income.
This is e •-ity between one claimant and another." 13

12. Z. T. Butrym, The 'ature of ocial ' ork (London 1976), p. 13.
13. . Filding, -"pearl Fork Today October 1972, Vol. 3, o. 13.

Klchard Titmuss essentially agreed with this exposition of tlx©
Commission's powers, though expressing it in a slightly different way,
r"e argued for the retention of the Commission*0 discretionary powers
in part because "a. universal rights scheme, based on principles of
equity, needs the existence of some element of flexible, individualised
justice", li. Titmuso *' elfare Flights', law and Discretion' Political
u'-rtfrlv. Vol. 42 1-171.



By contrast, with the emphasis for the social worker on the value

and needs of the individual, the provision of cash assistance is necessarily

an act of creative justice or a response to an individual's need.

Does it then follow that social workers should not concern themselves

with fairness as between individual recipients, since their primary task

is with the quality of an individual's life; and does their basic philosophy

riot actively deny the validity of proportional justice, particularly whore

money is concerned?

Ihc evident unfairness in the application of the cash assistance powers is

sufficient to challenge the assumption that social workers should not consider

proportional justice. Hill's is only the most recent study to show the

immense variations between local authorities in ' ngland in the annuo spent

under action 1; while Jackson and Valencia's preliminary findings, supported

by the answers drawn from the questionnair>s in Chapter 4, show similar results

in Scotland, Furthermore, as Butryzn suggests, the capacity to individualise

is not necessary inconsistent with generalising, for social workers, like any

other professional group, must make use of their individual cases as a basis

for formulating a generally applicable body of knowledge. Thus, oven though

social workers are professionally committed to estimating an individual's

need and are, therefore, drawn naturally towards acts of 'creative justice',

they must, nevertheless, acknowledge that, for the sake of establishing son©

uniformity of practice and for tho sake of their clients, more consistency

is needed in the use of the each assistance powers.

In the writer's view, there is only one "ey in which the integrity of

the social worker and fairness to the client can be maintained ~ and that is

to employ a consistently fair sot of criteria applicable to all clients,

against ihich the claims of each individual case can be tested. Although

the accretion of responsibilities over the last ten years for toe relief of



materiel need makes it seen difficult to do so, it is essential to re¬

interpret the cadi assistance powers as aids for either preventive or

promotional social work - as aids, that is, that will enhance the social

or psychological well-being of an individual or family. Hill sees an

ambiguity between what he calls a "broad" interpretation of the powers,

involving prymsnt to a vulnerable family where the children might come into

care, and a "narrow" interpretation, involving, with little or no

investigation, short-term propping up of a family. There need be no

polarisation of this kind: having ascertained that the Commission will

not pay, a social worker can assess a family from a casework point of view,

which can encompass both the "bread" and the "narrow" interpretations.

There are fow financial crises that have to be dealt td.th as a matter of

extreme urgency, particularly where large payments have to be considered

(as Hill himself states, people do have recourse to neighbours and relatives

while various arrangements can be made with the Fuel Boards)? nor should

social workers be pressed into the position of believing they should cater

for anyone whom the Commission reject, The drawing of boundaries to define

the social work task necessarily involves exclusion as well as inclusion?

and Butrym's arguments against social workers1 omnipotence have particular

relevance here. Furthermore, .social workers can make much more use of loans

than hitherto, combined with both a greater willingness to seek reimbursement

from the Commission and more vigour in pursuing clients who foil to return

their loans.**
In summary. Hill has indicated that one of the chief problems in the

operation of Section 1 is the scope for wide variations in the interpretation

of the Act and, therefore, for inconsistency in its implementation. It is

14. Hill's study shows that there were marked differences between authorities
end oven within authorities in the willingness to give loans, though the
four teams in this study were more uniformly willing to give assistance
in this form. ". Hill and P. Laing on. cit. pp. 25-26.



not suggested here that there can ever be (or even should be) a complete

consensus of opinion about the interpretation of the cash assistance

powers; simply that there is some scope for assessing an individual*s

need more narrowly on social work criteria and employing more readily

other means, like loans, appeals to Tribunals and the use of arrangements

with Fuel Boards, to avoid creating an expectation of immediate payment.

This, however, is only one facet of the problems as Hill further notes,

the variation in the v/ay the cash assistance powers are implemented is

not only a result of the difference in interpretation but also of

variations in local procedure. The next chapter examines the effect of

these on the provision of cash assistance.
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CSAPBg 71 THa IitFLU£i.'GS OF SOCIAL :r;RK

y-jhia .a ,-h s .>r

yn-.-; &-I0, h j.y odntrin 12

This chapter is the first of three that examine the proposition

that expenditure under ection 12 is influenced by three main variables;

the -Social berk Departments' own policies -and procedures in relation to

cash assistance; other organisations' policies and procedures; and

social workers' perceptions of their powers under lection 12. In this

chapter, the influence of the Social -ork eparteonts' policies and pro¬

cedures on expenditure under Section 12 is examined. The confirmation

of this proposition is not necessarily proof that a social work assess¬

ment of the client's emotional and financial need has not boon jade;

it does suggest, however, that in making decisions to give cash assis¬

tance, a social worker's action is influenced as much by those variables

as by casework criteria.

The analytical terms first coined by Uilfred Brown* are used in

this chapter, partly to provide a clear exposition of the social work

teams' procedures and partly to see how far social workers do adhere to

their Departments' procedures when disbursing cash assistance. laving

established whether or not officially-prescribed procedures are

followed, it will then be possible to relate particular policies with

particular forma of expenditure and to assess the relationship of one

to the other.

In Ma book, ...migrations in ksaagement. Brown rejected as too

crude the use of the terms 'formal' and * informal' to describe organi¬

sational structures or procedures and substituted instead a more coa-

1. i. - si-own ;.,xolorations in : ,aaage:ient ( .ondon I960).
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plos set of analytical distinctions involving four hypothetical types

of situation. In Brown's terminology, the 'manifest' situation is one

in which policies and procedures are formally described and displayed.

In this chapter, the evidence used to illustrate this situation will

be *official' written statements, cither circulated to social work and

administrative staff in the form of manor nda, or lainutea of meetings,

usually those of Bocial Work Junnaittees or staff of the Social Work

Department, recording decisions about procedures, Secondly, the

•assumed' situation is one in which participants sake assumptions about

the procedures and, in this case, the statements of social work and.

administrative staff will be taken as illustrations of their perceptions

of their teams' procedures in relation to cash assistance.

Thirdly, the 'extant* situation la that which la "revealed by

systematic exploration and analysis". The one-week study, described in

detail in the section on ethodolagy will provide evidence of the extent

to which social workers do carry out their Departments' official pro¬

cedures ; at the same time, any unofficial practices will also be dis¬

cussed, Finally, there is the 'requisite' situation which is "that no

it 'would have to be to accord with the real properties of the field in

which it exists", Bach team's procedures, having been set out in this

way, will then be used to examine the proposition that they do influence

expenditure under Section 12,

,;,y, OF ahD Oh

BXf-t.SITtJRn UKD Jj 12

: -apartment t

apartment ft's written statements of polioies and procedures in

relation to cash assistance, which might be adduced to describe the

•manifest' situation, were few in number and scanty in content. The

Social Work Committee mooting minutes rarely touched on the topic except



for one occasion when two large fuel debt3 were put before the Committee

for authorisation, and in January 1972 when, in an apparently un¬

recorded discussion, it was decided to institute the Family Casework

payments scheme* Only by inference is it possible to conclude from

these minutes that most payments under Section 12 ore expected to be

handled by the Social Work department officials themselves, while any

exceptionally large ones required the Committee's authorisation.

inntoo of Departmental and senior staff meetings provided

Slightly more information about the genesis and nature of the procedures

in force at the time the Department was studied. These records showed

that even by August 1971, 20 months after the cash assistance powers

could first be invoked, no firm policies or procedures had been worked

out by the Department, and social workers, in their confusion and under

pre sure from the Fuel Boards and rent Department, were spending more

than was budgeted for. Formal liaison arrangements were gradually being

forged with the ient Department over rent arrears but there were still

iso established links with the Fuel Boards or standard practices in

dealing with fuel debts.

in August 1971, the social work staff made an effort to detemine

more formal procedures in respect of small payments in order to teoop

spending down and fixed a standard payment of £1 or £2 at weekends for

immediate maintenance. Order books were to be used to ensure that the

recipient bought food and the assistance, as a matter of policy, was to

be a loan. It is not recorded whether social workers required the con¬

sent of a senior social worker before these payments could be made.

arly in 1972 (though it is not clear from the minutes why this

decision was taken or why those particular levels of authority were

choson), social workers were allowed to tiake payments of up to £2,

either as cash or as a food voucher or as a combination of both. Senior

social workers could authorise up to 4. There was no indication of the
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Director* s maximum. In explanation of the decision to give social

workers this authority, rare in Scotland at that time, a senior social

worker recalled that it was partly to acknowledge that social workers

had acted responsibly in bringing expenditure down from its previous

high level and partly because pressure on social workers to pay had

eased since the inception of more efficient liaison arrangements with

other organisations, thus making available the opportunity to en¬

courage professions! responsibility in the junior members of the

Department,

By October 1973, the Family Casework Payments scheme had boon

introduced! sore systematic attempts were being made to get the

supplementary Benefits Commission to take responsibility for payments

for accommodation; and the Fuel Debts Memorandum, published in June

1973 and setting out proposals for liaison arrangements with the Fuel

Boards, was being closely examined. Six months later, after the Depart¬

ment had concluded its fuel liaison arrangements, it was formally

agreed among all staff that senior social workers, as liaison officers

to the Fuel Boards, should be permitted to disburse a maximum of €30

without consultation, while the level of social workers' authority

should rise to a maximum of £5 ~nd that of trainees to £2. At the time

the research was undertaken in Department Af those ware the levels of

authority in us©.

Apart from one formal memorandum which was issued after May 1974,

there were no written instructions, either as ^oaoranda to staff or in

a Departmental handbook, to indicate unambiguously what the levels of

authority wore, The one memorandum that was issued dealt with proce¬

dures in relation to petty cash, revealing that there ma a total of

£50 per week available for petty cash expenditure, divided into £20

for the West team and £25 for the Bast. The remaining £5 was reserved

.ote For a brief description of the Departments, see the section
on : ethodology.



for emergencies at weekends. Hoiiaburseaent by the Town Chamberlain of

•;,he money expended vs to be made once a week, but there was no mention

of a maximum payment withdrawable from petty cash and the only indi¬

cation about individual payments lay in the instruction that social

workers required the authorisation of a Senior before withdrawing any

sum above £5.

In the absence of well-publicised and easily accessible official

procedures, it is scarcely surprising that there was a variety of

opinion about them and that the *assumed* situation was rather more

complex than the comparatively simple 'manifest* situation. The view

of most of the social work and administrative staff about the levels

of authority accorded with those laid down in the minutes only because

the administrative procedures for handling payments of any size pre¬

vented any member of staff exceeding his limit of authority. However,

lack of written instructions caused problems for some of the social

work staff, two of whom complained at having to discover informally the

extent of their financial discretion. One, a tr inoe, thought he could

give up to 02.50 without consultation but was not stare and therefore

usually kept his payments as small as possible.

There was some confusion, too, among the administrative staff over

the petty cash procedures, despite having received a memorandum on the

subject. 11 of them knew that there was a weekly amount of £50

available for petty cash expenditure but there was a variety of opinion

about the amount that could bo withdrawn for each reoipient. The

Administrative Assistant2 thought that there was an upper limit of £10

per person, after which the payment became a large amount and followed
«2

different procedures; the Assistant Administrative Assistant (Finance)

2. This official was the chief administrative officer, responsible to
the epute-Director and for overseeing the administration of the
Department.

5. This official was responsible for the day-to-day financial tran¬
sactions with clients; she herself handled large payments over £5.



thought that the maximum was £5 and anything over that should "be handled

by herself as a large payment; while the clerical assistant,^ who had

recently taken responsibility for the petty cash, did not know of any

limit for an individual and thought that this depended on the senior

social worker's decision.

There is no way of making a final statement about this, but it is

interesting that there were in fact very few payments over £5 in the

period examined, dven if social workers were technically allowed to

use petty cash funds to an unspecified level for a particular individual,

they rarely chose to do so and the records allow that, in the large

majority of the 80 cases, the payments were sufficiently low to avoid

consultation with a Senior,

Finally, there was agreement between the administrative staff, con¬

firmed by the Director, that, although reimbursement of petty cash was

normally made once a week, it could be done more frequently if necessary.

On the whole, as evidence for the 'extant' situation, social workers

were very conscientious during the one-week study about following their

Department's procedures for disbursing large payments, n® far as their

practice was concerned, the procedures for large ano nts were very

simple: all esses requiring over £5 had to bo referred to a Senior for

consultation. In the throe relevant cases arising during the week where

either the social worker had definitely decided that cash assistance

should be iven or was uncertain, consultation with a dealer did take

place: where small payments were involved, there was, as expected, no

consultation. Since Department A's social workers wore meticulous in

adhering to their procedures, it follows that if the Department's ex¬

penditure was determined by any procedures, it would be the official

ones rather than by any unofficial practices. Of oourae, the one-weak

Study which shows that social workers faithfully followed the Depart-

4, This official was in charge of the petty cash funds, distributing
them on request to social workers.



ment's regulations was in no way connected with the records of expen¬

diture that were examined and covered a different period, but there is

no reason to suppose that the social workers' habits would drastically

have changed.

There were a number of pieces of evidence to suggest that

Department A's procedures in relation to cash assistance were extremely

influential in the amount and frequency of payment under Section 12

and, perhaps more circumstantially, in the reason for payment. The

most striking feature of this Department's expenditure was the rarity

of large payments and the abundance of small, ones. This is, on the

surface, suggestive, net of a considered response to different levels

of financial need, but rather of considerations independent of clients'

needs.

Three basic-grade social workers, all of whom freely made use of

the petty cash facilities, made spontaneous comments about the effect

of their Department's procedures on the way they gave assistance under

Section 12. In discussing the preference for small payments, they

observed that it was much easier to provide small amounts than large:

the effort of justifying to a Senior a large cash payment was much more

difficult and time-consuming than simply authorising a payment from

petty cash with no 'questions asked. The ease of ac: ess and the lack of

pressure to question the need for payment both encouraged social workers

to give, in some cases very liberally, small sums whenever they were

requested.

That social workers deliberately avoided having to consult a

senior social worker about a cash pay-sent is illustrated by the records

of petty cash expenditure. Although there was no written evidence to

substantiate any point of view, most of the staff concerned with the

administration of the petty cash thought that there was no upper limit

to the amount an individual could receive from that source but, where

payments were for more than £5, a social worker had to seek a Senior's

authorisation. The records show that, of the 80 small payments, only
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six exceeded £5, and of the 72 vouchers, also restricted to en upper

limit of £5, only five exceeded £5. Social workers therefore could

have spent more if they had needed to but they did not appear to want

to, primarily, on their own admission, to avoid both the time-

consuming difficulties of obtaining a Senior's consent and the possi¬

bility of the enior withholding consent to the payment. A further

explanation of this pattern of behaviour, advanced by a Senior who was

once a basic-grade worker in the same Department, was that the most

favoured sums of £2 or £3 '"ere 'safe' amounts, not large enough to

provoke questions but not too small to be insufficient. Thus, in an

atmosphere which appeared to discourage the making of large payments

and was propitious for the provision of small ones, social workers

most frequently chose to make the latter.

Their choice was facilitated, too, by the apparently inexhaustible

resources available to petty cash. Officially reimbursed once a week,

the petty cash could be reimbursed at more frequent intervals if

necessary and the records confirmed that this was the case. Apart from

the individual social worker's self-imposed constraint, therefore,

there was no upper limit at all on the total amount disbursed weekly

from this source.

In conclusion, the evidence tends to suggest that in Department A,

both the frequency and the amounts of payment are largely determined by

the official procedures in relation to cash assistance which seem less

actively to discourage large payments than to promote a taste among

social workers for the uninhibited provision of small ones* The sise

of the vast majority of payments appears to have been determined by

the levels of authority that wore laid down in the Department, while

the perceptions of several social workers that their Seniors would be

hard to convince about the need for a cash payment combined with this

constraint to keep the actual amounts that a client received from

Department A to a minimum. The frequency of payment likewise appears



to be associated with the levels of authority since several social

workers did not consider the sums they were allowed to give to be of

any great significance in relation to the total social work budget and

were therefore not overscrupulous in economising. It was suggested,

too, that it was easier for a busy Duty Officer to make a small payment

as a way of getting rid of a client rather than having to make more

extensive enquiries about the client's problem or seeing whether another

organisation could assists with easily accessible money to hand, it

required an exceptionally strong-minded social worker to resist the

temptation to cut short a time-consuraing interview during a busy duty

session.

It is less clear whether the procedures resulted in a particular

reason for payment, although the consensus of opinion in the Department

was that small payments were rarely of any value in social work terms

and tended to serve only as a way of tiding people over for short

periods. Many of the small payments and all of the vouchers were for

food and the most probable conclusion, which is supported by the evi¬

dence in Chapter 6, is that procedures which permit the provision of

such amounts do create both an exaggerated demand for immediate mainte¬

nance and a cyclical pattern of provision and re-application for

assistance.

i'eam 13

Compared with Department A*s scarcity of written material, team B

possessed a relatively large number of formal statements about its

Department's policies and procedures. The prime source was the minutes

of the Social Work Committee meetings which recorded decisions that

later found expression in memoranda distributed to social work and ad¬

ministrative staff. Minutes of the meetings of the administrative staff

also provided information about the petty cash procedures.
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Policies and. procedures in relation to Section 12 were firmly-

fixed very early in the life of the new Social Work Department and it

is clear from the Social Work Committee meeting minutes that the

Committee intended to keep a very close eye on all the financial

transactions undertalien by the Social Work Department: an entry for

25th June 1970, for example, noted that "in cases of larger grants,

or when grants are for purposes other than help to families, particulars

of each case should be circulated on a list to Members".

On 16th October 1969, it had been decided that all amounts under

£20 had to be approved by the Director of Social Work (or his Depute)
and the Clerk to the Committee; any sum over this amount had to be

referred to the Social dork Committee for authorisation. In addition,

all decisions to give cash assistance were to be 'homologated' at a

meeting of the Finance and General Purposes Committee before the

Treasurer could release the money; in cases where urgent payment was

required, a Consultative Sub-Committee on Cases of Urgency could be

called on to make a decision on behalf of the Social Work Committee.

This particularly stringent system of control and scrutiny was partially

modified in June 1971 when it was decided that, in "cases of extreme

urgency", the Clerk and Director could authorise a maximum of £50. For

sums larger than this, permission was required from the Chairman or

Vice-Chairman of the Social Work Committee. At the time the research

was undertaken with team B, the official policy was that the Director

and Clerk should jointly authorise any sun below £50 and the Chairman

or a deputy any amount above.

If the official procedure of referring all cases requiring

financial assistance to the Director and Clerk appeared clumsy and

time-consuming, there was partial compensation in the effects of the

administrative arrangements for petty cash. Up until May 1973 (there

was no record available of when the practice started and, though it
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must have had the County Treasurer's approval, it had certainly never

been officially sanctioned by the social work Directorate), a laaxinur..

sum of £3 was permitted from the petty cash for a payment under

Section 12. The administrative staff felt that £5 maximum would be a

more realistic sum and accordingly, it was officially agreed in May

1973 by the County Treasurer, who was responsible for overseeing and

reimbursing petty cash expenditure, that a maximum payment of £5 could

be obtained by social workers from this source.

Despite there being a greater quantity of explanatory material

for team 3's social workers than for Department A's to illustrate the

'manifest' situation, assumptions about the official policies and

procedures in relation to cash assistance were almost as varied, though

there was unanimous agreement that the proce dures were generally slew

and cumbersome and entrusted the social worker at area team level with

no ultimate responsibility.

All the social work staff in team B correctly understood the

official procedures in relation to large payments: after assessing the

client's need, the social worker had to fill in a detailed form., obtain

a senior social worker's authorisation and send the form to Head¬

quarters for approval. If the need was urgent, the form could be taken

by hand. The Assistant-Director, who had been delegated the task of

examining requests for financial assistance, would then, if she

approved the application, pass the details to the County Treasurer to

make the payment. This process was alleged by social workers to take

anything up to a week, depending on whether the Assistant-Director was

available at Headquarters.

But if there was consensus about the usual procedures for applying

for large payments, there was some confusion, especially among newly-

employed staff, about the facilities for making small emergency payments.
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The confusion arose from the resistance of the Area Officer to the

suggestion that cash was officially available from the imprest, or

petty cash, account for use under Section 12. In his view, the use

of money from this source had not been authorised in writing and he

would therefore not condone it. Although small payments in cash were

rarely used, there was some dissatisfaction among social workers

about the efficiency of the procedures. The Area Officer, despite

his disapproval of office funds being used for clients, was in prac¬

tice seldom an obstacle since a Senior could be approached instead,

but there were complaints about the delay in reimbursing the petty

cash: with other calls being made on it for small office expenses,

quick reimbursement was needed to ensure that money was always avail¬

able for emergencies. There seemed to be no firm arrangement about

the frequency of reimbursement and social workers complained at having

occasionally to use their own money when none was available at the

office.

The Administrative Officer at Headquarters, through whose hands

passed all applications for large payments and the petty cash accounts

before reaching the Assistant-Director's desk, substantially confirmed

all the officially stated policies and procedures in relation to cash

assistance and the extent to which the Social Work Committee or its
1

Sub_Comaittees scrutinised expenditure.

The Assistant-Director also agreed that officially the Director

and Clerk could jointly authorise up to £50 while the Chairman, in

consultation with the Clerk, had to authorise anything above. However,

she did not entirely confirm social workers' criticisms that the pro¬

cedures were slow. Usually, where more than £50 was required, a letter

could be sent to the Chairman, but if it was required very urgently, a

phone call could secure a client against disaster; similarly, the

Assistant-Director also demurred at social workers' criticisms that
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the procedures tended to be restrictive and ..aid that, to the best of

her knowledge, the Social Work Committee had never refused an appli¬

cation and she could remember refusing only one or two herself,

usually because they came more appropriately under another budgetary

allocation in the Department or were for electricity deposits for

which, on principle, the Department would not accept responsibility.

In comparing the 'manifest' and 'assumed* situations in team B's

Department, it is cleai* that opinion was divided, partly over per¬

ception of the procedures in relation to small emergency payments but

mere significantly over individual observations and experience of the

way the procedures for large payments worked. The two chief bones of

contention were the delays allegedly caused by the procedures and their

cffacts on restricting the amount of expenditure and the reason for

payment. The social workers in team B, on the one hand, had a sense

of grievance that they could not take responsibility for cash assistance

yet were expected to take decisions about clients which entailed much

more profound consequences; or. the other, the Assistant-Director be¬

lieved that, though the procedures seemed restrictive and wrongly

removed responsibility from the area teams, they were not as bad as

social workers painted them. The reason for the Assistant-Director's

cautious optimism lay, not in the nature of the official procedures

themselves, but in the effectiveness of a number of unofficial prac¬

tices that had necessarily evolved as a way of evading excessive con¬

trol by officials who were not social workers. The social workers in

team , who all faithfully followed the official procedures for dis¬

bursing cash assistance, appeared to be unaware of the unofficial

practices perpetrated at Headquarters on their behalf and might have

been gratified at the efforts made to process their applications more

speedily once they had left the area office.



It is difficult to find positive evidence on the question of

delays, but the fact that there were alleged to be so many unofficial

practices testifies to some extent to the need for them. One of the

chief irritants, because of potential delay and the imposition of

control by an official unversed in social work, was the requirement to

consult with the Clerk about sums below £50. This the Assistant-

Director did until a year before the research was undertaken, when the

Clerk returrea and was replaced by a new one who was considered to be

much more intrusive than his predecessor in casework matters. The

Assistant-Director had gradually stopped consulting him and since that

time had unofficially made all decisions about applications under £50.

M re immediately important for social workers dealing with emer¬

gencies was the possibility, mentioned earlier, of obtaining permission

to give a large payment over the telephone. The records provided no

evidence about the frequency with which this needed to be done, but

observation of team B's practice indicated that permission could be and

was on occasion obtained in this way. In addition, with the extra

delays caused the preparetioris for re-organising local government, Area

Officers were apparently permitted to authorise large sums unofficially

if they failed to reach the Assistant-Director quickly enough and could

then seek official approval retrospectively. However, no such action

was taken during the two-week study to support this statement.

Finally, on the Administrative Officer's completely unsubstantiated

testimony, there were two further practices that were sometimes em¬

ployed; to avoid unnecessary delays with amounts over £50, the Admin¬

istrative Officer occasionally split the sum into two different cate¬

gories so that each came to less than £50 and could quickly be autho¬

rised by the Assistant-Director? and secondly, the Administrative

Officer would sometimes sign an application on behalf of the Assistant-

Director when she was absent from headquarters in order to induce the



Treasurer, who would only pay out on the \aeistaut-Director's signa¬

ture, to make a payment.

IT*© restrictions exerted by the Department's procedures were

thought to apply in part to the amount of payment and in part to the

reason for payu^ut. ha far as the former was concerned, titers was

little evidence for social workers thinking that their Department's

procedures prevented then from obtaining whatever sum they needed;

indeed, in contrast to Department A, team B's Department did not appear

to be at all reluctant to make very large payments amounting to almost

£200 to individuals where chase were thought to be appropriate. Only

in the oaas of small payments were there any res trictions and these

appeared to be due ,rinarily to the tacit disapproval of the Area

officer and to ignorance about the availability of the petty cash funds

for faction 12 purposes.

However, if large amounts were more easily available to team B

tliaa to Department A, the Assistant-Director did admit to the need to

handle Uis facial Work Committee with tact. Its right to make decisions

on cases requiring over ISO and the process of homologation, though

usually only a rubber««i mp, ensured that the Committee had the means

closely to scrutinise the Department's expenditure; and the evidence

of the minutes confirms that the members took this duty seriously. Hie

main concern of the Assistant-Director about Section 12 application

forms was not the casework reasons for the payment (which, in her view,

were the responsibility of the social worker and the Senior) bat in

the accuracy of inforotation that the Committee, questioning the justi¬

fication for the payment, were likely to ask about. ast experience

had shown that the Committee were aoat inclined to favour payment

where young children were involved or where a person was physically or

menially handicapped or suffering from the problem of old age.



.'he Committee's conservetiem, combined with th® eurr nt system of

control# was such that, in the A© detent-Director's view, the imagi¬

native use of section 12 had necessarily to he sacrificed as the

price for preventing even closer oversight of the Department's day-

to-day activities. This may of course say sore a out the Assistant-

Director's power. to rationalise than about the Committee, though in

fact her view is borne out to some extent by the tone and content of

the Social 'ork Committee meeting minutes.

An indication of the success of these tactics was the relation¬

ship of trust that had built up, with the result that the Committee

had never turned down an application forwarded by the Assistant-

director on a social worker's behalf; while proof of her belief that

casework decisions should rest at area team level is the evidence that,

of all the applications received at Head-quarters from term B in 1974,

only a tiny minority were turned down, most of them for the reason

that assist nee could more appropriately be taken fro® a different

budgetary allocation within the Department.

By contrast to the clear evidence that, in Department A, proce¬

dures and levels of financial authority had an influential bearing on

amounts of payment, there is little evidence that the same process was

at work in team B, Since all revests for assistance, including very

small ones, had necessarily to be (and wore) vetted by a Senior before

cash assistance was given, it was guaranteed that there would bo

virtually no unconsidered or careless payments. On the surface# the

senior's scrutiny was just the first step in the official procedures

for obtaining the assistance from Headquarters but in practice, once

this stage had been successfully negotiated, social workers rarely

encountered resistance from either the Assistant-Director or the Social

ork Committee; as has been shown, very few requests for assistance

were turned down by the Assistant-Director and none that she had sub¬

mitted to the Social ierk committee had been rejected. Since# in
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theory, all payaents had to undergo the ansae detailed examination, there

were no 'time-saving' devices that social workers at area team level

were able to employ and therefore no corresponding need to take into

account administrative considerations when applying on a client's

behalf for assistance. As a result, it is probable that team B's pro¬

cedures, insofar as they did affect amounts of payment, permitted a

response that could flexibly accommodate requests for both small and

large payments and did not, as in Department A, encourage a marked

preference for easily accessible (and possibly unnecessary) small

amounts.

The effect of the procedures on the frequency of payments is also

much less apparent than with Department A. nly six of the recipients

in 1974 received a second payment in the same year which again suggests

that, by discouraging too easy access to resources, the artificial

creation of need or the unthinking assumption of responsibility for

noed can be avoided. Despite the apparently cumbersome nature of

team B's procedures, the evidence shows that, in practice, social

workers had little difficulty in getting the amount they required at

the time they required it, provided that they had first secured their

senior's consent. It can of course be argued that a perception of the

procedures as impossibly slow may have had the effect of deterring

social workers from even trying to apply but observation during the

two-week period showed that, though they grumbled at having to do so,

social workers did not hesitate to use the procedures where necessary.

There was a price to ay for the freedom actually enjoyed by

social workers within apparently rigid structures and the price was the

sacrifice of any attempt to U3© the cash assistance powers for any out-

of-the ordinary purpose. The direct control over amounts exceeding £50

and the homolog • tion process in relation to smaller amounts ensured that

a close eye was kept on expenditure and, since circumstantial evidence
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has shown that the Committee would tolerate only conventional forms

of expenditure on obviously disadvantaged groups like the old, young

children and the handicapped, any efforts to invoke ection 12 for

more adventurous purposes wore not woll-recoivod, Social workers'

perceptions of the consorv^isa of the Committee also helped to in¬

hibit attonpta to apply for unconventional payments. The procedures

therefore dotormined that a tight hold was exerted ever reasons for

payment and there wore no unofficial practices to offset this

influence.

In conclusion, it was easy to be seduced by social workers'

criticisms and by the occasional real problems caused by the Treasurer*3

delay in making payments to creditors into thinking that team B's pro¬

cedures were cripplingly slow and restrictive; indeed, on paper, the

official procedures ware among the most restrictive in Scotland,

However, in practice, it io hard to avoid the conclusion that, in sane

respects, team B's procedures were mors conducivo to a thorough scrutiny

of the client's need than those of Department ••

Ippk v

Team C had an abundance of official memoranda and minutes of

meetings as evidence for the *manifest* situation, partly because of the

need to relay managerial decisions from Headquarters to the many area

teams and partly because there was a change of procedure in February

1975 when a special group of staff w- s formed to deal -with clients'

financial problems. Further changes took place in May 1975 following

the re-organisation of local government.

The only minutes available of doeial Work Committee meetings were

from December 1972, Ouch evidence as exists from them, combined with

the size of the Department and the complexity of the problems it faced,

suggests that there was very little detailed supervision by the Occial

Work Committee of the day-to-day work of its officials.
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The first Departmental meraoranduia available ma distributed in

March 1970 after a meeting between representatives of the social work

management and the City Chamberlain*a beparfaent. It consisted of a

jumbled mixture of notes concerning administrative procedures for the

handling of oaah and guidance to social workers on the kind of circum¬

stances where cash assistance would be appropriate. The memorandum

ma clearly in the nature of an interim measure for three months

later, following further discussions between the City Chamberlain and

social work officials, a draft of much more detailed regulations,

covering cash assistance, clothing, budgetary cases, ccoh recording

and banking arrangements, van issued to the area offices for comment,

section 12 woe quoted, followed by an analysis of its meanings

"The power to give financial assistance as set
out above is about as restrictive na Parliament could
make it having regard to the fact that it refers to
people and their problems. It does not make the local
authority, nor permit the local authority to become a
regular source of such assist nee to particular indi¬
viduals or families, The normal statutory source of
financial assistance is the SBC of the DH>3 which has
wide powers to give asslst-mce when it is needed. In
addition there are many voluntary organisations whioh
arc ready to give assistance of this kind.

"section 12 requires that before giving assis¬
tance in cash a local authority must have regard to
the person's eligibility for receiving assistance from
any other statutory body and to the availability of
such assistance at the time of need. Generally
speaking, where an applicant is not in full tine
employment, he will be eligible for assistance from
the tiIE5S and his case should bo referred to that
office. In the case of an applicant who ie in full
time employment, the DEH3 are empowered by Section 13
of the KoSS Act 1966 to mal.ee payments in cases of
emergency .... and such c oca should also be referred
tc the 3B33 in the first place.

"Within the statutory limits outlined above, the
area officer or in his absence the assistant area
officer will have discretion to authorise grants or
loans not exceeding £20 in any particular instance. r

.'ny sum in excess of £20 must bo approved by the Controller."*'
fhe area officer will also bo expected to consult his
Controller before authorising any unusual itac or one
whore a special point of principle may be involved,
e.g., payment of a fine."

5. *his official, based at Headquarters was the equivalent of an
area district manager, in charge of several area teams.
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The draft was finalised within a few weeks and the procedures for

cash aoeistance were incorporated in more succinct fore in the Pejurfc-

mental handbook, issued in April 1971. The remaining memoranda, issued

between June 1970 and February 19/5» wore mainly concerned with minor

administrative changes in relation to the recovery of loans.

•\1though the conventional procedures for dealing with financial

problems continued to be used until February 1975» the volume of finan¬

cial problems and the increasing inability of social workers to cope at

the same tin© with other kinds of cases, prompted consideration among

team C'a irootorate of different methods of dealing with clients'
#

financial problems.

£her® were two sain sources for determining the detailed procedures

of the Resource staffs first, a aeaoz* ndua, dated 15th Fay 1975, and

secondly, no'ten taken by two of the Resource staff from their training

lectures. Paragraph 1 of the memorandum stated that clients with rent

and fuel debts should be referred immediately to the Resource staff.

It then wont on to say:

"The Resource staff will try to make an arrangement
with the client for weakly payments towards the
debts and on condition of the client keeping up th©
arrangement a non-eviction or non-disconnection
guar-,n toe is given. This guarantee might mean
granting of financial ao;.1st nee."

The objective of this, as the ex-manager of the Financial Assistance
6

Group explained, was two-fold: to stop evictions and disconnections of

fuel supplies and to teach the client to pay or save regularly for his

rent and fuel accounts. The weekly amounts were related as realisti¬

cally as possible to income and outgoings and, if anything unforesoen

hay ened to prevent the client from keeping up with the weekly payments,

By nid-1974, it had been decided to set up a special group of
clerical staff, first called the Financial Assistance Group and.
lator known as the Resource staff (Clients' finances), to deal
with rent and fuel problems.

6, Talk given at a conference on cash assistance at Edinburgh
University 30th May 1975.
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he was advised to let the Resource staff know* Thus the arrangements

were designed partly to accommodate the objective of preventing ease

evictions or disconnections and partly to test the client's good faith

and capacity to learn good budgeting habits before payment would be

mad© by the Cocisl vfork .Department#

The- procedures worked out with the Housing Xsttgement Department

and Electricity Board wei*© inextrieably related to this process. The

memorandum went on to scy that ''the arrangements for weekly payments

are made for the tine available, plus the time which the Resource staff

can arrange with the creditor agencies", a atatoaent which was clari¬

fied by the notes of the Resource staffs occasionally, clients came for

advice before the iaaine-nt danger of eviction cr disconnection and in

these cases, it was possible to arrange for weekly contributions to be

accepted by the creditor without the prospect of the Resource stiff

making a payment, but most clients cams at the last minute and it was

for these that the special procedures had primarily been devised.

In the case of rent arrears, the Resource staff wore normally able

to get a five-weak extension during which period the client was ex¬

pected to pay the current rent and a pro-determined amount, depending

on income and commitments, towards the arrears. If the client kept to

the arrangements and the factor (the district manager of the Housing

Management Department) was agreeable, the client would not be evicted

if the arrears stood at loss than £50# If the arrears were still over

£50, the Resource staff would guarantee to pay the difference between

the €50 and the outstanding amount. The client was expected to pay the

money to the Housing 'anagement Department over the five-week period,

but the factor retained the discretion to refuse to grant the extension

if, from his Department's point of view, the client was a 'bad' tenant.

If the client had not kept to the arrangements, the Resource staff

would allow the eviction to take its course unless children were in

danger, in which case the problem would be referred to the A.rea Officer
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for a final decision; if the client kept to the arrangements, the

Resource ataff would than aalae up the difff'ersnoe.

n<-. solution to the ..roblcwi of persistent rent art-ears in the

cese of Supplementary Benefit recipients was to have the rent paid

direct mi with the lacre-seti wlllisignosa of the Corsaission ©lace

Jur.e 1974 to consider this step# the prooe&ur© for doing this, subject

to the client's consent, could b«> invoked, For "the Commission to put

« person on rent direct, the arrears had tc be less than £50 and 25p

p.r weak vco then deducted from the client*© benefit towards the

armscau, 'here the arreere exceeded £50 (which the Housing Hanagcssent

f.opart;:tori; cuud''©red too large to be paid off at the rate of 25p por

week), the Rosourc© staff could pay the excess to reduce it to the

acceptable limit of £50.

In the '-.'os© of electricity debts, the Resource staff had authority

to got r two-wo;-k extension. A. weekly anouat to be paid by the client

was fix<d end this was to bo paid direct to the Electricity Beard. If

the client kept to the arrsmgenent, the Resource staff would pay the

balance of the bill in the hope that, by taking care of the current

bill, the client would hsve learned to eoj © with the next. As a matter

of policy, no deposits were paid. Shore wore few cases of gas debts

ir. the area and the procedures for these were not really clear, apart

frosi the general instruction that diseetmeetlenst should b© avoided

idier© possible since reooncection of gas was expensive and time-

consujslng.

"a the whole, grants by the Resource staff were encouraged in

preference to loans and. they were only allowed to authorise sur.3 for

grants and loose below £20. Cases where more then £20 was needed had

to be authorised by the *.rea Officer or the 'enicr who was responsible

for the Resource staff.

The noaenndum finally referred to the type of cases that fell

outside the boundaries cf the 4©source staff's Jurisdiction. Ineligible



for assistance;- wore single, middla-aged people who qualified only for

advice -?nd guidance, but explicitly Included wore single parents with

young children, families with young children end old age pensioners.

In addition* in the case of aingln-paroni families and where a long-

terra unemployed client could not make weekly payments, the Resource

staff could glvo financial assistance to mc.Irs rent diroct acceptable

to lilt? factoi"#

responsibility for using the s<*confi and more conditional pro¬

cedure for dealing -dth requests for cash assistance ether than for

rent and fuel debts rested with the social workers, the memoranda

quoted earlier indie ted, any amount up to £20 had to be authorised by

a 'ersior or the Area Officer, though, as Chapter 6 shews, large amounts

were r-re and neat of the payments made by social workers were very

snail.

If the evidence for the 'manifest' situ?, tioc in to,or, c was com¬

plex, the 'assumed* situation, or the perceptions of the procedures

by social work and P.uscureo :"ta.ff were completely accurate, perhaps as

a result of the very recent introduction of the new system. All the

social workers, while not knowing the exact details of the Resource

staff's procedures, vers aware of (ar.d intensely grateful for) their

limited role in relation to rent and fuel debts, though there were

sost.0 reservations about the ability of the Resource staff to caks

asses®:,onto of a client's need for social work assistance. Host of

the social workers took the pragmatic view that the practical reali¬

ties of their area demanded extraordinary measures but, in creating

such a system, they thought that there vas a danger in making extra

work, permanently removing responsibilities from other organisations

and perpetuating the image of social workers m money-givers.

Apart from being relieved of an insaorae amount of -cork, social

workers alio welcomed the .simplified arrangements with other organi¬

sations s memories of individual socio! workers struggling to sort out
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acceptable arrangements were too recent to be pleasant. She new procedures

were also thought to be good because they encouraged clients to pay money

direct to the factor or Fuel Boards, putting the responsibility back on

to these organisations to accept part-payments which previously they had

been reluctant to do and relieving tenia C's cashier of a considerable

amount of work.

there wore no inaccuracies in the perception of the official proce¬

dures on the part of the member of the Resource staff attached to teas C.

One of the first appointed to the job, trained in both her own and other

organisations' procedures, this quietly efficient member of staff know

precisely what she was expected to do but volunteered no co-ment on the

system itself.
7

By contrast, the Seoource Jtaff' s Liaison Officer, who had played

a large part in devising the entire venture, had decided views on the

procedures. He accepted that the scheme was "bad for social work* but

thought it was sun absolute necessity to cope with conditions in the city.

The Social Work Depart-tent, in his view, should not be handling this

volume of financial work tut though there was a danger of the Resource

staff taking over other organisations* responsibilities, the Social or!;

Department, unlike the Housing Management Department or Fuel Boards, could

not run the alternative risk of having large numbers of people home-loss

or without fuel. In setting up the scheme, the Social Work Department

were, in Ms opinion, simply institutionalising a situation that already

existed#

There were advantages in formally accepting this situation. The

primary one was in being able to provide a better service to clients:

instoad of 260 social workers all trying to make individual arrangements,

a single Liaison officer and throe or four staff could achieve this much

more smoothly, staff trained in this kind of technique were also

better than harassed social workers who "don't like financial work,

7. The , iaison officer supervised the work of the esouree staff, monitored
records of expenditure and liaised with officials of the.Mel boards,
the •; C and the housing Management Department over particularly aiiiicuiw
problems. He had formerly been in charge of the Financial Assistant Group.
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aren't tr.-i.nec*. for it, dcr.*t knot? '.That budgeting is p.bwt «rd don't

appreciate other agencies* priorities." Centralined staticties, too,

could provide inforrr.iti.cn about the ©stent cf the t?c«fe r.nd be used to

exert pressure on the other erguilsatiers when the time va ripe for

tier. to t !:© back their responsibilities.

Tho *©stent* situation in tec.": C ran similar to that in the other

two in that the official procedures *mre cloaoly adhered to both

by the feooitrae staff and the social "x-rhers* Observe tien shored that

the ?■ -copiiouiBt ratome tically asked a client whether the problem con¬

cerned rent or fuel Mils, If the unsser vms in the affinitive, the
o

client vrn sent straight to the Eescnre© at.* ff*' Kho rare porsanartly

•v-'iXo.Me in h?sr. f'~ officeisj if nogrrf.vr, to the social I'erker on

duty. The fifty can- s interviewed in the one-we k study divided into

thcoo that on:.® into the p-evinc® of rociel werbem, '-eiig requests for

immediate c:*:-ere or- lie fir :1th such its us as toleph.no bills, and

th....i«e rent nf fuel bills that wore dealt with by the fesowrc.: staff.

In all cww9 social welfare and Resource staff followed the procedures

as officially laid deam and. there wore no unofficial practices that

might have affected the influence f the official procedures on.

expenditure.

In esacsintag the foeourco staff's -arecedurE®, it la not herd to

understand the liaison Officer's statcaont that ''It nuot be clear that

the rsystcss dcrian.de close cc-cpsratioc with HbO, the Housing Manager* 0

"'©garteent and. the Sleetricity Board and they love ov r system** Ike

procedures :: amired the Efsource staff to pay luap awss, often as a

grant, for rant • r.l fuel debts eo long as the client kept his part of

the bargain.* In the case of rent, the first "50 (the nsxiwm aaaotxnt

8. Interview with the Tdaison Officer 16th July 1975.

9. formally there was only one member but, at the tine the research
v--s u.fcrt;.-!- too additional 'sunnier staff* wore anploycd to
help out.



of arrears tolerated by the Housing Manager's Department) could normally

be discounted, but the excess debi; could be very high since most clients

left it until the last minute to seek advice, by which time their

arrears could stand at more than £100. Clients were expected to con¬

tribute the current rent and something towards the arrears each week for

five weeks. The payment towards arrears was seldom set at more than £2

for clients on Supplementary Benefit and as a result the Resource staff

had frequently to make large payments on these clients' behalf to pre¬

vent eviction. Payments for rent arrears amounted on one occasion to

£169 and on several other occasions to £90 or more; the average pay¬

ment, however, was £48.70. Small wonder that the local authority's

Housing Manager's Department appreciated the cervices of the Resource

staff, having received over £1,200 from them in just four months.

Payments for electricity debts, which were determined by the sane

sort of procedures but with less time for the client to pay and no sum

that oould be discounted, were the second major drain on the Social Work

Department's resources. At an average payment of £23.25p and a total

amount of £l,023.26p over the four month period, there is again no

difficulty in understanding why the Electricity Board liked the Social

Work Department's new procedures.

The procedures worked out by all the organisations concerned thus

determined that the Resource staff automatically paid a certain sum

which depended partly on the client's income and commitments (and

therefore his capacity to make weekly contributions towards arrears)
and partly on the client keeping to the fixed bargain. The social work

management deliberately chose this drastic way of preventing evictions

and disconnections, and it came as no surprise to them that large pay¬

ments had often to be made. If individual amounts were not predictable

from studying only the procedures, as they were with Department A, an

examination of the combination of the client's arrears/debt position,
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his repayment rate and the procedures would together produce an accurate

assessment of what team C's Department would end up by paying.

If reasons for paying and the amount of payment are clearly con¬

nected with the procedures, it is not so obvious about frequency of pay¬

ment. There were unsubstantiated rumours that the apparent ease with

which the Resource staff helped people in financial difficulties swelled

the numbers interviewed but although the number of applicants rose

suddenly from 35 in March to 216 in April, they dropped to a steady 157

and 158 in May and June. Frequency may have been affected by the de¬

liberate preventivepolicy of inviting clients to discuss their ..roblems

with the Resource staffs of the 85 people Interviewed in March, 23.5

had been invited, while 12 of the 216 interviewed in April came on

invitation. In May and June, however, no client was invited.

One further repercussion of the drastic measures taken by the Social

Work Department to cope with the lead on its Resource staff was the

policy decision not to apply for Exceptional Need Payments from the

Supplementary Benefits Commission. A symptom of the pressure of work

on the Resource staff who, by March, were working at full stretch, the

decision was also a reflection of the fact that the procedures simply

could not accommodate the time that such requests (and appeals) might

take. According to the Liaison Officer,

"The Resource staff don't automatically try to get
BNPs. They have to take on trust what the client
tells them about their income and haven* t time with
the volume of work to check whether an SUP is

likely."

Evidence from the one-week study shows the truth of this statement.

There is no doubt that team C's Department walked into this sit¬

uation with its eyes open, even cultivating the kinds of problems that

other Departments do their be3t to evade. One of the main objects of

the Resource staff - that of removing a considerable amount of work from

the social workers - was undoubtedly achieved: both the actual amount
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expended by the social workers and the number of payments made show

how much work the Resource staff took over from them. The negligible

quantity of work left to social workers mad® their role very unimpor¬

tant and it cannot be asid that the procedures gov ruing their functions

in respect of cash assistance had such impact except to keep expendi¬

ture down. Had they had the power to give small amounts without con¬

sultation, they might have given more payments for immediate maintenance

but since all payments, large and small, had to be discussed, as in

team B, there was less opportunity than in Department \ to give these

on a very liberal scale.

Team b

Like team C, team B had an immense amount of written information

concerning policies and procedures in relation to cash assistance to

describe the *manifest* situation. The city's Social Work Department

after the May reorganisation was one of the largest in Scotland, nece¬

ssarily requiring a certain degree of devolution of decision-making, and

the mass of written instructions about revised or refined procedures is

testimony to this.

The most important source of information about ection 12 proce¬

dures were the provisional recommendations made on 27th March 1975,

just before reorganisation took place. Five days later, a memorandum

was circulated to the Area Offices outlining the new procedures on the

assumption that they would later be ratified by the Social Work

Committees10
"a) Payments up to £5 in cash may be authorised

by the social worker, as long as this payment does not
bring the total granted (or loaned and not repaid) to
the client over the previous six months to a figure of
£50 or over.

b) Payments of between £5 and £50 must be autho¬
rised by the Area Officer (subject to the proviso in
a) above). The maximum cash payment will generally
bo £10: above that sum, payment will be by cheque.

10. Ratification was made in May 1975.
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c) Payments of £50 and above (or payments
which bring the total granted or loaned and not
repaid ever the previous six months to a figure f
£50 or over) must be authorised by the Divisional
Director or Divisional Officer as delegated,

d) Payments which involve unusual items or
special points of principle must be authorised by
the Divisional Officer or Divisional Director,"

The new procedures» which were officially in operation at the

time the rose,arch was undertaken with team D, allowed social workers

to give out food vouchers to the value of £5 and cash to a maximum of

£5 without consultation. It was possible for a social worker to get a

maximum of £10 from the miscellaneous grants account but anything

between £5 and £10 from this source required a Senior's or the Area

Officer's signature, /any amount a ove £10 had to be paid by cheque.

In addition to the circulars emanating from Headquarters, team 1)

itself produced some written evidence about procedures relating to cash

assistance which intimated that there was some hope of developing the

potential of Section 12. The minutes recording the discussion in a

team mooting on 15th Kay 1975# showed that action 12 had been dis¬

cussed and that the Area Officer had verbally outlined the procedures

for the benefit of his social workers!

"It will now be our practice, in every case, to set
out in the case record the argument for ranking such
a loan/grant. This argument will include a brief
summary of the family's current social situation, a
full statement of their financial circumstances,
the alternatives to Section 12 that have been ex¬

plored, the reasons why the fieidworker feels
Section 12 is appropriate, and the significance of
making any loan/grant to any ongoing social case¬
work that is envisaged. Only in exceptional cases
of extreme urgency will a decision about a loan/
grant be made before this information is recorded
in the file and at least one home visit has been
made".

The Area Officer then went on to express his own dissatisfaction

with the "limitations imposed on making the most imaginative use

possible of section 12 within area teams by the Department's policies

;md procedures ..." Further suggestions that the hierarchy itself was

not unfavourable to the more adventurous use of -action 12 wore found
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in the minutes for the following week's mooting where it was reported

by the -ea Officer that the 'ssistrnt-Tirector (Fleldwork) intended

"to make the use of faction 12 much mora flexible" than the procedures

might appear to permit.

The 'assumed' situation in teas ? accorded rnrrprisingly closely

to the 'manifest* situation, particularly in view of the fact that

most of the written procedures ware given to the writer by the admini¬

strative staff ond not, as in the other teans, by the social workers

themselves. The minutes of the meeting held on 15th May showed that

the Area Officer had described verbally the new procedures and there

seemed to be little or no written indication in the social workers'

possession of their now levels offinancial authority. Yet only one of

•the social workers interviewed claimed not to know the procedures;

another said that after working in the team for over a year he had only

Just found out what they were. Ml the rest knew that they could

authorise up to £5 am: the Area Officer up to a maximum of £50 though

no mention was made of the availability of up to £10 for emergency

grants. The o? shier, who was most involved in the or: 11 financial

transactions with clients and who possessed all the official documents

relating to the procedures, was completely accurate in her perception

of the procedures,

As in all the other teams, the procedures for cash assistance

were closely followed by social workers and the 'extant* situation

accorded with hat had officially been prescribed. In 24 of the 20

oases arising in the one-weak study, it was considered that financial

assistance was necessary and in 25 of the 24 cases, the social workers

or senior social workers making the decision followed the procedures

laid down for their position in the Department, The single exception

concerned a mist-ike in the amount of maintenance paid for a child in

care and it is therefore unlikely that this case fell anyway within the

procedures for payments under Section 12,
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Two further official expectations were that social workers should

iaake ho^o visits before deciding to make a payment and that the cashier

should reclaim expenditure on miscellaneous grants ones a wsok. In the

latt-r case, observation chewed that this procedure was a built-in and

meticulously kept routine, a for as home visits were concerned, there

wars 13 cases of the relevant 24 where a social worker was already

allocated sac. it is assumed that the social workers knew the home eir-

cumstonnes reasonably well cad that a visit was therefore unnecessary.

In the remaining 11 cases, which wars unallocated and therefore likely

to bo unknown, acne of the social workers said that they had mad© a

homo visit to check a client's circumstances before deciding a payment

was necessary.

If social workers in team D adhered to their levels of financial

authority, there were a few unofficial practices that had developed as

a result of the restrictions, or perceived restrictions, of the official

procedures, some of which arc substantiated by the records of expendi¬

ture and the one-week study, although ©ridar.ee for others in not

readily available.

lau ins examined this problem in soma detail in ?hs Dynamics of
11

bureaucracy. Following Barnard's discovery that "informal organi¬

sation" forms consistent patterns that are new elements of the planned,

formal organisation, Bleu studied the effects of informal organisation

in both a law enforcement .agency and a social welfare agency. Bis view

was that informal patterns are an essential clement in the healthy

development of a bureaucratic structure and that it is advantageous

for both organisation and the officials within it to be able to ini¬

tiate change. The examples of unofficial practices in team I) tend to

show that the Department's officially-prescribed procedures had an in-

11. P. flaw The Dynamics of 1 ■urepncracy (TTriversity of Chicago 1955).
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hibiting effect on social workers sine© they were geared acre towards

cciiuiiO consiclcra\#icns t.uan i*o a xxoxioxe x'osvjons© to clients'

needs and that social workers, to fulfil what they regarded as their

professional requirements, needed to 'get ouad* the official proce¬

dures in seise way.

An example of this; vm mentioned by the cashier who had discovered

that the weekly reimbursement of the fund for emergency grants was not

fropusnt enough for the damends zade on it. She confirmed that there

were two cash boxes each containing £100, one of which was for petty

outlays and social workers' travelling expenses and the other for

emergency giants and also containing clients * savings towards future

bills. Because the £100 was not reimbursed quickly enough, the cashier

was forced to 'borrow* from Lha clients' cash in order to meet social

workers* demands for emergency payments. The strain of having to do

tills was obviously heavy.

.-•no tier observation from a cashier who had temporarily left her

own teaa to take over at team D while the permanent one was on leave

waa that social workers would try any way to avoid having to take a

decision to Headquarters. If a bill was over .£50, the social worker

would attempt a variety of methods to find the excess and then gat the

Area Officer to authorise the £50. There is little hard evidence to

support this view, except that no large payments exceeded £50 in the

previous three months and one actually stopped at £50 precisely, but

several social workers certainly expressed dissatisfaction with the

system and wanted decisions for all large amounts to rest with the Area

Officer who was closer to a client's circumstances than an official at

headquarters and could take decisions much more quickly.

The sane cashier also mentioned a device that she used to protect

hex* emergency grant fund. The amount from this source liad only

recently been increased from -5 to £10, of which social workers could

authorise £5 without consultation, with any excess requiring the rea
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Officer's authorisation.. On this member of stuff's own admission,

social worker® were k*pt in the lark about the extra available to them

on the aoouaption that, as aeon .as they know, the amounts they gave out

would creep up to who aaxinuu. i'he cashier lid this less as a way of

guarding 'her* money but rather as a maternal method of pro toe ting

social workers from what site regarded as the blandLUduaents of marauding

clroutbi «

It is difficult to assess how much credence can be given to this

statement in relation to team £, since the cashier who made it had only

woo© lor a week to hole out and v<us referring -co her own team. lean

I's permanent cashier had experienced suae -trouble in keeping up with

social workers' demands for emergency payments# hence her need to scrape

around for resources to meet the demand. This does suggest that there

was ecu© aw-.u-enoca of the increase in amounts available, but 110 social

worker mentioned being able to get £10 for emergency grants and it is

possible that they were deliberately or unwittingly kept in ignorance

of this opportunity.

. roof that social workers did not in practice often pay sore than

15 coses from the records of miscellaneous grants from the inception of

the now regional procedures which show that, of the 126 made, only

five exceeded £5. There is only circumstantial evidence to suggest

that social workers did not make use of the emergency grant fund be¬

cause they were unaware of it. a nor® convincing explanation came from

several of the social workers themselves when they said that it was

difficult to extract an authorisation from two of their throe dealers,

ihe situation in took ? therefore appears to be very reminiscent of

that in bepart^ent As social workers were artificially eeping down

amounts paid as a way of avoiding possible difficulties in justifying

a payment to a senior.

In conclusion, titers in socio evidence that teaa d's procedures in

relation to cash assistance influence both the reason for payment and



the frequency and actuate of payment. Ac far ...a the reason fox5 payment

io concerned, tiio Xrea tffice-r res Look, to promote the mere imaginative

use of Section 12. . ocial workers, too, exprer;ud dieontiefaction with

eclating constraints and tried in various 'eys to ovcrecua thorn. The

tenor of the iepnrtment, acre than that of the others studied, appeared

to favour unconventional forms of expenditure. The reason for the

largo numbers of conventional payments, particularly of small ones,

any lie in the manipulation of the categories of payment which helped

to conceal the real reason (which might have Leon unconventional) out

those axe unlikely to form aero than a handful of the total number. It

is mere likely that team 2 had bocoue embroiled in the same situation

as I;apartment kt the procedures allowed the easy outflow of money, but

only in small amounts; these small amounts were not good for much

except eases of destitution.} clients became accustomed to receiving

such amounts and tend ad to return for mure- and in this way established

a pattern of behaviour and response that was difficult and time-

c-nsuning for social workers to break. The very existence of vouchors

for food, toe, would ensure that they would be used &c on easy option

by hard-prosaed Duty Officers.

There seemed, however, no reason why social workers could not use

largo payments fox' imaginative purposes and they ware, indeed, encour¬

aged to do so; at a term meeting in August 1975, the Area Officer

declared himself to bo "very receptive" to suggestions for outings or

entertainments for children. That social workers aid cot respond to

this unusually open invitation may, as Chapter 9 shows, be loss to do

with 'the procedures, than with their personal reluctance to use cash

Amounts of payment in team T; show a strikingly similar pattern to

that of 2ep -rtment A and for the same rowson that social workers tended

to avoid having to justify a payment to o superior end preferred to



keep within their own margins of unfettered discretion. From social

workers' statements, it seemed that this was not true of all of them

but the records overwhelmingly show that the team'8 conception of need

consistently stayed below the crucial limit to their individual autho¬

rity. In relation to large payments which -were, again like Depart¬

ment A's, far fewer than the sraall ones, it is useful to make compari¬

sons with tonm B where different procedures encouraged much larger

amounts. Despite covering a much poorer o.rea than teas B, team B's

social workers rarely saw the necessity to go above the £50 limit

imposed on the Area Officer; and this can be attributed to their

extreme reluctance to involve their Headquarters in decisions of this

kind.

c.k cmuioH

Davis has examined the problems of ensuring justice within disere-
12

tionary cystems in oiaeretionary Justico. Defining discretion as the

freedom and power to make a choice among possible courses of action or

inaction, Davis claims that the exercise of discretion may result in

either beneficence or tyranny, justice or injustice and reasonableness

or arbitrariness, but that the -roper exercise of discretion is essential

in maintaining both flexibility and creativity. In Davis' view, thore

are throe methods of controlling the exorcise of discretionary power;

first, rules which establish limits on discretionary power can confine

it; secondly, rules which specify how much discretionary power any-

individual has can structure it; find thirdly, cheeks on discretionary

decisions by superiors, colleagues or outside bodies can help to pre¬

vent arbitrariness.

12, .0. Davie I-lacrctionary Justlce (University of Illinois 1971)•



xamination of the four teams' policies and procedures in relation

to cash assistance has shown how several Social Work Departments have

chosen to confine their social workers' discretionary power and how

different ways of doing it have had very different results, ,'hile the

socio-economic conditions of the areas covered by the teams were not

controlled for in any way to prove conclusively that other variables

determine expenditure under Section 12, there is sufficient known

about thea to indicate that the variation in amount and frequency of

payment and reason for payment is determined, not merely by differences

in degrees of poverty but, in part, by the procedures chosen to govern

the use of the cash assistance powers.

s Tale 7»1 shows, procedures which allowed the provision of

small amounts by social workers without consultation (Department A and

teas D) resulted in a very heavy preponderance of small over large pay¬

ments. In Department A, the monthly average issue of large payments

was 0,91 and small payments 32.6; in team D, large payments wore given

at an average monthly rate of 10,6 compared with a rate of 42 per month

for small payments. As an indication that this pattern was not due

simply to the socio-economic conditions of the areas, it can be seen

that, in teams C and D (where these conditions were similar but pro¬

cedures were different), there was a completely contrasted pattern in

the two teams' expenditure, with team 0 giving a much higher monthly

average rate of large payments to small payments at 18 to 4, compared

with team D's 10,6 to 42.

There are both pros .and cons in social workers having'u achecked"

or unsupervised discretion. Social workers' main argument for having

discretion of this nature is that they are expected to exorcise much

more important discretion in other areas of their work which, though

not remiring visible cash transfers, nevertheless entail considerable

auras of money, aorae of the disadvantages of social workers having
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unfettered discretion in the matter of cash assistance have been pointed

out in this chapter, A particularly serious disadvantage is the creation

of a self-reinforcing pattern of demand and response. This was shown in

Chapter 6 to have developed in Department A and team D and it was rein¬

forced in both teams by practices like the frequent reimbursement of

petty cash funds. In addition, such a pattern helps to foster hostility

towards Supplementary Benefits officials among social workers who be¬

lieve that, since most of the small payments are for immediate mainte¬

nance, the Commission are somehow falling down on th ir job. Further¬

more, though the individual sums are rarely very large (of. Table 6.9),

the time spent in dealing with the quantity of requests end payments can

be costly,

A second disadvantage is the apparent reluctance of social workers

to apply to more 3enior 3taff for larger (and possibly more appropriate)

amounts and a corresponding preference to remain within the limits of

"unchecked" discretion. Of the total number of 152 small payments

(food vouchers and small cash payments) made by Department s social

workers, only 11 exceeded the £5 limit, although it was possible to

make larger payments from the petty cash funds with the permission of

a Senior; similarly, of the 126 small cash payments made by team D,

only five exceeded the social workers' limit, though anything up to

£10 could be paid with a Senior's consent.

Procedures which required consultation at all times, as in team B

and in team C for debts other than rent or fuel, resulted in many

fewer small payments: there were scarcely any in team B (viz. Chapter 6

p. 206 ) and only four per month in team C. The need to consult, on

social workers' own admission, inhibits the temptation and pressure to

pay to "get rid of a client" and perhaps encourages a more realistic

appraisal of a client's need. Thus the check on the action of social

workers in terms B and C, while no guarantee against arbitrariness,
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could at least ensure that payments were not too hastily or injudi¬

ciouslyaide and that a client's oircumst nces were reasonably ade¬

quately discussed. A system of consultation my not be to social

workers' liking, but it more closely approximates to Davis* desire

for discretion with justice.

finally, Davis goes on to argue that there must b a balance

between the excessive and the inadequate when exercising discretion.

In the context of cash assistance in Social Work Departments, there are

a number of considerations to take into account - for example, the

availability of resources, the proper control and equitable distribution

of resources and the professional identity of social workers. Given

that resources are available for cash assistance, the other consider¬

ations can be met by procedures that ensure that cash assistance is

provided in circumstances both acceptable to Social fork Departments

and according to the clients* needs.

Of the four area teams studied, teams B and C most nearly achieved

this aim: team 3'a social workers felt constrained by being so closely

controlled by a rather distant Assistant-Director, though in fact a

decision jointly recommended by a Senior and a social worker was rarely

rejected at Headquarters; team C had deliberately chosen to deal with

its problems by means of the Resource staff and considered the scheme

to be a success. Doth teams, however, employed rather unusual proce¬

dures and are unlikely to be very acceptable models for other Depart¬

ments. Team B was particularly rigidly controlled and the success of

its social workers in keeping casework decisions at area teem levol

depended entirely on the goodwill of the current Assistant-Director;

while the procedures of team C's Department were designed tc cope with

conditions in the city that had no parallel in the rest of Scotland.

On© solution, which is unlikely to attract local authority officials

conscious of the need to retrench, is to raise social workers* Gis-
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eretion to a irnoh higher level, 2his would certainly tost whether

social workers would act mora responsibly the higher their level of

authority.

However, this solution is at best too risky to Ls put to the

test; at worst, it offends against Davis1 proposition that discretion,

to ensure Justice, must be controlled,

A mors attractive alternative is the solution proposed by team B's

social workers la preparation for reorganisation. They suggested that

there should be an ad hoc coocittee at area team level whose function

would be to consider each application for cash assist nee. fhe area

ten© would have its own budget for cash assistance and would be respon¬

sible for recovering and recycling loans. It was thought by teas B

that this system would not only ensure consultation among colleagues

but also a thorough discussion of the client's need, as equitable a

distribut!on of resources as possible and the development of standard

criteria within the tea© for giving assistance!. Team 3 had not, at

the time the research was undertaken, actually tried out their pro¬

posals but a similar scheme was known to have been working success-

13
fully for some time in another social work team."" If the committee

system seems at first sight to be a little cumbersome and time-

consuming, it is no more so than many of the existing procedures and

lias tho greater advantage of incorporating many of the constraints

that Davis recommends for ensuring justice with discretion. This

system and its implications for social justice will be discussed again

in tho conclusion.

15, This team was one of tho two that took part in the
pilot-study.
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This chapter is the second to examine the proposition that the manner

in which Section 12 is implemented is affected by three possible influences:

the Social Work Departments1 own policies and procedures in relation to each

assistance; other organisations* policies and procedures; and social

workers* perceptions of their powers under Section 12. Chapter 8 is

concerned with the second of these variables and examines the effect of the

policies and procedures of (a) the "lectricity and Gas Boards and (b) the

local Housing Departments. The policies and procedures of the Supplementary

Benefits Commission have already been considered.

Hie first part of the thesis (Chapters 1-3) attempted to establish what

was expected of action 12 and, by tracing its passage through the drafting

and Parliamentary stager., arrived at the conclusion that there was

considerable doubt whether the wording of Section 12 any longer corresponded

to the original intention of the White Paper and of those Scottish Office

officials those job was to give legislative expression to tit.ma. As the

vjording of Clause 12 underwent modification at the instigation of otiter

ministries and MPs, it became apparent that the duty to promote individual

social welfare by means of cash assistance was gradually being eroded by

restrictions and the value of cosh assistance powers in emergencies

correspondingly emphasised. It was suggested, too, that the explanatory

guidance Issued after the Social -'ork (Scotland) Act both reflected and



reinforced the emphasis on emor eneies and further exaggerated the

tendency of social norlrors to sec ection 12 primarily, if not exclusively,

as an emergency measure.

Tills conclusion raises the question of how to reconcile the two

suggest'ons that social workers are not really abusing cash assistance

powers Then they use them in emergencies, since the eventual wording of

Section 12 and the memorandum of guidance indicate that this is precisely

what they should be used for, and that other organisations' policies and

procedures are an influential determinant of the way Section 12 is used.

These two suggestions are complementary rather than incompatible: as is

shown in the current phrasing of Section 12 end the guidance on its use

are to some degree responsible for encouraging social workers to think of

the powers as an emergency measure. Other organisations have consequently

been able, either deliberately or unconsciously, to capitalise on tills and

have come to believe that where they cannot (or feel they cannot) assist

their customers or tenants, the Social ' ork Department, by virtue of the

powers conferred by Section 12, is in a position to do so.

PART It TIT' FtT'D. BOARDS

bike the Supplementary Benefits Commission, which has attracted

considerable odium from social workers for allegedly evading its

responsibility to meet urgent need, the Fuel Boards have been criticised

for creating unnecessary hardship for a number of consumers. These

consumers, it is said, have to approach the Social Work Department for

practical, assistance either in paying a fuel account or in acting as



intermediary between themselves and the Fuel Boards. Three policies and

procedures in particular have beer, isolated as contributing to consumers'

difficulties. The first concerns payment arrangements that are unsuitefi

to the xeokly ineoraos and life-styles of many consumers. The second is

the policy on disconnection, the inflexibility of which makes it extremely

difficult for consumers to pay past or current bills. Thirdly, it is

alleged that the demand for deposits causes hardship, especially for those

on low incomes. 1

The question of whether social workers are providing cash assistance

simply to help people #10 have fallen foul of the Fuel Boards' procedures

is complex since it has largely boiled down, to each side embracing the

traditional outlook and attitudes of its own organisation. On tho one hand,

social workers are test able to decide whether a person would benefit from

their skills in assisting with personal and emotional problems and (in

theory) can distinguish between such people and those who only require a

more flexible response from the Fuel Boards; on the other, the Fuel Boards

say that, as commercial organisations, they have neither a mandate nor the

information to consider their customers' social needs, though they do their

best within thoir commercial framework to deal sympathetically with cases

of hardtfiip, Furthermore, they imply that, whore customers cannot be

fitted into their established procedures, they must either need social

work assistance or should take the consequences of their own failures.

The argument about the influence on Section 12 of ■fee Fuel Boards*

procedures is, of course, inseparably linked with fee question of adequacy

of income. The Convention of Scottish. Local Authorities made thoir view

1. These particular problems are clearly stated and examined in
Fuel Debts - Tho Poor. Child Poverty Action Group Poverty Pamphlet 24.
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on this quite clear at a meeting to consider the payment of fuel accounts: 2

'* ..../the Conventleg/ W1"e of tiio opinion that the levels of
financial assistance to low income groups should bo increased
to enable people to meet all their commitments without resort
to other agencies. Many people were cutting dorm on other
necessities like food .... in order to meet their fuel bills*'.

Too low a level of income, however, was only part of die problem:

The Convention felt that in the first instance, consumers
should be given facilities to pay their bills in as
appropriate a manner as possible".

Representatives of the Supplementary Benefits Commission, however, generally

do not believe that levels of benefit are too low: relatively few Exceptional

Heeds Payments are and© for fuel bills and this, in their opinion, proves

that most people are capable of managing on existing levels of benefit.

The only firs piece of independent, well-researched evidence is that

provided by Hesketh, who examined the aetiology of fuel debts in centrally-

heated council housing. He discovered that of his sample of 31, nine

respondents were above the basic Cuppleraentary Benefit level, 16 were at

tho basic Supplementary Benefit level and six were below, yet he concluded

that

'the greater number of respondents seemed to be of average
intelligence or above and some were obviously extremely
competent; in terms of budgeting, employment, care of
children, household management, there seemed little doubt
of their general adequacy. In spite of the predicaments
which qualified them for the sample, it would be difficult .

to describe most of these families as socially inadequate".

2. Tho meeting took place at Hew t. Andrew's House on 12/5/76.
Information about the meeting and minutes was kindly provided by
David Middleton,

3. J. L. Ileaketh Fuel Debts - Bocial Problems in Centrally Heated
Council Housing (Manchester 1075).

4. J. L. Heaketh Fuel Debts on. cit. page 40,
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The study suggests, therefore, that the incurring of debts ia not

necessarily correlated with personal inadequacy but that there is a con¬

nection both wit' low income and with fuel systems that were inappropriate

to the life-style of particular sections of the population.

Since there is no information that contradicts Hesketh»s findin • , this

section will proceed on the assumption that most people who incur debts to

the Fuel ";oards ore generally competent and socially adequate people, This,

of course, raises the question of the adequacy of their income but rather

than discuss this issue, the section will concentrate on examining tlie

claim that unnecessary difficulties are caused by the Fuel Boards* admini¬

strative procedures and that the "ocial T oik Departments are forced as a

consequence tc consider using their own powers to give cash assistance,

Evidence provided in Chapter 4 has already shown that payments for

fuel bills constitute a large proportion of most ocial Vork Departments*

expenditure under Section 12: in 1973 and 1974, tfco annual percentage was

38,0 and 29.4 respectively: while Children*i. Departments in Scotland

spent betveen 19,7 and 36.5 of their total expenditure under Section 1

on fuel bills. Similarly high percentages were recorded by the 41 Social

ork Departments who replied to the questionnaire covering the financial

year 1970-71, where to average spent on fuel bills was 44,5 of the total

expended under lection 12, and by the 33 Departments replying two years

later, when the average una 41.8* of the tot'1 spent by these epaytaents.

expenditure by the four Departs©fits studied was as follows:

1970/71 1972/3

A 44.37 13.51

B 15.94 17.90

C N/K 25.00

D 10.96 26.78

National average 40.1 36.4

Table 8.1 Expenditure on fuel as a percentage of
tot-1 expenditure under action 12.



Payment --rrangements

Many social workers believe that the methods cf payment of fuel bills

are of crucial Importance in determining whether or not customers run up an

unmanageable level of debt, .and central to this is ue is the need for

systems of payment that are suitable for customers who receive and budget

for a weekly income. Kiddieton has declared that there is no

"divergence between pood commercial judgment and providing means
for consumers to pay accounts in a way which is appropriate for
their income and their particular circumstances at any one time".'

He went on to suggest that self-cancelling token meters would be the moot

appropriate method cf ensuring that fuel was economically used at the sane

time as avoiding the risk of theft. Until these were commercially viable,

he believed thai sore sympathetic consideration should be given to requests

for the old-style prepayment meters, Middleton is support d in this view

by the Local Authority Association. Articles in professional journals have

also urged the Fuel hoards to be more considerate of their customers* needs,

and the dhild overt ation Group appear Implicitly to disapprove of the

lack of uniformity in prices and conditions of payment, especially among

6
tlx© different Electricity Boards.

Payer nt by instalments, too, as savings towards future bills and for

bills already received, is a further method that social workers tool would

greatly assist consumers and obviate the frequent need for social workers

to bail out people for no other reason than that they cannot immediately

find a large lump sum. Middleton has found from his experience as an

Area Officer in ar. urban area that consumers can often meet a "substantial"

part of a bill and pay the rest by instalments if only the Electricity Board

would lot thorn. That this is not permitted as frequently as s cial workers

5, B. Middleton, Area Officer, Dundee Social fork Department. Letter to
the 'res >sgr, •"'orth of ScotlandHjdro-Electric Board 9/6/76.

6. Geo in particular G. Rankin personal View in focir! f ork Today Vol. 6
To. 18$ C. Trinder and S. ^l.ark vhnt Price Fuel? British Association
of Settlement 1976; and Fuel Oebto - Hie Poor or?, cit.



consider necessary causes hardship, mis-rise of sociill work time and

resources and bad feelings towards th lectricity Boards.

The Fuel Boards had given a warning in their guidance, the Fuel Debts

Reaorandu®,^ that they could not afford, on their good customers' behalf,

to accommodate bad payers by providing "special and often expensive arrange¬

ments" for them, yet they have recently been willing, in co-operation with

the Supplementary Benefits Commission, to accept weekly payments on behalf

of old and poor families. That tine acceptance of instalments has proved

not to be an administrative impossibility when the case is sufficiently

pressing makes it all the more surprising, in view of the Boards' insistence

on withdrawing prepayment meters, that they continue to be resistant to
"

making these facilities more freely available.

In answer to these charges, the Fuel Boards can point to an array of

methods of payment which, in their view, go a long way to accommodate their

customers' differ nt habits. The South of Scotland Electricity Board's

primary method of collecting accounts at the time the research was undertaken

was by quarterly bill tog. This has since been replaced by a system of bi¬

monthly billing which involves more frequent and smaller bills but no

reminder. Should the customer fail to pay one bill, it is added to the next,

totalling four months* consumption of fuel. For ether customers, there is a

system of estimating the coat of consumption over s year and then averaging

out a monthly sum, usually paid by banker's order. For consumers who operate

on weekly budgets, a few prepayment meters are still available, though these

are now installed only in very special circumstances. In addition, the

system of buying stamps through the Royal Bank of Scotland had, by 1276,

reached an annual sale of C5 million. Finally, the South of Scotland

7. This publication will be discusnod Inter In the chapter.

8, The substitution of quarterly accounts for prepayment meters was
cited to the Fuel Debts Femorandura as a cause of the increasing
incidence of debt. Fuel Debts Memorandum op. cit, page ?.



Electricity Board say that "money offered at any showrooms as an advance

would ho accepted and arrangemeats for weekly payaento could be made ot

showrooms", '• hut the evidence fro® the four area teams suggests that

willingness to provide these facilities varied in 1975 fro area to area.

The icottish Gas Board have all these facilities, too, and, in

addition, can offer two different kinds of tariff depending on the amount

of gas annually consumed.

The combination of those methods of payment enables about 97" of both

Electricity and Gas Board customers to settle their accounts reasonably

promptly, while only I- actually fail to pay before disconnection takes

place. For this reason and because they can moke special arrangements for

needy people, P>?©1 Board officials ere sceptical of social work®re* claims

that further measures are re-uired. The main objection by the Fuel Boards

to further facilities like accepting payment by regular weekly instalment

is that it would be prohibitively expensive and the costs would, quite

unfairly, have to be passed on to those customers Uho gave no trouble in

paying under the current (systems. The Sou#) of Scotland Electricity Board's

overall policy is

"to obtain payment for electricity consumed, avoiding action
which would result in undue hardship to the elderly and very
young, and providing economically the widest possible
facilities for the timcoue payment of electricity accounts".*®
Within the overall policy, District Accountants hove some discretion,

and the flexibility with which this is exercised appears to depend on

individual officials and the policy of their local office. The normal

procedure was to send an account, followed by a reminder after 21 day® and,

after a further ton days, a final notice. It was not the policy to accept

part-payments after the final notice but if customers cone to the South of

9. Payment of fuel accounts meeting 12/5/76.
10. better to 'avid Middle ton fro- a representative of the HS1! "B 14/5/76.



Scotland Electricity Foard Iran- dintely after receiving their account, the

South of Scotland Electricity Board could "sympathetically consider"

arrangements for part-pajtso- ts so long as these vere sufficient to pay off

the account before the next one was due. Theoretically, under the Electricity

Act, all consuroera should be treated alike but, in practice, according to

one South of cctland Electricity Board representative, it does depend on

the circumstances, and the old and the very young receive the greatest

sympathy.

On the whole, relationships between Department A and the local

loctr city Board were thought to bo harmonious. Electr city official a

thought that the Family Casework Payments scheme was an excellent systems

whereas the Board could not accept part-payments after the final notice,

the Social Fork Department was able to do so, by paying a lump sum to the

Board aid then reclaiming the sum from the client.

Team n*a local Electricity office were the most flexible about accepting

weekly payments, both for arrears and as credit towards future bills. This

consideration was mentioned appreciatively by the Family Aides in team B,

and with the District •' ffice having only the second lowest rate of debt

among the South of Scotland Electricity Board areas, the policy seems to

have paid off. The officials admitted it created extra work but, in their

opinion, was a price worth paying. It begs the question why more cannot be

done in other offices to accert part-payments on a regular weekly basis.

Team n»s special procedures ensured that an almost automatic two-week

extension was given to clients when the Resource staff requested it, during

which time part-paymonto were accepted as a measure of tho client*s determina¬

tion to contribute something towards the bill.

Team D's local Electricity office, like Department A*o, had a Consumer

Eolations Officer to check on stories of difficulty and sort out those in



temporaxy trouble from the "out and out rogues". Instalments were not

accepted, however, at the electricity showroom in team D*e area.

The Scottish Gas Board had a slisjhtly different procedure for collect¬

ing accounts which gave the consumer a longer period in which to pay. An

account was issued, followed 28 days later by a final notice. It was

possible to disconnect seven days after the final notice but the normal

period was 21 days* giving the consumer seven full weeks in which to settle

his account. At th time the research was being done, the gas fitter, whose

task was to disconnect, was not permitted to accept money from the consumer

at the time of disconnection but it was intended very shortly to change this

procedure to allow the disconnecter to accept payment. Under the system

then in operation, the bill had to be paid in full at this late stage to

avoid disconnection.

In the view of us! Board officials, therefore, consumers are given

plenty of time under their normal procedure for collecting accounts to make

payment. Should they find themselves in difficulty, it was possible to

make arrangements if they admitted their troubles at an early enough stage

and where consumers knew they could not budget for three months, or even two

months, ahead, they had the option of buying stamps from a branch of the

Royal Bank or a showroom, either of which were said to be within eaoy roach

of most consumers.

The Fuel Boards1 case would seem to bo incontrovertible were it not for

social workers* experience of people who, having failed to pay their bills

in time, bring them, too late to benefit from the Fuel Boards* period for

"sympathetic consideration", to the Social h'ork Be artment for assistance.

Cases from the one-week studies are examined later as evidence for the

frequency of this type of problem. The issue is really one of deciding,

within a general understanding that bosv people are and probably always will



be dishonest while other are- either unfortunate or lazy or are too frightened

to make a public confession of their failures, which cases should be helped

and how beet to do so. On this point, social workers said that the Fuel

Boards* policies and procedures, while they could bo flexible could also be

too harsh in the wrong typos of case.

Along with weekly instalments, which might help to make clearer the

distinction between those vho would pay if they could and those who would not

pay whatever the facilities to assist them, social workers believed, that the

answer to the problems of those clients who cannot or will not save for them¬

selves is the prepayment meter. There is little hope, however, of prepayment

meters in their present form being installed except in very special circum¬

stances. ince about 1970, the Heciricity Board has, as a matter of policy,

begun to withdraw them and the Has Board, empowered by a new Gas Act in 1972,

has followed suit, though 350,000 of its 850,000 consumers still have these

facilities, Susceptibility to theft is their main drawback, particularly

since, with the steep increases in the price of fuel, they become full very

quickly. They are also not appropriate for off-peak heating and work out

more expensive for the consumer then the credit system. The majority of

social workers probably accept feat meters of the old-style are now out of

date and cannot be expected to return, but they remain keen to see some kind

of *pay-as-you-go * system that will prevent the accumulation of an unmanageably

high debt by anyone, whether the;/ bo persons who may exceptionally have got

into difficulties or who deliberately refuse to pay on a credit system.

Disconnection

Inseparable from the issue of payment systems that are adapted as closely

as possible to fee circumstances of individual consumers is the question of

whoa and whoa to disconnect. In the winter of 1975/76, after a series of



largo and frequent increases in the price of domestic fuel, tho Government

expressed concern about the difficulty in paying their bills of old people

who might be suffering from hypothermia in on attempt to reduce their

consumption of fuel. The answer, proposed by the Secretary of tc.te for

Energy, was to request the Fuel Boards to suspend until the summer dis¬

connections of households in which all the members were pensioners. In

addition, arrangements were made for the Supplementary Benefits Commission

to forward to the Fuel Boards a weekly sum of behalf of fee consumer,

sufficient to cover current consumption and begin the settlement of arrears,

to forestall disconnections which might cause serious hardship.
'

ven before -trie recent Government response to demands to protect tho

old and the poor from fee worst effects of rising fuel costs, the Fuel Boards

said they tried to avoid hardship when disconnecting, thou#', the term

•hardship" is clearly open to different kinds of interpretation. From thoir

point of view, it is expensive in terms of fee time and money spent in apply¬

ing to fee court for an entry warrant, disconnecting and then reconnecting,

for only part of the total costs are borne by the consumer. For this reason

as well as for social considerations, disconnection is undesirable. In toam

B's local electricity office, disconnecters had instructions not to disconnect

where hardship might be caused to young children, the old or the sick, while

team D's District Accountant summed up the position of his disconnectors as

"'hen in doubt, get out." **
The Chairman of tho Electricity Consultative Council, in expressing his

organisation"e support for fee ultimate sanction of disconnection, has given

a concise exposition of fee Fuel Boards" position:

11. Interview 2/9/75.



,.. we believe Hi at Hie remove! of the sanction of dis¬
connection will lead to nor© lengthy and expensive recovery
procedures which will in turn lead to unnecessary surcharges
on the bills of the majority of consumers, who are already
punch-drunk with price increases, to bail out a feckless
Minority or to carry out obligations which should be placed
firmly and squarely on the social security authorities.** ^

There is, nevertheless, a school of thought that believes tie Fuel

Boards should not carry by themselves the responsibility of deciding on

the aatter of disconnections. In an article in 'Social Work Today*.

Houghton discusses the heavy coats incurred by the taxpayer in terms of

social welfare authorities' time and money in cases where fuel has boon
13

disconnected. Accepting that electricity as a source of fuel is essential

and that all sorts of unpleasant consequences flow from disconnection,

Houghton proposed a kind of tribunal to which a consumer could be aumroned

to explain his reasons for not paying his fuel bills? depending on their

nature, the tribunal could order certain forms of action, like installation

of a prepayment meter or a meter limited to essential supplies, disconnection,

or a payment by on© of the social welfare authorities. He briefly mentioned

as a possible alternative that fuel bills might be oet out of general taxation.

Few people have advocated that the Fuel Boards' disconnection powers

should be discontinued; rather they propose that they be more stringently

controlled, whether indirectly, by means of better provisions for preventing

people reaching the point of disconnection or directly, by bringing into the

decision-making other bodice like the social services who are more aware of

the consequences than are Fuel Board officials. The frequency with which

fecial fork departments have to deal with people who are in danger of being

disconnected will be examined later.

12, Letter to The Times 22/6/76.

13. P. Houghton foclal fork Today Vol. 6, !!o. 4.



Deposi.tr>

A third aatter >2iicu social workers have questioned is the relatively

recent practice of the South of Scotland llectricit. Board to demand

deposits. She decision U> use their powers - approved.by the Electricity

Consultative Council - was taken early in 1971 when it was discovered that

the ,'ottth of - cotlf nd ''loctriei ty Board, having enjoyed & reasonably good

record for debts, had rapidly become the worst electricity authority in

Britain with a total debt of £400,000. She South of Scotland ?;leetricity

Board originally proposed that all now consumers, including those who were

taking over existing sup .lies, should be obliged to complete an application

form including details of previous addresses, The payment record would be

chocked sad, if it was found to be bad, the consumer would be required to

provide a deposit or name a guarantor. These stringent proposals net with

severe criticism and were later modified. At hie time of the research the

outii of Scotland Electricity Board's policy was to require a deposit mount¬

ing to two winter quarters' consumption from consumers who had illegally

reconnected their supply or who had been disconnected twice within eighteen

•months. If all went well over two years, the deposit was to be paid back

at &•' interest| rarely was a deposit retained after this period.^
In Scotland, the Gas Board ask for deposits only infrequently, though

this can be done after only one disconnection; in England, where gaa as a

fuel is more widely used, deposits are more often requested.

It is extremely rare that facial Work Departments pay fuel deposits,

even in eases where a family would easily qualify for assistance with a fuel

bill. It appears to have been universally accepted as a matter of principle

that such arbitrary demands by the Fuel Boards can have no part in the

14. -*uch of this information came to light in correspondence between
hoebgelly Town Council, "illian Hamilton, H.F., and the fouth of
Scotland loctricity Board.



assistance provided under Section 12. The only modification of this policy

by both organisations* suggested by the Fuel Debts Kcoorandua, was that the

Fuel Boards could waive their demand for a deposit if the Social Work

Department agreed to sponsor a client*8 fuel consumption mounting to the

sum that would have provided the deposit. However, no cases of this sort

areoc when the research was undertaken in any of the four teams.

Influence of the -<ol Boards* on lielea

In assessing the influence of the Fuel Boards' policies and procedures

on Social Work Departments* time and resources, the financial cases approach¬

ing the Departments over the one-week period were examined to see both the

extent of the problem of fuel debts relative to other problems and the exact

nature of the problems. For these purposes, problems concerning gas will be

ignored since only one or two arose in the periods under study.

It is clear that difficulties over electricity debts do make substantial

demands on the staff of ocial 'fork Departments during any typical week,

though, perhaps surprisingly, this was less true of teas C than elsewhere.

In Department A, nine cases were dealt with, of which five were concerned

with electricity debts, while in team B, five of the total of 11 cases were

concerned with electricity problems. Tern C's proportion was less, with 11

out of the total of 50, while tom R had only six eases with electricity debts

out of their total of 28, That social workers dealt with such problems did

not necessarily mean that they subsequently paid the clients' bills but it

had already been fijotm in this and earlier chapters that fuel bills are,

nevertheless, paid frequently and such payments constitute anything up to 40.
of a Department's total expenditure under Section 12, In 14 of the 27 cases,

the social worker actually recommended payment under Section 12,



If it cats be said that clients with electricity debts do account for a

large proportion of social workers* tirr, can it be proved from t o one-week

cases that the specific policies and procedures of the South of Scotland

Electricity Board influence social workers either to use or to consider using

their cash assistance powers?

One of fee social workers1 criticism® was that the Fuel Boards* payment

systems fere insufficiently sensitive to customers* life-styles and weekly

incomes. Of the 27 cases presenting with electricity debts, only three were

earning wages while 14 were on Supplementary Benefit, nine were on other

state benefits (mainly Unemployment Benefit) and the source of income fox" one

was unknown. In only one case was it likely that the consumer would have been

in the position to use- banking facilities to save for future bills. At the

seas time, 23 were receiving quarterly bills, two were on prepayment asters

(one having only recently had the meter installed) one made part-payments

and the node of payment for the remaining one was not known. It, therefore,

seems an inescapable conclusion that acombination of low Income received on

a weekly basis and accounts covering between 12 to 15 weeks* consumption of

fuel contributes to the difficulties of many in finding large lump sums of

anything up to £50. She success of most people (up to 97f of all consumers,

according to the Fuel Boards) cannot be used as evidence for the adequacy of

current level® of income and budgeting facilities, nor as a stick with which

to beat those who genuinely cannot achieve others* feats of managements the

weight of evidence from the Social fork Departments is that credit accounting

and low weekly incomes do not go easily together.

Hie scarcity of prepayment motors boars out the South of Scotland

Electricity Board*a statement that those are gradually being withdrawn,

though one ease there there was evidence of chronic inability to budget

suggests that they will be installed where the Fuel Board think it absolutely



necessary, Clients may have bought stamps, but it is not clear how many

did so and the purchase of stamps was not always as easy as the South of

Scotland Electricity Board indicat ed: it was thought by team C*s Family

Aides, for instance, that the local electricity showroom was too distant to

be of much use and that the Royal Bank was a place that working class people

fought shy of, though in other areas showrooms were more accessible. Very

few people appeared to pay by instalments despite the expressed willingness

of the South of Scotland Icetrieity Board to accept weekly credit payments.

It say be that the statement about part-payments was inapplicable in 1975

when the research was undertaken, but there does seen to be scope for making

these facilities more widely available to people on weekly incomes.

Two general points emerged from the study of these esses. The first is

that several people (seven of the 27) came to the Social Woife Department for

assistance when their supply was just about to be disconnected. This is a

phenomenon well-known to my Duty Officer in a Social Work Department but it

is not catered for administratively by the Fuel Boards who refuse to accept

part-jayaents after the final notice. There is a need on the part of the

Fuel Boards to accommodate this pattern of behaviour; it is again not

necessarily evidence of improvidence or intended as a means of applying

pressure on the Social Fork Departments to pay, as South of Scotland 'lectricity

Board officials are prom to believe, but rather a reflection of the consumer's

hope that he can manege to find the money in time (whether or not this is

realistic) or a genuine fear of confessing until forced to what might appear

to be a personal failure.

Secondly, while the South of Scotland "lectricity Board are certainly

willing to accept part-payments towards a bill if the consumer requests this

early enough, the policy of ranking tie consumer pay off one bill before the

nest one is due (which undoubtedly makes commercial sense) often leads the
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South of Scotland 'leetricity Board to require excessively large weekly

payments. Recipients of Supplementary Benefit or Rnomployment Benefit were

asked for anything? up to £8 per week and, finding this an impossible burden,

were approaching the Social Fork Department for help, A solution which will

be fair to consumer, Fuel Boards and Social ' ork Departments alike is not

easy to find: tho obvious answer is to avoid a situation where consumers

are sucked into b cycle of debt end the best means of achieving that

objective, whatever its other disadvantages, is without doubt the prepayment

meter or its likely successor, the cslf-cancelling token aster.

The second of social workers* specific criticisms concerned disconnec¬

tion. Houghton has argued that the Fuel Boards should not decide to dis¬

connect without advice from other quartern. The cases produced in the ©no-

week studies show how important this suggestion is: seven cases approaching

the ocinl Fork Department were on the verge of disconnection, while a

further 13 had already been disconnected for periods of up to two years.

In 12 of these cases, in the social worker's opinion, the supply of electricity
IB

was essential, J

Fuel Supply Fuel Supply
Essential Rot Fssential +

Already or about to
be disconnected 12 7

Ho disconnection date 5 1

+ Two cape, unknown

Table 6.2 disconnection of essential fuel.

South of Scotland lectr:city Board officials were vehement that they

tried to avoid causing hardshi when they were forced to disconnect but it

15. "Faeential" meant where electricity was the only source of fuel or
whore there was sickness, old age or extreme youth in a household.



is equally clear that the definition of the circumstances in t&ieh hardship

is likely to occur is variable and is now becoming leas stringent as a

result of Government intervention. At the time of the research, anyone was

liable to be disconnected for non-payment of bills except where there was

danger to life, and Table 8.2 suggests that the South of Scotland Electricity

Board did not hesitate to disconnect even when there were old people or

young children in a household. Since early 1976, however, there has been e

greater flexibility in dealing with pensioners and people on Supplementary

Benefit, and the outh of Scotland Electricity Board has shown itself, under

some pressure, capable of adapting to new definitions of hardship.

Finally, there is the question of the South of Scotland lectricity

Board's insistence on deposits from certain of their loss reliable customers.

Three cases arose in the periods studied. The amount required varied from

£60-£100 which, especially to recipients of any state benefit, was quite out

of the question. As a matter of policy, none of the Social Fork Departments

would pay a deposit and could offer only Color gas equipment as an alternative.

It is not known how these clients subsequently managed.

In answer to the question whether the South of Scotland Electricity

Board's various policies end procedures had influenced social workers to use

or consider using Section 12, it was clear that only in the case of deposits

would social workers refuse to allow the Fuel hoards to determine the use to

which eetion 12 was put. "either in the cases that arose in the periods

studied nor nt any other time in the course of the research did social workers

pay a deposit to the Fuel Boards. Their views on the hardship that requests

for deposits often causes wore unequivocal but actual payments to relieve the

hardship were firmly insisted.

On the question of the payment systems, there i • no doubt that quarterly

billing does pose immense budgeting problems for people on low incomes and,

though ther ore alternatives like savings stamps end thr occasional opportunity
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to lodge weekly sums at electricity siiowrooms, these do not seen to be

sufficient in themselves to keep a significant number of people (in terms

of the total social work clientele) from falling into debt.

In all the eases where clients applied for assistance to the Social

Work Department, especially where disconnection had taken place or was about

to take place, it was necessary to consider making a payment under Section

12. titlere there was no disconnection date, the social worker was able to

negotiate with the Fuel Boards in the hope that a delay could be arranged

or part-payments accepted. :'03t of the cases, however, put some pressure on

the Social Work Department to make a payment, either in the form of a large

deposit, reconnection fees, or assistance with lumps sums or unrealisticslly

high part-payments.

The Fuel Boards are clearly not averse to experimenting with now types

of meter which might prevent the incurring of heavy debt but it will take

some time before they are fully developed for commercial use. Meanwhile,

bi-monthly billing has replaced quarterly billing and there are vague

suggestions that monthly billing would be better still, but from all points

of view the ideal would be the enforced control of a pay-as-you-go system

that would automatically reduce fuel consumption when a consumer's money ran

out. Similarly, disconnection for debt would be much rarer end fewer

consumers would be exposed to the temptation of deliberately defrauding the

Fuel Boards.

Social workers' sense of dissatisfaction in respect of fuel debts,

however, cannot be attributed only to the inadequacy of the Fuel Boards'

policies and procedures, nor to the way these combine with low income to

produce an unnecessarily high incidence of debt. Clients' problems may often

be due to the combination of low income and the difficulty in saving an

unspecified amount of money for a future bill, but there is a further



consideration to take into account. Cases can arise through the pressure of

such organisations as the Fuel boards where, in social work phraseology, the

debt is simply the presenting problem and underneath lurk perhaps marital

difficulties, potential delinquency or mental illness. Such cases might wall

be legitimeto targets for social work attention and are welcomed as such,

.At the same time, there is an instinctive feeling that limits should be put

on the cash assistance nowers and social workers think that the Fuel Boards,

in acting as more socially responsible agents, can be an instrument both in

helping to limit the need for cash assistance end in reducing the stress

inflicted on individuals by financial troubles. It is not only a 'uestion of

social workers wishing to ration the cases that receive their assistance but

is also a view of the Fuel Boards as having a wider responsibility within the

general social framework than a purely commercial one. Just as industry has

a secondary responsibility to prevent pollution that might endanger the

physical health of the population, so the Fuel Boards, in the opinion of many

social workers, have a responsibility to avoid contributing to the mental

strain caused or exacerbated by financial difficulties. If this results in

the less frequent use of the cash assistance powers, it is also perfectly in

accord with the general intention of the White Paper Social Work and Hie

Community that the function of the newly-constituted social work profession

was to encourage both individuals and organisations to contribute to the well-

being of tho community.

The Fuel Debts ' etaorandum

That difficulties were expected in relations between the Supplementary

Benefits Commission, Social Fork 'Departments and the Fuel Boards (particularly
the South of Scotland Flectriclty Board which had over 14 million customers

in 1973/74, compered with the Scottish Cos Board's- audi smaller national



total of 850,000) was evident from the willingness of all parties to meet at

high level to discuss the problems that might arise from both the enactment

of rection 12 and the administrative changes that were taking place within

the Houth of Scotland Electricity Board. Meetings were also taking place at

the same time nt local level, involving a number of individual Social Fork

Departments in discussion of possible liaison arrangements with the South of

Scotland Electricity Board.

In August 1971, the South of Scotland Electricity Board produced a formal

exposition of some guidelines to govern action taken either by the South of

Scotland Electricity Board or by the Social : ork Department in cases of debt.

The similarity of the suggested guidelines with the nationally-agreed

provisions that were later incorporated in the Fuel Debts hesorandum-^ leaves

no doubt at all that the earlier proposals were the prototype for the national

guidelines. In June 1973, following top level discussions between the

Department of Health and Social Security, the Social *.ork Services Group, the

Association of Directors of Social Work, the British Gas Corporation, the

South of Scotland Electricity Board and the Forth of Scotland Hydro Board,

the local guidelines vere formally incorporated into a national and jointly-

agreed memorandum of guidance. That the guidelines were- formally agreed by

staff at Headquarters level, however, was no guarante-- of their success at

local level and though they were generally considered an improvement,

especially in areas there had been no liaison arrangements, scope still

remained for misunderstanding and disagreement.

The Fuel Debts Memorandum began by stating that the need for liaison

arrangements hod arisen because of the problem of indebtedness, caused partly

by the move towards "modern and more sophisticated heating aysterns" and partly

by the trend towards rendering quarterly accounts in place of prepayment

16. Fuel Dobts Joint Memorandum of Guidance. June 1973.



meters, had he©a growing steadily more acute.*' The Memorandum then wont

on to describe the respective functions of the Suppleiaentary Benefits

Commission, the Fooial fork departments and the Fuel Boards in on effort to

determine how each organisation could help to ameliorate the situation, it

was made clear that though the Commission were able to provide exceptional
18

Weeds ayments for fuel bills, the scope to do so was "very restricted*'.

The capacity of the Bocial ork Department to help xms declared to be wider,

though still restricted by the exceptional circumstances outlined in Section

12, The Fuel Debts Memorandum suggested that it would be appropriate for the

Social Work Deportment to help in cases of mismanagement, either where a

Suppl mentary Benefit claimant was referred to the Social Work Department

under the arrangements agreed in the circular SVI8/1969» or where the case

was outside the jurisdiction of the Commission. The fuel authorities them¬

selves were described as being responsible for striking a balance between the

need, to avert hardship and the recognition that, in the absence of special

circumstances, oil consumers had to bear the responsibility for meeting their

bills and face the consequences if they failed to do so. The Fuel Boards, it

was said, hod to protect themselves against bad debtsj
"
ny money that they fail to receive has in the end to be found

by other consumers and clearly there must bo a limit to toe
extent that they con make special and often expensive arrange¬
ments to help peo le who get into difficulty over uaying tooir
bills". 29

There arc three types of problem that have arisen since the publication

of toe Fuel Debts Memorandum. The first, which is a characteristic of

relationships between any organisations that must co-operate but arc not

completely in sympathy with one another is the proble< of the differences

17. Fuel Debts Memorandum op. cit. page 2.

18. Fuel Debts 'emorandua .SEv cit. page 5.

19. Fuel Debts "emorandum cit. page 5.



in attitudes and objectives. It is clearly a situation that can at best only

partially be solved by e deeper mutual understanding but, as far as the Fuel

Boards (and particularly the Electricity Board) are concerned, there is felt

to be room for some improvement.

Difficulties lie, as might be discerned from the Memorandum, in accommo¬

dating, on one hand, the commercial object ves of the Fuel Boards and, on

the other, the social objectives of the Social * ork Departments.2® Each of

the four Fuel Board officials who wore interviewed emphasised the commercial

nature of their organisation: prices were fixed by the Government and it was

the Boards' job to sell their fuel at those prices. The internal structure

of the Boards was geared to this end, with the accountants, whoso function was

to collect accounts, assessed periodically on their efficiency in doing this.

Only within the pri e objective of selling fuel without too much loss, were

the ruel Boards able to consider people's social circumstances.

If Fuel Board officials were perfectly explicit about their own job and

objectives, it was quite striking how poor their appreciation was of the

social worker's role, especially in relation to cash assistance. This may be

indicative of the difficulties in reconciling commercial and social considera¬

tions, but it is also the typical reaction of the rate-paying public to an

apparently unjustifiable favouring of the feckless over the deserving, an

attitude that the self-styled hardhea&ed officials found indefensible.

Generally, social workers were expected

"to straighten out families in need and if an unpaid fuel bill
is causing distress, to help if necessary."

But within that roughly accurate framework, Fuel Board officials were vehement

in their condemnation and, in one case, scorn of social workers who were

incapable, through naivete, inexperience and idealism, of discerning the

deserving from the undeserving. Definitions of the deserving were cast in

20. The Commission will be ignored in this section. Its part in providing
Exceptional Needs Payments for fuel bills was confirmed by South of
Scotland Electricity Board officials from several areas to be minimal.



commercial terms: in one District Accountant's view, a deserving; person was

"someone who comes to the South of Scotland lectricity Board
straight away, admits to being in financial difficulties and
is prepared to make part-payments." 21

Other deserving cases included old age pensioners or where there was an

illness or a new-born child in the house. Completely beyond the pale were

cases who might be classified as the 'hard to like' - mainly young couples

whose aim was to have 0 good time and dam the fuel bills - and any other

wilfully improvident people. Illustrating the officials' general attitude,

one man mad© the comment that Family Aides were better social workers than

the social workers because they concentrated on getting money each week and

were reasonably successful in doing so.

Interestingly, none of the Fuel Board officials had actually read Section

12 beyond the extracts In the Memorandum or appeared to be aware of the varied

limitations put on cash assistance within individual Social "ork Departments.

Section 12 was largely viewed as m open-ended provision for assisting the

deserving when the Fuel Boards* own procedures could not be adapted to help

them, and social workers were criticised for invoking it too readily for those

bed payers (usually loss than 5 of the total number of consumers) who made

no effort to provide for themselves.

It is a very complicated dilemma for social workers. Perceiving them¬

selves to be equipped to leal with social problems, they have come to be seen

by the public and officials of the Fuel Boards as one of the prime sources

of assistance with financial difficulties: The Scottish Gas Board and the

various offices of tho South of Scotland Electricity Board rarely contact the

Commission but rather look instead to 1he Social Fork Department to solve

their more intractable problems. This is for the very good reason that thoir

customers* source of income is unknown, but tho effect is to onoourage the

21. Interview 25/4/75.



belief that it is the ocial ork Department's function to deal automatically

with tMs type of problem, and social workers tend to be condemned when their

actions do not rise to expectations. One solution, as somo social workers

have suggested, is for tho Fuel Boards themselves to be more accommodating

in their procedures for bad payers (as one social worker said, anyone can

manage to run a business for good payors j it's the bad ones that need tho

intelligent solutions). M alternative or supplementary solution would be

for social workers to poss on more readily any appropriate case to the

Commission.

It is clear that there is a gulf of incomprehension between representa¬

tives of both sides, a gulf that is the raoro difficult to bridge the closer

to individual problems each side gets. Social workers, at the one extreme,

are unwilling to accept that the Fuel Boards have commercial obligations and

expect the same degree of consideration for social problems that they them¬

selves can give; Fuel Board officials, on the other hand, do not adequately

appreciate the way a social worker approaches an individual or family problem,

the criteria applied for financial assistance or the nature of a treatment

plan: tho shades of grey in which social workers deal are far removed from

the ^uel Board officials' simple division into black and white.

Wot only is there an unnecessary degree of difficulty caused by a lack

of mutual tolerance and understanding, but further trouble is caused, in the

Fuel Boards' view, by sheer ignorance on the part of social workers of the

Fuel Debts Feraoranduo. Since it was jointly agreed by nil the organisations

concerned, the Fuel Board officials, who say they follow the instructions to

the letter, expect similarly meticulous co-operation from social workers.

Without exception, they believed that the guidance was a considerable improve¬

ment on the previous rather haphazard arrangements and did. not understand why

social workers did not find the guidelines as simple to accept and implement

as they themselves did.



Complaints from Fuel Board officials about social workers took two

forms, She first, expressed particularly by South of Scotland lectrieity

Board officials covering the areas of teams B and D, was that social workers

just did not know toat the arrangements were ohout when and how to gc-t in

touch. Tern B*s South of "cotland "loctricity Board liaison officer thought

that, on the thole, liaison with the Social Fork Department was good but

difficulties did arise when social workers he had never heard of rang him

up and asked what they should do or else asked him to do impossible things.

This official questioned the quality of supervision in the social work teas

and expressed surprise that social workers should not understand the

Memorandum's simple provisions. Most of team B's social workers had, in

fact, never heard of the Memorandum and arrangements for contact with the

Fuel Boards tended to be passed on verbally to new social workers m toe

need arose, A high turnover of staff compared with toe relatively static

staffing of toe Fuel Boards and toe fact that tool bills were not toe major

preoccupation of social workers as they were? with Fuel Board officials

resulted in far less attention being paid to toe guidance than the Fuel Boards

had obviously expected.

Clearly, the Fuel Boards have cause for complaint if, having accepted

the Memorandum, Social Work Departments then do not implement its provisions

adequately. South of Scotland Electricity Board officials covering team D's

area were particularly put out when individual social workers tried to make

arrangements for clients without first going through their senior social

workers, too wore the officially designated liaison officers. There was, in

addition, a hierarchical structure of liaison within the Social Work Department

to deal with especially troublesome cases and the South of Scotland Electricity

Board officials' relationship with toe Assistant-Director was extremely

harmonious. Agreements reached at this level, however, found difficulty in



percolating downwards, despite the issue of internal memoranda explaining

the liaison arrangements and requesting social ■workers to adhere to them.

Lack of co-operation in using their liaison officers constituted Fuel

Board officials1 second source of irritation with social workers and they

attributed this either to Ignorance or to wilful disobedience. Some recently

appointed social work staff were certainly ignorant of the procedures, but a

more fundamental problem resulted from expecting social workers, who view

themselves es professionals with responsibility for their own cases, to accede

as readily as merab' rs of other bureaucratic structures to the necessity to go

through a third party: equating the social work hierarchy with other organisa¬

tional hierarchies is often offensive to social workers t-ho do not accept the

need for a Senior's intervention on a minor matter.

A third type of difficulty that has arisen since the publication of the

Memorandum is the dissatisfaction of many basic-grade social workers with the

actual working arrangements which are felt to favour the Fuel Boards at tho

expense of social workers. Some social workers, according to Fuel Board

officials, manipulate the arrangement: for a two-week extension and use it

to make time for clients to find the money, instead of using the time them¬

selves to investigate their clients' circumstances as was the intention.

The dissatisfaction, however, goes deeper than a simple, if deliberate,

misuse of the existing arrangements, Middleton has suggested that the com¬

bination of low incomes and recent aten increases in the price of fuel has

created a "different situation to the one obtaining when the Memo was

OO

adopted" ' and points to the no d for Fuel Boards to be much more flexible

in accepting payment by instalments. He *>#s on to call into quest'on the

whole ethos of the Memorandum and tho relationship which it has forged between

Fuel Boards and 'ocial "ork Hopartmcnts:

22. David Hiddleton on. cit. 9/6/76.



•While I would accept that the -iociai Wcn'K Departments

are responsible for promoting social welfare and thus for

tackling poor social conditions, they certainly cannot be

regarded as being responsible for the social conditions

themselves which are more to do with forces in society

and institutional responses to thase. Social work would

fall into disrepute if it claimed to have the answers to

such problems as low incomes, poor housing, urban deprivation

and the inappropriate policies of public bodies*•••• Social

Work Departments have very wide responsibilities which tax

the time and energy of social workers. It is in the

interest of the ticors of social work services, whether

organisations or individuals that this time is used in the

most appropriate way..*,. In the face of increasing numbers

of people who find difficulty in paying bills, there are

quite clearly not sufficient social work resources to

become more deeply involved in this problem and the growing

number itself might be an indication of the need for some

changes in the system of collecting electricity charges*.
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In conclusion, there is sufficient evidence from the four teams studied

that problems have arisen, particularly over modes of payment and

disconnection of fuel. The Fuel Debts Memorandum, which is acknowledged

by the Fuel Board officials to have bean a great improvement over the

previous rather iiaphaaard individual liaison arrangements, is loss highly

esteemed by basic-grade social workers who continue to find themselves

under pressure from people with large unppid fuel bills. Of particular

interest to social workers, who are concerned to avoid involvement with

purely financial problems, is the development of methods of payment that

discourage impossibly high bills and can tailor a person's fuel consumption

more closely to his financial means. Despite the Fuel Boards' efforts to

provide flexible facilities for payment, therefore, there is reason to

believe that it would be helpful to both public and Social Work Departments

alike if even more flexible arrangements could be made to accept part-payments

or to permit a pay-as-you-go system.

PAiBT 2: HOUSING OBPAiffiHCHTS

Like the Fuel Boards, Housing Departments are frequently criticised by

social workers for helping to encourage the misuse of the cash assistance

powers. This part of Chapter 8 will therefore be concerned to examine the

claim that, because of particular policies and procedures of the Housing

Departments, social workers are forced to invoke Section 12.

As in Part 1 of this Chapter, which established that payments for fuel

debts represented a high proportion of the national expenditure under both

lection 1 and lection 12, ranging from 19 - 38/« of the annual national

totals over the period 1965-1973* it is necessary to begin by showing that

payments for rent arrears take a substantial part of the national budget for

lection 12. Such payments have, in fact, taken an even higher proportion



of expenditure under Section X and later Section 12 than fuel. As

Table 4.3 shows, the average annual expenditure on rent as a percentage of

the total expenditure on cash assistance ranged between 33# and 51#*

Among the four Departments studied, however, there was a considerable

variation in the proportion spent on rent arrears, as Table 8,3 indicates!

1970-71 1972-73

Dept. A 4.9# 1.%i

Dept. B 61.5# 37.1#

Dept. C n/a 54.2#

Dept. D 47.9# 26.6#

National average 22# 18.9#

3&&S ^pendlture on renfr afl & percentage pf the
four Dooartmentef total expenditure under Section 12.

This variation may be an important indication of Social Work

Departments1 susceptibility to local differences since it is highly

improbable that the width of variations in patterns of expenditure can be

explained by anything other than the effects of the Housing Departments*

different procedures. (This is later put to the test in relation to

teams C and D.) Idiereas the Fuel Boards are national bodies and there are

only small local differences between the practice of the Electricity Board's

District offices, Housing Departments are part of the local authority and

reflect the attitudes of those in political and administrative control.

While it can be said, therefore, that Social Work Departments are affected

in a fairly uniform way by the Fuel Boards* nationally determined policies

and procedures, this is not the case with the Housing Departments. It could

be expected then that expenditure on rent arrears would be dependent on the

types of policies adopted by individual Housing Departments and the kinds of

arrangements reached between Social. Work and Housing officials within each

local authority. To illustrate the effect of these local influences,

each social work team is taken separately. Some conclusions of a general



nature are then drawn about the ways in which social workers might keep

their spending on rent arrears within their own prescribed criteria.

While there are often individual arrangements between the various

social work teams and their local Housing Departments that have proved

constructive arid helpful, as Clmpter 4 has shown, there are a number of

specific difficulties between the two organisations that are applicable

to some degree to all the areas studied. The first, which has already

been mentioned in relation to both the Supplementary Benefits Commission

arid the Fuel Boards, is the problem of reconciling the different

attitudes forged by the pursuit of different goals. With the Commission,

it was a question of determining the right balance between a responsibility

for claimants' financial and social welfare; with the Fuel Boards, social

workers have liad to come to terms with a commercial orientation that is

not always responsive to customers' often troublesome social circumstances;

with the Housing Departments, by contrast, there tends to be an ambivalence

about the extent to which Housing Departments can afford to take into account

their tenantd social circumstances and this may influence the amount and type

of work that social workers are called on to do. A second problem was thought

to be the policy on rent-collecting, the frequency of which clearly determines

whether or not tenants were allowed to slip easily into arrears. A third

area of difficulty was the level of rent arrears at which Housing officials

began to make special efforts to chase after tenants in trouble. Finally,

there was the question of the Housing Departments' policy on eviction.

Department A

As far as relationships between Housing 'Departments and Social Work

Departments were concerned, even the simple statement that the basic function

of the Housing Department is to collect rents from its tenants begs all sorts

of questions about the degree of efficiency expected in this process, the
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extent to which tenants should themselves be responsible for paying without

being badgered by the Housing Department and about an acceptable annual

write-off figure for rent arrears. Social workers tend, on the whole, to

place full responsibility onto Housing officials for collecting rent and

believe that this should encompass a variety of systems to suit different

types of individuals. Housing Departments, on the other hand, normally

echo the view of the Fuel Boards that they are commercial organisations

who cannot afford to make too many expensive concessions to a tiny

minority who fail to pay their rent on time. In reality, however.

Housing Departments are rarely in the position to put their activities on

a purely commercial basis and often do lend a sympathetic ear to 'deserving1

cases. Similarly, they can provide a variety of rent collecting facilities

to suit the weekly incomes or budgeting habits of their tenants.

In Department A's local Housing Department, there were 'weekly tenancies'

which were mainly pre-war housing, and 'monthly tenancies' which wore the

most common form of tenancy. The majority of tenants paid their rent over

the counter in the centrally-situated Municipal Buildings and although the

implication of 'monthly tenancies' is that payments were expected every four

weeks, it was possible to make payments at any time. There were, in

addition, rent collectors who went from door to door and who could, where

necessary, make special Friday evening calls though 'these tend to snowball
2%

and produce too much work*" * While there wore, therefore, a variety of

rant -collecting methods, including the ready acceptance of part-payments,

they were mainly of a passive nature and personal rent-collecting, esrnecially

on Friday evenings, that might have been most useful for wilful non-payers or

poor managers, was not enthusiastically promoted in the Housing Department on

the grounds that it made too much work.

23* Interview with an official of the Town Chamberlain's Department
(Rent Collecting Section) 10,3.75.



Social workers in Deportisont A criticised the absence of mere active

methods of rent-collecting* citing the mm with which it was possible to

fall into arrears trader the current sisters. Nevertheless* it cannot be

said that* es a result of the Housing Deportment's rent-collecting

methods* the Social ork S©partia<mt had to save many SMsbare of the public

fro® eviction - with only one payment for rent in. 197*S Department A wss

at the bottom of the league as far as Section payments for rent were

concerned. (It is possible* of course, that many other households my

have got into difficulties with rent without approaching the Aoclal '/ark

Department for assistance.)

A further source of criticism for social workers in Pcpartwaat » was

the procedure within the Bousing Department for tackling cases where

arrears had arisen. The procedure on rent arrears was to allow about <850,

or two months* worfch of rent, to build up before a report was submitted to

the lionising Dub-Committee. There was then a choice of action cm which the

Town C3v^berlain* to whom the arrears wore technically owed, the dousing

Manager and the Director of locial Work could make reccaaaendationss the

ease could be left alone; a notice to quit could be served and legal

proceedings pursued until trie client paid? or the tenant could be placed on

social work mi^erviaion with the consent of both the Housing Department and

the Social Work Department. These latter were known as •Category 1*

tenants and became iassiune from eviction.

The system of putting selected tenants under social work supervision -

there were sight in March 1975 — began in 1970 When it was agreed that

social workers should try to help clients budget ssore efficiently without
2k

the threat of eviction hanging over their heads." Meat payments wore not

guaranteed by the -octal Work Deportment but the tenants had at their

disposal the facilities of the family Casework Payments scheme. -ociol

?k* llie evolution of this system is fully described in Chapter 5.



workers were expected to provide monthly reports on tenants under supervision

and those were conveyed to the Housing Sub-Committee by a social work

representative who, at the same time, could offer views on more general

matters of housing policy- The representative received from the Housing

Sub-Committee a list of tenants whose arrears stood at more than £28 to

enable social 'workers to keep an independent check on their clients*

financial state*

.hen department A*s social workers spoke about difficulties in relation

to Housing Department officials, it was clear that these differed in nature

from those of other Social Work Departments compared with whoa Department A

was in a powerful position to influence both housing policies and the action

to be taken in individual cases. The difficulties referred to by social

•workers were less concerned with intransigent officials whose actions

resulted in social workers having to provide cash assistance than with the

implications for their professional practice of co-operating with the

Housing Department officials in that particular way. Difficulties also

arose from the alleged misuse of the system by dowsing officials whom

social workers accused of trying to put on social work supervision any

tenant who had built up large arrears.

Neither in the records of expenditure over 197** nor in the one-week cases

did rent arrears constitute a serious problem for Department A. Table 8.3

shows that not only was a very small proportion of Section 12 expenditure

made for rent arrears in 1970-71, but that the proportion actually diminished to

only 1; two years later. The cases arising in the week also demonstrate

social workers' lack of concern over problems of ront arrears. One client

with rent arrears of £130 was expected by the social worker to bo evicted

shortly but, since the family were to bo rehoused in old local authority

property, this was not regarded as a problem. Another client had already

been evicted and rehoused, **hile a third was a 'Category 1* tenant and was



irarrune Srtm eviction. The combination of special influence and Housing

Department policies that guaranteed that few people suffered severe

hardship therefore suggests that Housing Department policies and procedures

do affect the level of social work spending on rent arrears. However, it

was expected generally that Housing Departments' procedures would cause a

high rate of expenditure under Section 12} Department A was particularly

fortunate in that demands on its cash resources and time wore reduced

rather than increased as a direct result of its local Housing Department's

procedures.

The most important single influence on the low level of expenditure was

the burgh's policy of rehousing evicted families in old property. So long

as this was implemented, social workers were under no pressure to prevent

families being split up, which is the most common reason for Social ;ork

Departments to pay rent arrears. A Housing Department official who was

interviewed certainly left no doubt about his views on the subject.

Describing his burgh as 'soft*, he wont on to comment with remarkably fresh-

sounding incredulity that his local authority was the only one around that

actually gave people accommodation when they were evicted and added 'thank

God that's going to change after re-organisation*. Although no figures

were available to show how frequently this action was taken, there was

certainly no question of social workers in this burgh having to provide any

assistance to prevent evictions.

The attitudes of Department A's social workers and the housing officials

to one another were very similar to those in the other three teams. Social

workers, on the one hand, were critical of the hard-headed cynicism of the

Housing official and they, in turn, were scornful of social workers*

vulnerability to manipulative clients. The Housing official interviewed

certainly chose a number of derogatory expressions to describe social workers.

In this official's view, the Housing Department had no remit to consider

people's social circumstances; its purpose was simply to collect money for
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the local authority. He described social workers1 functions as •keeping

the family together at all costs* but said he did not accept the validity

of that since, in his experience, tenants often used their children as a

lever to avoid eviction.

In conclusion, though relations between Department A's social workers

and the burgh*s Housing officials were not completely harmonious and social

workers still felt dissatisfied with procedures that allowed rent arrears

to build up too easily, it cannot be said that the Housing Department

(despite the vigorous antipathy of the officials) forced social workers

to make either frequent or inappropriate payments under Section 12 for

rent arrears. Department A was unusually fortunate in having a Housing

Department that pursued a liberal line on the eviction of families which

obviated the need for social work intervention. It spy have meant

creating the Family Casework Payments system which several social workers

disliked and whose value as a way of encouraging clients to develop the

habit of weekly budgeting was questionable, but the provision of

assistance in cash, which was so frequent in other teams, was a rare

phenomenon in Department A. The evidence from this Social Work Department

suggests that Housing Departments can, if willing, successfully pursue

policies that are neither economically unsound nor require social workers

to act as a backstop to assist the casualties of the system.

Team B

Prior to the re-organisation of local government, there were a number

of housing authorities, including the Scottish Special Housing Association,

in the area covered by team B but constraints of time allowed only the

examination of the largest housing authority, that of the county, whose

offices were situated near those of the Social Work Department's Headquarters

in the nearby city.

Procedures in this housing authority were quite different from those in

Department A*s burgh. Sy contrast to the emphasis on passive rent-

collecting by Department A*s Housing Department, team 13*a housing authority



was much mors active in weakly door-to-door collecting, covering,

according to an officio! interviewed, everyone in tho county, Ihere

were 26 rent-collectors who ware encouraged to get to know their tenants:

as a matter of policy, they were given areas whore they lived or were

known, with the object of shaming dilatory tenants into paying. Parti¬

cularly troublesome tenants were handled by the head of the rent arrears

section himself. Just over 10 paid their rent over the counter at the

housing offices while a few others paid by banker's order, postal order

or Giro. Kent arrears officials were unsympathetic to tenants who did

not manage to pay and their attitude night be summed up as: 'Because

there are so many ways to pay, tenants have no excuse if they don't
• ^5pay'.

Weekly supervision of rent payments was supplemented by an equally

stringent effort to prevent arrears a cumulating, each week that was

missed, a letter* of increasing strength and persuasiveness was left by

the rent collector. After three weeks, a letter was sent giving the

tenant 20 days' notice and ihis was promptly followed by the formal

eviction process. All tenants over £10 in arrears were reported to the

Bousing Committee and a list of thera sent to the Social Work Departments,

Tenants in 'monthly tenancies' were not allowed to mics avon one month

without being pressed for payment. By contrast to the procedures in

Department A's area, therefore, team B's housing authority stepped in

very quickly to keep arrears from mounting, but unlike Department *s

housing authority, which allotted social workers considerable influence

over that subsequently happened to tenants in arrears, the county housing

authority consulted no-one about whether eviction should take pi-ace.

The policy on eviction appeared to be a curious mixture of formal

qualification (i.e., non-payment of rent over several weeks) and personal

25. int rview with the Head of tho Kent Arrears Section 30/4/75.



recommendation. The official said that eviction would only take place

•if necessary* which, in his view, applied where people did not want to

help themselves or to co-operate in arrangesaents for payments. The

Housing Committee decided whether op not to evict, basing its decision

on the recommendation of the official whose knowledge was culled either

from personal contact with the tenants or through his rent collectors*

experience of them. The power of this official was therefore quit©

significant, though actual evictions were infrequent at an average of one

a month, and the initiation of eviction proceedings was used primarily as

a measure to prevent arrears amounting to impossible high levels. In

the latter stages of the formal eviction process, a tenant was required to

produce all the arrears to stay the eviction unless there were exceptional

circumstances like the presence of a new-born baby that had not previously

been known.

If there were active measures to prevent tenants falling too readily

into arrears, those people v/hc were actually evicted did not cause the

official interviewed much anguish, UnliWs- Department A's housing authority,

team B*s did not provide alternative (if les3 good) acco modation for its

evicted families. According to the official, there was no needi

*99# of those evicted have somewhere to go and if
all the moonlight flits managed to find alternative
accomodation, there is no reason why the evicted
can't do so'.

Asked what he thought about the burgh's policy of not putting children in

care by reason of eviction, the official replied that being in care was not

such a bad thing - he had been in care and he had survived.

The housing authorities of Department A and team B were therefore

complete contrasts in their policies and procedures in relation to their

tenants. The burgh's housing authority was rather more lax in chasing up

tenants who were in danger of falling into arrears and permitted substantial

sums to accrue before firm action was taken, while the county authority was



much quicker to react where arrears began to appear and could deal more

sensitively with them before they mounted up to suras that tenants on low

incomes would have had great difficulty in finding. On the other hand,

the burgh's housing authority was required to take the advice of social

work representatives in cases where eviction was likely and pursued a

policy of rehousing evicted families that eliminated on of the most

insistent pressures on Section 12 resources - that of preventing families

being split up and children being received into care by reason of eviction#

The county housing authority, by contrast, had no qualms about eviction

where necessary and, believing they had done as much as they could to

assist tenants in paying their rent, felt absolved of further responsibility

for them after eviction.

It ie a truism to say that housing authorities should take full

responsibility for their own tenants. Conversely, it is the social worker's

task to make sure that housing functions are not pushed, onto social workers,

but an examination of teara 8*s expenditure indicates that, in the county,

where the housing authority had tried to develop a fully preventive rent*

collecting system and where social workers had little influence over housing

or rent arrears matters, there was considerable expenditure on rent arrearst

of the 66 large payments made by team B in 197b, 15 were for rent, totalling

£653 and constituting about of the total expenditure under lection 12.

By comparison, there were 11 large payments made by Department A in 197^,

of which only one was for rent, amounting to only £11 and coneitutiag 6$

of the total expenditure.

The crucial factor in explaining this difference in patterns of

expenditure is probably not so much social workers' opportunities in the

burgh to influence housing policy through the Housing Sub-Cooaifctee

(opportunities that vera being endangered in early 1975 by a hardening

hostility), nor their supervision of the Category 1 tenants, of whom there

were only eight but rather the policy of rehousing evicted families.
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There was little need for social workers in Department A to worry unduly

about their clients' rent except as a general indication of their

inability to budget, whereas for team B's social workers, the possibility

of their clients being evicted was a real threats the cases that arose in

the one-week study in Department A included one that was immune from

eviction, one that was already rehoused and a third that was about to be

rehoused, while two of those arising in team B had high rent arrears and

faced the prospect of eviction and a third had already been evicted and

was having to pay off the arrears accumulated in her husband's name

before she could be rehoused.

As a consequence of the anxiety that social workers in team B felt

about the possibility of eviction and the confidence of the Housing

officials that, since they had provided such comprehensive facilities,

tenants who failed to pay their rent deserved to be evicted, relations

tended on occasions to be less than cordial. The Housing official

interviewed had an impressive sense of his own power and was confident

in passing judgment on any cases where social workers requested a stay

of eviction or where part-payments were offered. The quality of liaison

between himself and the county's four social work teams appeared to vary

according to the degree to which social workers conformed to his conception

of how they could and should assist in cases of arrears. He had no

hesitation in accepting arrangements for paying rent arrears when these

were proposed by one of the area offices because he knew that the social

workers from that team would 'supervise closely and put pressure on the

clients to keep to the arrangements'. Requests from team B had, he said,

to be sore carefully considered because 'social workers there are less good

at pressurising clients'.

Social workers faced with this kind of intransigence have two

conceptual (though not necessarily mutually exclusive) approaches.



They can either take the position that their expenditure under Section 12

for rent arrears was the result of the difficulties caused for vulnerable

people by the local Housing Department's policies and procedures, or they

can say that the Housing Department cannot be expected to change and that

individuals who fall into arrears do so on account of their social

incapacities. If the Housing official is to be believed, social work

teams vary in their attitudes, but so also do social workers within each

teami in the four teams studied, for example, some social workers were more

critical than others of policies that helped to 'create* social inadequacies

while others more readily attributed these inadequacies to psychological

deficiencies in the clients themselves. To the extent that members of a

social work team represent the whole spectrum of social work philosophy

(and team B was more noticeable in this respect than the other teams), so

the belief that other organisations are responsible for manufacturing

problems is weakened and pressure at organisational level to relievo such

problems as rent arrears and fuel debt3 is dissipated. Certainly, there

did not seem to be, within team 3's area office, any concerted attempt to

modify their policies nor, except in the case of one tar two individuals,

did there seem to be any consciousness that this might be a legitimate

social work activity.

The problem, as revealed by the Housing official's remarks and team B's

response to difficulties like rent arrears, was therefore not simply about

other organisations' procedures but also one of social workers' chosen

approach, involving decisions about whether a person's difficulties were

simply the product of other organisations' policies or whether no amount of

flexibility would have been sufficient. As was argued earlier in relation

to both the Supplementary Benefits Commission and the Fuel Board, it is

imperative for social workers to adopt a clear stance on such issues and to

define what constitutes & legitimate social work task, for the position in
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tears 3*s county illustrates social workers* present vulnerability through,

Section 12, If it is a valuable statutory sanction to develop

promotional social work, its terras are drawn sufficiently broadly to

assise social waiters highly susceptible to various pressures to make

payments. In the Housing official*s view, for example, it did not

really natter whether or not rent arrears wore paid under Section 12

since it is all local authority expenditure anyway. Nor apparently,

were Ma views simply theoretical (though this is not subject to proof),

for he went on to cay that whan he was sure that a tenant with three or

more children would not be able to pay the arrears, he could then put

the pressure on social workers to make a Section 12 payment - few of

thorn could resist the threat of eviction and the prospect of taking so

many children into care.

In summary, a comparison of the housing authorities of the burgh

and the county has shown that there was a marked contrast between then

in their policies and procedures: the former was fairly tolerant of a

certain level of arrears and was ready to take social work advice on the

most troublesome tenants, while the latter was much more active in rent

collecting and preventing arrears building up, but did not allow social

workers ouch influence in recommending types of action unless such action

conformed to the requirements of the Housing officials. The influence

of Department A's social workers on housing matters and on the action to

be taken in individual cases may have helped to keep expenditure on rent

arrears to a minimum in their Department, by contrast to the higher

expenditure and lack of influence in team B. Despite the contrasts, however,

it seems to be the case that policy on evictions carries the most weight in

influencing social workers* level of expenditure since a homeless family

raises for social workers the nightmare possibility of having to receive



children into which they are at once extremely x eluctant to

contemplate and are empowered by means of the cash assistance powers to

prevent* Their vulnerability in. this respect was illustrated and

exploited by the county housing authority*

At the sane tiae, it was noted that whatever other organisations*

policies and procedures are, social workers have necessarily to decide

what stance they want to adopt as a way of reducing their vulnerability

to the kinds of pressure that teas 3 suffered from. Should this a©«a that

social workers believe -* and can provide evidence for this belief - that

particular policies or procedures contribute to difficulties experienced by

normally competent people, concerted action can then be fcs&en to remedy

these by applying their own influence and pressure on the organisations

concerned. This hao already begun to happen vis-a-vis the Fuel Boards

but would necessarily have to bo on a aore local basis with individual

housing authorities. Social workers would also need to taake a much acre

organised study of their own clients than has hitherto bees, the case in

order to -support their cldAmc.

Tear? G

In oassiaiag the influence cf their respective Housing Departments on

the expenditure of tease C end 3, on attempt was tae.de to provide more

substantial proof that variables other theus levels of deprivation in a

eowsRffitty contribute to different patterns of expenditure under Section 12.

The section on methodology briefly describee the areas covered by teens C

end Ds according to information provided, by the Scottish Oovoloprrsnt

Department, they approximate reasonably closely to one another,in terms of

their social and economic characteristics.

If levels of deprivation in the two conmsnitieo were roughly the same,

the policies and procedures of trie two housing; authorities were completely

different, with team G*s authority enjoying the? peculiar benefits of the

Resource staff and teas B*s authority experimenting with a system which,

in its reluctance to evict families, was most closely akin to that of



Department A*s burgh. It follows therefore that the two teams*levels of

expenditure are not explicable simply in terras of different degrees of

deprivation but can instead be ascribed in part to the effect of the

Housing Departments* different policies and procedures.

Sent collection in team C*s authority had changed over the previous

few years from door-to-door collection by locally-resident employees, on

the model of team 3*s county, to a system of local District Offices to

which tenants were expected to bring their rent. From the description

of the Housing official interviewed,'"0 it did not seem that this change

of policy was simply a rationalisation process within the Housing

Department but was in part due to the need to protect the rent collectors

from the risk of being assaulted and robbed by aggrieved tenants.

At the tiqje the research was undertaken, there were two categories

of tenants, the •monthlies* and the *weeklies* (who tended to be people

who had persistent rent arrears problems), both of whom paid over the

counter at the very conveniently aituatid District Office. It was

possible for tenants to ask to be put on the weekly list and though the

list was compiled at only yearly intervals, part-payments could be

accepted until the arrangement became official.

Comparative figures were not available to show whether the switch

from an active pursuit to a passive acceptance of rent payments had

gradually resulted in higher arrears. Hven if they had been available,

the recent increase in rents (and therefore in arrears) would have had to

be taken into account. However, with arrears in duly 1975 standing

at €32,000 for the area, it is doubtful whether a system which required

people with low incomes, who often have to juggle their weekly money to

26. Interview with Housing Official 15/7/75.



meet various bills as they come in, to take the initiative in making

payments was the best arrangement for encouraging regular budgeting habits.

It was suggested by the Resource staff manager that Housing Departments

operate cm the business principle that a 5r- less is tolerable and certainly

the Housing official interviewed did not believe that his current level of

arrears would excite critical attention froc his superiors so long as he

could demonstrate that he had followed the correct procedures. What is

best for the tenants is not necessarily the prime consideration and can be

subordinated to other objectives like more rational organisation or, as in

team C*s area, greater protection for Housing officials, so long aa these

other objectives do not result la sua unacceptable level of loss.

Once arrears had started to mount, there were two types of procedure

employed by the Housing Department. The first, which was completely

independent of the Social Work Department and covered most of the tenants

who accumulated arrears, involved sending a series of warning letters at

fixed intervals, starting after four weeks of arrears and culminating in

eviction after a total of 23 weeks since the first non-payment of a week's

rent. In addition to the official letters, the District Officer sent

postcards inviting tenants to com© and see him about their arrears but he

said, rather ruefully, that few accepted the invitation. The Social Work

Department was sent a list of pending evictions every four or five weeks to

enable them to make an independent check on their clients. To stay the

eviction process in the latter stages, a tenant had to make full payment of

his arrears and, if evicted for rent arrears, had to pay off the total

before having a chance of being rehoused.

The second procedure for dealing with rent arrears was to involve the

Resource staff which could be done either by a direct approach from a

tenant threatened by eviction or by the Housing Officer advising a tenant

in difficulties to consult the Social Work Department. The actual



procedures for asking payments for rent have been described in Chapter 7»

where it was also concluded that these helped to determine the typo mid

level of expenditure by Resource staff . It would be superfluous to

separate the Social Work Apartment's own procedures for using the cash

assistance powers from the policies and procedures of the Housing

Department since the mios governing the conduct of the Resource staff and

the Housing Department in respect of selected clients wore jointly worked

out- The choice of these procedures, involving automatic payments under

Section 12 if the tenant fulfilled his prescribed part of the bargain, was

made by the Social 'dork Department in the full knowledge that they were

advantageous to the Housing Department but in the hope that, once the

inadequacies of the Housing Department's methods of managing its tenants

had been exposed, the work undertaken by the Resource staff could bo handed

over to Housing Apartment employees.

Relative to the total number of tenants dealt with by the Housing

Department in team C's area - there were about 6-7,000 houses - the number

of persistent defaulters with whom the Resource otaff was involved was very

small ani according to the Housing official interviewed, wore 'always the

same people'• There were only about 80 on the Resource staff's books in

July 1975* of whom only 60 were co-operating fully with the arrangements

made for them, but if the numbers handled by the Resource staff were small,

there is no doubt that expenditure on these fevi constituted a substantial

proportion of the Resource staff's cash resources, which senior Housing

officials in the city have been openly saying thoy welcome as a valuable

way of reducing their level of arrears- Of the 90 large payments made by

the Resource staff in the period January-May 1975» 31 were for rent and

totalled over £1,600, or about of the team's total expenditure for that

period. Queries with regard to rent, too, while not necessarily requiring

payment or any other form of action, made great demands on the time of the



Resource staffs of the 50 cases arising in the one-week study, not less
• 27

than presented problems concerning their rent. It may rightly be

said that, if there is a special unit to deal with rent arrears problems,

it is highly likely to create a demand for its services that would not

otherwise have been apparent, but the raj,sen d'etre of the Resource staff

in the first place was to deal with the vast numbers of rent and fuel debts

problems that had swamped social workers attempting: at the same time to cope

with statutory and other urgent tasks, and the current volume of work with

which the Resource staff had to deal cannot be dismissed as an example of

the Social Work Department actively seeking to expand its responsibilities.

It is interesting to not® a remark of the Housing official interviewed

that, sine# the inception of the Resource staff, the Housing Department was

slightly worse off because the Social Work Department was paying fewer sums

than it used to under more conventional procedures. In fact, expenditure

under Section 12 in team C's Department as a whole hits steadily risen since

1969. For this reason, there has been considerable heart-searching about

the value of a structure like that of the Resource staff that appears to

play straight into the hands of organisations like the Itousing Department

and Fuel Boards. With the current demand to keep local authority spending

to a minimum, it is questionable whether the long-term objectives of the

Resource staff, which ware the inspiration and purpose of the system, are

any longer attainable.

The attitudes of the staff in the two organisations towards one another

were not quite so anti-pathetic as in the two area teams already discussed.

The Resource staff tended to think the Housing official was unnecessarily

inflexible at times while he perceived himself to be accommodating to the

point of softness in. his relations with them. In fact, relations were so

rigidly governed by the official procedures that there vras little opportunity

27. This includes some clients with multiple problems.
28. The Resource staff's expenditure rose from £53 in February 1975 to £611

in May 1975; while the number of callers rose from 53 in February 1975
to 158 in June 1975.



for flexibility or deviation from the rules on either side once an

arrangement had been made for a client.

Team I?

If no references were made to the policies and procedures of team D's

housing authority and only the two variables of team D's 'liberal*

procedures in respect of cash assistance and the level of deprivation in

the coiEKiunity were s&ecfced, the expectation would doubtless be that there

would be a high rate of rent arrears and that the Social Work Department

would pay a substantial proportion of thorn in order to prevent eviction

and the possibility of receiving children into care. Combined with liaroh

or unsympathetic housing policies, expenditure might further be expected to

be even higher. This was, in fact, the case in team D's Department

until 1975 when all the sections concerned with housing in the city were

re-organised into a properly constituted Housing Department with completely

new policies in respect of eviction. Comparison between the two sots of

questionnaires in Chapter k shows a dramatic drop of over 20$ in the

proportion spent by team D's Department on rent arrears under Section 12,

providing perhaps the most potent indication of the effect of other

organisations' policies and procedures on the type and level of Social

Work Departments' expenditure under Section 12.

Unfortunately, it has been difficult to establish at first hand what

the present housing policies and procedures are since the official contacted

declined to be interviewed. The information presented here lias therefore

had to be gleaned from other sources, notably the social workers in team D

and from local newspapers.

Rent collection was done mainly on a fortnightly basis. Rent collectors

went from door-to-door in certain parts of the city while other Housing

officials set up their desks in, for example, the local social work office

and collected rents as they were brogght in by tenants. There were

facilities in team D's office for the rent collector but that a fortnightly



collection was not sufficiently frequent for some clients was illustrated

by the habit of the Mgcr clerkess of taking weekly amounts to the

Housing Deportment on their behalf.

The Housing Department in this area, like team G's authority, employed

the method of sending warning letters at regular intervals to prevent

arrears mounting to too high a level.

The policy on eviction was similar to that of Department A's Housing

authority. After the formation of a single Housing Department under the

city's labour controlled administration, a policy of non-eviction was

officially followed. This did not mean that no evictions took place but

rather that families who were evicted for non-payment of rent were rehoused

in other accommodation which was supposed to be less desirable but was,

according to team D's social workers, sometimes paradoxically better. The

questionnaires have shown how expenditure on rent had dropped drastically in

team D's Department since the inception of the new policy. Records of the

individual teams' expenditure provide even more compelling evidence of how

the change in policy has affected social workers! the average monthly

expenditure of team D on rent arrears in 1973 was £**30.72; the average

monthly expenditure for the some team in the financial year 197^-75 was €15.10.

Since May 1976, when the city administration passed into Conservative

control, social workers have found the policy cat eviction to be less clear-

cut and have the impression that it has unofficially duonged. In their

opinion, more people have boon evicted tout fewer have been re-housed. At

the time the research was undertaken with team D (August-September 1975)»

the confusions over housing policy were a frequent topic of discussion in

team meetings, with social workers e>qreasing their conviction, that certain

officials within the Housing Department were pursuing their own ideas about

how to treat tenants in arrears without the guidance of any uniform policy.



The records of expenditure under action 12 covered the- three month

period since the re-organisation of local government in aid-Hay 1975*

Of the 32 large payments made in that period, only one was for rent and,

at £5, this was the smallest large payment made* Social workers may

well have been right in their conviction that housing policies were

unofficially changing, possibly as & result of a change in political

control, but i£ there were any changes, they had not yet begun to *bite*

by making heavy oaraands on social workers* casli resources, and the records

for this period are more a confirmation of the policy of non-eviction than

of the policy being eroded since re-organisation.

The non-eviction policy is further confirmed by the cases arising in

the one-week study, of which only three of the total of 28 had rent arrears

problems. Two of the clients, one with eight children and the other with

two, had substantial arrears of £200 and 160 respectively but there was no

eviction date set and the social worker was not unduly worried by the amount

of money owed. The tiiird case is rather mere pusaling since it involved a

family with two young children who had been evicted for arrears and presented

as homeless. The social worker did not offer an explanation of this - it

may have been, an example of Housing officials beginning to be less tolerant

of high arrears even where there were young children at risk of being

received into care.

In conclusion, the changes of policy experienced by team D and the

records of social work expenditure before and after the change provide strong

indications that a policy of non-eviction can have a dramatic effect in

reducing the expenditure that a Social Work Department has to make to

prevent children being received into care. In addition, in more general

terms, a comparison between the expenditure of teams C and D and the

policies and procedures pursued by their respective Housing Departments

indicates that, in the areas covered by teams C and 13, whore the level of
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deprivation was very similar and can reasonably be said not to have affected

differing levels of expenditure* the policies and procedures of the Housing

Departments have had a marked impact on the teams' expenditure. Thus

team C paid a substantial proportion of its Section 12 resources to the

Housing Department and the Resource staff spent the greater part of their

time dealing with problems of rent arrears as a direct result of the

agreements jointly reached with the Housing Department. By contrast*

despite the possibility that the policies on eviction were beginning to

change in team 0*3 authority, the impact of the non-eviction policy was

very strong* entailing far less expenditure than formerly to prevent

eviction and relatively few urgent requests for assistance with rent

arrears problems.

ccwcEgsicw

In drawing together in tabular form all the characteristics of the

Housing Deportment?, and their effects on social work expenditure, there is

the risk of over-generalisation, but even with this proviso, there are

indications that the policy on eviction is the decisive characteristic in

influencing the level of social work expenditure (see Table 8.'+). Other

measures like active rent-collecting and swift warnings or action when rent

arrears had started to mount were important in helping to keep arrears to a

manageable level and to obviate the need for eviction. These* however*

were of lea® direct relevance to the level of expenditure of the Social

Work Departments whose specific powers are to prevent the reception, of

children into care through hotaeleasness and who therefore are most affected

by Housing Departments' policies in respect of eviction.

The Government has recognised that eviction is an unnecessary way of

dealing with rent arrears and that

•eviction should be regarded as a last resort in dealing with
the problem of rent arrears /bnGeem§/ it causes considerable
distress to the families involved and tho cost to the public
purse may in many cases be greater than that of measures
stopping short of eviction, especially whore children have
to be taken into care*. 29

29. 3SD CirculJir Ho. 2/197^ StfSG Circular Ho. SW/2/197^
Measures to reduce rent arrears and prevent evictions para. 2.



LOWSPENDERS (LESSTHAN30#OF SECT.12RESOURCES SPENTONRENT)

HIGHSPENDERS
(MORETHAN30%OF SECT.12RESOURCES >PENTONRENT)Si

A

D

B

C

SOCIALWORKINFLUENCEONHOUSINGMATTERSSTRONG
WEAK

WEAK

WEAK

SOCIALWORKINFLUENCEONACTIONININDIVIDUALSTRONG CASES

WEAK

WEAK

PRE¬ DETERMINED PROCEDURES

PASSIVE/ACTIVERENT-COLLECTINGPRIMARILY
PASSIVE

PRIMARILY PASSIVE

ACTIVE

PASSIVE

SWIFTWARNINGABOUTMOUNTINGARREARSNO
N/K

YES

YES

POLICYTOREHOUSEEVICTEDFAMILIESYES
YES

NO

i

I

1

o

EFFECTOFHOSTILEORUNSYMPATHETICATTITUDESNONE
ONPARTOFHOUSINGOFFICIALS

ALLEGEDLY BEGINNING

YES

NONE

Table<8.4ComparisonoftheeffectofHousingDepar
fcmentpolicies
onexpenditure

rv> UD
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More judicious rant collection arrangements were recommended mid Housing

Departments were criticised in the circular for placing greater emphasis

on economy than on the moat suitable arrangements for their tenants:

•The fortnightly or monthly collection of rents and the
wider use of office collection may offer advantages of
economy and efficiency - however, the amount of rent
arrears and the consequent trouble and expense caused
to both the housing and social work services tends to
increase as the frequency and convenience of collections
for the tenant decreases*• 30

The circular went on to recommend various improvements in housing management,

including a number of provisions for the earlier detection and prevention of

arrears.

The need for more imaginative housing management was echoed by the
31

Morris Committee which published its findings in 1975. Calling for much

better liaison between Social Work and Housing Departments, the Committee

recommended a joint co-ordinating committee of elected members to determine

general policies on matters concerning both social work and housing and

also a joint group of officials to co-operate over cases of mutual concern.

The Morris Committee, whose reccaanendations are currently being considered

by the Government, endorsed the comments in the circular about more positive

measures that could be taken to prevent the accumulation of rent arrears,

such as payment of rent direct for dLaimants on Supplementary Benefit,

voluntary deductions of earned income, pait-payments at local district offices

or post offices and, for those experiencing particular difficulty in paying

rent, weekly door-to-door collections. Such measures, though more costly

than the passive collection of rents at centralised offices, might seem more

expensive but would be cheaper in the long run as the number of evictions

and abacondences through fear of eviction were reduced.

30. 3DD/SWSG Circular on. cit. para U.

31. The report of the Morris Coraraittee on links between housing and
social work - Kouainr? and Social 'ork. a .joint approach HMSO 1975.
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Studied in isolation, the four housing authorities do not appear to

be particularly bad and all have sorae points in their favour as far as

social workers ore concerned. Comparison of the organisation,

policies and procedures of the Housing Departments studied with the

•ideal* recommended by Government publications, however, shows that

with the possible exception of Team D*s housing authority, they leave a

lot to be desired. Although their structure was not spelt out in

detail in this chapter, two had rent arrears sections that were

responsible, not to the Housing Manager, but to the local authority's

Treasurer, a system which was recognised by the Government to be

responsible for unnecessary difficulties,^3 wkile liaison with the
Social ork Department was, in all but one of the authorities, at best

33
sporadic and impersonal. As Sharkey found in his authority, Housing

Departments made little use of the variety of measures to prevent arrears

mounting beyond a series of warning letters, while eviction was,

particularly for the housing authorities covered by the high-spending

social work teams, a not infrequent occurrence.

Compared with the financial turn-over of the Housing Departments,

especially of the two cities, the amount of money obtained from Social

Work Departments to prevent evictions was not large but, from the social

work point of view, the percentage of their resources given for rent was,

in some cases, quite substantial. The official Government view is that

rent arrears are a housing management problem and that Housing Departments

can and should make greater use of the methods available to collect rent

payments on the grounds partly of economy and partly of humanitarianism.

That some Housing Departments do not fully exploit their opportunities

(as was indicated in this chapter) makes demands on social workers to

32. SDD/SWSG Circular op. sit, para 6.

33. P. Sharkey Social ' 'ork Today Vol. 7 Ho. 11.
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provide assistance ihat is indeed within their powers but would be un¬

necessary if the Housing Departments were prepared to take more imagi¬

native view of their responsibilities. There is the risk, moreover, that

so long as social workers continue to accept this kind of responsibility,

they will be used, in Sharkey's phrase, 'to ease the conscience of a

34
department which is managing its affairs badly*" and, by taking part in

the last stages of the eviction procedures, will bo giving ♦implicit

backing and respectability to then*.

A..T 3: HiD'fl;\KY

Ifce primary finding of this chapter, the purpose of which was to

assess the influence of Fuel Boards* and housing Departments* policies and

procedures on the implementation of Section 12f is that because the section

is drawn so widely, leaving social workers vulnerable to a variety of

pressures, there is a two-fold danger for Social Work Departments when

exercising their powers to ive cash assistance.

!The first danger is from social workers themselves. Chapter 5 has

amply demonstrated and stressed the need for boundaries consciously to be

drawn around social work functions: just as David Donnison, Chairman of the

Supplementary Benefits Commission, has called for a reappraisal of the

circumstances in which "xcsptional Heeds layments are given, ensuring that

they really are exceptional, so social workers should similarly define the

circumstances in which their own cash assistance powers can be appro¬

priately invoked. One method that social workers can employ to avoid the

burden of making payments, as Chapter 6 has indicated, is by applying much

more frequently on behalf of their clients for xceptional Heeds Payments.

It is rather more difficult for them to take such direct and simple action

in relation to the Fuel Boards and Housing Departments, but J arts 1 and

2 suggest that certain policies and procedures contribute to the public's

problems, and individual social workers can be more active in amassing

evidence at area team level to support a ease for changes in such practices.

34. V. Hharkey op. cit.
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The second danger is from the two organisations themselves. This

subject clearly requires further study but such evidence as is provided

in this chapter indicates that there is some substance in social workers'

belief that they have become the helpless victims of the decisions of

other organisations for thorn the social welfare of the public is at best

a secondary consideration. It is not realistic or feasible to expect

organisations whose primary task is to function efficiently and

economically to pay the same attention to social considerations as Social

Work Departments. Nevertheless a better balance between social and

economic considerations is not impossible. Chapter 8 has shown that

there is variation between the practice of different District Offices of

the same Electricity Board and bet-ween different Housing Departments and

that particular policies - for example, the acceptance of part-payments

towards future bills (as with team B's local electricity office) or the

policy of non-eviction fes in Department A's and team D's authority) - can

help to a considerable extent both the public and the Social Work

Departments. That some offices or authorities can employ such policies

and procedures testifies either that they are not so prohibitively

expensive as some officials protest or that the extra immediate administrative

cost is justified in saving even greater expense at a later stage. Thus

social workers can, if necessary, do more to avoid the pitfalls of the

broadly-drawn Section 12, in part by pressing more vigorously for Exceptional

Needs Payments and in part by working towards the adoption by other

organisations of those kinds of policies that are neither commercially

unfeasiblemr socially irresponsible.
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CHAPxBK 9; THS IfirLPSTIC ■ ON >%l■BHDITPBS OF

SOCIAL ' 'OBK'.Rri1 INTVHPR;<T ATION OF SBCTICW 12

IHTROWGTIOH

This chapter is the last to examine the proposition that the way

in which Section 12 is implemented is influenced by throe main

variables; the Social 4ork Departments* own policies and procedures in

relation to cash assistance; other organisations* policies and pro¬

cedures j and social workers* perceptions of their powers under Section

12. Chapter 9 is concerned with the third of these variables and will

examine the assumption that the circumstances in which cash assistance

is provided are a reflection of social workers* differing inter¬

pretations of the cash assistance powers.

As Chapters 2 and 3 have shown, Section 12 originated as a

measure intended primarily for promotional or preventive purposes,

representing the 'great leap forward* from the merely preventive stance

of social work embodied in the Children and Young Persons Act, 1963 to

the more positive and comprehensive philosophy first expounded in the

White Paper '"'octal ork and the Community. The first draft of Hection

12, which tried to capture the vision of the Whit* Paper, was severely

modified as it passed through the pre-legislative and Parliamentary

stages and the form which it finally took exposed it to a number of

quite different - almost mutually exclusive - interpretations.

Whereas in England and ales a consensus can be reached about the

purpose of Section l,1 the nature and purpose of ection 12 are highly

equivocal. Chapter 4 has shown how oci 1 ork -apartments are able to

interpret the provisions of Section 12 in varl:ty of ways. Indeed,

1. See S. Ross ov. cit. It is stated in the Children and Young
Persons Act, 1963 that cash assistance con be given to prev nt
the reception of children into care or their appearance before
a juvenile court, though the manner in which this is done is a
matter of subjective assessment• Rons Suggests that some local
authorities may have been acting ultra vires in some of the
payments they made.
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the variety is such that this piece of legislation is a remarkable

example of the art of being ©11 things to all men: while it evidently

can be interpreted as being still wide enough to encompass a promo¬

tional stance in relation to individuals if ocial ork Departments so

desire, it also contains sufficient powerful restrictions to suggest to

those susceptible to that kind of interpretation that cash assistance

should be given only in emergencies.

Do individual social workers in the teams studied display a

similarly varied interpretation of their powers and, if so, is there any

discrepancy between the way that social workers would like to use ;ection

12 and the way they actually do use it? In examining the effect of social

workers' views on their expenditure, an attempt has been made to

categorise opinions into three types » promotional, preventive and

emergency - as an illustration of social workers' conceptions of how the

cash assistance powers ought, ideally, to bo used. This is obviously

open to the objection that it is a gross simplification of a complex

subject, but, in justification of this device, the two sets of question¬

naires illustrate that there are three groups, even if there is a blurring

between them. In Chapter 4, it was seen that, of the respondents to the

first questionnaire, four thought Section 12 was a flexible provision that

allowed scope for Imaginative promotional social work where appropriate,

sixteen thought the powers useful in baying time to practise remedial or

rehabilitative social work, and eight thought the powers useful in

emergencies. Similarly, of the respondents to the second questionnaire,

three thought oction 12 was flexible and constructive, fourteen thought

that it was necessary to give cash assistance within a casework plan

and a further fourteen thought that cash assistance should be confined to

emergencies.
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Interviews with every social worker in each of the four teams

studied showed the same kinds of constellations of opinion about

the pi ce of cash assistance In social work that Directors of Social

Work, in replying to the questionnaires, had displayed* two questions

on this subject were asked of social workers in an otherwise un¬

structured interview and the replies showed a similar tendency to

prefer the application of assistance in either a promotional context,

as a preventive measure or in emergencies which required only small
2

payments. ~ In most cases, it was quite clear from social workers*

opinions about the purpose of cash assistance how, ideally, they should

like to use Section 12. For example, where a social worker thought cash

assistance valuable as a means of effecting change within a family or

as a way of teaching people to budget, this was categorised as a

preference fo preventionj similarly, where a social worker felt strongly

that the role of social workers in providing cash assistance was merely

to plug the gaps in existing provisions, this was classified as a

preference for emergencies. Classification of this nature obviously runs

the risk of being arbitrary and ignores for example tho possibility that

social workers can b© keen exponents of *promotional' social work but

can at the same time accept the usefulness of the powers for conventional

preventive purposes. Nevertheless, social workers did display strong

preferences for a particular way of using cash assistance and their

primary preferences have been taken as their •ideal*, or how they would

use Section 12 if circumstances provided them with the requisite freedom.

In examining the influence of social workers* opinions on the

2. nee Appendix 3.
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pattern of expenditure, Goulclner's theory of latent roles has proved
•Z

very valuable. The theory starts from the assumption that people

have a number of social roles and that it is therefor© necessary to

distinguish between those social identities of group members which

are "consensually regarded as relevant in a given setting" (manifest

social identities) and those that are irrelevant, inappropriate to

consider or illegitimate to take into account" (latent social identities). ^
Research, in his view, can then be focused on those "patterns of social

interaction and lines of orientation which are not prescribed by the

group under study"and can help to account for "some of the differences

(in behaviour or belief) among those in the same manifest role or for
5

some of the similarities among those having different manifest roles."

The theory of manifest find latent roles lias been useful in drawing

distinctions between what might be called departmental policy in relation

to the cash assistance powers, which imposes recognised obligations on

social workers (the rum ifest role) and social workers' beliefs about the

place of cash assistance in social work (the latent role). It then

becomes possible to draw conclusions about the influence of personal

opinion on expenditure within each Department. It has of course been noted

earlier that some Departments do not have a well-articulated policy on

Section 12 and, whore this is the case, the effect of the procedures in

encouraging the use of cash in a particular way has had to be taken as

enjoying official approval and reflecting the Departmental stance in

3. A.W. Gouldner "Cosmopolitans and locals: toward an analysis of
latent social roles I and II" in Administrative Science : uarterlv
Vol. II 1957-58.

4. A.W. Gouldner on. cit. p. 284.

5. A.W. Gouldner on. cit. p. 286.
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relation to cash assistance# Some conclusions of a general nature

are drawn at the end of the chapter about social workers' views on

the value of the cash assistance powers and the kinds of procedures

that are most likely to be required to accommodate then.

-OCTAL :'ORKE'-vS* ¥IKb'S OH SECTION 12

department A

Chapter 7 has already indicated that Department A was singularly

lacking in clear instructions about policy in regard tocash assistance

and provided very few written guidelines on which social workers could

draw when making decisions about the relevance of cash assistance.

In the absence of any guidance, social workers found that the Department8

procedures exercised a strong control over their level of spending and it

was suggested that, as a direct result of the procedures, the social

workers in Department A were highly susceptible to making payments -

mostly very small ones - in emergencies. Since the procedures were

chosen deliberately as a way of developing professional responsibility

(despite an acknowledged risk of encouraging inappropriate payments), it
must be assumed that the Deportment's stance in relation to cash

assistance was weighted in favour of preventive end emergency rather

than promotional uses of the powers: certainly, there was no positive

encouragement in writing of payments that could be described as

adventurous or unconventional in promoting individual social welfare.

In the tables below, which attempt to establish individual social

workers' views on the cash assistance powers, tho information was culled

primarily from an interview with each social worker, which indicated

both their reasons for approving or disapproving of the powers and how,

ideally, they should like to use them, and from an examination of

Departmental expenditure under Section 12, the records of which showed
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the cix*3Ufit3tanees and frequency with which each social worker made

payments. In all the teams studied, social workers' perceptions of

the way they used the powers, which are recorded la the fourth column

of the tables, were checked against the records of payments and were

eoen to be highly accurate.

As the tables show, the majority of social workers in this

Department were in favour of the cash assistance powers as a useful

resource, though there was a variety of opinion within the one office

about the particular value of the powers, covering the spectrum from

a desire to be more adventurous in promoting social welfare ^ to an

immovable resistance to any but the most dire emergencies. It can

therefore be concluded that there was no consensus within the office

among either trained or untrained staff about the role of cash assistance

in social work.

By contrast to the lack of consensus among Department A*s social

workers in their opinion about the place of cash assistance, column 4

of the table indicates that the circumstances in -which the social

workers normally gave cash assistance wore strikingly similar - namely,

that moat social workers used the powers to provide clients with small

amounts in emergencies. Tables 6.1 and 6.2 confirm that the vast majority

of payments provided by Department A are small amounts, the average loan

amounting to only .£2.85 and the average grant to CI.92, while on average

less tlian one large sum, which can realistically be hoped to serve some

preventive purpose, una issued per month.

6. Sc»n© unconventional types of expenditure inentioned in this
Department included a record player stylus, a hhir-do and a
secondhand car.



Tables 9*1 sad 9,? clearly show the discrepancy between what

racial workers say they would like to do with the powers and how they

actually use then# Referring' to C-ouldner's theory* the manifest role

of the social worker in department A as a source of assistance in

emergencies is the dominant role, despite being underlaid by a variety

of conflicting opinion, Department A's procedures effectively ensured that

social workers would make only very small payments which, it was gen¬

erally believed, determined that cash assistance was confined mainly to

emergencies requiring small amounts. In this Department, therefore,

social workers1 opinions on the place of cash assistance in social work

(in some cases quite vehemently expressed), had s negligible influence

on the pattern of expenditure, and only whore a social worker's personal

view was consonant with the Departmental *ethos', fashioned and reflected

by procedures, was there any possibility that tho social worker could bo

completely comfortable in the role of provider of cash assistance, The

manifest role was therefore unaffected by any latent roles with which

individuals were identified.

One point of interest arising in relation to Department A's social

workers is that the variety of opinion expressed even among the trained

workers suggests the extreme difficulty of arriving at a consensus within

the profession over the place of cash assistance in social work. All of

the trained workers hod had at least a year's experience in the job and

wore by no mans unfamiliar with clients presenting with financial

problems, yat there were greatly differing views about the value of Section

12. r"he variety of opinion, rather than being Informed by any common

professional outlook or by the precis© proscriptions of legislation, may

be a reflection of social workers* different political views, experience

of different kinds of areas, or perceptions and beliefs about the
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responsibilities of other agencies# All of these, however, appear to

be susceptible to some degree to the control of individual Departments'

chosen cash assistance procedures. It is possible therefore to arrive

at some form of consensus about the place of cash assistance but, in

Department A, the consensus was imposed by policies, the primary purpose

of which was tc keep expenditure down ratter than to encourage the most

appropriate professional response to individual need. Striving after

appropriate professional responses is fruitless, therefore, if

expenditure is controlled by procedure:,..; designed first and foremost to

ensure economy# In Department A's case, the procedures were intended to

give some scope to social workers to exorcise the. v judgment in a

responsible and professional manner but, as chapter 7 shows, they appeal*

to have had the unfortunate and paradoxical effect of imposing a uniformity

of practice that was questionable both in its capacity to develop a sense

of professional responsibility and in the value of the type of payment

that could be made#

On the other hand, iho variety of opinion may more positively suggest

that it is neither desirable ncr practicable to have too rigid a consensus

of opinion on Cash assistance. Tte ihito Paper, Ooeial Voric and the

Community, strongly favoured flexible legislation aa a means of releasing

social workers from their legislative straitjacket, a recommendation that

the opening words of .action 12 tried to incorporate. Procedures which

allow the flexibility of social workers* opinions to be reflected in

their practice are perhaps closer to tho ilzs of tte White Paper,

Furthermore, it is neither consistentmr logical to control so rigidly

one aspect of social workers* many tasks when they are responsible and

accountable for other, often much more costly, decisions. One procedure

for encouraging responsible decision-making has already been suggested
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in Chapter 7 and the theme will be touched on again in the Conclusion.

'rom Department A'3 experience, it seems that the effect of the

Departmental procedures in preserving social workers* manifest role

from the impact of different opinions suggests that the procedures are

one of the strongest influences on the way social workers use their

powers. Another of the teams studied, teas D, similarly demonstrates

that where social workers are permitted to spend money without consul¬

tation or controls of any sort, many small payments tend to be made.

This begs the question whether 'need' is not artificially being created

at the same time as encouraging the Supplementary Benefits Commission

to withdraw from its responsibility for emergency need. If, conversely,

only large payments can be made, social workers then run the different

risk of becoming susceptible to the pressures of other organisations

like the Fuel Boards and Housing Departments though they may at the same

time be furnished with greater opportunities to be constructive in using

cash assistance. The opinions of team B's social workers will be

examined next so that direct comparisons between Department A and team P

can lie drawn; the remaining two teams will then be compared to see fco whot

extent social workers' views can be reflected in large payments.

Team I)

As a whole, team D's Department was the most conscious of the

potential of section 12 for promoting social welfare by means of cash

assistance. Prior to re-organisation, a comprehensive report on cash

assistance had stressed, the value of the powers in promoting individual

social welfare. Though its specific recommendations were not sub¬

sequently implemented by the new Regional authority, the chosen procedures

governing cash assistance, devolving to the nea Officer power to

authorise up to £40, were sufficiently flexible to allow promotional
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payments if social workers thought them necessary and the Area Officer

tfas willing to sanction the request. As Chapter 7 has indicated, teas

B's Area Officer encouraged his social workers to make use of their

opportunities to develop their professions.! practice through cash

assistance and declared himself "very receptive" to their proposals for

individual payments. Team D' 3 official stance, reflecting the Area

Officer's opinions, was therefore weighted towards the promotional use

cf the cash assistance powers: social workers were encouraged to think

that they would have little difficulty in obtaining his agreement to any

unconventional payments that might help to broaden the experience or

cultivate the potential of the severely deprived client3 whom team J)

served, but, in addition to being able to tap the promotional potential

cf Section 12, social weifcera still had the opportunity to make small

emergency payments that required no consultation. Tea® D'o position was

therefor© a combination of apparent flexibility that encouraged

consideration of unconventional ways of using cash trr3etence and powerful

constraints that, as in Department A, encouraged only small payments.

Examination of team D'a social workers' views compared with their type

of expenditure may therefore help to indicate how willing social workers

are to grasp their chance, rarely offered, to make promotional payments or

whether such opporttmiti.es are a chimera that social workers pretend to seek

but may not know how to use. The tables below show social workers' reasons

for approving or disapproving of the cash assistance powers and contrast

their perceptions of how they use than (checked for accuracy against the

records of payment) with their opinions about how ideally they should be

used: (see Tables 9*3 and 9.4).

Most of the social workers in team T), like those of Department A, were

in favour of the powers» though again there was a considerable variety

of reasons for this, ranging between a belief in their necessity as an
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Position in Reasons for appro- Ideal use Practice in
SW Dept. vine powers of the using powers

powers

Area Endorses need to Promotional Rarely needs
Officer promote individual to sanction

social welfare large payments;
would like
more imaginative
requests

Senior
social
worker

Useful casework
tool

Preventive Rarely needs to
sanction large
payments; Tries
to discourage
small ones

Senior
social
worker

Useful casework
tool

Preventive Mainly small
emergencies

Senior
social
worker

Useful casework
tool

Preventive Mainly small
emergencies

Senior
social
worker

Useful casework
tool

Preventive Mainly small
emergencies

Social worker Useful casework
tool

Preventive Rarely makes
payments;mainly
in emergencies

Social worker Useful budgeting
aid

Preventive Rarely makes
payments; mainly
small emergencies

Social worker Useful in emergen¬
cies and as a case¬

work tool

Preventive Mainly small
emergencies

Social worker Useful ifl casework
objectives can be
defined

Preventive Mainly small
emergencies

Social worker Useful in emergen-
gencies

Emergencies Mainly small
emergencies

Social Worker Useful in budgeting
aid

Preventive Mainly small
emergencies

Social
worker *

Essential because
lack of other
resources

Preventive Mainly small,
emergencies
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Social Helpful v/hon no
Worker *

. other resources
available

Promotional Mainly small
emergencies

Social Needed because of
Worker * inadequacy of SB

Emergencies Mainly small
emergencies

Social Useful where DHSS
Worker * cannot help

Emergencics Rarely makes
payments; mainly
small emer¬

gencies

Table -9*3 Team D: Social workers in favour of the
cash assistance powers.

Position in Reasons for not
SW Dept. approving

, powers

Ideal use
. of the
powers

Practice in
using powers

Senior Would not be neces-
social worker nary if other

resourc e s wer e

adequate

Sect. 12
powers
should be
applied to
communities

Mainly small
emergencies

Social Is the easy way out
Worker * for SWs; should be

DHSS's conp1ete
responsibility

Should
not be
used

Rarely gives
money; mainly
small emer¬

gencies

Social Hakes social
worker workers too vul¬

nerable to
pressure

Sect. 12
powers
should be
applied to
communities

Mainly small
emergencies

- These social workers were

i

untrained.

Table 9A , Team D: Social workers not in favour of
the cash assistance powers. (
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ultimate safety net to cover the gaps in other provisions and faith

in their value for promotional purposes* hut, despite the variety of

opinion, social workers' perception of their practice in using the

power", confirmed by the records of expenditure, was that emergencies

requiring small sums were by far the most common reason for providing

cash assistance. Table 6,9 shows that on average, forty-two small

payments were issued per month, the average small loan being £2,79

and the average small grant, £3,00. Larger payments were much less

frequent, averaging Just over ten per month, and were only for the

conventional purpose of preventing families suffering undue hardship

from rent and fuel debts. There were no payments that could be described

in any way as imaginative or unusual. Team D is therefore comparable

to Department A in that small payments in emergencies wore the standard

form in which assistance was given, although a majority of social, workers

wanted to use cash more constructively as a casework or budgeting aid.

It is of course arguable that small amounts are in tb*»w»lves valuable

7
as a caaework aid, though none of the social workers took this view

and most commented adversely on the need to make this kind of payment.

Unlike Department A, where, by means of the procedures, the manifest

role of social workers as providers of emergency relief was enforced and

there was little opportunity of paying large sums for promotional purposes,

team D's social workers had been furnished by the procedures with the

possibility of making promotional payments and. hud received encouragement

frc® their Area Officer to do so. The clamour with which the provisions

of Section 12 were supported in the late 1960s might have suggested that

inhere social workers were given the chance to use the powers more

7. B. Jordan Alient- orker transactions (London 1970).
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constructively* they would act hesitate to do so. 'rnosg team 9*s

social workers, however, only a small minority thought it was useful

to provide cash for promotional purposes and these included the Area

Officer himself and an untrained worker. second untrained .social

worker thought that money eight to be available for extra-ordinary

purposes but believed that the Department's procedures and the lack of

leadership prior to the current «rea Officer'© appointment hod dulled

social workers' enthusiasms for this sort of payment* Other social workers

who commented on the promotional powers of Section 12 disapproved of

their use with individuals but thought they could be constructively

applied in communities*

Team D's social workers were thus in the curious position of being

more conservative in their views on Section 12 than their more senior

colleague and it is by no means certain that the power to make promotional

payments was regarded as a particularly helpful or isr-yertimt asset. The

very restrictive procedures chosen by most 1'cal authorities in Scotland

suggest a strong fear of excessive expenditure under "cation 12 yet, as

the experience of team D shows, social corkers} arc not inclined to stampede

to spend money even when provided with the opportunity* It may have been

that opportunities for promotional payments did not arise in the few weeks

under study or, alternatively, it may bo that social workers do not think

that isolated payments for non-urgent requirements are justifiable when

there are more essential needs tobe met. -hat ever the reason, it is

evident from, team D*s experience that social workers tend to be cautious

and are lose than keen to step outside safe or conventional reasons for

payment* In conclusion, the manifest role, which favoured a promotional

stance and was sufficiently flexible in this team for social workers to

fashion as they wished, was therefore tilted towards the provision of
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payments in emergencies and, less frequently, for preventive purposes,

in part as a result of social workers' own conceptions of the value of

cash assistance.

It is interesting to note, however, that though social workers

were on the whole unwilling to make promotional payments and did not do

so, they were not completely happy with the volume of small payments

for emergencies and v?ould have preferred to use money in larger amounts

and more constructively as a casework or budgeting tool. That they did

so comparatively infrequently may provide further evidence of the strong

influence of the barrier between payments over £5 that required

consultation with a Senior and those that could be given without a

enior's consent. The incentive to discuss cases with senior colleagues

was certainly not great, for some of the senior social workers were

thought to be very difficult to persuade about the necessity for a payment.

As with Department A*a social workers, therefore, the opinions of team

D's staff tended to b© subordinated to the particular procedure that

permitted them to give small sums without any form of discussion.

Team B

As Chapter 7 has already shown, team "?'s procedures governing cash

assistance ensured that very few small payments could be made, which

reduced the possibility of social workers freely assisting in the type

of faaall emergency so familiar to both Department A and team D. On the

other hand, an *Acl Hoc Committee on the Provision of Assistance in Cash'

had in 1973 expressed approval of the use of cash assistance in supporting

and improving child care in the family, which the Assistant Director's

subsequent experience had shown to mean conventional payments to prevent

the reception of children into care. Since small emergency payments

were rarely possible and promotional ones unacceptable, the manifest role
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in the sense of focusing on the need to prevent families being broken

up or suffering undue hardship.

The tables below illustrate social workers* opinions about the

value of cash assistance in social work and show the possible dis¬

crepancies between how they would like to use the powers and how, in

practice, they were used; (see Tables 9.5 and 9.6).
The spread of opinion among team B*s social workers was not quite

so wide as in Department A and team D; only one social worker was

enthusiastic about the value of the powers for promotional purposes and

only two found them valuable in emergencies where the Supplementary

Benefits Commission could not or would not assist. There was therefore

a marked consensus in this team about the place of cash in social work

and few latent roles that might have had much influence on the way that

the preventive manifest role was carried out.

The information provided in Chapter 6 shows that snail payments

were a very rare -phenomenon in team B and that the primary form of

giving cash assistance was in large amounts averaging "37.13 for loans

and £21.75 for grants. Large payments, at a frequency of almost five

per month, were neither rare nor sufficiently frequent to provoke undue

concern. The majority were for rent and fuel debts and many of the

remainder were for holidays for the handicapped.

It is interesting that where the formally-stated procedures seem

the most oppressive and ultimate responsibility for decision-making is

furthest removed from social workers* control, their views about the

value of cash assistance in social work were most consonant with their

use of the powers. The records of expenditure demonstrate that the
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Position in
SW Dept.

Reasons for
approving
powers

Ideal use
of powers

Practice in
using powers

Area Officer Useful when all
other alterna¬
tives fail

Preventive Rarely needs
s to

sanction £Us!
. requests

Senior
social worker

Useful casework
tool

Promotional Would like to
have more

imaginative
requests to
sanction

Fieldwork
teacher

Useful casework
tool

Preventive Occasionally san-
c tions students'
requests

Social worker Useful casework
tool

Preventive Cash freely
available when
needed

Social worker Useful casework
tool

Preventive Normally uses
cash to prevent
feeoption into
caro

Soe ial worker Useful casework
tool

Preventive Cash available
when required

Social worker Useful in emer¬

gencies
Emergencies Only uses cash

as a last
resort

Social worker Useful in emer¬

gencies and as a
casework tool

Preventive- Rarely uses cash]
normally to pre¬
vent reception
into care

Social worker Plugs gans left
by DHSS

Preventive
1

Rarely uses
cash

Social worker Plugs gaps left
1-v-lr
igv biioo

Emergencies Gives cash on

stand-by to pre¬
vent client
suffering

Social
worker *

Temporary remedy
for other organ¬
isations' ineffi¬
ciencies

Promotional Normally in
small emergen¬
cies

\

* This social worker was untrained.

Table .9,5 Team B: Social workers in favoui1 of the
cash'17:[cisia::00 powers7"
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Position in Reasons for not Ideal use Practice in
SW Dept. . approving powers of powers using powers'

Social worker Complete separa¬ Sect. 12 Rarely uses them;
tion of cash and should be mainly for holi¬
care needed, with used to days
better liaison help pro¬

jects in
the
c ommunity

Social DHSS should take Soot. 12 Rarely needs to
worker* complete res¬ should bo uso them

ponsibility for used to
financial wel¬ develop
fare community

facilities

Social Are open to abuse Ho opinion Rarely needs to
worker* through Ineffi- use them

ciency of LilSS

* Theso social workers were untrained.

Table 9.6 Team B: Social workers not in favour of
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practice of social workers in this team was consistent to a high

degree with their views in that some rarely used the powers at all,

fudging that financial assistance would not be helpful in their cases

end feeling under very little pressure to provide money where they

thought it inappropriate, while others used the powers when they felt

it necessary specifically to prevent the reception of children into

care. One explanation of this unexpected phenomenon is suggested by

the comments of two social workers who said that when money was needed,

even in quite substantial amounts, there was x'arely any difficulty in

obtaining it once the senior social workers had pproved. Despite

seeming oppressive, the team's cash assist nee procedures actually hod

the elasticity to accomodate the social workers* views without forcing

them to make what they would consider inappropriate payments. Of course,

had tine Assistant Director taken a more personal and more restrictive

interest in the decision to give cash assistance, or mors social workers

had Ds-en keen to make promotional payments, the fit in team B of social

workers' views and their permitted practice might not have been eo

comfortable.

It is paradoxical that apparently liberal procedures, designed to

encourage a sense of professional responsibility, seem in practice to be

the most restrictive, since the small payments made are generally

conceded to bo of little use except to fill gaps left by the Supplementary

Benefits Commission and are difficult to justify on casework grounds.

The effect of team B'n procedures, superficially the most illiberal, was

to enable social workers to apply their own ideas, whereas those of

Department A and team B exposed social workers to the constant pressure

to pay small sums and discouraged them f om requesting larger sums for

either preventive or promotional purposes, "one of the procedures of
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spectrum of opinion but, with the bulk of social workers favouring

the powers for preventive purposes, those of team B were best able to

accommodate their wishes.

Team G

Roles in relation to cash assistance in team C were divided between

the Resource staff, which was responsible for the more substantial

burden of fuel and rent debts, and the social workers who dealt with

any other kind of debt or financial difficulty. The function of the

Resource staff, as described in Chapter 7, was to deal with these specific

sorts of problem as expeditiously as possible, while the specially-

designed procedures and the administrative nature of the job precluded

the need to consider the social work implications of providing

assistance. This part of Chapter 9 therefore examines only the social

workers' opinion;; on cash assistance for, although their burdens had

greatly diminished since the inception of the Resource staff, there were

still some residual tasks which were mainly bit not exclusively concerned

with making small payments for food or fares.

Team C's Department was unique in Scotland for the magnitude of

its social work task and was arguably the least well-equipped in terms

of trained staff and adequacy of resources to tackle it. Procedures

governing cash assistance were no exception in tlie overriding concern

to stove off crises. Indeed, the cash assistance powers in this

Department were one of the most valuable and frequently used temporary

expedients to prevent imminent crises developing into actual disasters;

any suggestion that payments might be made for promotional purposes tended

as a result to be seen aa an entirely unwarrantable luxury. The unques¬

tionable emphasis in this Department was therefore on the value of the
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powers in emergencies, which, included not only small sums for food

or fares but also large amounts that were not intended to be part

of any casework plan. As far as the ^source staff were concerned,

such emergencies normally required quite substantial individual sums,

while social workers usually made only very small payments rarely

exceeding £5.

Despite the manifest role of team C being firmly concerned with

emergencies as the only realistic way of reducing greater pressure on

3
the Department's poor resources, " social workers still had definite

views to express about the place of cash assistance in social work.

The table below indicates the discrepancy between those views and the

way the social workers actually used their powers.

The first impression of team C is that it is an achievement for

its social workers to have managed to retain the capacity to think at

all about the value of ca3h assistance - perhaps one of the hidden

beneficial effects of the Resource staff has been to free social workers

for the first time to allow them to develop tlieir thinking on the subject.

As Table 9.7 shews, social workers generally had a more constructive view

of cash assis than their circumstances permitted them to express in

practice; two commented on the promotional potential of section 12, while

the majority thought the powers were valuable as a casework resource.

The three social work assistants saw the powers less as a constructive

resource for either preventive or promotional purposes than as a measure

to be invoked as a last resort when the Jcmuaission or other organisations

could not assist.

Tables6,5 and 6.6 give an indication of the pattern of team C's

expenditure under Section 12. All the large payments, averaging 18 per

8. There was at the time the research was undertaken, for example, no
Part III accommodation available for homeless families.
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Position in Reason for appro-
SW Dept. ving powers

Area
Officer

Are useful at
times

Senior Useful in crises
social worker

Social worker Useful despite
being open to abuse

Ideal use

of powers
Practice in
using powers

Preventive Mainly in emergen¬
cies

Preventive Mainly in emergen¬
cies

Promotional Mainly in emergen¬
cies

Social worker Useful for casework Preventive Rarely uses them
purnoses and emerg-
-cnoles~^—. _ — , _

Social worker Useful casework
tool .

Preventive Rarely uses them

Social worker Constructive
casework tool

Preventive Mainly in emergen¬
cies

Social
worker *

Social
worker *

Social work
assistant *

Can represent a
caring attitude

Useful but are
open to abuse

Useful in encour¬

aging deserving
clients

Promotional Mainly in emergen¬
cies

Preventive Mainly in emergen¬
cies

Emergencies Rarely uses them

Social work Useful combined Emergencies Rarely uses them
assistant * with supervision

Social work
assistant *

Useful in emer¬

gencies
Emergencies Mainly in emergen¬

cies

* These social workers were untrained.

Table 9-7Team C: Social workers in favour of the
cash assistance" nowers.



month, were given by the Resource staff as a moans of staving off

crises of imminent eviction or disconnection. The practice of all

the social workers, as expected, was to give cash assistance in

emergencies, though some said that they rarely needed to use the powers,

and this view is confirmed by their expenditure which was small,

infrequent and almost exclusively confined to immediate needs, Snail

payments were usually given at the rate of one per week, with the

average loan amounting to £2.50 and the average grant to £5.85.

The manifest role in team C, like that of Department A, was there¬

fore largely untouched by social workers* own ideas about cash

assistance though, perhaps surprisingly, they retained against heavy

pressure a marked strength and resilience of thought. Unlike Department

A, however, social workers in team C were not influenced by any kind of

specific procedure that enabled them to pay small sums but discouraged

anything larger; rather the constraint was thought by social workers to

emanate from the Area Officer who wielded considerable personal as well

as official authority and who did not believe that the Department's

resources would stretch to anything but the moot necessary and urgent

payments. Restraint in expenditure was further reinforced by some

social workers' privately expressed horror at the freedom with which

the Resource staff distributed largesse without any consideration of

the social work implications. The ambivalence of the social workers

towards the &source staff was expressed in part as gratitude for

release from an intolerable burden and in part as criticism of their

profligacy in spending money; some social workers, in section, chose

to keep their spending to an absolute minimum.

Summary

It was noted in the introduction to the chapter that it was possible

to interpret Section 12 in a number of ways, roughly categorised as
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promotional, preventive and emergency, i'he ambiguity of the wording

of Section 12 and the subsequent guidance on it was confirmed by

comments made in answer to the questionnaires distributed to Social

Work Departments, most of which expressed the view that Section 12

was designed for preventive or emergency uses, but some of which

thought it also encompassed more unusual forms of expenditure to

promote individuals* social welfare. It was expected that social

workers would display a similarly broad spectrum of opinion and that

their expenditure would reflect an individual emphasis on one of the

three categories.

Perhaps the moat striking finding of this chapter is the variety

of opinion that social workers expressed. In each of the teams

studied, there wua at 3.east one social worker whose opinions fell within

the promotional, preventive or emergency classifications and who

believed tliat cash assistance should ideally be used in one or other of

these ways, but although the entire spectrum of opinion was covered in

each team, the majority of social workers believed tliat cash was useful

primarily for preventive purposes or to plug gaps in other organisations'

provis; ions.

The supposition that social workers* views on the purpose of cash

assistance would be reflected in their practice, however, was not

confirmed and the reason for this appeared to lie in the control

exerted by the procedures governing cash assistance* where specific

policies on the use of the cash assistance powers had been laid down,

or where the adoption of particular procedures had strongly influenced

a corresponding particular use cf trie powers, social workers rarely had

any opportunity, whatever their opinions, to use the powers in n way

more closely akin to their conceptions. Using Gouidner's theoretical
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framework, any latent roles subscribed to by social workers were very

easily suppressed and subordinated to the prescribed manifest role.

Two observations can be made about this, Tim first concerns what

might be described as social workers' conservatism of opinion about the

value of the cash assistance powers? the second concerns the sort of

procedures that can beat cultivate a more professional apt;!roach to the

provision of cash assistance, which villi be dealt with later in the

Conclusion.

The most noticeable feature of the views expressed by social

workers in all four teems is that the majority favoured the powers as

a resource for casework purposes. This category covered not only

practical goals like improved budgeting techniques which could be

achieved by means of a supervised loan and the need to prevent children

being received into car© or suffering undue hardship, but also

psychologically-orientated aims like demonstrating a caring attitude or

establishing a relationship between social worker and client. Social

workers were less enthusiastic about the use of the powers in emergen¬

cies requiring small amounts, though several accepted that there was

a noed to fill gaps and twelve of the total interviewed thought that

cash assistance should be given only in these circumstances. The least

enthusiasm was for the powers as a resource to promote individual social

welfare, where the sole purpose of the funds might be to broaden a

deprived person's experience, enhance his self-esteem or stimulate new

interests.

The major reason mentioned by social workers for this conservatism

was that when there was so much demonstrable material need, particularly

for the necessities like fuel, rent and food, it was quite wrong to

ignore those needs in favour of less obvious emotional or psychological
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ones. From the interviews with the social workers, it seems that

two assumptions underlie this approach. The first is that social

workers feel that they have a responsibility for the relief of

material needwhether or not cash assistance can be regarded as part

of a casework plan) and tend to see the applet:)entary Benefits

Commission as having responsibility only for regular weekly maintenance♦

Thus the reluctance to consult the Commission before making a payment

can b© attributed not only to the desire to avoid the frustration

inherent in this task but also to a more fundamental belief that to

give cash in cases of urgent need without any strings attached is a

aright and proper function of the social worker. Problems of defining

responsibility are therefore not simply the result of sins of omission

on the part of social workers but also arise from social workers*

willingness to accept financial responsibility for cases requiring

assistance in cash, whether or not the client requires concurrent social

work help.

The second assumption, unexpected ;iti a profession which has strong

antecedents in Freudian psychology, is that clients* material needs are

more important than their emotional needs and that the latter are anyway

not likely to be very susceptible to assistance in cash. Several of the

social workers did not regard cash assistance as a particularly valuable

asset in treating emotional needs, end though soma were clearly prepared

to use cash to discharge debts as a preliminary to practising casework,

it was rare for a social worker to go further and see any validity in

spending money on individuals to enhance their emotional welfare when

there was no imminent crisis.

The second reason for social workers prefaring the cash assistance

powers for preventive rather than promotions! purposes is that
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preventive uses can more easily be justified: thought it is expensive

and irritating to spend money on fuel and rent bills, especially when

other organisations' account and rent collecting techniques are

thought to be less than adequate, the purpose of the payment - to

prevent the reception of children into care or their undue suffering -

is perfectly clear and justifiable on recognised and old-established

social work grounds. Justifying morale-boosting hair styles, new

clothes, film trips, holidays or music lessons instantly raises the

difficulties of inequity, is much less obviously achieving anything sad

has no specific sanction in the Act, Flexibility of legislation may

have the advantage of permitting those who have the will to carve out

new conceptions of social work, including new forms of assistance

for newly- defined sorts of need, but it also enables the more con¬

ventional cad less ambitious to carry on with old ways of thinking and

the old fors3 of assistance.

In conclusion, it cannot be said, from the evidence of the four

teams studied, that the high hopes of the K.ilbrandon Study Group and

the Scottish Office legislators have yet cone to fruition in the field

of cash assistance. Not only does the type of expenditure boar this

out but social workers' views on the powers, coupled with restrictive

procedures governing cash assistance, are such that it would be

optimistic to expect anything but conventional expenditure that could

just as easily have been sanctioned under the old Section 1, One small

ray of hope is that among those social workers who did not approve of

cash assistance for any purpose and wished to see the powers expunged

from their statutory obligations, there were several who raised their

sights above the individually-oriented kind of social work and were
«•
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strong supporters of the duty to promote social welfare on a

coramroity scales money used to cultivate groups, to finance

volunteers and develop a lively community spirit was considered a more

constructive vay of practising social work at the primary preventive

level than giving a temporary boost, by a cash grant, to isolated

individuals.
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Cprolusion

Any social worker reading .Section 12 for the first time and

seeking a clear understanding of the legislators* intentions is en¬

titled to feol baffled. It begins with a flourish, an enthusiastic

declaration of purpose, that seems resoundingly and encouragingly

positivej it then trails away into a mase of restrictions that leaves

the reader bemused at the contrast. It is because of this apparent

contradiction in the legislation - confirmed by personal experience

and observation of others using it - that this thesis began by dwelling

at length on how ection 12 evolved, what ideas lay behind it and how

it came to be written in its final form. In justification of this

approach, it was thought that, having established more clearly what

the intentions of the legislation were, it would be relatively straight¬

forward to study the way it had been implemented and to assess the

extent to which social workers adhered to or diverged from these pur¬

poses.

To say the least, this was a naive propositions all legislation,

however apparently straightforward, can encompass n variety of interpre¬

tations. In the case of kection 12, it was clear at the start that

there could be no consensus of opinion derived from the legislation

simply because of the difficulty in understanding its phrasing. ut in

any case, a concensus was neither feasible, because of the different

kinds of social work experiences brought to a newly amalgamated profes¬

sion, nor desirable, since a general duty to promote social welfare

necessarily requires a number of stimulating interpretations to do

justice to its breadth. Furthermore, it has been argued, by "egan

Brown® for example, that social workers should not rely so much on

precise prescriptions, such as legal inter-protations or guidelines,

to know what their job is. Ideally, in her view, practising social

workers should have developed an internalised and integrated body of



knowledge about the profession, together with she capacity to express

it* Job goes on so say that "The present situation is one in which

Eiany social workers seem .... to be appallingly dependent on external

sanctions or affirmation, Excessive demands are therefore aa*ie by

social workers for "clear statements" by central gov©rnaent/loc&i

government/, upartaenia of Social ..ork. i'he alternative possibility is

that social workers themselves should declare their professional
1

opinions in particular cases Jaq their employers .... fhue, in her

view, it is the task of Che social workers to determine, not necessarily

the ob.iec tl /as of the legislation, but what he/she would like to aceo»~

plish to fur the** the objectives of social work within the general

framework of the legislation. In this light, the thesis might be seen,

not bo much as a study of legislation and an assessment of social

workers' performance against that yardstick, as an investigation of the

ways in which social workers exercise professional judgement in cases

requiring cash assistance and the kinds of influence that bear on that

judgement.

It would be equally naive, however confident social workers were

in their grasp of the principles underlying social work and however

powerful their exposition of them, to suppose that all social workers

would arrive at axaculy the same conclusions about anything. It has

been suggested that constructive debate arising frcsa different opinions

within social work is an essential prerequisite for professional deve¬

lopment; yet, as chapter 6 indicates, it remains a cause for concern

that interpretations in England of the relatively straightforward

section 1 are so varied that there is manifest unfairness in the dis¬

tribution of resources. Similarly, Chapter 9 shows that social workers

have markedly different ideas about the value and purpose of cash

assistance, with the result that, from the publi c's point of view,

access to resources is dependent leas on need than on luck.

1. Letter to the writer 9th February 1977.
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logic of He an :-r me'3 position - expo'aide*?. hon ■ for the

S":3j® of argument in grossly ovar-simplifi '' form - 13 that once social

workers hair? achieved a certain level of profmoionel development, they

ehv Id he capable of dispensing with external constraints over their

judgement and of dec'ding for themselves the appropriate cironaoteneee

in which services should be provided. However, Megnn "rotme goes on to

o -y that it is Y<oth idealistic and unr«r listic to expect all social

xr roars to have this capacity for exercising judgomcat or if they have,

to ha able necessarily to express it when it conflicts with the judge-

aanta of others. In addition, external constraints on tha exercise of

that judgement inoscapably exist; as B3.au, among others, hns shown,

'.r riding in a lerge bureaucratic organisation creates problems for the

professional. Tt was also discovered in the course of this research

that a number of other fetors had. varying degrc •» of influence over

the way the cash assistance powers were use , rendering it difficult

for social workers - often under intense pressure to make payments - to

use cash assistance in eireuastuaoes and for ror.a- -ns consistent with

their own social work objectives. "hue it was seen that the Supple¬

mentary Benefits Co5Psi»uion, the 1PU®1 Boards and Housing departments

each is. their own my applied pressure that social workers found

difficult to resist} while Social Work nopart^ents* own procedures in

relation to ctsh aaoistance frequently had the effect of compounding

these preaeureo and encouraging pnyaenta that, on reflection, social

workers found hard to justify.

for all these reasons, it seems desirable for a greater consensus

of opinion, not o0 much about the purpose of the legislation which was

drawn sufficiently widely to encompass all views, but about the value

■md pur.-ose of cash assistance in furthering social work objeotivos.

i'here is in. addition a need for mors explicit knowledge and under¬

standing of the way the powers arc used since, as Chapter 5 has shown,

the control ox orted through their use is already strong and would



increase considerably if social workers were to take ow the income

maintenance service's discretionary powers.

iWG questions remain then to be answeredj is it possible to

develop greater agreement about ihe value and purpose of cash assis¬

tance; and if c-uch agreement can be reached, what are the departmental

structures that -oil! best enable social workers to act in a my which

reflects -sue principles agreed.

It was proposed xn chapter 6 that, though social workers' whole

professional Ouhos is concerned with the capacity to acknowledge, accept

and deal with individuals, this is not necessarily inconsistent with a

need to consider individual acts of creative justice within a more

general framework of equity* -ho evident unfairness with which cash

assistance is distributed by social workers throughout both England and

Scotland cannot help but engender a cause in soote clients of being

wrongly or unfairly treatedj it is, after ail, a arnon plea anosg

clxonta taut oec&use km# Blogg© down tae road gets her else'orxcity

bill paid, they, who are equally poor, should be given die sua© <>oi*t of

assistance# Is his discussion of relative uopxivation and social jus—

vice, dunoiman has said thai whatever meaning is given to 'Justice*,

the appeal to justice will distinguish those feelings of relative

deprivation which can and which cannot be properly described as a

2
sense of envy rather than vhe perception of an unfulfilled right",

oocial woi'kors oa. not escape the oall to be just for justice is ....

a good which in the absence of stronger obligations ought prima facie
7

to be put into effect".* in his analysis, dunoiaon suggests that there

are three criteria underlying social justice: need, merit and contri¬

bution to the common good} and of these, he gives priority to need,

2. . 0. Hmeiraan Kelative Deprivation nnd Social Justice
(London 1972) p. 297.

2. ..J. Huncluan op. cit. p. 297.
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vOC^-Ond jicivh 0* LliC*.UtsvlO '*^0C'a«2>Ug th0,i.r

resources and okills according to need. ..'hero cash oaoictaaoe is ooxif

corned, however, their function is not primarily to relieve aatorial

need, but is rather to ameliorate 03; tioaal neod. If this ota tenant

appears to bo a truis& of which social workers arc fully aware, this

research shoos that this is by no aeons the cose* 1;either the evidence

uf expendi tore, much of which was to relieve immediate natorial used,

nor of aucial workers' views, ...any of which were is favour of relieving

such need# show that this la thought to bo unequivocally the primary

purpose in granting financial assistance,^ If ooae degree of consis¬

tency in the application of the powers is to be achieved, there should

be nurc widespread acceptance that social workers have no role in

relieving i*iwe«iate aaterial nod and that if Ihey do disburse coney in

those circumstances it is with the clear understanding that they are

usurping the role of the incase .maintenance services. If the practi¬

calities of a situation force social workers U> asks payments for

immediate need (ami this was a contingency recognised in the guidance

on wcction l)t social workers should not as a consequence bo encouraged

to accept that this should ba anything store than a very Halted

Xlal'iC -j*t,021e

11 *0 adequate training in this field noy help social workers to

distinguish noxs clearly between their own functions and those of the

incest© (Maintenance services, ihare certainly aeuaa to be a strong case

for the wider dloaesiiina'dLoa of knowledge about the variable way the

powers ate used and the consequences of an unthinking and inappropriate

provision of cash* Just as efforts are being nude (in theory at least)
to ataodardioe practice in relation to recaption into cure, adoption,

4. ?h*>t clients thensolvsp value ©odal workers more for their
assist .nee in providing emotional support is suggested by
Sainabury*a study, "trie Salneburv Social Work with Families
(London 1975) Ch. 4.
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fostering etc., so social workers might benefit from a similar stand¬

ardised practice in relation to cash assistance.

How can 'emotional need' be defined and then, following Runciraan's
5

and Miller's views of justice, how can the powers be justly applied

within that definition? It was suggested on p. 1 of the Conclusion

that it was important for social workers to have a breadth and variety

of views about the way preventive and promotional work could be practised.

Indeed, the original point of the legislation was that it should be

phrased in such a way as to free social workers from their previous

legislative straitjackets and leave them able to develop their own ideas

within the broad framework of Section 12. It is difficult therefore to

prescribe exactly the sorts of circumstances in which cash assistance

could be used to relieve emotional need (though, from a negative point

of view, it would seem impossible to assess whether a social work task

was involved without either a home visit or a detailed interview on the

lines suggested by one area team (cf. p.^2 ). But whether a social

worker would go beyond the relief of financial need for what Leonard

has called tertiary preventive reasons^ to consider giving cash for

promotional purposes (where there is no obvious need to prevent the

reception of a child into care but there are nevertheless severe emo¬

tional strains) remains (in Megan Browne's view, must remain) dependent

on the individual worker's conception of his task. To claim otherxn.se

would be to limit, to the point of denying its validity, professional

discretion in this area.

.his is not to say that professional discretion should not be

controlled - if we accept the views of Runciman and Miller on justice,

5. see 1). Killer Social Justice (Oxford 1976). Killer differed
slightly from Runciman in proposing the question of 'rights' and
'deserts' as his two principles of justice, but agreed with him
that the third principle of justice was that of 'need'.

6. P. Leonard op. cit. See Chapter 3»



we aunt also accept that this area of discretion should he regulated,

though in such a way as to avoid destroying professional integrity,

e return therefore to the need to find criteria for assessing clients1

claims to cash assistance that are universally applicable, consistent

and flexible enough to accomodate social workers' differing views

about prevention.

In seeking these criteria, it is worth noting that one of the

findings of this thesis was that a Department's procedures have a

powerful influence over the way cash assistance is given. Thus in

Department A, where social workers had the freedom to give small amounts

without consultation, they did so liberally despite wishing to use the

powers more constructively and recognising that email amounts were

rarely of much social work value. In team D, where the procedures were

very similar, the effect was even more striking, for social workers

wore not limited in the same way by the £5 barrier but were encouraged

by their Area Officer to spend larger amounts; they nevertheless volun¬

tarily restricted themselves to the smaller amounts despite a stated

preference for using the powers for more clearly recognisable social

work purposes. Team B's procedures, by contrast, had the effect of

permitting social workers to use the powers as they wished and, since

so few wanted to provide cash either for small emergencies or for pro¬

motional purposes, the heavy emphasis on preventive uses was largely

to team B's satisfaction.

Despite the drawbacks of the above procedures, there are one or

two suggestions raised by the four teams' experience that night help

to determine better alternatives. Although only team B was conscious

of the Social Work Committee's active influence and the rest enjoyed

procedures which enabled reasonably largo sumo to be authorised at

aroa office level, there was marked antipathy among all social workers

to decision-making by officials divorced from the social workers' area

o fice. The highest level acceptable to social workers was the .Tea
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Officer arid great efforts were made, especially in team B, to juggle

the amount provided to a client in order to avoid having to send a

request to a mora senior official at Headquarters* While Social fork

Committees and senior social work officials might not agree with the

policy of giving increased discretion to Area Officers, it is never¬

theless alarming to find social workers subordinating clients' needs

to arbitrary limits, perhaps requiring them in impossible circumstances

to find a few extra pounds to make up the difference.

If greater discretion might with advantage V® given to the Area

Officer, there is every reason, from the negative experience of Depart¬

ment A and team B and the positive experience of teams B and C, for

cioei-1 workers not to have any kind of discretion without consultation.

This is perhaps a paradoxical recommendation if social workers are to

have a chance to further their professional development, but the

greater paradox lies in the way decision-making without consultation has

resulted in poor professional practice. ihsre social workers can make

decisions without consultation, the limits on their discretion have

boon too low to encourage any but the smallest payments which have

little social work value and risk abuse by the public, the Supplementary

Benefits Commission and social workers themselves* Of course, the

alternative might be to give social workers discretion to pay larger

sums that might have greater worth in social work terras, but tiiia is

unlikely to be acceptable to Social Work Committees or even to social

workers themselves, the bulk of whom value consultation with a senior

colleague*

A bettor alternative, already mentioned in Chapter 7, that would

provide opportunities for individual professional development at the

same time as containing in-built chocks against irresponsible or ina¬

ppropriate expenditure, is the system of an ad hoc committee to con¬

sider individual requests for assistance within the area team. In the

t am in which a pilot-study was carried out, the Area Officer had die-



oration to authorise up to £40 and, by being the sole permanent member

of the committee (though only one among equals in the decision), in¬
vested the whole committee with her level of authority. Thus consul¬

tation took place, collective responsibility relieved the pressure on

Individuals, the entire spectrum of opinion could be considered and

the merits in social work terms of each case could be very carefully

assessed.

Purtheraore, and perhaps moat important, the information required

by the committee in assessing each case was standardised. It was no

longer possible for assistance to be given in a hasty way through lack

of basic Information. In all cases, the information covered such facta

as income, outgoings, regular couimitaenia, family circumstances, eon-

tacts with the Social Work Department and whether- relatives could

help. Observation of the teams studied suggests that even thehe basic

facts wore not always systematically obtained by the social workers.

It is possible that standardised infomation could b© collected simply

by using an appropriate form bat iMs would miss the point that subse¬

quent consultation is frequently found by social workers to be invalu¬

able, both in helping them to adhere to an appropriate use of the cash

assistance powers and in resisting pressures frcra clients and outside

organisations, duch a procedure might also restore greater confidence

in the client that his request is being properly and fairly considered.

In this team, social workers could still pay up to £5 without

consultation and only sums in excess of £5 were considered by the

committee, but this policy could be dispensed with if necessary and

all cases could come before the committee. The system is clearly open

to the objection of baing cumbersome but this team, after several

months' experience, had not found it so. Decisions took between ton

and thirty minutes and there were always sufficient staff - usually-

only three or four were needed - in the office to join the ccrmittce

when required.



lie cor.jdttea system, than, has a number of clear advantages b th

for social workers and for clients* For social workers, it has the

advantage of relieving tha© of the severe pressure to give assistance

in circumstances where it would be difficult to justify payments

either in tanas of their legislation or in terms of social work objec¬

tives? for clients, the committee system most nearly approximates to

K* C# Davis's recommendations for controlling the exercise of diccro-
7

tionary power. Such a system satisfies the need both to 'structure'

discretionary power and to ♦check* arbitrary decision© by reroving

dec!:.Ion-making frca iivdividuals and placing it in the hands of a group.

Collective responsibility of this kind can ensure to a greater degree

that justice is done ant - equally important for the client - ia soon

to be dona, Thus, on the basis of Davis's recommendations for control¬

ling discretionary pow.tr, the requirement to bo just ia mora nearly

fulfilled than could bo the case with an individual asking decisions

on his own.

It remains to bo said, however, that committees of this kind would

still noad guidance in the fore of broad general principles governing

the provision of cash assistance. It was revealed in Chapter 9 that

social workers differ markedly in their views on the purpose of cash

assistance and there ia no reason to believe that a group of social

workers would easily reach consensus between themselves over individual
Zjh

cases. There ia consequently a need, as is argued in Chapter 6 (p. ),

for *'a consistently fair set of criteria, applicable to all clients,

against which the claims of each individual case can be tested".

This clearly can be dona either by Departments themselves or by social

workers as a professional group. The questionnaires revealed that a

number of Departments did issue guidelines on the provision of cash

7. .. C. Davis op. ait, see Chapter 7 where these recommendations
are discussed in detail.
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assistance, though observation of those guidelines shows that they

solder* went beyond indicating the restrictions in the legislation.
P

More useful is the cash code for social workers produced by BA3V-.

Though this lacks clear definitions of •prevention' or •promotion* in.

the contest of cash assistance, it does go seao way in suggesting

clients who should bo ineligible for cash assistance and priorities

among those who are eligible. Courses of action in particular types

of case are also suggested. Within this framework of general princi¬

ples, social workers in differ nt authorities can apply their own

knowledge of local conditions and restrictions. Thus, Davie*s first

recommendation for rales to Unit the area of discretion is achieved.

Two questions were raised earlier in this conclusion: the first

was whether it was possible to develop greater agreement .-.bout the value

end purpose of cash assistance; and the second concerned the Depart¬

mental procedures which would best enable social workers to fulfil their

objectives. The conclusion! reached here are cautiously optimistic.

It has boon noted that R\rf has produced guidelines of broad general

application which could easily bo used as a discussion document in

training schemes, in-service or professional, for social workers. There

has also developed a body of evidence about the use of cash assistance,

indicating cult® clearly the likely pitfalls and constraints involved

in he exercise of this discretionary power. Furthermore, there is

now strong pressure to define more carefully the role of social workers

in using cash assistance: social workers ignore at their peril the

tenor of 'knmison* a recant remarks about possible changes in the

function of the Supplementary Benefits Commission.

'Mae possible procedure for dealing with requests for financial

as- istance has been suggested. It has worked veil with one area tsasi

but is unlikely to be palatable as a procedure to all aooial workers.

8. DA3W Cash Code for Social Workers in Social Work Today
October 13th 1977 Vol. 19 ho. 8.



It let not suggested as the only solution; merely &s oas method of

satisfying the need to take into account all the considerations in¬

volved in this kind of deeisionuaaking. It should finp lly be said,

however, that the chiel" cause Tor optiaisju is that it ear* be demon¬

strated that there are discern!LIg reasons for the cash assistance

powers being used as they are. 2hi© thesis has indicated a number

of pressures on social workers, none- of which can easily bo alleviated

but air of which can be tackled if the will is there, social workers

have developed high standards of practice in other aspects of child

care| it is perfectly possible for thea to do likewise in the field

of cash assistance.



Methodology

Jhchoosing to study the variety of ways in which Section 12 of the Social

V'ork ( cotland) Act, 19^8 has been iapleaented, it wao decided at a very early

stage that a full understanding of the complexities involved could only bo

gained by ot. dyin the origins mid genesis of the legislation; and it was

expected that the intentions underlying the legislation could then be used as

a yardstick to evaluate social workers* practice. Although, as the conclusion

makes clear, the thesis did rait dwell exclusively on this approach, it certainly

provided r. framework from which to begin. At the beginning, therefore, the

research project was seen as having two anin parts. The first was concerned to

examine the purpose of Miction 12 within the context of the ocial "ork (Scotland)
Act. This was to involve a study of the develop ent of social work as a profes¬

sion; the evolution of social work legislation, both reflecting and stimulating

social workers* thinking a d practice; and a detailed examination of the genesis

of ection 12, The second part was broadly concerned to examine the way local

authorities interpr ted and used Section 12. It was envisaged that the primary

focus here would be on differences in policy and procedure and in the way that

departmental practices were affected by selected variables.

Work on the historical part took about oight months, from October 1973 to

Juno 1974. The main sources of background information were general social

history books and the Journals and publications of the various social work

organisations. ore original material was provided through interviews with a

number of social workers who were involved in the changes in the 1960s arid ilio

had some knowledge either of the role that social workers played in influencing

the content of the octal 1 ork (Scotland) Act or of the history of their own

docin1 work organisations.
The opportunity to study some of ttie Scottish Office papors relating to

the evolution of Section 12 was of particular value, not only in substantiating
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observations of individuals interviewed but also in providing an explanation

of the confusion that practising social workers felt about the interpretation of

Section 12, The information given by individuals is freely drawn on; tahio use

made of the material furnished by the ""cattish Office has,unfortunately, boon

circumscribed by a the need to avoid attribution of views or statements to

identifiable individuals and b the reluctance of the BHS3 to pennlt use to bo

made of ranter!al relating to the oart that their officials played in drafting

the legislation and subsequent guidance. The delicate phrasing of parts of

Chapter 3 is the ro3ult of the negotiations between the writer, the DHSS and tho

Scottish Office about the manner in which the material could bo used.

The second part of the research was initiated in January 1974 when a

questionnaire was devised for distribution to the 52 Social Work Departments

then existing in Scotland. An unpublished study of ection 12, the findings of

which were made available to the writer, had made use of a questionnaire, and

the new questionnaire was designed, as far as possible, to match the earlier one

so that direct comparisons could be drawn (see Appendix l). The purpose cf the

questionnaire was portly to elicit factual information about expenditure, policy

and procedures and partly to gain a general idea of tho views of the social tx>rk

directorates on the use to which Section 12 should be put and on the Departments'

relationshi s with a variety of other organisations.

The selection of the be artmentc to be studied was based on tho answers to

the questionnaires, which trickled in slowly between April and December 1974.

These revealed considerable variations between Social Work Departments, not only

in terms of their own policies and procedures with regard to cash assistance,

but also In their relations with other organisations and in the type and level

of their expenditure under Section 12. Quite aside from the nature and extent

of the variations between local authorities, the year in which the detailed study

took place witnessed the reorganisation of local government, reducing in ay 1975



the number of social work authorities fror: 52 cities, counties and large bur^s

to 10 Regional Social Work Departments. This added to the difficulty of select¬

ing a small number of Departments to form the basis of a comparative study.

One possible approach to this kind of comparative research is to match

given variables and hold then constant as a way of gauging the influence of

other selected variables. But the problems of attempting to do this wife Social

Work Departments (or area teams within Social Work Departments) are manifold.

It was impossible to discover any two Social T'ork Departments that were identical

in that they covered populations of the same size or composition or that dealt

with other organisations purs ing the same set of policies throughout -Scotland.

Rven national organisations did not appear to use exactly the same procedures

throughout the country. The only hard information available (assuming the

replies to the questionnaires were acc rate) concerned the Social Work Departments'

own policies aid procedures in respect of cash assistance. But though it was

conceivable to select, for example, two or three different Departments that each

had the same procedure for disbursing cash, assistance, fresh difficulties would

have arisen in travelling unmanageable distances to them. Conversely, Departments

were not always within the same area of the lectrfeity Board or housing authority

and did not sees to have the same kinds of experiences with their local Supple¬

mentary Benefits office.

It was decided finally to select Departments on the basis of the only hard

evidence available in the questionnaires - the individual Departments' different

policies and procedures in relation to Section 12. Pour Departments was

consider'd the optimum number for the tine available, two to be studied before

and two after the reorganisation of Scottish local government in Fay 1975. It

was thought at this stage that a Department's policies and procedures would not

change too drastically immediately after reorganisation and that all four could

be selected on the basis of the questionnaires, but in fact those of the third



Department studied (Department c) did alter earls*- in 1975. This did not seem to

be a major obstacle to using Department C, particularly as fee new procedures

turned out to bo one of fee moat interesting experiments in Scotland and markedly

different from those of fee other Departments. In addition to selecting Depart¬

ments C and T) on the bss. s of differences in procedures, the fortuitous availa¬

bility of information about the social and economic characteristics of fees areas

served by team® C and B has helped to provide more positive indications

(especially in Chapter 7) that factors other than the degree of need help to

determine the type and level of a Social fork Department's expenditure. 1
In retrospect, however, it would probably have been better to havo imposed

a more rigorous rosearch design for collecting data, for comparability became

increasingly difficult as it emerged feat policies aid procedures were chosen

and implemented at different times by fee selected Departments. For example, had

data been collected over a comparable time-spaa of a month or so, and on the

basis of standard questions for each Department, it would have been possible to

make more meaningful comparisons between fee Departments, It would have resulted

parti©.;!arly in greater comparability and accuracy of information, while comparisons

between Department® in terms of frequency of application for cash assistance

could have been made. As it was, the Departments' records of expenditure were

comparable over neither the same time-span nor the same dates. Thus tea® C

began to use now procedures in February 1975 and had amassed information only

over the period February-May 1975 by the time the research began. Team D, where

work began in August 1975, had. adopted slightly different procedures after re¬

organisation in Hay 1975 and only fee records from old-boy to mid-August wer

collected; while trie records of Department A and team - related to fee twelve¬

month period from January to December 1974. The result of this rather loose

method of collecting information on expenditure is feat fee opportunity to collect

1. This information, made available by fee Scottish Development Department, is
based on 1971 Census data.



standardised information was not exploited as fully os it ai^fet have been and

that the value of the data presented here lien less in any direct comparisons

between the our teams than in the difficulties experienced by each individual

team.

The four Departments chosen covered ono large burgh, or® county and two cities.

The largo bur^b, situated in the central, industrial belt of Scotland, has a

population of 39.000. It is a busy commercial. shopping and industrial centre,

with a large proportion of its male population engaged in the local iron works

and associated metal manufacturing industries. Until recently, most of Hie popula¬

tion of the burgh were locally employed but there have been increasing numbers

travelling to work three alloc away in a developing petro-chemicale industry.

Indicative of the industrial character of the town is the fact that ther is an

unusually hifh proportion of omployees in manufacturing and a correspondingly low

proportion in services relative to both ' Gotland and Great Britain.

Compared with Hie rest of ootland, Hie burgh and the surrounding area do

veil on socio-economic ratings. Unemployment in 1964 waa higher for nalos in

this area than for Groat Britain as a whole, but was much less than the overall
2

rate for fcotland. In a more recent analysis of the census data for local

authority housiry? (©bout 60 ' of th© households in the burgh rent from the local

authority), it vm noted that very few of th® Enumeration Districts fell within

tho worst 20 * of the "numeration Districts in Scotland. On the whole, therefor*,

the burgfr is relatively prosperous* only two '-'numeration Districts within the

burgh suffered a sufficient degree of deprivation to bring; Hies within the worst

20"' of "'numeration Districts in Scotland.

The burgh has two area teams, one at the Department*a Headquarters in tho

centre of Hie town, and the other only n few hundred yards away in another

building. It was originally intended to use the Headquarters teas only, partly

because of case of access to the administrative staff end directorate, but in the

2. Grangemouth/falkirk Regional urvoy and ; lan Vols. I nnd II (HMSO 1968)
3. This information was provided by Hie Scottish Development Department.

The figures are based on 1971 Census data.



course of fee study it was discovered that the two teams' records were so

inextricably mixed that it was impossible to distinguish between them. In this

Department, therefore, the expenditure records of both teams were used but con¬

strain to of time meant that only fee staff of the Headquarters toon were asked

for details about themselves and their views on Section 12. Appendix 7

illustrates fee charaetoristies of the social work staff in all fee teams.

The second Social Fork Department studied ma in a county authority. Like

fee first Department studied, this Department might have been considered too

smell to support fee full range of social work services and had, therefore, taken

advantage of the opportunities provided under Section 119 of the Local Government

( cotlond) Act, 1947, to Join forces with neighbouring counties to form e much

larger unit for social work purposes, covering a total population of 213,000,

Very little information exists about the social and economic structure of

these counties: unlike fee other areas studied, there have been no independent

reports or special development plans feet could provide details for descriptive

purposes. Briefly, two of feo three counties that amalgamated to form fee single

Social Work Department ere concerned primarily with farming, mainly arable to the

north and cheep-farming to fee south, but there is e aaall amount of liht industry

too. The county in which the team participating in the research project was work¬

ing is primarily a mining area, with some agriculture. The nearby city also

exerts a powerful influence over fee employment pattern of this county, drawing

in many people each day to work. The actual town in which the social work teas

had their office provides a number of light industries for local labour but the

team's catchment area also included several raining villages in the neighbourhood.

In accordance with fee 'open-door1 concept of the ,hite Paper which

encouraged easy accessib lity of social x*ork resources, fee Social Work Department

was divided into four teams, each wife a specific geographical area and strategi¬

cally placed in fee major towns of the area covered by feie Department. There was,



in addition, a amell semi-independent team under the nominal authority of the

Area Officer of the nearest major team.

Practical reasons determined the selection of tea'*. B from tie choice of

four area teams in the Department. The willingness of the staff to participate

in the project, combined with the reluctance of the Fieldwork Adviser to expose

the other teams to yet another researcher's enquiries, resulted in team B being

chosen. Team B was slightly unusual, in that its offices were outside the town

and, because of its inaccessibility, it received very few clients in person.

In choosing teams from the two cities, it was possible to apply more rigid

selection criteria because of tho information made available by the Scottish

Development Department, foam C, in tho West of Scotland, was chosen partly

because it was one of the few teams in its Department which, in February 1975.

had decided to experiment with tho newly-devised system of coping with requests

for cash assistance. In addition, the area covered by team C was shown by the

Census data to have socio-economic characteristics which closely matched those

of the area, in South-Past Scotland, served by team P. Hie areas covered by

teams C and D were thus very much alike in respect of socio-economic conditions

but the teams themselves worked with radically different policies and procedures

in relation to cash assistance.

Department C is the biggest and arguably the most complex: in Scotland,

covering not only a large city but also a considerable number of towns and large

tracts of rural land. Regionalisation in Fay 1975 res' 1ted in a massive re¬

structuring of the Social vork Departments which were taken over by the Region,

creating at the first level of devolution divisions which assumed soot of the

functions of the old Departments. The selected team's, area consisted mainly of a

sprawling public housing estate rihich is contained within an isolated peninsula

on the south-eastern border of the city. Further to tee north, separated by a

busy main road, are tho areas of privately-owned houses which have a feel of



greater durability, individuality and spaciousness than their local authority

counterparts. It is mainly a dormitory area: there is little work for the men,

who normally have to travel nearer the city centre Where most of the industrial

concentrations are situated, and oven the women find difficulty in getting casual

or part-tin® jobs. Like team B, team V was not easily accessible to its

clientele, being situated about three miles from the estate.

According to information provided by the Scottish Development Department,

which has analysed the socio-economic conditions of tee city, there was some

variation in the characteristics within the total area covered by the selected

social work team. The north and north-west of the area ranked well in socio¬

economic terms and this was indeed that part of the area where housing was pre¬

dominantly privately owned, The central part was slightly less well-off, while

the eastern and south-eastern parts did relatively poorly in socio—economic terms,

though they were by no moans as badly-off as parts of the city centre.

Like Department C, the fourth Department studied wo, before tee re¬

organisation of local government, one of tee largest Departments in terms of

organisational structure, expenditure and population covered; after re¬

organisation, tee new Department was second only to Department C in sise and

complexity.

The teas chosen for the research project was one of throe possible teass

whoso areas, according to information provided by the Scottish Bevelopineat

Department, displayed socio-economic characteristics similar to those of the team

chosen in Department 0. Divided into two by a very busy arterial road, the toon's

area consisted of a northern sector which is almost exclusively local authority

housing, with harbours and industrial development along the coast, and a southern

sector, consisting of private, well-preserved residential tenements. Information

supplied by the Scottish Development Department showed teat tee northern sector is

one of the most deprived areas in the entire city. Further south, by contrast,

the social work team covered some of tee most prosperous areas in the city.



In each of the four Departments, the Director was first approached for per¬

mission to use the Department and t e selected team was then told about the

research either verbally or by circular before deciding whether or not to participate.

By June 1974, a working hypothesis was established that ection 12 was not

being Implemented in quite tie way that tho social policy-makers had intended and

that this was due partly to the confusion about the purpose of the Section and

partly to several constraints that inhibited social workers from using cash for

promotional purposes. The main constraints were thought to bo l) social workers*

oersonal values in respect of money}2) social workers* perception of tho purpose

of Tection 12} 3) the effect of Hie focial Work Departments' own policies and

procedur s in relation to cash assistance; and 4) the effect of the policies and

procedures of such organisations as the Fuel Boards, the Supplementary Benefits

Commission and local Bousing Departments.

Ttso pilot-studies were carried out to tost Hie viability of examining these

constraints. The first, conducted in June-July 1974, was little more than a

preliminary foray, undertaken at the invitation of the Area Officer of the team

concerned. This was particularly valuable in demonstrating the complexities

involved in establishing the influence of social workers* personal values in

respect of money: as a result, it was decided to abandon this port of the project

and concentrate instead of examining the effects of the other three constraints,

A more rigorous pilot study on October-November 1974 helped to outline more

clearly Hie boundaries of the project and to establish the kinds of information

required. In particular, it demonstrated the feasibility of conducting a study

of all cases where financial assistance was requested and indicated the types of

questions needed to cover all contingencies. Interviews with social workers also

showed tho broad areas of interest within the subject of cash assistance that

later formed the basis of the semi-structured interviews in the main study.



The procedure for studying the four selected teams followed a common pattern.

A verbal or written description of the research project was given to Hie teams

before work started and the work then took six to seven weeks to complete. A

personal information sheet was distributed on arrival to all social work staff

(see /ppendix 2} with the purpose of enabling the writer to get to know Hie staff

as quickly as cssible and to obtain factual information about an individual's

position in the Department, his typo of training, etc. (see Appendix 7).
The rest of the work divided broadly into thro© parts. The first part was

concern d to examine the 'official* policy and procedure in relation to cash

assistance, the extent of the financial work undertaken by the team and the iype

and pattern of expenditure. The minutes of meetings, especially of toe fecial

Tork fonrmittee and of various levels of social work staff, were a particularly

fruitful source for establishing policies; while knowledge of procedures was

largely gained from memoranda circulated to toe social work and administrative

staff.

The extent of a team's financial work was estimated where possible by

analysing a) the records of social workers* current caseloads and b) the stated

reasons for clients being received by duty social workers. Department A, team C

and 1) classified as financial ihose cases where too primary or presenting problem

was financial. This included cases whore cash assistance was given on a onco-off

basis and also those there continuing assistance was required. Teas B, by contrast,

designed as Section 12 or financial cases those cases where- cadi assistance was

requested or given only on a once-off basis: cases where more continuous assist¬

ance was need d wore subsumed tinder the * family casework* category and would have

been impossible to disentangle from other cases that did not involve financial

problems. This difficulty illustrates the value of n more rigorous research

design, as discussed earlier on page As toe research was organised, however,



strict comparability between teams was not possiblej the figures in Chapter 5,

therefor1, serve to provide only rou$i indications of the proportion of financial

to other types of problems in the area teams.

Records of payments were studied with the purpoee of discovering the reasons

for payment, the amounts given, the type of recipient, the source of the

recipient's income and whether the assistance was given in the form of a loan or

a grant. In all the teams studied this information was readily available for

the large amounts above «C5» though information relating to small payments under

£5 was much less well documented and fre ucntly revealed only the amount given,

the name of the recipient and the reason for the payment.

Tho second part consisted of a semi-structured interview with each oociaL

worker in the team (see A pendix 3), which lasted anything between 30 minutes and

several hours. As tee Appendix shows, the purpose of these interviews was

primarily to elicit the social workers' views about cash assistance and the way

they implemented their powers undc-r flection 12, Interviews were also conducted

with officials of the district offices of the -'oute of Scotland Electricity Board,

tho local Housing Department arid the centralised Scottish Gas oard. In the case

of tho Electricity Board, the District Accountant, normally accompanied by the

designated Liaison Officer, was interviewed; similarly, tho -hief Accountant of

the Gee Board was interviewed together with the official whose ^ob was to answer

queries from "ocial ork Departments. In the case of the Housing Departments, the

officials in charge of tee rer^t arrears sections in tho authorities of Department

A and teiri B were interviewed, telle in the case of team C, it was tee official

responsible for collecting rents (and pursuing debts) in tlx© district office

covering teas 'a are®. Officials in the Housing Department in teas D's area

declined to bo interviewed and information was obtained from newspapers, from

oocial workers in Tons D and from personal observation. All these interviews tore

semi-structured and consisted mainly of questions about the organisation's

policies and procedures (see Appendices 5 and 6).



Officials of the Central Office of the Supplementary Benefits Commission

were also willing to participate in the project. With the prior agression t of the

Social Work Department concerned, the names of -those clients who had received

financial assistance under Section 12 vhile on Supplementary Benefit were given

to toe local Supplementary Benefit office with the purpose of establishing retro¬

spectively whether the Commission might, had they known of the client'© circum¬

stances, more appropriately have given assistance. Hie Supplementary Benefit

office had fir t to obtain the client's written consent before discussing the

case, which had the unfortunate? effect of drastically reducing the number of

eases discuscol. In the event, it was decided to abandon this part of the

research because there were too few cases to provide any useful information. In

addition to this analysis, the Managers and other officials of the local office,

who participated in the discussion, gave their view?; on general topics like the

quality of liaison with the social work team, policy regarding rent direct and

Exceptional Weeds Payments. Furthermore, in the offices covering the areas of

Department A and teas D, investigations were made to see how frequently social

workers requested reimbursement: t-hile it is possible that Supplementary Benefits

officers do not always record a social worker's telephone coll on a claimant's

case papers, the infrequency of recorded requests for reimbursement at least

suggests that social workers arc generally reluctant to approach tho Commission.

The third part consisted of a detailed study of all financial cases coming

to the area team over a given period of time. A prior knowledge of the individual

teams' patterns of expenditure suggested that a week would be sufficient to supply

adequate information but in team B, where neither large nor small payments wore

very frequent, the period was extended in two weeks. In each team, this project

was discussed in advance at n team meeting and participation agreed by all members

of the team. The day before the study began, a circular was sent to all social

workers, reminding them that toe study was about to begin. The purpose of this



particular project, which was fully explained to the teams, was to see why

social workers decided to give or refuse money, the sort of people #10 presented

financial problems the reasons for the payment and whether •official' policies

and procedures were carried out by social workers (see Appendix 4). It is

acknowledged that this may have had some effect in causing social workers to

think more carefully than usual about their actions, but it would not have

affected the uality of the more 'factual' information,

As was pointed out earlier in this section on methodology, the manner in

which most of the- data on expenditure was collected prevented standardisation

of the information. In retrospect, it might have been better to have extended

the one-week study to cover a longer period of, say, a month in each team, This

could then have been used ob the primary source of information on expenditure and

would have made comparability betwe en die four selected teams more meaningful.

As it is, the results of the one-week study have, perhaps, been insufficiently

exploited and their force of argument dissipated by being spread too thinly in

the text.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the four Deportments arc anonymous.

They are identified as A, B» C, and B, according to the chronological order in

which the research took place. Department B,in particular wished to remain

anonymous, and the upplementary Benefits 'omraission also stipulated that the

areas in which their claimants lived hould not be named.



I. Total local authority expenditure far financial
year 297?/??5

II. 'Total Social Work budget expended in financial
year 1972/73:

III. Total expenditure under Section 12 (including
cash assistance and residential provision) in
financial year 1972/73:

IK CA.-.H /JiD Kl;j> U.-...A ;< ^'21-->i; 12:

1?. Estimated expenditure for financial year 1972/73:

7. Actual expenditure for financial year 1972/73:

Grants

Loans

Total
^

VI, Breakdown of actual expenditure:

Lumber of
Grants Loans Total units

assisted

a) Rent arrears

b) Electricity accounts

c) Sas accounts

d) Immediate maintenance

q) Other purposes
(please specify, if
possible)

Totals ...
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¥11. *3»1 ut? roe in klndr

n) Clothing, footgear

b) fjimia&lasa, including Voiding

cs' ":"thcr (please specify if
possible).

*'ur?bqr of units assisted

Totals ...

¥111. Fleas© indicate which other local authority departments,
if aaay, provide assistance in 'dad (e.g. clothing;,
bedding, household equipment):

IX. Amount received in repayment of loans during financial
year 1572/73:

I, i;:-.iisa,ted gross expend! ture (grants mid loans) for
financial year 1973 '74:

XI. Qstisat© of repayment of loans during financial year
1973/74:

.'11, Please supply, if possible, a breakdown of the rec* plants
of Jection 12 assistance in cash and kind:

cm icxrii

number of number of
units Amount units

assisted am is tod

a) families with
children under 18

b) aged

c) mental or physical
illness or handicap

d) hooelessness

a) other (please
specify, if possible)

Totals .,,



1211. 'loir 2d policy relating to each assistruse under
Section 12 decided in your Department?

»1V. At what level in the Department is cash assistance
approved? Please give the range of authority if
more than one level is involved.

X?. Have local guidance instructions been issued about
the granting of cash assistance? If so, could the
latest copy be provided, please?

XVI. Please give your views on the desirability, value
and use of cash assist;-nee powers under action 12.
Is the giving of money necessarily linked to a
casework relationship?

>'"'11. iQlsticmehips with W.33, Pave there heon any
difficulties over the interpretation of heotion *2
by local Pi;3 officers? "lave there been any changes
in 1)1133 policy that night have affected the use of
action 12 money by facial Tori, Departments?

rail. flense explain your Potiortreat's relationship with
the Gas and electricity Boards and give details of
any arr-xigerivmts for co-operation,

a IX. "hat arra.!£'onsnta exist between year Bexar-vent arf
the Housing or Factors* Departments relating to rent
arrears, evictions, rehousing after eviction etc.?

XX. What are your Department* s procedures for obtaining
repayment of loans?

XXI. Hot does your Department determine priorities of need?

XXII. If thore is more than one Social Work office in your
area, on what basis is money to bo expended under
oction 12, allocated between the offices?

iheso questions did not appear on the xirst questionnaire
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iW..A Jfi.i -!.M-wJJitl. 1*'.> Qj*..,U*ir*L

1. i.3use

X, «'ate of birth

3* disc® of sirtax

4. _ex

3* Marital status

6. hunber oi children

7. iduc&tic-a (university/college)

8* tuts uf completion of social work training.

9. Xype of social rerk training.

10. Where did you do your social work training?

11. Position in this Social Work Department.

Id. How loxsg have you less, a social worker?

13. Previous social work expexieuc© in other agencies
(please specify the length of time you were there
and the sort of agencies).

14. Other work experience prior to entering social work.
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-V.L an. lASfcti,

..COlt ix~ \3 C'U* tfOwWO 0U «i»C* liijirf 0X iiiOUO^y J.U ijOOXwJt^. - > w —."* i'» •

What are your objectives in giving or not giving money
to clients:

ill~ -j uc on.*. *£■. - - ...o ..a. u oy tiow. oi ooc.4.o«i.
welfare* as the phrase is used in Section 12 of the
.social Work {Scotland} sot?

.-.hat cart oi uriteria do you use in assessing whether a
person needs cash assistance? How do you choose between the
relative merits of a grant or loan:

.-.'hat 4c you tniuh of your iepsriaaaBt* a policies and procedures
in relation to the cash assistonce powers? Could they be
iaproved in nay way.

..hat do you think about the way that -action 12 is actually
used in your Department?

Liaison arrangements with outside agencies - 8S8B, SCJB, the
Housing; wept. and Lo you feel that any of these agendo
are putting their responsibilities onto the Social 'fork
^apartment.
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- -r 4 , ^v.,? **> -4>*t rV-"^ T' TTT A 3" •*■ T .1 ■"**"*
,~-.fV. s. ,■&.,,,«; ....."v .-.,• i- ■ -ai^ „,.*,

COKING II TO TH-: 'OCfoL OP.K PKP/lRflHiSlIT

TO/0J6CATBD CASCS*

1. Social worker involved

2. Vmo and address of client

3. Date

4. Awe 0f client

5. Occupation of client if working

6. Who referred the client

7. as client received on duty/standby duty? did
client pnoae or caii in person

b. ..jflat .pro oxen axd the client present with

•3, .i>zd tne cxienx or tne social worker first mention
the possibility of financial assistance

10. Children f number and ages

11. Circumstances of family

a) Family relationships
b> illness/disability

12. Previous contact with the Social Work Dept.; for
what reason

13. Is financial help available from other members of
the family

14. other debts

ID. Anount and source of income

16. If on electricity or gns bill

a) Anonnt
b) Cut-off date
c) Xs supply essential

17* if rent arrears

a) Amount
b) : viction date
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JLO # yij. Q*i. Al0 xw^

A^wimt ol" i?®nt ptx* \neok

X v* « AXiiuXiOXuX QG.V.»i i,t ail "y.^oiOH W«w

<■»«& • • * v» %»wO»t» a* G-*. jjii iTii^Uw Ixx •X«i»»s»

w # * ;>-0 WtiW -X W—» W '» >< *■***■*&Xji 4#1>

w># <;fc*oa;pt3 ay alioxit to negotiate with or-o.ii.tora

'■— - » vV XOL*—' ••■;'- iA XO.-»iiiJ X <*. OXi wiiv v? 00wfc'-->i -•« vi'«« U 0

-0 J .;uilv vlLl V

b) bates

25. Social worker*© decision

26. Reason for the decision

27• Action

The questions wars only very slightly different for
allocated casea.
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-f; imA'tr.J1.!

Ate.l.«£..
VT7H rf^T, PO*HB OPTTCJtX/?

1. Tii&ison links v-rlth -the .fecial '.fork BeportEMmts. Who are
the liaison officers? views on the quality of liaison; has
liaison, trqxroroft since the isor-.e of the Tfy.el n©bi?i Hcaornndtas?

2. F .licy on ^epoeite.

3. Procedure ^01* ee^cttnt crlf.ectien*

4* Policy on .? re-pnyrient actors.

5. What consideration, if any, is given to people who cannot pay
their hills on tiae? Extent of local discretion within the
general policy of the Feel Board,

6. fhtnber of poor payers/had debts in the area*

?, Perception of Sooi*»l Work DepartRents* powers end functions
in relation to fuel debts*
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Af-BTO 3

TOPICS RAI5 .I) DURIIIG IKTBRVIEWS

WITH HOUSlHg DIIPAR&tSIlT (FPICIaLS

1. structure of Housing Department.

2. Liaison links with the Social Work Department. Who are the
liaison officers} views on the quality of liaison.

3. Procedure for rent collection.

4. Policy on eviction.

5. Early warning systems.

6. Perception of Social Work Departments' powers and functions
in relation to rent arrears.



TEAMA

TEAMB

TEAMC

TEAMD

ALLJTAiT

15*

15*

10
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Includes3un¬ qualifiedstafff 2traineesand2 students

*0aeSonif.frSocial dorkoroptedout.has beanomitted. Includes2students and1trainee.

^Includes2 traineesand
2socialwork assistants.

-tvha'r-oatfleerlidnot yivedotalisnr.dhasbeen emitted.Includes3un¬ qualifiedstaff,3 trainees-and2socialwork assistants.
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of sources

Unyflibliohod Sources

4

..-cotiish Office* Papers relating to the genesis mid development of
the Social Work (Scotland) Act 1966# The complete sets of the
Joint Working Group and Kilbrandan Study Group pipers wore
kindly rovided by Gillian McMillan#

Social Pork and the Community. The consulted organisations*
memoranda on the White Paper's proposals, kindly provided by
Mrs# C. M. Cansichael.

4

British Association of Social Workers (Scottish Region) Social Policy
and Action Group. Draft of a cash cod© for social workers.
March 1976.

Cook, II# Correspondence between Robin Cook ~V?. and David fliddleton
concerning the frequency of Exceptional Reeds Payments in
Scotland.

Donnison, I>. Supplementary Benefits. Principles and Priorities
keroxed copy of the Beth Memorial nocture. University of
.dinburgh 1976#

Mill H# and i^alng P# Report on the study of the use m.do of eotion 1
of the 1963 Children and Young Persona Act 1976

uotoon, 3. Thefts from Gas and Electricity Prepayment Meters
Xeroxed copy of paper by lie tective-Superintcndent Hotson of the
Mid-Anglia Constabulary.

Institute of Medical Social Workers, Memoranda on the Kilbrandon
Cocnaittce's proposals, the Seeboha Committee's proposals and the
Social Work (Scotland) Bill, kindly provided by Dr. Gill Michael
»nd Mrs. Elisabeth Morrison.

Jackson, ft. and Valencia, M. Financial Aid tlirough Social Work.
A. Review of decent Developments. Xeroxed paper (University of
tirling 1975).

Martin, F. and Hamilton, L. Social Merit statistics - a ' relininary
Foray oroxod paper (University of Glasgow 19735 -



'Galley, B. Letter from Brian 0#Malley, Department of Health
and Social Kecurity, to the Pom Clerk, Edinburgh Corporation,
22nd April 1975, to explain the circumstances in which
xceptional Leeds Payments are given.

Smith, G»» Social Policy and Professional Ideology Xeroxed paper.

South of Scotland Electricity Board. Correspondence between the
;3E8, William Hamilton K.P. .and the Tom Cleric of Lochgelly,
Fife.

Stevenson, 0. Paper given at the Cropsrood Conference December 1975.

Trew, L. Unpublished paper prepared for a conference at Sunning!ale
organised by the .Department of Health -and Social Security
April 1976.

Boawick, <• The exercise of discretion by social workers to grant
assiatance in cash under Section 1 of the Children and Young
Persona Act 1965. M.3«. thesis, University of Essex. 1975#

Kali, P. The creation of the Kocial services 'Tarart'ionts
University of Bristol 1974*

i>ynch, B. The changing role of local authority social workers in
Kootland. Ph.D. thesis University of lihburgh 1974.

oss, k. \ study in the use of cash payments made under lection 1
of the Children and Young Persona Act 1963
University of York 1975.

1, Kf -icial Bourses

) Governaent Reports

Bains Report Mew Local Authorities: Management and Ctructure
(hmso 1972I

Beveridge .Report iocial Insurance and ,'lliod services
1942 Band 6405.
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»l;.'de ooaaittee Goaaitteo on Hopeless children 1946
Grand 69XX#

Cope Report cenorte of the C'orapitteoa on RoRlcal Auxiliaries
1951 CjMod 8188.

Curtis Report Raport of .the Griro ofJMMren Committee 1946
Grand 6922.

Hone Office Jixth Report on the dork.of the Children'a
cemrtaent 1951

Ingleby Report Report of the Cosrdttoe on Children and
Yomip; oraone I960 GIB 1191.

ilbrandoa Report Children and Youry? eraong 1964
Cand. 2306.

: nckintoeh Report Report of the Conalttee on Racial ■' -•.•org
is the Mental Health corricos 1951" Csmd' 82$0

aud Report Committee on the rcanaftemont of Local Oarerament 1966

RcBoyle Report : rovontion of neglect of CInldren. 'oxort of
the Coiaaittoo of tise cotlich Advisory Council on Child Care.
1963 Gnnd. 1966.

r-onchton Report Cand 6636.

Eorris Report Houaim and Racial Cork - a Joint "prroaoh
HKSO 1975.

Peterson Report Che lev ..Scottish Local Authorities. Organisation
and ylanaRonont atructuros. 1973 *

i :edcliffe-Koud Report Rooal Govemaent Reform. Chert Version of
the ci»oi-t of the Royal Cqasaiaoion on Local Government in
Rggiand 1969 Grand. 4039.

Report of the Royal Commission on the Law relating to Rental Illness
and Rental ^efficiency 1957 '.tend. 169.

Geebohm Report, .eaort of, 'the comit tee on ho.<^lujai^aL^AUi^
Personal cocial c®.rricea 1968 Grand. 3703.

Rheatley Report Royal Commission on Local Cove-.mi'ont in Gotland
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